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Glossary  

ANT – Actor-Network Theory  

APOPO – a Flemish acronym for Anti-Persoonsmijnen Ontmijnende Product Ontwikkeling: (“AntiPersonnel 

Landmine Product Development” in English).   

APU – Anti Poaching Unit 

CACH – Campaign against canned hunting 

CCTV – Closed circuit television  

CITES – Convention for the Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna  

CMORE – Refers to specific crime mapping software that was being utilized for wildlife security.  

DEA – The Department of Environmental Affairs.  

EFF – Economic Freedom Fighters  

GIS – Geospatial information system  

GLTP – Great Limpopo Trans-frontier Park  

GPS – Global positioning system  

INTERPOL – The International Criminal Police Organization  

IUCN – International union for the conservation of nature  

NGO – Non-governmental organization  

PHASA – Professional Hunting Association of South Africa  

PSIRA – Private Security Industry Regulatory Authority 

REST – Remote explosive scent tracing  

RhODIS – Rhino DNA Index System  

SACAA – South African Civil Aviation Authority 

SADF – South African Defense Force 

SANparks – South African National Parks  

SCI – Safari Club International  

SMART – Spatial monitoring and reporting tool 

TRAFFIC – non-governmental NGO focused on the trade of plants and animals.  

UAV – Unmanned aerial vehicle  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

I) The South African Poaching Crisis 

 

In 2009, the South African Department of Environmental Affairs (DEA) placed a moratorium 

on the rhinoceros horn trade due to intensification in poaching the previous year.  This began 

a ban of the trade in rhino horn that prevented the legalization of horn sales in all forms, 

fomented by reported discrepancies in the registered number of privately-owned rhino horns. 

This suggested that loose horns were being sold to Asian syndicates who were connected to 

the black market (Milliken et al, 2012, p.10).  In 2017, the moratorium was lifted despite 

appeals from conservationists and the DEA, due to increasing pressure from private rhino 

breeders, some of which have dehorned their privately-owned rhinoceros and wish to sell 

their harvested horn which they argue is required to cover the costs of housing and protecting 

their rhino.  The government legalized domestic trade under a permit system, where those 

that acquire a permit can buy and sell rhino horn, and those foreign parties interested in 

acquiring horn, can export a maximum of two horns for what are deemed ‘personal 

purposes;’ despite these changes, an international commercial trade ban remains in place. 

(Bale, 2017).  

Wildlife in South Africa has been a target of poaching for many years, but a spike in 

rhinoceros poaching incidents around 2008 gained global attention and support for the anti-

poaching cause.  Rhinoceros species are poached for their horn for which there is a demand 

in traditional medicine markets in Asia; at the time of writing this thesis, many novel 

approaches to counter the poaching threat were being developed and implemented on 

reserves across the region.  In this thesis I explore how this is a global issue that goes far 

beyond the fence boundaries of game reserves, involving many stakeholders, many species 

and various logics of power.  No accurate or credible poaching statistics have been published 

since 2012; however, according to savetherhino.org since 2007 poaching attacks have 

reportedly increased by 9000%, 2014 being the highest on record at approximately 1,215 

rhinoceros poached; this number decreased to around 769 in 2018 possibly due to increased, 

improved anti-poaching efforts, or to permanently damaged rhinoceros populations that are 

not thriving in the wild (savetherhino.org, n.d).  Many wildlife species are poached, trafficked 
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and sold on the black market, from elephants for ivory, to lion bones, pangolins for scales, 

and even birds and reptiles for the exotic pet trade; however, this research focuses on the 

rhino poaching crisis due to the diverse interspecies relations and emergent modes of power 

that have developed as novel anti-poaching efforts grow and expand.  This research also 

explores and challenges the commodification of the African lion in the region where practices 

of ecotourism, namely hunting, have posed challenges and contradictions to the conservation 

of this species.  

Poaching has forced conservation efforts and wildlife protection to become much more 

intense meaning that at present, the concept of wildlife security is commonly understood 

through a militarized, protectionist lens.  Most reserves and sites that I visited were 

militarized and heavily securitized, from armed and unarmed patrols to advanced surveillance 

technologies, canine units, and at times helicopter surveillance. This was widely recognised 

as a costly, short-term measure, but what became clear to me was a close relationship 

between wildlife conservation, and militarized approaches to security and protection.  Other 

modes of protection that partner with militarization for the purpose of antipoaching involved 

various technologies that I shall explore throughout, from a shift in focus to technological 

solutions there emerged many hybrid approaches to the protection of conservation space. 

Through this research I do not seek to find an overall strategy by which to eradicate 

poaching, as I argue that the complexity of this interspecies security issue makes this 

impossible. Rather, I am concerned with a deeper problem that the poaching crisis highlights, 

and that is how human-wildlife relations, or interspecies relations, are addressed within the 

nexus of security.  Wildlife is interpreted and understood through anthropocentric ways of 

thinking whereby logics of power emerge that strengthen species hierarchies and the 

problematic boundaries between species that these hierarchies construct.  The story of the 

poaching crisis, one that I am so deeply passionate about, is a multispecies story that my 

research journey will show goes far beyond the poaching of individual rhino.  Poaching takes 

place within a much larger assemblage of interspecies relations and encounters, a space 

which I have come to understand as wildlife security.   

One evening, images on the news of a rhino that fell victim to a poaching attack brought tears 

to my eyes, and prompted me to explore why, given such intensive militarization, poaching 

seemed to continue in the region relatively unabated, something about the current approach 

was not working. It is both curious and devastating to me why  the brutality of such an attack 
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on a helpless creature, and despite pleas from conservationists and activists, the poaching and 

trafficking of wildlife is  not higher on political agendas given the global scale of the illicit 

trade, and the urgency of the sixth mass extinction that looms if we do not change the way we 

treat nonhuman nature. I am interested in delving deeper into the wider network of the South 

African wildlife economy, and in this thesis, I explore poaching as part of a much larger 

assemblage of relations where killing, caring for, and protecting were all operational parts of 

wildlife conservation in the region.  I argue that the poaching crisis is an interspecies security 

issue, and upon consulting existing security literature to learn how wildlife is discussed 

within the field at present, it is evident that engagement with wildlife is limited despite the 

urgent nature of species extinction and its potential, irreversible consequences.  I recognise 

that the poaching crisis is just one issue in an ocean of problematic interspecies relations, but 

argue that as an interspecies security issue, it is a useful starting point to rethink and 

challenge the anthropocentrism that drives patterns of exploitative human-wildlife relations 

that seem to persist across time and space.   

Personally, I am an animal activist, a lover of wildlife and generally am interested in the 

otherness of nonhuman creatures, and therefore am not pro-hunting, or in favour of 

interactive ecotourism, however for the purpose of this thesis I want to explain and 

understand these encounters not from a position of neutrality of course, but through concern, 

to highlight that human ways of life and livelihoods have become dependent on wildlife 

through value as hunting trophies and novel commodities.  My stance as an activist upon 

starting this thesis is that it in unethical to kill wildlife for sport and that trophy hunting is not 

a compassionate, ethical conservation practice.  I believe conservation should be synonymous 

with care, but as I shall explore in chapter 5, care and the intentions and practices that drive it 

for the purpose of wildlife security, is a rather grey area. I want to deepen my understanding 

of the ways in which violence becomes an accepted aspect of human interactions with 

nonhuman nature, legitimized by the way these relations sustain human ways of life.  I feel 

that understanding how and why these relations persist will deepen my knowledge and make 

me a more informed activist having explored and interacted with opinions completely 

opposite to my own.  I am interested in whether or not the marriage between violence and 

conservation can be broken, and what has to change in order for this to be possible, and I 

hope that by addressing existing practices through critique and exploration I will encounter 

nonviolent alternatives.  Hunting has deep cultural roots in both western and indigenous 

South African culture and I acknowledge its importance in this regard, however my analysis 
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is focused on drawing out the logics of power that have legitimized hunting as a conservation 

tool and question a security of wildlife in which killing and caring are entangled.  Following 

the interspecies and inter-human connections that constitute the poaching crisis allows me to 

draw out the logics of power that govern and shape dominant anthropocentric ways that we 

think about wildlife. Therefore, the aim of this thesis is; using the poaching crisis as a starting 

point; to develop an orientation for wildlife as an object for securitization, and overall a 

greater sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security and international relations that, 

through a novel conceptual framework, rethinks problematic anthropocentric approaches to 

interpreting and understanding wildlife security. 

This research begins with, but does not end at, the rhinoceros.  Following connections 

between people and rhino, I shall examine how particular human ways of life were entangled 

with and secured by certain conservation practices or modes of commodification. The 

rhinoceros as a commodity, in many instances sustained these ways of life, but oftentimes 

this sustenance legitimized and normalized cruel and unethical practices towards rhino and 

other wildlife. My research shows the many ways in which rhinoceros are commodified; as 

safari fixtures and features of novelty tourist parks, as hunting trophies, as part of a breeding 

facility, orphans at an orphanage, and as a black-market commodity.  Rhinoceros horn is 

most commonly acquired for the black market through poaching activity, following this, it 

enters a web of criminality, where it is a lucrative wildlife commodity most commonly for 

traditional medicine markets in Asia.  

There are five species of Rhinoceros, Asian rhino; Indian, Javan and Sumatran, and two 

African species; the white, and black rhinoceros, and the pressures on each were and continue 

to be different (Ellis, 2005, p. 90). Rhino horn consists of keratin, similar to human hair and 

fingernails; common uses for horn are the handles of daggers; jimbaya, in Yemen, where it is 

gifted as a symbol of a boy’s transition into manhood; the entire horn is not utilised, and the 

parts ground to powder in the carving process are reportedly shipped to Chinese 

pharmaceutical factories, linking the trades (Ellis, 2005, p. 98). In Traditional Chinese 

Medicine, rhino horn is highly regarded for its supposed healing properties, where historical 

beliefs in its ability to cure many ailments from the physical, to supernatural, make it an 

important part of Asian culture, however the medicinal properties have not been scientifically 

proven.  Usage is commonly associated with horn having aphrodisiac properties; however, 

this is reported to be untrue and factually incorrect concerning traditional Chinese beliefs.  
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What needs further exploration is the limited engagement with wildlife within the nexus of 

security through understanding the poaching crisis as an interspecies security issue, and 

developing a way by which to think through and analyse this kind of security, which is post-

anthropocentric in nature. I hope to contribute to the material turn within the social sciences 

that advances ways of thinking about nonhuman beings and material things as meaning 

making and world making; particularly nonhuman nature and how the agentic capacities of 

nonhuman forces and materialities shape modes and systems of power. Through developing a 

sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security, this research also contributes to the 

animal turn, or more specifically the rethinking of ways in which animals and animality are 

studied across different disciplines.  Posthuman approaches critique species exclusivity and 

rethink the categorizations of human and nonhuman and the limitations these impose on how 

power and politics are interpreted and understood.  The understanding that humans and 

wildlife are co-constituted reflects the theoretical standpoint taken throughout this thesis, I 

argue that by laying out the human-wildlife encounters that take place within the assemblage 

of wildlife security, no matter how remote or even virtual they might be, the interspecies 

nature of security in this context can be evidenced.   

Encounters that see the body of the rhinoceros broken down and translated throughout the 

assemblage speak to debates concerning the political capacities of matter and materiality. 

Following the journey of rhino horn from animal body, to black market, to virtual 

conservation space, it becomes clear that processes of translation take place, from wild to 

captive, live to dead, animal to commodity, physical to virtual.  Horn is implicated in rhino 

protection and security through practices of care and surveillance, such as rhino horn 

monitoring technologies, dehorning procedures and the storage of individual horn data. Rhino 

horn is significant to this research through the way in which it connects many elements that 

appear disparate; the hunter who sells rhino to be shot by hunter-tourists, the game ranger 

working to defend the live animal, the poacher whose livelihood is funded by selling horn, to 

the Chinese business man who purchases and consumes it.  My research also engages with 

the life cycle of the African Lion and how at most, if not all stages of this creature’s life, it is 

a commodity, and processes of commodification oftentimes are entangled with cruel and 

unethical practices towards wildlife.  The lion is continually remade through these intensive 

processes across time and space, and is connected to wider systems of power that strengthen 

species hierarchies, which in this case results in an important distinction that has ethical 

implications between lions considered wild or captive bred.  
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II) Conventional Approaches to Conservation and Security: Problems 

and Limitations 

The poaching crisis has highlighted significant intersections between wildlife conservation, 

politics and environmental security. On the ground, wildlife protection has become 

militarized, to counter the threat of poaching.  However, the global scale of poaching and 

trafficking has fomented important changes in the governance of issues concerning species 

extinction. One such measure is The Convention for Trade in Endangered Species of Flora 

and Fauna (CITES), an international agreement between 183 states (known as parties) 

established to monitor the trade on what is at present, 35,000 specimens of wild animal and 

plant species. The purpose of this trade agreement is to prevent over-exploitation and 

subsequent extinction of endangered plants and animals, overall ensuring survival. States and 

regional economic integration organizations adhere to CITES voluntarily, and are expected to 

develop approaches at national level by which to implement the convention as CITES 

legislation does not replace national law; CITES therefore acts as a framework requiring that 

a state adopt appropriate domestic legislation to ensure effective implementation at national 

level (CITES.org: ‘What is CITES?’ n.d.). Certain species that are critically endangered, like 

rhinoceros’ species, are subject to controls in terms of import, export, re-export, and 

introduction to the sea. CITES is often criticized for increasing the complexity of 

conservation through legal trade, often legitimising intersections between developing markets 

and local wildlife economies. CITES analysis of risks to wildlife are also limited to trade, 

meaning that the threat portfolio is limited and may overlook other threats beyond simply 

trade, or those exacerbated by it.  

The functionality of the CITES framework is based on the division of listed flora and fauna 

into three categories referred to as appendices. Appendix I lists those species on the brink of 

extinction, where trade is permitted in ‘exceptional circumstances.’ Appendix II lists species 

that are not in immediate danger of extinction, but trade is subject to controls via the 

framework and a valid permit system as in the case of the rhino in South Africa, which 

prevents trade pushing populations over the threshold. (How does CITES work? 

www.cites.org) Appendix III listed species are normally protected in one particular region, 

the party pertinent to that region may require assistance from other member states to ensure 
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species survival.  In the case of conservation and wildlife trade, permit systems capture data 

that highlight intentions, however, permit systems to prevent over-exploitation have in some 

cases blurred boundaries between legal and illegal activity.  

When I arrived in South Africa in 2016, the CITES conference of parties was about to take 

place in Johannesburg, one decision made was that the proposal for the African lion 

(Panthera Leo) to be upgraded to appendix I would not be approved, rather an annual export 

quota for the trade in by-products such as bones, claws and skulls would be ‘derived from 

captive breeding populations in South Africa’ (CITES: Amendments to appendices I and II of 

the convention; 29th November 2016., pg., 8) The categorization of species in this way is 

political, in that some species are rendered more killable than others, which particularly in the 

case of the lion, legitimizes certain treatments and practices through legal channels, linking 

damaging forms of wildlife utilization to conservation. CITES is only effective when in 

partnership with law enforcement and permit systems that are operated with integrity, where 

unlawful permits are circulated, protection cannot be effective and quotas for hunting for 

example may be inaccurate. (Favre, 1989, pp. 147-148).  Out of such political 

categorizations, emerged species hierarchies linked to wider logics of power that govern and 

shape conservation space in the region.  The story of the lion; unsettling and I believe 

overlooked; was one of great importance in expressing the problems that emerge from 

creating individuals within a species that are purposefully more killable than others.  Forms 

of governance and also monitoring over conservation space became an important factor in 

understanding how wildlife security holds together; practices of surveillance in particular 

drew out the impurities and politics over watching and being watched and stretched this to 

consider the power politics that govern the interspecies encounter.  

In response to the urgency of species extinction as a consequence of poaching and trafficking 

wildlife, antipoaching efforts have looked to colonial fortress conservation models, that have 

a particular understanding of how conservation space should be governed and secured.  

Fortress approaches historically have taken a preservationist approach to the security of 

protected areas, which refers to game reserves, or areas of land fenced off during the colonial 

era for the purpose of housing animals for hunting parties for elite social classes.  Today, the 

fortress model is present through militarized approaches to conservation and antipoaching 

measures.  The security of wildlife and also the protection of those working on game reserves 

from armed poachers, has become synonymous with armed units patrolling dense bushveld, 
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camouflaged antipoaching personnel, K9 units, military technologies and various other 

modes of surveillance. Despite high expenditure on securitizing game reserves and private 

farms, poaching continues.  I argue that although the trajectory and development of wildlife 

protection has made militarization an arguably necessary measure, it is effective as a short-

term solution holding off poachers and criminal syndicates in order to develop more 

effective, less costly long-term solutions.  I believe that such heavy focus on militarization as 

an over-arching solution, overlooks and oversimplifies what has become a highly complex 

interspecies security issue.   

My field work experiences show  that the issue of poaching is far from one dimensional, and 

should not be understood solely as a consequence of material deprivation, and the resultant 

killing of wildlife by the poor, but rather as part of a much wider, complex, multispecies 

entanglement whereby security and conservation intersect, and produce an array of relations 

that are often conflicting and at times antagonistic to the goals of each. The poaching crisis is 

commonly framed in securitized terms, whereby militarized approaches to conservation and 

anthropocentric conceptualizations of what it means to be secure, are applied to the issue of 

species extinction.  I argue that where species extinction and the degradation of the natural 

world are concerned, the securitization of wildlife demands a different way of thinking about 

security and what it means to be secure on an interspecies level.  It is difficult to predict the 

global consequences of species extinction, however the outlook for the environment at 

present is dire; I think it is necessary to take steps towards thinking through the concept of 

interspecies security and how this can be theorised from a post-anthropocentric standpoint.  

There remains an attachment between colonialism, its patriarchal, oppressive political roots, 

and the state of conservation space, which determines how this space is protected. I 

understand militarization as emergent from colonial era conservation practices, which carries 

a politicized and racialized form of wildlife security reminiscent of culturally exclusive, 

colonial ways of thinking about and utilizing nature.  Human security measures that are 

aggressive in nature are often associated with fear and urgency, militarization is a common 

response, we cannot arm wildlife against poachers in the conventional sense, and therefore 

their protection becomes a human military endeavour, as a response to security issues the best 

way we know how.  I acknowledge that militarized antipoaching is an arguably necessary 

response at present due to the current state of the crisis and the challenge faced by rangers, 

but that it is a costly short-term measure that I believe is an anthropocentric answer to a 
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multispecies dilemma, that is post-anthropocentric in nature. Many rangers I encountered 

described conservation space as a war zone, describing how they were on the frontline of an 

ecological crisis, which statistics suggest is not untrue. In some cases, rhinoceros are under 

24-hour armed guard, which is often partnered with various modes of surveillance and 

monitoring.  I believe that wildlife security is more demanding, and that militarization allows 

many problematic logics of power to persist and shape practices within conservation space. 

Drawing out these relations of power is one of the most important tasks of this thesis, because 

to do so shall make clearer what drives the persistence of violence throughout the many 

interspecies encounters that constitute wildlife security and wider conservation practices.  

Power and violence appear closely related in the generic sense; however, I argue that 

understanding and interpreting power on an interspecies level reveals unethical relations and 

interspecies modes of governance that are often not violent in what might be deemed the 

conventional sense.  However, engaging with the idea of a posthuman approach I argue, 

demands looking more deeply at what constitutes violence in an interspecies sense.   

In South Africa there exists long running political entanglements between wildlife, 

conservation space, and political violence. The land upon which game reserves have been 

established has for a long time been associated with the displacement of local African 

communities and the racialization of wildlife conservation.  This, and the urgent nature of 

poaching has produced a dilemma surrounding the poaching crisis and the security of wildlife 

and conservation space at large, in which militarization has over time become a fixture and an 

arguably necessary component of wildlife protection. Historically, displacement, and 

moreover, the link between colonial expansion and the conservation nexus provides evidence 

of a long running relationship between conservation space and indigenous communities that 

is wrought with violence and mistrust. Stereotypes of what or who a poacher is, are often 

racialized.  It is not uncommon to encounter descriptions of poor, black, African males from 

local communities. Social media in particular has worked to vilify local communities and 

racialize the poacher; images of mutilated rhino carcasses are often posted as a call to action 

for online activists who respond with abusive and violent comments.  Poverty is often 

discussed as the largest driver behind poaching; where poor local people are lured by the high 

reward and relatively low risk involved, and can make substantial income from a single 

poaching attack.  Poaching attacks are commonly carried out by small groups of poachers, 

each tasked with a particular part of the operation; trackers, those who make the kill, and 

those who remove the horn. The criminal nature of poaching however, means that although 
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low level opportunists exist, poaching attacks are often organised and associated with other 

modes of criminality. Reports of collusion and ‘inside jobs’ are not uncommon, and 

complaints of weaknesses in law enforcement appeared to frustrate several interviewees.  

This research shows that through deeper engagement with the poacher through assemblage 

thinking, it becomes clear that this is not just a standalone entity, but rather an embodiment of 

various modes of relation that de-racialize and de-colonize common perceptions of the 

poacher, making this possible in many forms.  

There is much evidence to suggest that local shadow economies such as that of poaching and 

the illicit trading in wildlife, contribute to global criminal economies and even war 

economies, and therefore as this particular activity overlaps with other forms of criminality, 

what could be described as ‘conventional’ security, and human security approaches have 

been implemented in response. However, like most environmental security issues, poaching, 

trafficking and the decimation of wildlife crosses national and international borders; species 

extinction and the subsequent degradation of important ecosystems are arguably the greatest 

threats posed by this activity, through the erosion and destruction of our entire life support 

systems (Ayling, 2012, p. 3).  The various dimensions of wildlife crime and its consequences 

for both humans and nonhuman nature make it an unconventional security issue, meaning 

that what could be described as ‘conventional’ approaches to security and protection 

associated with national security are insufficient.  

Poaching becomes even more insidious as it feeds into international black markets where 

demand for illicit wildlife products is high.  It has become common knowledge that much 

market and consumer demand for rhino horn products, and products pertinent to other 

endangered species, emanates from Asia.  Statistics on the illicit wildlife trade are more than 

likely conservative estimates, as the black market and underground trade and smuggling 

routes are not precisely quantifiable. On a global scale, the trade has been recognised as a 

national security issue on various levels, a statement famously made by Hilary Clinton; but 

also, although evidence is not concrete and rather speculative, links have been made between 

elephant ivory trading and the funding of terrorist groups in North Africa. This is reportedly 

facilitated by collusion at the highest levels with officials operating outside the jurisdiction to 

launder profits (South and Wyatt, 2011, p. 539).  Understanding poaching as a national 

security issue is a step towards taking species extinction seriously as a threat to human and 

environmental security. This poses a challenge to the way in which wildlife and nonhuman 
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animals are addressed within the nexus of security.  The poaching crisis is a complex, 

interspecies issue, that demands interspecies and ‘unconventional’ ways of thinking about 

security and nature. To truly challenge and change the status quo, where wildlife often meets 

security within the discourse of resource conflict; it is necessary to think differently about 

interspecies relations and how these are important constitutive parts of political reality.  

This research is being undertaken at a time where calls for urgent change in the relationship 

that human beings have with nonhuman nature are taking place. What has been described as 

the Anthropocene, an epoch that has been accelerated by rapidly expanding habits and 

patterns of human production and consumption, in addition to global industrialization and the 

subsequent damaging environmental consequences, has placed immense pressure on 

ecosystems and biodiversity on a global scale.  At present, modern species extinction rates 

have proven to be exceptionally high, which according to recent studies, suggests that a sixth 

mass extinction of the earth’s biodiversity is under way (Ceballos, Gerardo et al: 2015). This 

rate of extinction has been determined in several instances through rapidly declining 

populations of vertebrates, with conservative estimates of 2 species extinctions per year, 

meaning that in the last 100 years, 200 vertebrate species have become extinct (Ceballos, 

Gerardo et al, 2017). The ‘imprint of the human enterprise on Earth’s system,’(Steffan et al: 

2015 Pg82) has had a particularly devastating impact on populations and species of 

nonhuman animals who have suffered the ‘logics of market exchange,’(Lorimer, 2015, pg3) 

and have been commercially bred, genetically modified, taken from nature and then 

reassembled as commodities to meet market demands.   

Humans have contributed to species extinction since the beginning of their evolution, hunting 

entire species of animals to extinction; beyond industrialization and the growth of Western 

Civilization, the destruction of nature is ‘a consequence of the evolutionary success of an 

exceptionally rapacious primate’ (Gray, 2002, pg7). Humans have, for a long time, had a 

complex relationship with nature, one which at present has become even more conflicted and 

multifaceted through market dynamics that have absorbed nonhuman animals.  

Anthropocentric ways of thinking about security prioritize human interests and needs; in this 

case, the protection of profitable resources for tourism and to feed consumer markets that are 

hungry for exotic animal products. Resource conflict interpretations have been problematized 

through debates concerning the animal-industrial complex, where power relations and species 

hierarchies between humans and nonhuman animals emerge through modes of 
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commodification, that are intricately connected with human culture and ways of life.  Tourist 

attractions, lab testing subjects, food, pets, performers, service, hunting trophies; all of these 

encounters where species meet are often shaped by some form of human over animal 

domination, and are in many instances associated with violence.  

The encounter between hunter and prey was one of the most complex throughout the research 

process. Through ecotourism, conservation becomes entangled with practices that are 

exploitative, and as one of the most popular tourist activities in the region, hunting has also 

become one of the most controversial conservation related issues.  The most important 

argument was the contribution of hunting practices to the overall conservation of wildlife, a 

so-called benefit that I argue meant that many animals were being bred or kept alive simply 

to be killed for a trophy. In South Africa hunting takes several forms; trophy hunting being 

the most expensive, attracting high paying foreign tourists, many from the United States, that 

often spend several thousand dollars to hunt wildlife of their choice.  For me, the concept of 

the hunting trip is a form of ‘wilderness experience’ and package holidays could be 

purchased that meshed hunting together with other cultural or interactive wildlife 

experiences.  Recently, a more sinister form of hunting has emerged which has raised the 

question of ethicality within the hunting industry, and what exactly makes a hunt ethical. In 

2015, the release of the documentary ‘Blood Lions’ exposed the dark side of lion tourism in 

South Africa, showing how captive bred lions are commodified from birth to death through 

invasive, interactive ecotourism, and eventually when they are too old to be cuddled, meet the 

end of a hunters’ gun in what has been deemed a ‘canned hunt.’  

A canned, or put and take hunt is a hunt in which a captive bred lion is hunted in a smaller 

pen or area than that of a trophy hunt.  Often these lions are cheaper to hunt, and have come 

through a cycle of ecotourism, some are considered to be habituated to human beings through 

the cuddling at interactive facilities.  There is a distinction between wild and captive bred 

lions that has led to those that are captive bred being considered as more killable than wild 

lions. This example shall guide the discussion in Chapter 5, in which I discuss the complex 

entanglement between conservation, violence and care, and how harm or violence against 

members of a particular species is legitimized through argued conservation benefits and the 

betterment of a species at large.  I will tell the story of the life cycle of a captive bred cub in 

order to explore how cuddling and killing are entangled a collective conservation ideal 
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whereby a managed wild and the intensive commodification of its creaturely inhabitants have 

produced a warped approach to care and protection through which violence runs consistently.  

I argue that such practices in which animals are killed and commodified for human 

entertainment, further strengthens colonial hierarchies particularly speciesism.  Exploring 

both types of hunting, the intersections with its colonial history became evident as much of 

the practices can be interpreted as an exercise of power (Whittle, 2016, p. 2).  This is 

particularly relevant when thinking about what happens to the animal body throughout the 

hunt, it is treated brutally; the trophy is an ‘imperial souvenir’ as are the body parts that are 

scattered across global markets (Miller, p. 15).  Exploring the figures of hunter and poacher, 

and the logics of power that distinguish these draws attention to persistent colonial 

hierarchies particularly forms of racism and elitism concerning the historical economic and 

cultural exclusion of indigenous African people from conservation and ownership of natural 

resources.   

As aforementioned, I am critical of the validity of hunting as a legitimate conservation tool, 

but though engaging with hunters and hunting advocates, I hope to gain a much better 

understanding of hunting culture and how human ways of life are entangled with practices of 

hunting.  I feel that as an activist it is important to engage with opposing perspectives to 

deepen my understanding concerning why and how damaging interspecies relations exist, and 

to examine why these persist despite knowledge of the damage to nonhuman nature.  I am 

fascinated with what drives one to hunt nonhuman animals for leisure as it is a pursuit so far 

removed from my own ethical standpoint that I want to deepen my understanding in order to 

bridge gaps between activism and certain aspects of conservation.  It is important to work 

through the relationship between hunting and conservation as for me, this tied together many 

relations of violence and logics of power that explained the reasoning behind killing for 

conservation, or killing for entertainment as a self- proclaimed animal lover.  

If species extinction and wider environmental degradation continue to be understood through 

the current go to ways of thinking about interspecies relations, those that are anthropocentric, 

and that work to legitimize and make compromises so as not to disturb environmentally 

dependent markets and damaging human consumption habits, then the future for all life on 

earth is bleak. Depending on shifts in how humans treat, consume, and think about nature, the 

future may be Eremozoic, a geological era of solitude, in which humans occupy earth, 

dependent on a prosthetic environment for survival, but as a consequence, other life forms 
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perish (Gray, 2002, pg8).  However, if we can change the way we think about nonhuman 

nature entirely, prioritizing approaches to knowledge acquisition that are concerned rather 

with how existence is co-constituted, then bringing to life a political reality that is not only 

synonymous with human realities, is an exciting possibility.  

III) Wildlife Security 

The above section outlined the poaching crisis and what I argue are problematic approaches 

to wildlife security.  This thesis offers an alternative way of thinking about security issues 

that are interspecies in nature.  The above section described how militarization has to some 

extent been a feature of conservation space in the region through the colonial fortress model 

for conservation.  The fortress model is a byproduct of the colonial history attached to 

wildlife conservation that has shaped dominant attitudes to wildlife, and impacted upon 

access to, and governance of conservation space.  In this context of species extinction and 

wildlife conservation, I believe that security takes on a rather different meaning that goes 

beyond militarization, which I argue oversimplifies the poaching crisis and overlooks much 

of the political realities of wildlife security beyond militarized antipoaching.  I offer the 

wildlife security assemblage as an alternative ontology by which to explore and explain 

interspecies security issues in which wildlife is interpreted as an object of securitization and 

the logics of power emergent from these that reproduce problematic human-wildlife relations.  

The term wildlife security is not used widely with regards to environmental security and other 

research on the poaching crisis, but through the chosen methodologies, I argue that it does a 

lot of work in setting out and making sense of the heterogeneous, multispecies elements that 

shape conservation space.  The security of wildlife is more than militarization, fence 

boundaries or the security of human livelihoods, rather, it is concerned with the ways in 

which humans and wildlife are codependent and co-constitutive in that the wellbeing and 

survival of each are often entangled.  Security in an interspecies context takes on a different 

ontological meaning that I believe is best understood through approaches to research based 

on relationality, hybridity and interdependency between humans and wildlife.  For the 

purpose of this thesis, I define wildlife security as the space in which conservation and 

security merge and meet, which is not simply an overlap or conjoining of two seemingly 

disparate fields, but an assemblage of many different kinds of relations between species and 

materialities.  I offer up wildlife security as an alternative to what I deem problematic ways 

of thinking through the poaching crisis, as a more species inclusive, and open approach that I 
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hope will help to decolonize how conservation is theorized through acknowledgement of 

dehumanized others.  

Given the multidirectional connections between humans and wildlife, and the central 

importance of relationality to understanding how wildlife security holds together, I draw on 

assemblage thinking as a way to think through what emerges from particular interspecies 

relations and how these relations produce meaning for wildlife security that is not limited to 

militarization.  Assemblage thinking can be used in many different contexts, but for me, it 

worked in alliance with Actor-Network Theory as a loose methodology; assemblage thinking 

understands ‘being in terms of becoming,’ (Holland 2013, p. 31), meaning that wildlife 

security was not a predetermined structure or territory.  Rather, the term assemblage is a 

translation of the French word agencement, meaning putting together or laying out, therefore 

the essence of the assemblage is the process of becoming something, it does not refer to an 

amalgamation of completely random beings and things, and is also not attached to specific 

ordering and universals nor to a pre-conceived structure into which loose parts can be fitted 

and interpreted (Wise, 2013).  Following my realization that wildlife security is more than 

just militarized conservation, it is difficult to find a precise starting point, and to determine 

where the boundaries of wildlife security should be drawn.  I understand that these 

boundaries or rather limitations in terms of what constitutes wildlife security, are not fixed, 

rather assemblage thinking is centered around setting out the encounters between humans, 

wildlife and all of things that make wildlife security possible.  The wildlife security 

assemblage, for me is a moving mass of relations that make wildlife security possible, and the 

concept of becoming, for me, draws out the logics of power that influence the nature of these 

relations, and what is emergent from the way they assemble together.   

Taking wildlife security as an assemblage meant setting out relevant relations and 

connections between humans and wildlife as I encounter them, I begin with security 

personnel and those linked to militarized conservation but went far beyond to explore and 

explain the interspecies dimension of wildlife security. This thesis explores an assemblage 

that tells a multispecies story, and sets out the many important interspecies relations that I 

believe constitute wildlife security at large, taking militarized antipoaching as a starting point, 

I shall explore how these relations reproduce logics of power attached to the legacies of 

colonialism that are deeply entangled within conservation space and practices.  In addition to 

colonialism, logics of power concerning racism, gender, capitalism or commodification more 

specifically and speciesism can be evidenced through the interspecies; and interhuman; 
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encounters that constitute the assemblage.  From these wider logics of power, I look for 

consistencies and patterns and drew out subsequent modes of relation that reproduced 

differentials of power that can be evidenced within and across the spaces, species and 

colonial histories attached to wildlife security.  For the purpose of this analysis, I find these to 

be violence, surveillance and care and it is through these differentials of power that I explore 

and make sense of the interspecies encounters that constitute the assemblage.  For the thesis 

structure I take violence, surveillance and care a chapter at a time, and work through how 

these differentials of power are emergent through very different interspecies encounters, and 

how particular interactions cut across and tie together all three, in particular how despite 

intentions of care and security, these often strengthen species hierarchies.  

Through questioning these logics of power, I can see a dialogue between conservation and 

security that probes central questions concerning the nonhuman and political reality, where 

the fundamentals of being human or nonhuman and the species boundaries and hierarchies 

that these categorizations present are being challenged and rethought. Often, when 

anthropocentric ways of thinking are applied to issues concerning nonhuman nature, they 

tend to oversimplify complex characteristics of interspecies realities.  I became very aware 

that processes of dehumanization also cut across the logics of power, creating interspecies 

and interhuman encounters characterized by domination and violence.  Through stories and 

observations, of both wildlife commodified to become a tourist novelty, and the contrast of 

wealth from luxury game reserves and resorts to adjacent townships, the legacy of 

colonialism is, for me, highly visible. During my field work, I do not meet any black African 

private wildlife owners, and conservationists I encounter are predominantly white and 

English speaking, all with stories about the struggle to keep wildlife alive on the frontline of 

species extinction; a struggle that was very real. 

Emergent from and constitutive of the many layered interspecies encounters are processes of 

othering that produce many dehumanized others.  Dehumanization draws out the links 

between species hierarchies and cruel treatment of wildlife, and the history of violence 

regarding indigenous African people and the conservation sector, and how this has been 

translated across space and time.  Dehumanization can be a ‘prelude and accompaniment to 

extreme violence’ (Livingstone-Smith; p.,13); the ways in which wildlife is commodified, the 

violence and lack of empathy and compassion for the individual creature enduring cruel 

treatment is part of a process of othering where those considered to be less than human 

according to dominant colonial conservation narratives, are treated poorly as they are othered 
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from the category of humanity.  Dehumanization is commonly linked to studies on racism, 

and during apartheid in South Africa black people experienced dehumanization as they were 

denied basic rights and freedoms under racial exclusion laws.  There was more to this link 

between silenced indigenous voices, commodified wildlife and colonial history that I intend 

to explore, and shall do so through the differentials of power in each chapter.  I understand 

dehumanization as a form of othering that distances the human from the victim through 

differentials of power that are often violent, which I argue raises important questions 

concerning humanity and animality, and where these boundaries are drawn.  Many racist 

ideologies throughout time have equated persecuted groups and individuals to nonhuman 

animals. In this context speciesism and racism are linked together through processes of 

othering across the colonial history of conservation space in the region, that have mapped out 

its parameters both physically and theoretically.  I shall acknowledge how dehumanization 

emerges on an interspecies level throughout the thesis and how it strengthens inequalities, 

legitimizes violence and reinforces species hierarchies. 

I define wildlife as nonhuman animals and ecologies resident in South African conservation 

space.  The general understanding would of course lead one to imagine species that live free 

from captivity, that fend for themselves, uninterrupted by human beings.  Through discussing 

the intensity of existing neoliberal approaches to conservation, it became clear that profit was 

squeezed out of wildlife at every opportunity, from the live animal for viewing, touching, 

cuddling, to the carcass as a hunting trophy, or skins as rugs, cushions and wearable 

souvenirs in the game reserve gift shops.  The way in which wildlife and nature at large was 

compartmentalized in different extents of captivity and enclosure made me question whether 

wild life existed at all, and had the meaning of wildlife changed as interspecies encounters 

have intensified? Therefore, this research questions the persistence of wild life in an 

inevitably managed, governed, commodified, artificial wilderness reproduced for tourist 

entertainment.  Wildlife is more of an ideal than a reality given the way in which nonhuman 

nature is for the most part, managed and owned by humans to some extent.  I found 

posthuman thinking to be receptive to the wildness of multispecies story-telling, which was at 

times unpredictable, and admittedly I feel that it is difficult to explore species inclusive ways 

of approaching the poaching crisis whilst conforming to understandings of the nonhuman 

pertinent to more civilized anthropocentric theories.   

My experiences during field work show a relationship between perceived wildness and the 

size of the space that it occupies, from small cages to game reserves, which linked spatiality 
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to violence through the various conservation related practices that took place in each. 

Spatiality was a persistent concept throughout my analysis, and visits to tourist parks and 

game reserves made me question the relationship between spatiality, care and violence; a 

connection that I make clear through analysis of hunting practices.  Spatiality and proximity 

to human beings appeared to influence the ethics of certain practices; size of zoo enclosures, 

the ability to escape from cuddling if a lion gets uncomfortable, a canned hunt; all of these 

factors linked spatiality to care in the form of conservation practices, and violence.  Greater 

space between humans and wildlife appeared to authenticate a more real, wild experience, 

such as safari, seeing animals ‘in the wild’ with freedom to move around freely in an 

exceptionally large enclosure.  

The categories of wild and captive are associated with very different kinds of translation and 

treatment towards wildlife throughout the assemblage, and do some work in terms of 

highlighting the political subjectivity of wildlife through drawing out logics of power that 

strengthen distinctions within and between particular species.  On critiquing the colonial 

attachments of conservation and the importance of historical demarcations of space, it is 

necessary to draw attention to the issue of land dispossession which was often a feature of 

colonial regimes as ‘the experienced materiality of colonialism is grounded, as many have 

noted, in land dispossessions and repossessions’ (Harris, 2008. p.,166).  Geographically, 

colonial empires divided the world up into compartments, and relationships between colonial 

settlers, native people and land became laden with violence as settlers saw economic 

opportunities in valuable natural resources on land inhabited by indigenous people. The 

resultant compartments of excluded people and wildlife; which I parallel with modern game 

reserves and ecotourism facilities, and adjacent townships; made these dehumanized groups 

and individuals more governable and answerable to the colonial administration of the time.  I 

find the overarching logics of power to be firmly grounded in colonial racism and cross cut 

with speciesism; from my experience, ownership of reserves and privately owned ecotourist 

facilities was predominantly white, showing how racial exclusivity in the conservation sector 

has carried across space and time.   

Reflecting on the freedom of a relational ontology, I shall explore spatiality through the 

concept of conservation space, which does not demarcate fixed boundaries within which 

wildlife security can take place. Rather, this thesis shows how limited ‘territorialized’ 

understandings tend to overlook important parts of the wildlife security story as some of these 

are virtual, and are removed from game reserves or conservation facilities but are inherently 
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connected to wildlife security and to its realization.  Conservation space is in fact vast and 

borderless, and goes far beyond the fences of game reserves, into the boardrooms of 

government departments, into excluded and displaced local communities, and even into 

virtual space, where digital platforms on social media have played a role in raising awareness 

of poaching and trafficking, and where animal bodies have been translated from the wild, to 

become a data bodies, eternalized as figures, statistics, and images.  By recognizing the 

changing nature of conservation space, there is a need to engage with other aspects of 

spatiality, such as the creation of artificial wilderness to house wildlife for particular human 

experiences, and the intersection between space and ethics in terms of how particular 

practices associated with wildlife security and conservation are legitimized and defined 

through notions of space.   

On discussing space, I must note where I believe wildlife security begins and ends, a question 

that critics of relational ontologies have put forward in regards to the limitations of 

assemblage thinking.  I shall discuss this methodological choice in greater detail in the 

methodology section, however, this approach is about laying or setting out relations to make 

sense of something, and I went as far as I needed to go to understand and explain what 

exactly constitutes wildlife security in this context. This leads me to engage with wider 

perspectives than those of typically associated with security, with others who believed that 

their approach and ideas were of conservation value and contributing to the salvation and 

security of wildlife.  Boundaries are non-existent in the sense of restricting variables and 

outcomes, but analysis and the ‘setting out’ of relations went as far as necessary in order to 

truly understand how humans and wildlife had become so deeply entangled in co-dependent 

relationships.  I did feel that there was always something more, but allowing myself to 

become immersed in many multispecies stories I gather novel data and group this 

thematically whilst making connections to the logics of power that were persistent throughout 

the project.  

I believe that posthuman thinking is a way by which to decolonize conservation space. In 

order to create a sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security, this requires thinking 

about security from an interspecies perspective.  For wildlife security, the meaning of 

security and what it means to be secure, shifts; interspecies security is grassroots and 

survivalist, concerned with the interdependency, shared vulnerabilities, and co-constitution 

that exists between human and nonhuman beings.  Developing interspecies security, means 

considering the interspecies encounter as the smallest unit of analysis; considering what 
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creates and strengthens insecurities and vulnerabilities that are shared between humans and 

nonhumans requires looking at wider relations of power. Dualistic world views understand 

the natural and social as separate, and are responsible for establishing exclusionary species 

boundaries that legitimize and prioritize anthropocentric ways of thinking about nature and 

human treatment of it.  

 This is not separate from debates on the rights of nonhuman animals, and the idea that 

animals can be political subjects that shape political realities through relations with humans. 

Through mapping out interspecies relations it becomes clearer that where wildlife security is 

concerned, harm and violence are common features of interspecies and interhuman 

encounters; when humans take ownership of animals as a resource, unethical, cruel treatment 

is often legitimized through arguments based on sustainable usage, and the natural capacities 

and instincts of animals that are often used against them to argue that they are not impacted 

or affected by cruel acts.  This refers in particular to pain and suffering, and the sentience of 

nonhuman animals, which some who do not view animals as emotional or feeling, tend to 

deny.  My field work discusses conservationists and wildlife stakeholders who said that ‘if 

they pay, they stay,’ and for me, the idea of wildlife as a commodity and nothing much else is 

saddening as the intrinsic, spiritual and ecological values of wildlife and how it has shaped 

South African culture seemed to be blurred or idealistic.  

It is also necessary to address the issue of the animal body, as wildlife body parts and 

byproducts became complicit in strengthening particular logics of power through the ways in 

which they were translated throughout the assemblage.  Through exploring hunting practices 

in particular, the movement of body parts throughout the assemblage worked to blur 

boundaries between the legal and illegal dimensions of wildlife utilization and 

commodification.  Through considering wildlife byproducts and hunting trophies, once can 

see that nonhuman agency is possible in the ways that material and inanimate things affected 

outcomes through encounters with wildlife and humans, and at times strengthened, and 

weakened particular logics of power.  Inanimate things are part of a performance or 

encounter, such as poaching, hunting and even safari, the encounters that make a hunt, a hunt, 

involve interactions between humans, wildlife and material things.  A gun, permit, 

camouflage clothing, but also the animal when it is both alive and dead, all of these 

encounters give meaning to the hunt and make it possible.  In chapter 4, I engage extensively 

with hunting permit systems, where the movement of wildlife body parts has required an 
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entire system of governance to ensure quotas are not breached and hunts are legal and 

‘ethical.’  

I explore important intersections and tensions between debates on nonhuman agency and 

where the line can be drawn regarding its limitations, does a rhinoceros have agency? Does a 

rhinoceros horn? I argue that agency in an assemblage is made possible through relations and 

encounters between beings and things and therefore I shall set out these encounters, and 

explain what emerges from them in order to confront the politics of wildlife security.  

Sometimes these material things make violence and killing wildlife more seamless, such as 

hunting permits and firearms rental, or even package holidays that include hunting and other 

tourist experiences.  However, other times, they work to prevent the killing of wildlife, such 

as in the case of antipoaching units and the various technologies employed for the purpose of 

reserve security.   

What requires further exploration is how violence in different forms shapes and influences 

many of the interspecies and interhuman relationships within the assemblage.  Drawing out 

violence in this context is important for understanding ‘the way in which power interacts with 

hierarchized difference and systems of truth’ (Wadiwel; p., 8), practices that involve violence 

against wildlife, I argue strengthen systems of human domination over nonhuman nature.  

Interpreting wildlife security through a relational process exposes this violence as it is 

attentive to the deeper intimacies of human-wildlife relationships, the stories, emotions and 

histories that strengthen dominant logics of power.  Ethics and perceptions of what is 

considered ethical, is situational and depends on the context of the encounter.  I believe that 

through multispecies storytelling, telling the story of rhinoceros that have been rescued from 

poaching attacks, or the story of how a hunter was raised in nature, kills wildlife to hang on 

the wall, but is a self-proclaimed animal lover, tells us much more about the depth of these 

logics in terms of the socio-cultural and ethico-political contexts that make them 

multidirectional and more complex as more beings and things are considered.  

Addressing the silence of nonhuman animals within the nexus of security, and challenging 

dominant ideas that wildlife exists and should be protected solely under the principle that it is 

a resource, requires a level of engagement with moral debates on animal sovereignty and 

rights.  Animal rights theories remain ‘politically marginalized’ (Donaldson and Kymlicka; 

p., 5); however, wildlife is entangled in systems of animal exploitation that are deeply 

connected with human ways of life.  Foe me, there emerges a clear co-dependency between 
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humans who owned and utilized wildlife in the region and the security and survival of that 

wildlife; throughout, interspecies relations were cross cut with and shaped by systems of 

exploitation. It must be noted that although the focus of the thesis is on interspecies 

approaches to analysis, interhuman relations are extremely important to understanding how 

interspecies encounters are produced and sustained.   

I believe that the narrative of war used to tell the story of the poaching crisis has subsequently 

made local communities the enemy of wildlife.  One of the most important interhuman 

observations was the ‘whiteness’ of conservation and private ecotourism where wildlife was 

owned by individuals rather than the government.  Discussing the matter on my travels 

evidences how cultural and racial backgrounds produced different types of interspecies 

relations, however in South Africa, the pretense of modern conservation has a history of 

colonial and political violence against indigenous cultures, and from observation, racial 

exclusion in terms of wildlife ownership and animal activism was quite prevalent.  

Throughout the thesis I draw attention to excluded groups such as black African women, and 

local communities that are situated in rural communities close to game reserves, and the 

extent to which these voices are heard and silenced through existing conservation practice. 

Safety and personal security meant that visiting local communities was not an option, 

therefore I spoke with local black African activists and staff to get an idea of the difference 

between western, white conservation practice and indigenous cultural approaches to human-

wildlife relations.   

Drawing out where dehumanized people were located in terms of the assemblage, I shall 

draw parallels with how other species were exploited and abused, gender in particular is an 

important logic of power that brings together the patriarchy of conservations colonial history, 

and speciesism as female individuals within a particular species often endured further 

exploitations and violence through negligent breeding.  In chapter 5, I discuss wildlife 

security through ethics of care theories rooted in feminism and critical security studies.  

Debates on ecofeminism often make parallels between the exploitation of women and nature, 

I consider this as part of the analysis but I want to probe this further to explore the colonial 

structures and ethico-political drivers behind gendered approaches to wildlife security 

particular antipoaching, that emerged in recent years.  Being ‘all female’ these projects 

selected only female recruits, but only black African females, which for me disrupted the 

masculinity of the antipoaching ranger, but remained in some way attached to the legacy of 

colonialism as they were founded by white, ex-military personnel.  Through engaging with 
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the idea of gendered conservation practice, I address the links between conservation, care and 

gender as a logic of power, and how caring is often corrupted by the persistence of patriarchal 

colonial attachments that reproduce hierarchies of difference between individuals and 

species.  

IV) Logics of Power 

I posit that wildlife security can be explored most clearly using the three differentials of 

power; violence surveillance and care.  These shall be explored one chapter at a time, 

working through the linkages between the interspecies encounter and the logics of power by 

means of multispecies ethnography.  Each chapter shall work through important interspecies 

encounters and stories to set out how wildlife security holds together, and how through 

exploring and understanding these relations the logics of power can be evidenced and linked 

across the assemblage.  Chapter 3 explores violence through setting out how militarized 

conservation holds together, and how existing logics of power have reproduced a war like 

narrative that views wildlife security in damaging, and human-centric way.  Engaging with 

the history of park establishment I show how violence has become an arguably acceptable 

feature within conservation space. I shall start with the establishment of game reserves to 

show how conservation space has been colonized, and how dehumanized others through 

colonialism, have undergone translations of displacement, exclusion, and become victims of 

captivity in the establishment of a managed, westernized, artificial wilderness.  

Following this, I shall discuss the emergence of fortress conservation models and how these 

have led to the acceptance of militarization as a fixture of modern conservation practice, but 

moreover how this normalizes violence and strengthens problematic racialized perceptions of 

the poaching crisis and conservation space at large. I shall demonstrate the uniqueness of the 

poaching crisis as a valid security issue through the development of specific antipoaching 

strategies and hybrid security personnel, or ‘ecowarriors’ who embody the merger between 

security and conservation practice, sometimes even guarding individual animals. I draw out 

the dehumanization that is evident in the violent history and culture of exclusion concerning 

game reserves and local communities, whereby indigenous interspecies relations are often 

overlooked and excluded from conservation space. From this exclusion, emerges the poacher, 

although considering more closely how modes of violence overlap, it is clear to see that the 

hunter and poacher are not so different in theory.  I shall explore the various kinds of hunting; 

trophy, canned and pseudo; in order to highlight the fine line between hunting and poaching, 
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differentiated only slightly through legal framework and accessibility to conservation space 

through hunting permit systems. This chapter also explores how poaching should not only be 

attributed to poverty, but rather emerges from a long running history of violence, exclusion, 

and dehumanization in which wildlife and different human cultures have been embroiled.   

I am interested in the array of surveillance practices that assemble together, sometimes on the 

same game reserve for the purpose of a more proactive antipoaching approach.  Criticisms of 

reliance on militarized conservation were mainly that it is reactive in nature, often not 

preventing an attack but apprehending suspects after a rhinoceros had been poached and the 

horn taken.  Technological solutions to make antipoaching more proactive have been 

developed specifically for the purpose of wildlife security; from camera technologies and 

advanced drones, permit systems and modes of data capture of interspecies information, 

images and biometrics; and what became evident was that the surveillance of people, animals 

and conservation space were not separate endeavors. What was particularly interesting about 

surveillance in this context, was the way in which animal bodies became implicated in the 

process of surveillance for the betterment of wildlife security and governance of conservation 

space.  

In Chapter 4 I shall explore this further, and shall also analyze how wildlife and conservation 

space is made more governable through surveillance practices that work towards the 

betterment of interspecies security, but that the power produced through modes of relation 

involved in surveillance, are often productive of differential power relations that also render 

particular species more killable than others.  This chapter is concerned with the logics of 

power at play through practices of surveillance that make wildlife security possible, and also 

the political effect upon the animal body as it becomes both subject and object of surveillance 

through what I shall define as hybrid, or cyborg modes of surveillance that implicate the body 

of individual nonhuman animals.  I shall explore the modes of relation that make surveillance 

possible, and how surveillance itself is re-imagined in the context of interspecies security. I 

argue that these modes of relation intersect with relations of violence and care, and through 

the multispecies stories to be told from my time spent in South Africa, I shall demonstrate 

how surveillance and being monitored or watched, in the context of interspecies security is 

not always protective or benign.  

Observations of tourists cuddling cubs, of caged wild cats in menagerie like ‘sanctuaries’ and 

of smaller creatures banished to life in a cage, and the activist in me really questions how this 
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contributes to conservation.  I link conservation to care, which I view as a form of protection 

or a duty that would suggest compassion and empathy, however the ways that tourists 

interacted with lions encouraged me to engage with care on a deeper level particularly the 

intimacies of the tourist-lion and hunter-lion encounter.  Inspired but deeply affected by what 

I learned about the horrors endured by captive bred lions, I want to explore and elaborate on 

the life cycle of a park cub to highlight the intersections between care and violence, where 

caring practices such as volunteering and cuddling become complicit in wider relations of 

interspecies violence.  Chapter three works through modes of care that are emergent from 

observed and experienced conservation practices by drawing on ethics of care theories in 

wider critical security and feminist literature. Care, it could be argued, is an important mode 

of relation that not only shapes our encounters with nonhuman animals, but that is a central 

component of security.  Debates on the feminist ethics of care argue that at large, care is a 

‘valuable political concept’, and that the ways in which we think about and interpret relations 

of care are influenced and tainted by structures of power and inequality (Robinson, 2011 p. 

3).   

Following the criticism of various interspecies encounters; hunting, ecotourism, interactive 

experiences; and the argument that they have a function or benefit for the conservation of the 

wider species, I draw on debates within ethics of care theory to explore the relational nature 

of care, in terms of the diverse multispecies stories from which caring relations emerge, and 

how this influences the moral nature of the interspecies encounter. Through these 

questionable conservation practices, I highlight how modes of relation that are interpreted as 

caring, are not always altruistic or good, and how conservation is becoming much more 

entangled with commodification, used to disguise and legitimize particular cruel, unethical 

yet lucrative practices and attitudes towards wildlife.  Departing from these criticisms, I argue 

that care in the context of conservation is cross cut by relations of power, particularly colonial 

power structures from which relations of domination, oppression, racism, and speciesism 

emerge.    

V) Research Objectives  

This thesis recognizes how militarization has become a fixture of antipoaching practices, but 

argues that for long-term goals of conservation, this way of thinking about security is 

problematic and anthropocentric.  This has led to oversimplifications of complex interspecies 

security issues surrounding not only the issue of poaching, but beyond this and into other 
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areas of conservation and ‘wildlife protection.’  I present wildlife security as an alternative 

ontology to understanding and interpreting the intersection between security and conservation 

that has been exacerbated by the recent poaching crisis.  I take wildlife security further than 

poaching and the practices that work to stop it, drawing out the impurities of wider 

conservation practice, exposing practices that are perceived as caring, as violent, exploitative 

and attached to colonial logics of power.  I explore how the many multispecies encounters 

that constitute wildlife security draw out differentials of power that are attached to wider 

dominant logics of power that are attached to wildlife security; colonialism, racism, 

commodification speciesism and gender; and I identify these differentials as violence, 

surveillance and care.  These shall form the chapter structure of the thesis. Chapters 3, 4 and 

5 shall address each separately, working through how they are set out and connected to wider 

logics of power, and drawing out the intersections that are taking place within the assemblage 

that challenge species boundaries and cut across these logics.  

Conservation and militarization are incompatible; what is arguably a short-term measure to 

deter poaching is now a widely accepted fixture of conservation practice.  Chapter 3 explores 

violence by firstly setting out how militarization holds together for the purpose of 

antipoaching which is what sparked my initial interest in the issue of rhino poaching, and 

how tensions exist between care and violence which become co-constitutive where 

conservation is concerned, often procuring problematic anthropocentric attitudes to wildlife.  

I explore the idea of killing for conservation, and the hierarchies of interhuman and 

interspecies relations circulating throughout the assemblage that prop up damaging, unethical 

conservation practices premised on violence. Throughout this chapter I engage with the 

colonial history of conservation space and its establishment in the region to show how 

powerful colonial hierarchies have reproduced and legitimized violence in various forms 

across time and space.  I argue that this has strengthened racially exclusive, western 

approaches to conservation that are deeply entangled with exclusionary practices validated by 

conservation I engage with the exclusive nature of the conservation nexus, and the severing 

of indigenous interspecies relations from mainstream discussions how conservation should be 

practiced. It is through the colonial history that shapes modern conservation practice that 

interhuman relations impact upon interspecies security, through racism, gender difference, 

displacement and the hierarchies that these produce that impact upon ownership and access to 

conservation space.  This chapter sets out practices associated with wildlife security that are 

violent, how these are connected to wider logics of power, and explains how this is 
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productive of species hierarchies that strengthen anthropocentric approaches to human-

wildlife relations.  

Chapter 4 addresses the role of surveillance in antipoaching and how it functions on an 

interspecies level for the purpose of wildlife security.  The practices studied show that firstly 

surveillance is not always a protective or benign endeavor, and that secondly surveillance can 

be benevolent depending on the politics that drive the watching; the who, where and why 

behind this type of encounter which meshes the human and nonhuman, beings and things. On 

an interspecies level, this adds more layers to the meaning of surveillance, and the focus of 

this chapter is to explore and explain how certain forms of surveillance are becoming 

interspecies, and how this effectively renders some wildlife, and in some cases some people 

more killable than others. I encountered many novel technologies and practices during field 

work that were developed specifically in response to the poaching crisis, and these shall be 

addressed also.  

The third differential of power that I shall explore is Care from the perspective of a politics of 

care that emerges from the wildlife security assemblage. I shall explore how under the guise 

of conservation many violent practices are legitimized and deemed ethical for a greater good, 

or the betterment of a species or conservation space at large. This ties in with the concept of 

virtuous violence that shall be explored in chapter three, and draws out the impurities of care 

that appear more explicit through interspecies encounters.  Caring relations emerge in many 

different ways, most of which I argue incorporate some form of violence, discomfort or 

cruelty to wildlife either psychological or physical.  The politics of care can be developed 

through ideas pertinent to the animal industrial complex, and I shall attend to this by working 

through the caring, conservation encounters that I witnessed throughout my research.  Care 

too must be opened up for scrutiny as the logics of power that precede many of the studied 

interspecies encounters show its entanglements with violence which are revealed through 

species hierarchies, and the processes of dehumanization that are constitutive of and 

emergent from these differentials. Through exploring how deceptive the care and practices of 

caring can be, this chapter will show how these layers of dehumanization overlap and will 

bring together the earlier discussion on violence, particularly virtuous violence and the moral 

and ethical hierarchies of violence that this establishes.  Dehumanization of humans and 

wildlife is an emergent relation and process of othering that brings together both the 

criticisms of the overarching logics of power that problematize wildlife security practices, 
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and the need for a posthuman approach that can essentially make wildlife security much less 

anthropocentric.  

I embark on this research journey as an animal activist in order to contribute to efforts that 

have sought to understand the poaching crisis across the continent of Africa, particularly 

those that recognize the limitations of militarized conservation.  Through the dominant modes 

of relation of violence, surveillance and care that I argue have the greatest power in shaping 

the assemblage, the interspecies relations I encounter and engage with tell multispecies 

stories that allow me to navigate the complexity of this assemblage with greater clarity and 

acknowledgment of the diversity and wildness of this intersection.  What is at stake upon 

beginning this research is my position as an activist who is instilled with western 

understandings about how we should ethically treat and live amongst nonhuman animals.  I 

am prepared to learn more about culturally distinct interspecies relations and how these 

cultural groups coexist with nonhuman nature, and the meanings and histories that drive 

particular interspecies encounters to persist. I do not feel that as an activist I can limit my 

understanding in this regard, to become a better activist for nonhuman nature it is important 

to understand what drives opposing opinions and perspectives and what can be done to bridge 

gaps. This thesis does not aim to simply map out relations, although multispecies storytelling 

a large part of this research methodology, but rather draws out important ethico-political 

issues associated with wildlife security that produce forms of othering that dehumanize 

people and wildlife in different ways, and reinforce anthropocentric approaches to the 

security of conservation space.  

VI) Methodology  

Explaining how wildlife security holds together in the region is not an easy feat, and the 

chosen non-linear and unconventional approaches to security research reflect this.  At the 

beginning I thought the project would be an analysis of the intersection between security and 

conservation, but through the storytelling of people I encounter, and observing where and 

how species meet amidst the reality of wildlife security, this became so much more than a 

simple intersection between two distinctive fields of interest.  My work leaned towards a 

multispecies ethnography, which involved ‘studying the host of organisms whose lives and 

deaths are linked to human social worlds’ (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010 p. 545) and is 

‘attuned to life’s emergence within a shifting assemblage of social beings’ (Ogden et al, p. 6). 

A multispecies ethnography is helpful in its consideration of both humans and nonhumans as 
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‘creative agents’ and through this acceptance of nonhuman agency, is much more attuned to 

the ‘power of nonhuman subjects to shape the world’ (Ogden et al, p16).   

 I feel that this approach highlighted the tensions of species exclusive approaches to politics, 

especially in the case of the poaching crisis, and spoke to wider philosophical projects that 

problematize and seek to move beyond the categories of human and animal. Entanglements 

between species for me, were moments of intersection, where the significance of colonial 

histories on interspecies encounters and logics of power could be drawn out.  This requires 

research approaches that are not species exclusive, that allow for unconventional ways of 

thinking about security, and that do more than what has already been done to explain and 

explore wildlife security.  My ideas are inspired by contemporary scholars of post-

anthropocentrism and posthumanism, and the many forms this takes; however, the main 

approach that guided my methodology was Latourian Actor Network Theory, or ANT.  I 

refer briefly to these theories and approaches in this section; however, I engage more deeply 

with each in Chapter 2 which sets out a novel conceptual framework for making sense of and 

explaining wildlife security.  There, I will explore and explain how these theories contribute 

to a novel conceptual framework for studying wildlife security.  

VII) Desk-Based Research: Discourse Analysis  

The project began in September 2015 when I began questioning the location of wildlife 

within the nexus of security, particularly environmental security. At the beginning this 

involved extensive desk-based analysis in order to decipher how wildlife is interpreted and 

situated within the nexus of security.  Wildlife was most commonly written into the discourse 

of resource conflict, and existed within narratives that discussed natural resources as a driver 

for human conflict.  In addition to exploring environmental security, I looked at the 

nonhuman and material turns taking place in International relations and other disciplines 

within the humanities, and engaged with debates that had begun to question the species 

exclusivity of politics.   

The nature of this research reflects the intensification of ‘the relationship between people, 

materiality and sociopolitical life’ (Lundborg and Vaughan-Williams, 2014, pp.4). This 

research for the most part takes a qualitative approach to data gathering namely interviews 

and ethnographical methods.  The first step in this research process however, is discourse 

analysis, which refers to analysis of ‘the different patterns that peoples utterances follow 

when they take part in different domains of social life’ and is a ‘particular way of talking 
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about and understanding the world.’ (Jorgensen and Phillips. 2002. pp. 1) This discourse 

analysis starts with militarized conservation and how it is predominantly understood within 

environmental security literature, I am interested in the consequences of militarized 

conservation and to draw out the implications of this practice upon long-term conservation 

goals. This discourse analysis explores the nature of militarized conservation and those 

individuals that engage in its practices, and the common logics that have fueled its 

persistence and normalization within conservation space.  

 In terms of the nature of the discourse analysis, my approach is concerned with drawing out 

and locating power, but particularly with the actions of the actors who make militarized 

conservation possible. This approach it could be argued leans more towards a micro-

interactional approach to this type of research methodology in that the smallest level of 

analysis in terms of knowledge production for me, is the interspecies encounter; this approach 

is both ‘actor-based and action-oriented’ (Holzscheiter, 2013 pp. 5).  Later, as I set out the 

conceptual framework which draws on assemblage thinking, this way of thinking becomes a 

prevalent part of the entire project.  For the purpose of this research, discourse analysis 

requires exploration of the social and political relations that take place within conservation 

space, this in turn gives an insight into how conservation space is constructed, and what it is 

constituted of.  Furthermore, discourse analysis draws out ‘representations that are put 

forward time and again’ and consequentially these become a set of statements and practices 

through which certain language becomes institutionalized and normalized over time’ 

(Neumann, 2008 pp. 61).  I am interested in exploring the nature of violence through the 

various actors that constitute conservation space, and how violence has become a normal, 

accepted part of conservation practice since the history of park establishment.   

Literature that engages directly with the poaching crisis often does so from a human security 

perspective, placing the human at the center of inquiry, considering the various ways and 

reasons why the animal is killed, traded and owned as a profitable resource.  This was helpful 

for drawing out dominant logics of power that governed problematic interspecies relations.  

Exploring this literature has led me to engage with the concept of green militarization which 

influences my perception of the wildlife security assemblage; I realize that there is much 

more complexity under the surface of militarization, which over time has worked to 

oversimplify the poaching crisis and frame it in anthropocentric terms.  The core critique 

from analysis of existing literature is that the ways in which wildlife is interpreted and 

valued, are highly anthropocentric and entangled in human ways of life that are often 
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destructive towards nonhuman nature. This, in turn can impinge on the way in which a 

particular species is protected, or what level of protection it is afforded.  

In addition to discourse analysis of existing approaches, I researched the poaching crisis 

extensively, how it is governed, securitized, militarized, the practices involved in anti-

poaching, technologies and the wider networks that spanned beyond park boundaries that also 

shaped and influenced wildlife security practices on the ground.  Towards the end of my first 

year of research it became extremely clear that wildlife security meant much more than 

simply antipoaching measures to deter and counter poachers, to me, this was an assemblage 

of many different humans, nonhumans, and material things that existed in complex modes of 

relation with each other, and through these ways of relating, made wildlife security possible.  

Many relations and practices of wildlife security made the boundaries between conservation 

and security obsolete, perhaps symbolic of the problematic rigid dualistic world views that 

divide the natural and social and drive the exclusion of nonhuman nature from political life.  

Reflecting on this and my idea that posthumanism could offer an entirely new way of 

thinking about the relations between humans and nonhuman nature in the context of security, 

I am interested in the wider practices that shape how wildlife security holds together.  In 

addition to the poaching and trafficking of wildlife, this included hunting practices (canned, 

trophy, pseudo and subsistence); modes of ecotourism, photographic safaris, interactive 

experiences between people and wildlife which included handling, petting and cuddling; this 

also included the ways in which wildlife trade, ownership and hunting are governed through 

regional, national and international bodies and organizations.  Wildlife security also involves 

practices of militarization and securitization that are constituted by a wide range of relations 

and stakeholders, and one particular point of interest is the developments in novel 

surveillance technologies for the purpose of better wildlife security and proactive 

antipoaching. Furthermore, considering the place of the animal amidst these practices, I have 

become more aware that wildlife is heavily commodified through most stages of their life 

cycle, and practices that contributed to the security and protection of a species at large often 

involved some form of human-animal exploitation. I shall not list every link and connection 

here, but shall make these clear throughout the thesis.  

During the first year of research I put together a literature review that explored existing 

debates within environmental security, international relations, critical animal studies, and 

posthumanism, some of which I have highlighted in the section above. The main critiques 
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that emergent from this are firstly the view that wildlife is interpreted and understood 

predominantly as a resource within politics and security, which in turn drives anthropocentric 

attitudes towards nonhuman nature that work to legitimize exploitative human-animal 

relations.  Secondly, drawing on the knowledge of the animal-industrial complex, nonhuman 

animals are entangled in webs of exploitative relations with different types of people or 

cultures of people, where they are translated throughout capitalistic networks, eventually 

becoming products for human consumption in many diverse forms, both alive and dead.  

These exploitative practices are propped up and entangled with human ways of life and 

traditions, therefore separating nonhuman animals from these dehumanizing processes 

involves rethinking the categorizations of both human and animal,  

At large, particularly in response to the focus on militarization in discussions of wildlife 

security, I intend for my work to depart from limited, human-centric understandings of 

politics, in order to contribute to growing bodies of literature that welcome and engage with 

the nonhuman as exerting forms of power and agency.  In order to do this, I take human-

wildlife relations as a starting point, and these could be differentiated in this context between 

different cultures and groups of people such as hunters, tourists, indigenous communities and 

security personnel; drawing out important distinctions in these human-wildlife relations 

allowed me to make connections between the interspecies encounter and wider logics of 

power.  Much of the literature that has taken steps towards developing posthuman approaches 

to the study of international relations and politics has to some extent considered interspecies 

relations. I consider this to be a starting point, and from this I piece together a network of 

interspecies relations between humans and wildlife that at large, have shaped what I will 

come to understand as the wildlife security assemblage.   

The literature review allowed me to identify a gap for creating a greater sensibility for 

wildlife within the nexus of security. Understanding the theoretical contribution of the thesis 

gave me good grounding for the second year of research during which I carried out field work 

in the region. Before departing, I set out a loose conceptual framework guided by Posthuman 

approaches that located the interspecies encounter and the places and circumstances where 

humans and wildlife met as the starting point for what would be a vast analysis. I am drawn 

to the work of Bruno Latour and Donna Haraway. Latour’s Actor Network Theory or ANT 

(Latour, 2005) and Haraway’s concept of Companion Species (Haraway, 2003) were of 

central importance to the development of what became a multispecies ethnography of a 

wildlife security assemblage.  ANT is a relationist ontology, that is focused not on universal 
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laws but begins with ‘irreducible, incommensurable, unconnected localities’ meaning that 

there ‘is no aether in which networks should be immersed’ (Latour, 1996, p. 370). According 

to Latour the network is a ‘metaphor of connections,’ which challenges fixed ideas of scale 

through redefining notions of space via associations, where the scale depends on the actors 

(Latour, 1996, p. 371). Through ANT I was able to explain and connect interspecies relations 

from local to international, and to think about the political nature of wildlife security in a way 

that viewed humans and wildlife as co-constitutive.  The companion species approach 

highlighted how in an interspecies relationship, neither being ‘pre-exists the relating’ there is 

a history that must be explored, and this process of relating is never complete (Haraway, 

2003 p. 12).  The setting out of relations is  a defining element of my field work and Is   

helpful in that this permits me to approach wildlife security without any limiting 

predispositions, I have my own opinions on animal welfare, but I shifted the focus to what 

each individual encounter told me about the nature of wildlife security which made 

connections to wider ethico-political meanings and logics. One issue with this approach was 

not only knowing where to begin, but knowing where to draw the line at what is part of 

wildlife security and what is not, I came to realize that it is not entirely possible to determine 

this due to the nature of relational ontologies, therefore my research seeks  to locate power 

and to decipher how it functions in the assemblage.   

VIII)  Field work   

Following one year of desk-based analysis I travelled to South Africa in September 2016 

staying until March 2017 to gather primary data on wildlife security. My field research 

approach utilizes mainly qualitative methods in the form of semi-structured interviews and 

relatively informal discussions, but can be described as an ethnographic study and 

observation of those involved in various practices of wildlife security both anti-poaching and 

beyond.  I visit around 15 game reserves and tourist facilities during my time in South Africa, 

and conduct 16 different types of interviews and informal meetings with security personnel, 

such as those working on game reserves as part of anti-poaching units (APUs), game rangers 

who also conducted antipoaching duties, in addition to others involved in wider aspects of 

wildlife security. I have made the decision to maintain the anonymity of most interviewees 

and discussants due to the sensitive nature of the wildlife security network in the region, and 

the nature of security data such as the location of rhinoceros. Other interviewees were more 

open perhaps due to frequent engagement with the media and other researchers and therefore 

did not mind disclosing details. I made skype calls with others across the world who were 
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working on antipoaching solutions and were heavily involved in South African wildlife 

security from afar. This has given me a unique insight as to the range of South African 

conservation space, whereby connections could be made between humans and wildlife at 

local, national and international level which added to the complexity.  The nature of wildlife 

security dictates a high level of privacy and ethicality and therefore I shall uphold this 

throughout my thesis out of respect and gratitude for my interviewees. I shall not refer to 

names nor places unless granted explicit permission by interviewees, but will refer only to the 

role of the individual and what their story told me about the nature of wildlife security.   

I must note the differences between both types of interview experience, firstly, semi-

structured interviews refer to interviews conducted in a relatively informal setting, where the 

interview is open in the sense that that the interviewee is open to talk more freely without 

adhering to strict, sets of questions. I find this approach to be useful as it guides the interview 

without placing stringent restrictions upon it, and can help the interviewer bring the 

conversation back into focus if the interviewee moves away from the topic.  This enables one 

to think on the spot in response to something interesting the interviewee may have said that 

may enrich the research in question. I also find that this type of interview approach reduces 

the tension between interviewee and interviewer, which can also be said for the informal 

discussions. Informal meetings refer to those that took place by means of opportunity or with 

someone who perhaps invited me as a guest to a place of interest.  Sometimes, these may be 

opportunistic is terms of meeting a person with good knowledge of wildlife security in an 

unplanned setting and discussing my research, or as aforementioned if I were invited as a 

guest, discussions in this context were of course informal in nature, but highly informative 

and enriching. I do not refer to informal discussions as merely everyone I happened to talk to 

during field work, but rather those less formal settings where relevant discussion of wildlife 

security was often shared informally and openly, and where I did not have pre-organized 

questions to guide the encounter.  

In addition to interviews another important aspect of my field work was ethnographic study 

and observation whereby I observe practices first hand in order to draw my own conclusions 

based on personal experience.  I take forward an understanding that social life is complex and 

‘messy’ and that there is no ‘single unifying principle in social and political life,’ and 

resultantly more than just human beings have the capacity to act, agency moves beyond the 

boundaries of the human, therefore my methodology must reflect this and address the 

diversity of knowledge producing entities that captivate the nature of wildlife security  (Salter 
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and Mutlu, 2013 pp. 2)  Ethnography allows one to become immersed in their research 

subject, and results in a way of writing that it is self- reflexive and ‘places the researcher in 

the text,’ which in this context I feel is necessary due to my convictions as an activist and 

eagerness to improve how wildlife is interpreted within security studies (Salter and Mutlu, 

2013 pp. 3). Ethnography ‘privileges the body as a site of knowing’ and is an ‘embodied 

practice’ through a participant and observational field research approach to knowledge and as 

a critical security researcher I find myself completely immersed in the wildlife security 

assemblage throughout the trajectory of my field work (Conquergood, 1991 pp. 180).  I 

believe that participation through observation and interview, and by visiting the various 

outlets within conservation space I can to certain extent participate in the culture and 

experience the translations of wildlife more closely than by reading about it.  

This ethnography is different to conventional approaches to security research in that there is a 

multispecies dimension.  A multispecies ethnography engages with the ‘host of organisms 

whose lives and deaths are linked to human social worlds’ and is concerned with how 

nonhuman beings and entities ‘shape and are shaped by political, economic and cultural 

forces’ (Kirksey and Helmreich, 2010 pp. 545).  This type of research approach emerges 

from the material turn and nonhuman turn emergent within the nexus of international 

relations and probes existing and long withstanding research methods that are typically 

human centered and utilized in security studies.  The interspecies nature of this thesis and its 

objectives requires creative approaches to research design in this regard; as the effects of the 

differentials of power flow across species boundaries, this research requires methodological 

approaches that are responsive to this. This approach enables the researcher to move away 

from dualistic practices that limit the participation of nonhuman beings in the political realm 

and makes interspecies thinking more accessible within the nexus of security.  

The nature of this research is undoubtedly multispecies, and therefore my analysis shall 

reflect this throughout. Field work is part of this immersion, not only culturally in terms of 

meeting security personnel, but though engaging with wildlife and feeling a connection with 

nonhuman beings and the very different spaces they inhabit. My field work takes me to 

facilities where queues of tourists wait in line to cuddle and take photographs with infant 

lions, or where adults take walk with lion tours, holding the lions’ tails and touching them at 

every opportunity they could. Not only do I observe the practices, but I am interested in 

drawing out the stories behind these, how wildlife makes people feel, their connection with 

nonhuman nature, and the human emotions and attitudes attached to interactive interspecies 
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experiences. One question that I consider was the conservation value of many of these 

practices, and how most encounters that I had with these various figures throughout, drew out 

very different values that shaped human attitudes towards wildlife. Each conversation and 

encounter are completely unique and tells a different story depicting very different 

relationships influenced by culture, race, family life and proximity to wildlife and nonhuman 

nature. Many conversations were tense and I sense frustration and anger at the death of 

precious wildlife, some individuals express love for wildlife whilst others explain the high 

costs of owning and maintaining certain species.  Observing many tourists I can sense awe 

and detachment all at once, wildlife seemed exotic and surreal; they lapped up the back 

stories of captive animals, and were more than eager to touch them, almost frenzied to ensure 

they acquired a Facebook worthy photograph; but the ‘violent-care’ that for me characterized 

most interactive ecotourism seemed to be present yet far removed from the lived tourist 

experience (Van Dooren, 2015).  

Post field work I returned to reflect on the data gathered from the many multispecies 

experiences and encounters.  I looked for patterns that identified dominant logics of power 

that shape how wildlife security is practiced and that influence different human attitudes to 

wildlife.  The process of setting out the interspecies and interhuman relations that make 

wildlife security possible is more than a descriptive exercise, rather it allowed me to draw out 

intersections between logics of power and the differential offshoots of these that manifested 

through the many interspecies and interhuman relations that shaped the assemblage.  ANT 

helped me to locate how power was present in these encounters, and at times this took me to 

strange places such as connecting colonial histories to the body parts of a lion.  From my 

data, I discover there to be several logics of power at play; colonialism, speciesism, racism, 

gender difference and commodification.  These were shot through with differentials of power 

that were a persistent defining presence of the essence of wildlife security at present; these 

are violence, surveillance and care.   In order to give wildlife security greater clarity and to 

prove the political dimensions of this to be very tangible and real, I shall work through the 

differentials of power, and how they intersect and are cross cut by the wider logics.   

IX) Ethics 

Throughout this research there were some requirements with regards to ethics to be addressed 

mainly in terms of face to face interviews.  I sought ethical approval from Queen’s University 

to conduct such interviews for the purpose of obtaining original and unique data to enrich my 
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research.  My request to conduct these interviews was approved by the appropriate authority 

at the institution, and I made interviewees aware that I was a PhD student at Queen’s 

University upon meeting them and beginning the discussions.  There are undoubtedly some 

controversial issues being addressed in this thesis, and therefore it is necessary to approach 

interviews with openness and a willingness to look more objectively at particular problems, 

namely those where animal welfare is at stake in order to understand both sides of a 

contentious argument.  This is a difficult task as an activist, but to make my research as 

thorough as possible it is necessary to engage with parts of conservation practice that I do not 

necessarily support. My theoretical and methodological approaches enable the participation 

of very different and often conflicting perspectives in my research, and furthermore challenge 

the status quo of how we study the relationship between politics, security and nonhuman 

nature.   The following chapter works through existing literature that discusses wildlife in the 

context of security and politics, and outlines what I feel are the gaps in existing knowledge 

and moreover the body of work that this thesis seeks to contribute to.   
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1 

Literature Review 

The purpose of this chapter is to locate where wildlife is situated within the nexus of security, 

and to draw out critiques of anthropocentric world views that shape and limit the ways in 

which nonhuman nature is considered, prioritized and understood in the context of wider 

security debates.  In order to develop a greater sensibility for wildlife as an inherent part of an 

emergent interspecies security nexus, I shall identify wider debates concerning security and 

the environment. This involves looking at the way in which the poaching crisis has been 

theorised as a security issue, and how wildlife conservation and security are discussed 

throughout wider literature.  From this intersection emerges ‘green militarization,’ a term 

used to describe coercive, militarized responses to the poaching crisis.  Literature taking this 

approach interprets conservation space as a warzone; some of the authors contributing to this 

nexus are critical of militarization as counterproductive for the purpose of conservation; 

whilst others engage with this phenomenon through the medium of resource conflict debates, 

which I argue is reproductive of a problematic anthropocentric understanding of wildlife.   

Most of the literature that engages with the poaching crisis often discusses the nature by 

which conservation and species protection have become militarized and securitized. Often, 

this draws out important spatial dimensions that some argue legitimize militarization and 

subsequently violence as a means of control over the vast, dense and difficult natural 

surroundings within which poaching takes place. Militarized conservation is part of a wider 

security narrative in which wildlife conservation is commonly understood as entangled with 

war and conflict. Much existing literature on militarized conservation does not advocate that 

this is the best approach, but rather draws out the wider logics that influence why and how 

militarization and violence are so deeply entangled with conservation space. Much of this 

literature also draws out an arguably inseparable link between poaching and poverty as one of 

the main drivers underpinning the intensification of poaching, which I would contest often 

overlooks the complex historical relationship between game reserves and local communities. 

The poaching-poverty debate that is recurrent throughout this strand of literature arguably 

oversimplifies the complexity of wildlife security, specifically the global nature of wildlife 

trafficking, and furthermore simplifies how poachers are interpreted and understood.  
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While there has been increasing engagement with nonhuman nature within the nexus of 

security and politics, there remains a significant lack of engagement with wildlife. Debates 

within environmental security literature have engaged nature through the medium of resource 

conflict, a nexus explaining how wildlife is commodified and exploited to meet consumptive 

human needs and demands. This thesis is concerned with developing an approach that moves 

towards creating a sensibility for wildlife within this nexus, and that critiques the utilization 

and exploitation of wildlife pertinent to neoliberal conservation agendas. Some literature 

engaged directly with wildlife by looking at the impact of war on nonhuman animals but this 

discussion mostly takes place outside of the security discipline.   

This chapter argues that despite some movement towards creating this sensibility, existing 

approaches and debates are not entirely attentive to or welcoming of the interspecies 

dimensions of wildlife security issues. In the previous chapter I have outlined wildlife 

security as the space in which conservation and security merge and meet, within this space 

complex interspecies relations come together as an assemblage and constitute wildlife 

security. However, the main critique I shall build here is, approaches that engage with 

wildlife remain mostly anthropocentric in nature, meaning that nonhuman animals continue 

to be considered in light of their entanglements with human security, which proliferates an 

understanding of wildlife as a resource or commodity and all of the pejorative outcomes 

attached to this.  

There is a much wider ontological debate taking place within the nexus of security that 

considers the rise in non-traditional threats, such as climate change, or species extinction.  

Efforts to redefine and shift the parameters of security to move beyond anthropocentric 

understandings of nature have occurred in response to an everchanging threat portfolio that is 

expanding to included nonhuman nature and recognition of the co-constitutive nature of 

human and environmental security.  This propagates a shift away from limited 

understandings that bind notions of security to state centrism and the tendency to address 

environmental issues in terms of national security interest, which invokes ideas of 

militarization, displacement, terrorism, border control, and other issues that are linked to 

territorialised understandings of security. This chapter shall start within existing 

environmental security literature and work outwards to identify gaps within the nexus of 

critical security for engagement with wildlife and conservation beyond the parameters of 

militarization. Moving beyond militarization and the poaching crisis, I shall draw out other 

debates within wider literature that addresses the social science of conservation  
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I) Environmental Security: Debates and Approaches 

This section shall consider how approaching the natural environment as a referent emerged 

during some of the earlier environmental security debates post-cold war.  Debates of this 

nature often focus on the possible correlation between resource scarcity and civil war, and 

explore important links between socio-political factors and changes in access to natural 

resources to determine to what extent environmental degradation is a direct stimulant of 

conflict. Debates considering the environment as a referent object are moving away from 

traditional militaristic perceptions of security; but in the case of wildlife, remain 

anthropocentric.  This section shall consider important debates within environmental security 

literature, progressing to discussion on the consideration of resource scarcity and climate 

change, and how the biosphere is conceptualized within each.  This shall highlight the extent 

by which wildlife is addressed, and the strengths and weaknesses of existing approaches to 

engaging with nature through a security lens.   

Environmental security debates challenging the primacy of militarism recognise the 

complexity of non-military threats which leads to deeper analysis of the process of 

securitization and how environmental phenomena should not be conceptualized in the same 

way as traditional military threats.  Considering the environment as a referent object poses 

significant challenges due to multi-level actors outside the security sector, and wide-ranging 

referent objects from species to habitats (Buzan et al, 1998, p7).  Security discourse has 

responded to environmental issues in resource conflict literature by considering the biosphere 

as a depleting resource causing competition and conflict through scarcity and abundance.  

Such an approach however does not effectively protect all living things from harm and 

considers the environment in a way that is anthropocentric and conducive to realist, 

militaristic approaches.   

Environmental Security gained prominence during the last decade of the Cold War as 

scholars attempted to widen the security agenda by granting security status to issues in the 

economic, environmental and social sectors in addition to military-political sectors that define 

traditional security (Buzan et al, 1998).  Dynamics changed to consider non-military threats, 

and security scholars responded by looking critically at existing conceptual frameworks, and 

questioning basic assumptions as to what constitutes a security issue. Important developments 
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during the 1990’s recognized the potential for expanding referent objects beyond the state, 

but the term ‘security’ remained politically charged, and its invocation used to legitimize the 

use of force (Buzan et al, 1998, p23).  The idea of interpreting the environment as a security 

issue is not a new concept; dependence on arable land has been a factor in human survival 

throughout history liking human security to a healthy ecosystem; writing in the nineteenth 

century Thomas Malthus identified the degradation of the environment as a consequence of 

extensive human overpopulation (Malthus, et al, 1992). The prominence of environmental 

issues became overshadowed by decades of world war outbreaks, placing the defence of state 

sovereignty from military threats as the defining factor of security studies. Carsen wrote 

‘Silent Spring,’ in 1962 which discussed the dangerous use of pesticides and how this was an 

issue of environmental security, directly viewing environmental degradation as a security 

threat. However, consideration for threatening earth’s finite resources was overshadowed by 

the Cold War that focused on theories of deterrence, consequentially equating security with 

the use of military force.   

Post-Cold War, most large-scale conflict occurred in the developing world, and the 

redefinition of national security prompted debates between traditionalists endorsing the 

notion of the state as the only referent object, versus those who accepted that global 

interdependence brought new non-military security threats. Spillman highlights that conflicts 

described as environmentally induced often occur in ecologically sensitive regions in the 

developing world; in Africa for example, decolonization combined with soil degradation in 

South Africa and the horn, created competition and conflict due to agricultural sector 

dependence on fertile land (Spillman, 1995, p7). Arguments for a wider security spectrum 

emerged in the 1990’s, and are evident in the work of Ullman who recognised in ‘Redefining 

Security,’ that a military focus is too narrow, ignoring other dangers and reducing total 

security; stating that environmental issues; if unable to meet basic human needs; have the 

potential to degrade the quality of human life, reducing policy options for governments 

(Ullman, 1983, Pp134-135).  In a 1985 ‘State of the World Report,’ Lester Brown; focusing 

on the link between the global economy and the natural systems and resources that underpin 

it; acknowledged the devastating capacity for human pressure on natural support systems to 

cross vital thresholds, leading to a breakdown of this relationship (Brown, 1985, p18). The 

sense of urgency present in earlier literature explains how environmental issues, in order to 

be treated as high politics, had to acquire emergency status to be considered on security 

agendas alongside traditional military-political issues. This urgency is captured in Kaplan’s 
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‘Coming Anarchy,’ which perceived environmental threats as spanning outwards from the 

developing world, and an urgent threat to security, however Brown argued that scarcities are 

transferred from one country to another by highly developed economies, like ‘a domino 

theory of ecological stress and collapse’ (Brown, 1985, p18). Early developments within 

environmental security painted an apocalyptic picture of environmental degradation as a 

result of human agency, but often perceive the degraded environment as a threat to human 

wellbeing rather than an object to be secured.   

Attempts to reconfigure how non-traditional security issues should be conceptualized; 

highlighted the inadequacy of anchoring security to state centrism and problematized the 

primacy of the military. Debates that emerged highlighted the lack of general consensus on 

what a wider conceptual framework with non-state referents would look like, this was the 

argument of Buzan and the Copenhagen School who argued that ‘the existential threat can 

only be understood in relation to the particular character of the referent object in question,’ 

(Buzan et al, 1998, p24). The Copenhagen School emphasise the inter-subjective nature of 

securitization, disagreeing that military responses are the only valid way to counter security 

threats; their approach stresses the need to meet specific criteria to be considered as a security 

issue, such as an existential threat to a specific referent object by a securitizing actor (Buzan, 

1983). However, it could be argued that there is no universal benchmark as to what exactly 

constitutes a security threat.  

Buzan determined that the environmental sector proposed a wide range of referent objects; 

from concrete things such as the survival of individual species and relevant habitats to large 

scale maintenance of the biosphere (Buzan et al, 1998, p7).  The Copenhagen School 

Framework and its further developments have been a focus of environmental security 

literature. Securitization theory that they propose is addressed by Floyd, who analyses this in 

relation to the environment, stating that something becomes a security issue when a powerful 

securitizing actor declares an urgent existential threat that must be dealt with immediately for 

survival (Floyd, 2010, p3).  Initial securitization of the environment focused on the possible 

correlation between resource scarcity and civil war; considering the environment as a referent 

prompted scholars to consider natural resources, focusing on links between environmental 

scarcity and violent conflict.  The Toronto Group, led by Homer-Dixon; a theorist of 

environmental conflict; presented a model linking environmental scarcity, social 

circumstances and violent conflict which theorized that given certain social circumstances, 

resource scarcity could trigger violent conflict.  This approach determined particular social 
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effects leading to conflict, in a series of independent case studies, arguing that each produced 

a specific type of acute conflict (Homer-Dixon, 1991, p78).  

Counter arguments consider the expansion of the ‘security threat’ as losing analytical 

usefulness by considering anything causing a decline in human-wellbeing to be defined as 

such. Deudney critiques the framing of environmental problems in national security terms, as 

he argues that as interstate violence is the main focus of national security, national security 

essentially holds little ground in terms of environmental problems and solutions (Deudney 

and Matthew, 1999, p189). He argues that there are links between military violence and 

environmental degradation, for example through military consumption of resources in pursuit 

of national security, recognising that during times of conflict, the damage goes beyond loss of 

human life and has potential to degrade the environment, but Deudney argues firmly that 

environmental degradation is not caused by war, and a key point that he argues is that ‘not all 

threats to life and property are threats to security.’ (Deudney and Matthew, 1999, p189) 

Environmental threats can undermine state boundaries, but counter strategy cannot equate to 

facing an external aggressor, McDonald’s analysis draws on Butt’s argument that the military 

have extensive resources and skills that can be applied effectively to environmental issues 

without compromising its war fighting capabilities. (Deudney and Matthew, 1999, p192) This 

approach places environmental sectors such as conservation at risk of becoming militarized 

which is often counter-productive to goals of long-term development associated with 

conservation.   

Deudney’s perspective highlights how violence and environmental degradation can be 

perceived as different kinds of threat, the former resulting from intentional behaviour and the 

latter normally unintentional; but moreover, his arguments highlight that all threats to life and 

property are not threats to security (Conca and Dabelko, 2018, p276). Furthermore, Levy 

argues that to see environmental threats as a security issue they must demonstrate a 

connection to vital national interest; conversely, existential debates have been limited in 

offering solutions due to the propensity to respond in an itemized manner linking a particular 

issue to a particular national interest, for example, environmental refugees are connected to 

humanitarian concerns and migration to regional stability (Levy, 1995, p43). The following 

two sections will focus on the two main areas that have been engaged within the nexus of 

environmental security. The first will consider literature on climate change, and the second 

on resource conflict, mostly in relation to resource scarcity, and how the environment in this 
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respect becomes part of the threat portfolio within security studies, rather than as a referent 

object to be secured.  

The idea of using the environment as a referent is applied by McDonald (2013, p43) in his 

analysis on the linkage between climate change and security in which he proposed a 

categorization of climate security discourse as follows; national, human, international and 

ecological; recognising that within the discipline is a multitude of opposing voices with 

varying expectations of what constitutes security and what or who exactly is to be secured. 

Segmenting these varying discourses established a framework of analysis that enhances 

understanding of the components of a widely complex issue, as each discourse in turn 

presents its own reality by which to practically address issues of climate change, and is also 

demonstrative of how environmental degradation is connected to wider political theory.  

This approach is useful where multiple discourses are competing for dominance in their 

engagement with environmental issues, the three questions McDonald (2013, p43) asks 

regarding the security referent, the agent, and the nature of the threat; recognises that by 

considering each in turn it is easier to logically map out the implications within each 

discourse, which in turn helps define the broader politics of climate change. Applying this 

approach to other facets of environmental security, in this case wildlife crime; could be a 

useful tool for mapping out the broader politics of poaching or trafficking.  The debates and 

approaches to environmental security discussed in this section are exemplary of how the 

discipline has responded to the rise in unconventional, and essentially nonhuman, security 

threats.  To bring the focus back to the issue of wildlife poaching and trafficking one of the 

starting points for studying the poaching crisis in the region, is the persistence of militarized 

conservation which has emerged as a response to poaching as an environmental crime and a 

threat to wider environmental security.  In the following section I shall discuss the 

militarization of conservation in relation to the poaching crisis, and how this is being 

approached throughout existing security literature that engages this subject matter.  

 

II) The Militarization of Conservation 

The conservation sector in South Africa has a long and complex history of displacement, 

violence, exclusion of communities and commodification, all of which have contributed to 

the current state of conservation, which has become more intensively militarised in light of 
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the continent-wide poaching crisis. The following arguments and approaches have been 

extremely valuable in terms of establishing a sensibility for the issue of poaching within the 

nexus of security, and therefore I hope that this thesis can contribute to this body of work. I 

shall also refer to debates on the themes of park establishment, neoliberalism as part of 

conservation strategy in the region, and the changing nature of environmental governance 

which has become much more complex and multifaceted. This literature forms the basis of 

one of the core critiques of this thesis; the idea that violence in the form of militarization and 

what have been described as fortress conservation models, are legitimate approaches to 

wildlife security, within which activities pertinent to conservation are carried out.  

There exists a longstanding entanglement between conservation and the military, and what 

can be understood as militarized approaches, but recently, developments in the way in which 

parks are protected have forced the role of the game ranger to evolve due to the increasing 

sophistication of poaching threats, and greater complexity in terms of conservation 

management. The military have historically played a role in conservation and antipoaching in 

the region and many scholars note the progression of soldiers and security personnel to game 

rangers during peacetime. In general, there are both wartime and peacetime benefits and 

impacts of military presence on national parks and protected natural environments. Westing 

(1992, pp. 344-345) discusses the impacts of military presence in different parts of the world, 

arguing that military presence can be disruptive during periods of conflict by both ‘regular 

and by insurgent armed forces,’ from the collateral damage of operations and weapons; in 

addition to ‘illegal logging, hunting, fishing, and pillaging,’ and during peacetime disruption 

occurs as a result of poaching and military training in conservation space. 

In South Africa, there is an historical link between conservation space and the military, which 

arguably has worked to normalize violence as inseparable from conservation. Ellis (1994, p. 

68) outlines how the South African Defence Force ‘the largest single landowner in South 

Africa’ retain control of land utilised for conservation, namely on the Mozambican border 

which has political significance in terms of the destabilising capacity, both of porous borders, 

and as Ellis highlights for ‘South Africa’s toughest minded securocrats will want to retain 

their capacity to destabilise South Africa,’ until satisfied that the government is stable and 

white interests are ‘adequately protected.’ In this particular paper, Ellis also contributes to 

claims that the military have in the past become implicated in the ivory trade, noting how this 

intersected with government destabilisation strategies of neighbouring countries during the 

1960’s onwards. These examples offer evidence of a longstanding political entanglement 
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with the military, conservation space, and wildlife; and highlight how the ownership of 

conservation space intersects with modes of racism and colonial conservation perspectives. 

Furthermore, in relation to the trafficking of horn and ivory, literature that engages with this 

activity often gestures towards the multifaceted nature of criminal networks in which there 

are significant overlaps between the legal and illegal activity. The spatial dimension of 

wildlife security is a theme that is recurrent throughout this thesis, meaning that the 

occupation of conservation space and practices of militarization are deeply entangled. 

Furthermore, Ellis (1994, p. 55) notes how parks became strategic tools during the rising 

guerrilla warfare in the region from the 1960’s onwards, as they often lay close to national 

borders, were practically uninhabited by humans, and contained difficult terrain.  

The literature also touches upon the distinctive nature of wildlife security personnel, as 

opposed to military soldiers, and how they are required to possess a different skill set to cope 

with the challenges of bush environments. In relation to the poaching crisis, and the wider 

trafficking of wildlife products Ellis makes reference to the Rhodesian Selous Scouts, a unit 

of trackers and reconnaissance scouts, who often recruited game rangers and individuals with 

extensive knowledge and experience of the bushveld, noting the historical significance of 

their role in ivory trading. This particular example contributes to discussion on the nature of 

personnel within the nexus of wildlife security, where those deployed must be essentially 

hybrid, capable of navigating the bushveld, and of operating firearms with military precision. 

Ellis builds an argument that collusion took place deep the ranks of the South African 

Military in which ivory was trafficked on a large scale (Ellis, 1994, pp. 55-57). These 

arguments are reinforced by Julian Rademeyer in ‘Killing for Profit,’ who argues that 

collusion took place within South African military ranks during the Mozambican civil war 

(Rademeyer, 2012). There are many different claims that have emerged regarding collusion 

and the trafficking of ivory and horn, which build up a picture of the poaching crisis, and 

wildlife security at large, as a highly complex network of actors, and one where there is no 

clear boundary between the legal and illegal which consistently overlap.  

One other aspect of wildlife security that comes through in the literature is the changing 

nature of environmental governance, which has become multilevel, moving beyond state 

centric interpretations.  Other key players, who are not conventionally actors within the 

security nexus, such as conservation NGO’s, appear to hold ever more powerful positions and 

influence over conservation. This raises interesting questions on the links between 

globalization and conservation, as they argue that as a result of globalization there is a much 
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more diverse range of actors involved with very different interests and pursuits. Much of this 

literature also argues that globalization has increased the anthropocentric pressure on the 

environment, as human consumptive needs increase, and market interventions in nature and 

conservation become more complex, which has impacted the natural environment 

detrimentally, giving nature less time to rejuvenate and replenish to meet demands for 

resources. The debate on the ‘neoliberalisation of nature,’ is vast, but can be understood as a 

process or processes of commodification that nature is subjected to such as privatization, 

competitiveness, or marketization (Birch et al, 2010, p. 2900). Neoliberal agendas interpret 

conservation as part of a network that goes beyond park boundaries, which draws on the 

spatial dimensions of conservation, and extends understandings of the way in which 

conservation space is occupied, but moreover, argues how the exclusivity of conservation 

land and resources has led to the ‘exclusion and control of local people’ (Heynen et al, 2005, 

p. 6). This literature is vast, but it clarifies the way in which wildlife security functions as a 

network, and furthermore explains the changing nature of the way in which wildlife is valued. 

It could be argued that debates of this nature are affiliates of those of resource conflict as both 

engage with how nature is valued.  

More recently, literature that considers the relationship between militarization and 

conservation discusses how this assembles in light of the poaching crisis which is more 

closely related to the direction and contextual case study of this thesis.  One particularly 

important emergent concept by which to interpret this relationship is that of ‘green 

militarization,’ a term coined by Elizabeth Lunstrum (2014, p.816) who defines this as ‘the 

use of military and paramilitary personnel, training, technologies and partnerships in the 

pursuit of conservation efforts.’ This concept engages further with the spatial qualities of 

protected areas in South Africa, namely the Kruger National park, arguing that the spatial 

dimensions and general topography of game reserves, shapes the way in which conservation 

and militarization converge; however, this research emphasizes that said dimensions 

authorise militarization when they intersect with particular assumptions and political-

ecological values (Lunstrum, 2014, p. 817). This author focused on South Africa, but 

identified a global trend in the multiple layers of militarization involved in conservation; 

facilitated by various actors from rangers and soldiers to private military firms (Lunstrum, 

2014, p. 816).  

Lunstrum (2016, pp. 142-143) further contributes to the relationship between territorial space 

and conservation, through the concept of land or green grabbing within the Mozambican 
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Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP) and the subsequent eviction and displacement of 

7000 people from within park boundaries; this particular paper argues that different modes of 

‘land acquisition that incite dislocation,’ intersect to produce ‘novel patterns of environmental 

displacement,’ citing the pejorative effects which include restricting local community access 

to natural resources and conservation space. The displacement of human beings and of 

wildlife for the establishment or development of conservation space is also referred to 

frequently throughout historical accounts of colonial settlers and the sectioning off of 

indigenous landscapes for the purpose of imperial hunting practices. From the literature it 

becomes clear that displacement often intersects with violence, which is an important aspect 

of the poaching crisis that has shaped the way in which literature within this nexus engages 

the relationship between parks and communities.  

Green Militarization is only one interpretation of this intersection; other contributors to this 

nexus use different terms and build on this narrative by making different connections.  

Rosaleen Duffy (2014, p. 834) has described the nature of the poaching crisis as a ‘war to 

save biodiversity;’ which is reflective of a ‘renewed interest in fortress conservation models 

to protect wildlife,’ Lunstrum’s work explored how military values like occupation of park 

space, are embedded in conservation practice; Duffy builds on this narrative, through arguing 

that conservation ‘draws heavily on the language of military intervention,’ to garner public 

support through the understanding that humans have a stewardship role to play, and a 

responsibility to protect endangered species.  One of the key points of this paper is the 

argument that writing conservation into war narratives works to legitimize ‘repressive, 

coercive, and violent policies,’ which poses human rights challenges, and raises issues of 

social justice, meaning that greater distance is created between parks and communities, and 

therefore a cycle of violence continues via exclusion and poaching (Duffy, 2014, p. 14). A 

later paper by Duffy (2016, p.238) builds on militarized conservation debates through what 

she defines as a ‘war, by conservation,’ which is further distinguished from fortress model 

conservation as an ‘offensive position,’ in areas where conservation is ‘the intervening 

aggressor; not simply the defender of wildlife.’ This builds on debates that view militarized 

conservation as part of wider global security strategies, in which some arguments have 

emerged linking the poaching of wildlife to terrorism; namely the report by The Elephant 

Action League titled white gold of jihad, which links ivory to the funding of terrorism 

through Al Shabaab.  
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The Whitehall papers, refers to a series of research published by some of the most 

distinguished authors in this field. The arguments set out in these papers are wide ranging, 

but one paper in particular by Humphreys and Smith (2014, p. 796) considers the framing of 

the poaching crisis as the ‘rhinofication,’ of South African security; they argue that the 

involvement of key anti-poaching security personnel in the apartheid wars of the past, has 

contributed to the violent nature of the poaching crisis by combining ‘rhino-counter poaching 

with broader geostrategic interests,’ which ‘evokes an often unspoken political subtext,’ in 

South Africa linked to the legacy of apartheid, a process that they refer to as rhinofication. 

Like most papers that engage with militarization, they argue that the way in which it is 

explained and conceptualised is much too simplistic, overlooking other important realities of 

the conservation sector; arguing that the moral urgency to stop rhino poaching breaks down 

into ‘fractious arguments,’ related to legalizing horn trade, the political economy of hunting 

in addition to further socio-economic divisions (Humphreys and Smith, 2014, p. 796).  

There are many arguments throughout this literature that describe militarization as 

counterproductive in the long-term, complexities often refer to other aspects of what I deem 

wildlife security, but also to the historical context of park establishment which is tainted with 

what Humphreys and Smith (2014, p. 818) refer to as ‘white exceptionalism,’ meaning that 

persistent white ownership and control of conservation by a white minority ‘negates the 

efforts to gain popular support for counter-poaching within the poor black rural population.’ 

This argument is concretized through the lack of black indigenous voices writing within the 

nexus of wildlife security and conservation, an argument that forms the basis of ‘The Big 

Conservation Lie,’ by Mordecai Ogada.  Although focused on Kenyan conservation the 

authors critique how the historical context of park establishment is often overlooked, and 

indigenous communities vilified in the process of establishing conservation space. The issue 

of race, and ‘whiteness’ which is often equated with Western conservation ideals, is heavily 

critiqued by these particular authors throughout, through many anecdotal examples of white 

conservation heroes, who have seemingly tamed the African wilds, but in many cases not due 

to altruism or stewardship, drawing out the subsequent impurity of an imagined conservation 

ideal (Mbaria and Ogada, 2016). This perspective of course, speaks to wider literature beyond 

the parameters of security that draw out gendered notions of conservation, understanding that 

the way in which conservation space has been established, is cross cut not only with issues of 

racism and speciesism, but also gendered notions, such as masculinization, domination over 

dehumanized others and the mastery of nature.   
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An important weakness of existing literature is that there is little engagement with indigenous 

black African perspectives within the nexus of wildlife security, much of the literature that I 

encountered engaged with local communities mainly through explaining the drivers behind 

rhino poaching and wildlife trafficking, namely poverty and the wider socio-economic 

environment. This overlooks the other side of the conservation story that is much more 

politicised and violent, namely the impact of park establishment on communities. Therefore, 

in order to address complexity, it is necessary to balance this equation, and to explore where 

indigenous relations and experiences with wildlife and conservation space, constitute and 

shape how modern conservation assembles.  

There exist more radical debates on preservationist strategies as preferred approaches to 

biodiversity conservation, such as the ‘half earth’ plan which in sum proposes that half of the 

earth’s surface should be preserved as interconnected protected areas. Buscher et al. (2017, 

pp. 2-4) both address and critique this approach noting that further separating human’s and 

nature will not solve the biodiversity crisis but rather will overlook root causes of 

environmental degradation such as the current human consumption of natural resources; 

furthermore, they reinforce the argument that increasing polarization between humans and 

nature is damaging, and approaches to enhance conservation efforts should understand 

humans and nature as inseparable and co-constitutive.  

Further debates within the nexus of security engage with the issue of human animal conflict, 

and how to effectively mitigate this type of conflict that is interspecies in nature.  This 

involves intersections between conservation management, and elements of security and 

protection involved in sustaining healthy wildlife populations; for example, mitigation may 

include prevention of damage from invasive species that are deliberately introduced by 

humans due to unhealthy levels of competition within a particular ecosystem (Messmer, 

2009, p11). Redpath et al (2015, p. 2) critique the use of the term human-animal conflict as 

misleading; arguing that conflict normally emerges from interactions between conservation 

and other human activities, particularly those associated with sustaining human livelihoods.  

Human-lion conflict, and conflict with elephants are widely discussed human-animal 

conflicts where both are locked in a struggle over resources and space. Other forms of 

physical human-animal conflict include those that take place between protected areas and 

local communities, which again gestures to the complexity of resource access on behalf of 

different cultures and groups of people, and the issue of physical boundaries within 

conservation space.  
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Conflict between animal species and global markets for animal products offer a modern 

example of human-animal conflict, that implicates, but moves far beyond impact on local 

livelihoods. The case study of South Africa and the demand and pressure from Traditional 

Asian Medicine markets for rhino horn product and by-products from other endangered 

species such as pangolin scales and elephant ivory, has stretched debates on human-animal 

conflict beyond territorial understandings of conservation space. Other examples of human-

animal conflict beyond the continent of Africa include the case of the Orangutan in Borneo. 

One study by Meijaard et al (2011) undertook interviews and surveys with villagers living in 

or near to Kalimantan in Indonesia in order to determine underlying causes of orangutan 

killing, and to establish spatial variations of threats.  

 Although predominantly quantitative in nature, this study is evidence of increased efforts to 

understand complex interspecies relations, that differ culturally and regionally; their study 

concluded that only a limited number of respondents reported the existence of a conflict 

between people and orangutan; and that the decline in orangutan populations is 

predominantly linked to habitat loss. The study was based on analysis of 100 articles focused 

on human animal conflict, mostly predators and large herbivores; the study determined that 

underlying conflicts were predominantly associated with conservation objectives and 

livelihoods, with human health and safety being secondary to these (Meijaard et al, 2011). 

Collectively, debates on militarized conservation approaches, and those on human-wildlife 

conflict, are generally critical of framing relations between humans and nature in terms of 

conflict and violence, and challenge existing frameworks as ultimately counterproductive 

where the goal is to reach a point where human-animal relations are not framed in human 

security terms, and where nonhuman animals are interpreted through the language of threat. 

In the study by Redpath et al, it is stressed that ‘militaristic metaphors are problematic’ 

through the way in which they give an ‘inaccurate perception’ of a particular species, which 

can drive certain political agendas and presenting wildlife as antagonistic might alter the 

perception of people towards a particular species.  Moving forward, if this nexus of research 

is to be less anthropocentric in the ways it addresses wildlife, and less likely to reproduce 

dualistic world views, there must be deeper engagement with the nature of interspecies 

relations, and how these can shape and impact political realities. Violence is one of the most 

prominent logics of power that flows throughout the wildlife security assemblage, and 

understanding militarization and the historical entanglements between conservation space and 

the military leads to other ways in which violence emerges. Wildlife exploitation and 
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commodification are important offshoots of militarized conservation, as violence does not 

begin and end here.  In the context of this assemblage I shall demonstrate other aspects of 

interspecies relations and interactions that are violent beyond that which we typically 

associate with militarization. In the section to follow I shall work through important debates 

on the commodification of nature starting with neoliberal conservation, and working towards 

the animal industrial complex, and how existing relevant literature addresses the exploitation 

of nonhuman animals for consumer markets.  

 

III) Neoliberal Conservation: Commodification and the Animal 

Industrial Complex 

Conservation has provided many economic opportunities for ecotourism in South Africa and 

globally in biodiversity hotspots.  Areas designated for the security and protection of wildlife 

often present profitable opportunities for various stakeholders both locally and at 

transnational level.  From ecotourism, many strands of income emerge from the multifarious 

ways in which wildlife can be commodified, which is an effect of the intensification of 

neoliberal approaches to wildlife conservation. This refers to the ‘reregulation of nature 

through forms of commodification’ and speaks to contemporary approaches to biodiversity 

conservation that take a hybrid approach to environmental governance through the 

diversification of stakeholders (Igoe and Brockington; 2007, p. 432-433). Furthermore, 

neoliberal approaches to conservation and environmental governance are concerned with the 

ways in which ‘natural realms are transformed through and for capital accumulation’ 

(Buscher et al; 2012, p., 4). There are increasing intersections between corporate and 

conservation sectors, which reflects the spread of free market approaches and privatisation 

pertinent to neoliberal ideology, throughout conservation space.  Referring to 

neoliberalisation as a series of processes, Igoe and Brockington discuss reregulation, which 

when considered in light of ecotourism and wildlife conservation, implies that wildlife can 

become a profitable, tradable commodity through various modes of commodification (Igoe 

and Brockington; 2007).  This has created a new conceptualization of the value of wildlife 

that understands the conservation of nature through ‘the expansion of capitalism’ (Buscher et 

al; 2012, p., 4). 

Arguments for and against such an approach to conservation discuss how environmental 

crises and conservation at large have been linked to opportunities for capitalist expansion 
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often in the form of sustainable usage, which has both positive and negative outcomes for 

local livelihoods (Buscher et al; 2012, pp., 6-7). Furthermore, there is a deeper contradiction 

concerning the relationship between people and nature where ‘profit motives are the driving 

force,’ and profitability subsequently takes priority over positive social and environmental 

consequences when it is at odds with these (Buscher et al; 2012, p., 13). Drawing out this 

contradiction is important as it brings to light a particular understanding that perceives a co-

dependency between economic growth and biodiversity conservation. Conversely, neoliberal 

approaches to conservation could be critiqued as narrow and limiting, due to the linked 

‘closed loop thinking,’ whereby the wider systemic processes of ‘corrective feedback’ cannot 

permeate this way of thinking, and the human and nonhuman entanglements that the entire 

assemblage depends on are overlooked or not factored in therefore providing the ‘temporary 

illusion of improvement’ on an economic level (Buscher et al; 2012, p., 14). Referring back 

to the discussion on resource conflict and wildlife; the focus on profitability draws out a 

reductionist and passive conceptualization of nature that assumes humans and nonhumans 

habituate conservation space through a rather one sided, human-dominated set of relations.  

Taking forward posthuman ideas and approaches, this perspective whereby nature and 

wildlife are passive, is challenged, and instead attention is paid to the diversity of indigenous 

knowledges, ecosystem processes, and individual beings that shape how wildlife security 

holds together, which challenges the constraints and boundaries of dominant 

anthropocentrism 

Movements within critical animal studies have begun to address in greater theoretical depth 

the relationship between capitalism, commodification, and nonhuman animals.  The Animal 

Industrial Complex (Noske, 1989) is a useful concept as it resonates with the intensification 

of commodification surrounding wildlife and forms of ecotourism, whereby exploitation and 

violence against nature often overlap with economic opportunities that sustain human 

livelihoods.  It refers to the complex relationship between capitalism and human exploitation 

of animals, and the logics of power that shape and define these systems of othering. Twine 

(2012, p. 12) presents the animal industrial complex as an ‘organizing frame of analysis,’ that 

might shape research agendas within critical animal studies; rather than use the term to 

simplify and sedate the complexity of interspecies encounters, Twine posits that a more 

useful and wholesome interpretation is one that actually teases out the complexity of the 

relations that comprise the complex.   
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The Animal Industrial Complex helps to draw out the uneven relations of power that shape 

human interactions with nonhuman animals, and that often legitimise cruel, unethical 

practices involving nonhuman animals through their entanglements with human ways of life.  

In the context of this thesis, this complex brought to light the various ways in which practices 

of hunting, tourism, wildlife poaching and the governance and monitoring of conservation 

space are shaped by wider relations of power from which particular species hierarchies have 

emerged.  The word ‘complex’ implies that these relationships are not as straightforward as 

they seem, in most cases human relations with nature involve some form of dominance or, 

and exploitation, and looking at human-animal relations as part of an assemblage, these can 

be seen as a myriad of different actors both human and nonhuman, animate and inanimate.  

Many relations of power within the assemblage of wildlife security, and several forms of 

intra-human violence in particular produce modes of relation that impact on the interspecies 

encounter. Racism, gender, militarization,  

Cudworth and Hodben’s recent work on creaturely politics builds on complex systems 

thinking that sees the ‘international system as embedded in a number of complex systems,’ 

that not exclusively human, but rather constituted by other nonhuman components and human 

relations to these (Cudworth and Hobden; 2018, p., 8).  Rather than being explicitly 

posthuman, this approach is instead ‘more than human,’ in that it challenges human 

exceptionalism, but Cudworth and Hobden go a little further, taking an interspecies approach 

to understanding international relations through analysing the significance of our 

relationships with other species and things. From this approach, I take forward the 

understanding that all ‘living creatures engage with and change the world,’ but not 

necessarily in the ‘circumstances of their choosing’ (Cudworth and Hobden; 2018, p., 14). 

Within this posthuman movement, which serves as an umbrella term for many approaches 

and perspectives that challenge human exceptionalism and engage nonhuman nature in 

political theory, there are many loose ends.  From analysis of entire complex systems, the 

opposite approach exists whereby the vitality and force of inanimate matter is analysed for its 

capacity for productiveness, action and self-creation; this involves engaging with beings and 

things that are for the most part excluded from understandings of political life and theory 

(Bennett; 2009) (Cudworth and Hobden; 2018, p., 14). From the tiniest life forms to mega 

fauna, the critique in terms of where we draw the line of what to include and consider in 

terms of political life, is an important factor to address in order to develop a coherent 

approach to an interspecies discussion that is political in nature.  One element that is often 
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lost in the processes of thinking through human and nonhuman entanglements, and that holds 

on to fragments of human exceptionalism as a part of interspecies politics that cannot be 

overlooked; is power, and the species hierarchies that are born from particular interspecies 

encounters.   

The previous sections have discussed existing literature that engages the poaching crisis as a 

security issue, and how militarized conservation is evolving and changing in response to 

poaching.  I have also set out important debates that look at various forms of interspecies 

violence, namely the commodification of conservation space, however although there are 

movements towards including nonhuman beings in environmental security as more than mere 

objects of study, I believe this focus is lacking within the discipline of security. I am 

interested in the prospect of an interspecies approach to security, particularly security issues 

that involve wildlife and nonhuman nature in general. The next section shows how other 

scholars have made inroads to this way of thinking, particularly in relation to interspecies 

politics.  My intention is that my research contributes to this body of work, however as 

previously noted I hope to create a greater sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security.  

 

V) Moving Forward: The Interspecies 

Literature on interspecies relations in the past, was predominantly focused on the intricacies 

of human-animal conflict; however, recently, scholars of international relations have made 

inroads in terms of opening up discussion for the inclusion of nonhuman animals and nature 

more widely on a level beyond that of anthropocentric resource and commodification. The 

work of Erika Cudworth in particular has argued for the inclusion of nonhuman nature in 

international relations through exploring the potential of posthumanism to shape how an 

interspecies, non-dualistic world view might look and function.  Cudworth and Hobden 

(2013, p. 3) argue for a complexity-based approach to posthuman international relations, 

discussing three concepts; complex adaptive systems, self-organisation and emergence, 

which they posit are representative of the different ways in which relations between actors are 

characterized. The fundamentals of a complexity approach understand that the world is 

constituted by systems that are interconnected; they ‘overlap and intersect with other 

systems,’ but can be distinguished from these, and are autonomous to a certain extent by 

means of ‘notional boundaries’ (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 4). These systems are open, 

and operate through positive and negative feedback loops that contribute to both the 
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equilibrium and instability of a particular system, complex systems are understood as 

dynamic and adaptable; there are many examples of complex adaptive systems, the human 

body being a useful reference (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 4).  

Cudworth and Hobden also discuss self-organization as implying continuity between human 

and nonhuman nature, but understand that human capacity for abstract thought enhances the 

self-organizing ability of complex human systems. The concept of emergence refers to the 

character of a particular system which the authors describe as unpredictable; they also argue 

that the features emergent from a complex system are more than the sum of its parts 

(Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 5). This paper also refers to the wider structure-agency 

debate within the nexus of international relations which is a vast debate that goes beyond the 

scope of this thesis. However, the idea of nonhuman agency is important to consider in light 

of interspecies relations; understanding agency from a posthuman perspective, Cudworth and 

Hobden recognise ‘human language as an enabler of agency,’ but that if agency refers to the 

‘potential to alter structures, then this exists beyond the human’ (Cudworth and Hobden, 

2013, p. 19).  In terms of engaging interspecies relations, complexity approaches offer one 

way by which to engage with the nonhuman world.  Cudworth and Hobden (2015, p. 513) 

have engaged with interspecies relations in their consideration of human and animal relations 

during times of war; which draws out the ‘significant roles nonhuman animals have in the 

conduct of war.’ This article makes a significant contribution to creating a sensibility for 

nonhuman animals within the nexus of security, not only through its criticism of 

anthropocentric framings of interspecies issues, but in the way that the authors blur species 

boundaries through their central argument in which nonhuman animals have shaped the 

character of war through their ‘forced participation,’ or ‘forced conscription,’ of other 

animals (Cudworth and Hobden, 2015, p514).  

The authors recognise that although there is evidence of interspecies bonds between human 

and animals used as tools of war, that ultimately animals remained disposable and vulnerable; 

they discuss the concept of a posthuman military not as a multi-entity assemblage, but ‘an 

exaggerated reflection of formations of social domination, including those of species 

hierarchy’ (Cudworth and Hobden, 2015, p517). Through engaging with the work of 

Cudworth and Hobden, it was evident that in order to engage nonhuman animals, and to 

rethink fundamental components of international relations to create a sensibility for 

nonhuman animals, this involved engaging with core questions of International Relations and 

politics, to demonstrate the ways in which they are constituted by interspecies relations and 
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nonhuman agency.  Recent debates have shown an increase in more-than-human 

developments within the field, which is the main body of literature that I shall contribute to 

through this research.  

Discussions on the agential capacity of nonhuman animals are recurrent throughout post-

anthropocentric literature, but within the nexus of international relations, there are many 

different approaches to understanding how power, politics and the nonhuman hold together. 

A smaller section of this literature that works to include nonhuman animals through drawing 

on posthuman approaches that do not overlook the human component, but instead focus on 

interspecies relations are how these are co-constitutive in a way that shapes our political 

realities.  In nonhuman humanitarians, Benjamin Meiches (2019, p. 5) engages with the idea 

that nonhuman actors shape humanitarian practices, drawing on three examples dogs, drones 

and diagrams. Using the example of demining dogs, Meiches argues that the dog in this 

context ‘augments humanitarianism,’ through skill sets that work in partnership with humans 

to shape humanitarian practice.  Such efforts to engage the nonhuman speak to hybrid 

approaches that work to understand interspecies relations as assemblages, and in this case dog 

and human as working in partnership, as co-constitutive. Furthermore, engaging with 

interspecies relations forces confrontation of relations of power, control and oppression that 

continue to legitimise exploitation and domination of animals in many different ways.  

Meiches (p. 8) reinforces the ominous anthropocentric reality that despite the partnership 

between dog and handler, a dog remains a tool as part of political life, and as part of an 

anthropocentric framework, canine life is disposable and expendable. The nonhuman is 

disruptive in this context, problematizing the interpretation of political reality as constituted 

solely by inter-human relations, and contributing to a much wider effort to include the 

nonhuman in international relations.  

The anthropocentrism that continues to shape and influence international relations is being 

challenged by a small but growing number of scholars. One such scholar is Rafi Youatt 

(2014, p. 208) who engages with the interspecies, arguing that politics is not an exclusively 

human activity but continues to be approached from an anthropocentric standpoint. Engaging 

directly with the interspecies, Youatt posits that although it is human activity that ‘supports 

and sustains political life,’ the practices that constitute and make politics possible ‘stretch 

across species lines and are uneven relative to the human species.’ This particular work on 

the interspecies is reflective of wider engagement with and criticism of anthropocentrism, 

that arguably compounds the species boundary, particularly in the case of politics which 
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shape and influence the proliferation of world views that contribute to environmental 

insecurity and degradation, in this case the reproduction of knowledge that understands 

animals and nature at large as a resource (2014, p. 208). Other interesting arguments that 

focus on interspecies relations include those on animal sovereignty. Wadiwel (2013, p. 750) 

discusses how focusing on the individual ethics that constitute particular human-animal 

relationships, is less productive than understanding how political systems reproduce the 

domination of animals. The idea of extending sovereignty to nonhuman animals is based 

generally on the argument that animals can be understood as part of political communities.  

The issue of human inflicted violence against nonhuman animals and the proliferation of 

relationships of domination between species, is one of the most important criticisms that have 

influenced post-anthropocentric, posthuman approaches to reconfiguring interspecies 

relations as they relate to and influence political life. Existing debates on animal sovereignty 

contribute to the growing body of literature that questions the fundamentals of interspecies 

relations, namely those relations of domination that are closely entangled with 

commodification, that work to legitimise the violent treatment of animals. Wadiwel (2009, p. 

285) argues that civil political life exists alongside legalised violence and domination of 

nonhuman animals and that human relations to animals are legitimised through a legal war 

framework; he argues that even in the case of beloved pets, these interspecies relations are 

based on domination, discipline, control and surveillance; emphasising that even seemingly 

peaceful relations are framed in an ‘adopt, foster, euthanize,’ context. This paper engages 

with animal welfare in discussion on animal sovereignty, arguing that value and use of 

animals are cross cut by very different human ideas of unnecessary suffering that often 

constitutes animal welfare law. The idea of animal sovereignties could potentially open up 

further discussion on the nonhuman within the nexus of international relations, as it focuses 

on ‘the reconstruction of relationships through the recognition of sovereign rights,’ and 

understands exclusively human sovereignty as non-human domination (Wadiwel, 2009, p. 

295).  In closing, this article speaks to wider posthuman debates through the idea of 

distancing sovereignty from the exclusive category of the human, or dehumanizing the 

concept, to problematize and challenge how animals are engaged in political life. 

Overall, through engaging with the most impactful literature pertinent to this nexus, it 

becomes clear that there is little consensus as to how to engage with the complexity of what 

has become an interspecies security issue, particularly in terms of theoretical framing. 

Literature that engages with wildlife security in the region of South Africa focuses 
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predominantly on the poaching crisis, and considers why and how conservation and 

antipoaching more specifically has become militarized. The consensus throughout most of the 

literature that engages with this topic is that militarization is counterproductive, and that 

fortress conservation models that are reminiscent of the colonial foundations of the 

establishment of conservation space, overlook more complex relationships between game 

reserves and local communities.  

Debates on militarization in the context of wildlife security, speak to wider debates on the 

neo-liberalization of nature, in this context the diverse ways in which wildlife is 

commodified, and utilised as a resource, assemble with militarization, to add further 

dimensions to wildlife security. In doing so, this also raises questions as to what constitutes 

wildlife security, which again speaks to wider discussion on the changing nature of security 

and how it is interpreted and understood. One other important aspect of the existing research 

on wildlife security in the region is that of the relationship between local communities and 

game reserves, and the way in which this relationship is interpreted and understood. In many 

cases, poachers are discussed in a manner that makes them synonymous with local 

community residents, based on the history of indigenous African exclusion and displacement 

from conservation space. This literature establishes drivers underpinning poaching by 

engaging with the history of park establishment, which are identified predominantly as 

poverty and material deprivation associated with little to no access to subsistence hunting and 

bush meat. However, I argue that the way in which this relationship is framed, continues to 

exclude local communities on a much deeper level, meaning that other themes require more 

detailed engagement including the intersections between indigenous African communities 

and conservation, but more importantly a contribution to wildlife security literature that 

engages with a black African perspective. Evidently there are very different sets of 

interspecies relations that drive particular approaches and interpretations in relation to how 

humans and wildlife should encounter each other, but much of the literature on modern 

wildlife security practice, overlooks the relationship with and cultural significance of local 

communities and wildlife.  

There is evidently a spatial dimension to interspecies relations, as territorial space, 

particularly the expansion of conservation space through globalization and neoliberal 

conservation agendas that commodify wildlife in multifarious ways, and displace animal 

species through global markets. Space and interspecies relations are deeply entangled, as 

different forms of human encroachment in places of wilderness, intersect with different 
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values and cultures that essentially shape the way in which human-animal relations hold 

together. Much of the work that considers human-wildlife conflict, looks at better ways in 

which animals and humans can co-exist, however, from engaging with this literature, it 

becomes evident that these conflicts will continue to be misunderstood without a shift in the 

ways in which interspecies relations are conceptualised.  

Wider environmental security literature has taken steps to create a sensibility for nonhuman 

nature within this nexus, mainly through recognition that environmental disasters can have 

devastating impacts on human security, that stimulate urgent responses from the security 

community. Debates of this nature have also engaged with the idea of the environment or 

nonhuman nature as a security referent, particularly in the case of climate change and natural 

resources, however, in general, wildlife is still engaged within the nexus of security through 

debates on resource conflict, and more widely through debates on the neoliberalization of 

nature which limits the scope of how it can be engaged. Although debates on how wildlife is 

commodified through neoliberal conservation agendas contribute arguably to broader 

understandings of security, I argue that the way in which wildlife is engaged within the nexus 

of security remains anthropocentric in nature. Understanding wildlife solely as a resource to 

be exploited, speaks to those approaches to security that interpret and understand interspecies 

relations; or more broadly human-nature relations; insofar as they impact upon human 

security. This can be evidenced in the case of mass migration as a result of natural disasters, 

and in this context, through the economic dependence on wildlife economies in South Africa. 

Livelihoods dependent on the conservation sector, due to the growth of what can be 

constituted as conservation space, are becoming much more diverse and intertwined. From 

engaging with existing literature, it becomes evident that the intersection between human 

security and conservation is much more complex than resource conflict, although this is part 

of the wider problem.  

Recent debates within the nexus of international relations that argue for less anthropocentric 

engagement with the nonhuman have begun to take steps towards establishing a post-

anthropocentric world view in which wildlife, and nonhuman animals more widely can be 

interpreted and valued as more than a resource. There are many different arguments 

throughout post-anthropocentric literature that are moving towards a recast of security and 

international relations in order to problematize world views that understand nonhuman beings 

namely animals, through relations of violence, control and oppression. This research shall 

contribute to this growing body of literature that engages with the interspecies in the context 
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of security and international relations.  In order to do this, I shall develop a conceptual 

framework through which to engage with the issue of wildlife security on a level that works 

to engage the interspecies, with the goal of developing a sensibility for wildlife within the 

nexus of security beyond those discussions on militarization and resource conflict.  

This approach does not intend to undermine human security, but to develop an engagement 

with wildlife in the context of a security discourse; which I understand in this context as 

interspecies security; and in doing this, will develop a novel, conceptual and empirical basis 

for moving security studies beyond Anthropocentrism. This thesis is focused on wildlife 

security, a nexus that I understand as a merger between conservation and security, but from 

engaging with wider literature and criticisms of existing approaches to wildlife protection, it 

is evident that wildlife security is much more than solely the militarization of territorial 

conservation space.  I shall contribute to the growing body of literature on the nonhuman in 

international relations, and with posthuman, post-anthropocentric approaches that consider 

the nonhuman animal as more than a commodity in many different ways through the 

development of a sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security. I shall do this through 

problematizing existing, anthropocentric understandings of wildlife security in South Africa 

that have worked to legitimise violent, oppressive, conflicting interspecies relations. I have 

set out my working concepts moving forward as violence, surveillance and care, therefore in 

the following chapter I shall set out a conceptual framework that draws on various 

approaches emergent from the posthuman nexus to establish a way by which to navigate this 

interspecies security issue.  
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2 

Conceptual Framework  

 

This chapter sets out a conceptual framework to explain how posthuman, post-

anthropocentric approaches are effective for the purpose of studying how wildlife security 

holds together, particularly as they help to problematize the anthropocentric attachments of 

both conservation and security.  Overall, I understand wildlife security as an assemblage that 

is shot through with logics of power that strengthen species difference, and reproduce 

problematic, anthropocentric interspecies relations that can be evidenced in the various 

modes of relation discussed through human-wildlife encounters.  This chapter firstly sets out 

how I define wildlife security and how I came to understand this idea of securitization 

beyond the boundaries of militarization.  I shall then explain my reasoning for turning to the 

concept of the assemblage to think through the intricacies of wildlife security from a 

posthuman standpoint, explaining what assemblage thinking does for wildlife security and 

how this worked with actor-network theory in terms of building the research as a multispecies 

ethnography.  

 

This research contributes to the material turn in international relations due to the challenging 

of fundamental questions of the species exclusive nature of politics and nonhuman agency 

within international relations, and also to recent work emerging from critical animal studies 

that not only fights the case for nonhuman agency as inherently part of political reality but 

identifies the problematic logics of power attached to the interspecies encounter that have 

persisted across time and space and have hindered the development of an interspecies or more 

species inclusive approach to the construction of political knowledge.  In addition to 

highlighting important pieces of work, I shall explain how these are helpful in developing 

wildlife security from a posthuman perspective.  The vastness of wildlife security meant that 

there was no one size fits all theory through which I could move beyond the 

anthropocentrism of militarization, therefore I utilised various theoretical lenses to allow for a 

more species inclusive, less theoretically oppressive way of thinking about what security 

means in an interspecies context.  
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Focusing on interspecies relations and the ethico-political contexts that these exist within, I 

sought to understand more deeply the politics of the interspecies encounter which encouraged 

me to engage with different interpretations of nonhuman agency and approaches to politics 

that decentred the human to become more inviting to multispecies discussions.  Due to the 

umbrella-like definition of what posthumanism is and what constitutes a posthuman analysis, 

I drew on several different approaches that consider nonhuman beings and things as lively 

elements of political life.  These included ideas and approaches from both the nonhuman and 

material turn, and recent work on the interspecies dimensions of global politics within which 

nonhuman animals and material things are understood as having agency.  I understood 

agency through interspecies encounters, and interpreted important materialities as elements of 

the assemblage that made wildlife security and relevant practices possible.   The following 

discussion shall set out these important pieces of work and their utility and relevance to the 

development of wildlife security as a posthuman nexus.  

 

The objective of this framework is to explore the intersection between wildlife conservation 

and security, which I interpreted as the wildlife security assemblage.  I argue that assemblage 

thinking partnered with ideas and approaches rooted in posthumanism and post-

anthropocentrism, offers a way by which to understand and think through this intersection 

that has been exacerbated by the poaching crisis in the region.  In order to progress this idea, I 

needed to engage with approaches that are attuned to nonhuman agency and that discuss the 

political significance of the interspecies encounter; therefore, existing ontologies of security 

and nature are challenged to expand in order to accommodate this shift.  I will start by 

explaining why assemblage thinking offers an effective way to think through wildlife 

security.  I found that the assemblage in its focus on setting out connections between humans 

and wildlife in this context, welcomed the interspecies encounter as a starting point for 

defining wildlife security, and through this interface of a multispecies assemblage, helped to 

identify species hierarchies through explicit, emergent logics of power.  In the section to 

follow, I shall set out how I define wildlife security for the purpose of this thesis and 

elaborate and explain my decision to draw on assemblage thinking and actor-network theory 

and how this is an effective approach to interspecies research.    I shall set out how I define 

and take forward assemblage thinking for the purpose of this research, and the reasons 

driving my decision to endorse the approaches attached to these theories and utilise them as a 

loose methodology.  On doing this, I begin to explain the power and politics that flows 

through the wildlife security assemblage.   
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I) Assemblage Thinking and Wildlife Security 

 

An assemblage can be understood as ‘a multiplicity’ constituted by many different 

heterogeneous elements which establish connections and relations between them, in this case 

across species, spaces, and histories; the only ‘unity is that of a co-functioning,’ as beings and 

things connect and become something together in symbiosis (Deleuze and Parnet, 2007, p., 

69).  Assemblage is the English translation of the French agencement, which is the term used 

by Deleuze and Guattari whose work made assemblage thinking prominent, agencement 

refers to an ‘arrangement or layout of heterogeneous elements’ (Nail, 2017 p. 22).  The logics 

of power that shape the relations between humans and wildlife, shape how wildlife security 

comes into being, and how it is interpreted and received.  Assemblage thinking showed me 

that looking at wildlife security through militarized conservation or as a simple intersection 

between conservation and security, does not tell me much about what it really is; it is not 

separate or immune to the ‘network of social and historical processes to which it is 

connected,’ there are numerous social contingencies that continue to influence what wildlife 

security is and the diverse practices and beliefs attached to it (Ibid, 2017 p. 23).   

 

Assemblages, as defined by Currier (2003, pp. 325-327) can be understood as ‘the particles, 

intensities, forces and flows of components that meet with and link with the forces and flows 

of other components; the resultant distribution of meetings constitute the assemblage;’ 

Currier (pp. 325-327) also draws on Deleuze and Guattari’s elaboration of the human body as 

an assemblage, where understandings of the bodies as ‘collections of disparate flows, 

materials, impulses and practices,’ are brought together under specific conditions and in 

complex relations ‘with the flows and intensities of surrounding objects,’ that produce 

functional assemblages. This draws attention to issues of embodiment as the assemblage sees 

bodies and materialities as interactive and lively in their transformative capacities that 

constitute particular ways of relating; the assemblage is not a ‘unified body,’ but instead a 

‘discontinuous, nontotalizable series of processes, organs, flows, corporeal substances, 

incorporeal events, speeds and durations’ (2003, pp. 325-327).  

 

For me, assemblage thinking catered to the vastness of wildlife security, in that expanding my 

conceptualization of the intersection, this invited many other less conventional, and perhaps 
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less explicitly obvious encounters to the discussion, such as cub cuddling. The conservation 

and security of wildlife is constituted by many different types of interspecies encounter that 

are culturally influenced and that directly impact upon morality and ethics surrounding 

human-wildlife relations.  Many of these encounters involved human beings believing that 

their actions and treatment towards wildlife were for the betterment of a species at large; 

despite the physical and psychological violence and abuse endured by wildlife as they are 

filtered through neoliberal conservation practices; hence the intersections between violence 

and care throughout the assemblage.  Other forms of inter-human violence were often 

historically situated; such as forms of colonial violence and racism; transgressing across time 

and space as the legacy of apartheid and the colonial attachments to conservation were 

tangible in the present day.   There are so many multispecies encounters that are attached to 

wildlife security; therefore, I address what I deem to be the most formative and widely 

discussed, and through setting out these wide-ranging encounters I aim to show how they 

assemble together to make wildlife security possible.   

 

With relational ontologies comes the question of power and how it is located, with every 

meeting between species there were logics of power that brought together and influenced the 

encounter in particular ways.  In a relational ontology, ‘relations between entities are 

ontologically more fundamental than the relations themselves,’ (Wildman, 2010, p. 55) which 

I interpreted as a shift in focus to the processes and ways of relating that led to an encounter, 

whereby knowing and being does not precede relating. Through assemblage thinking power 

is a plurality, and as a consequence multispecies and inter-human encounters can be 

understood as multicausal (Puar, 2012, p. 59).  The flat ontology commonly associated with 

this way of thinking is critiqued as overlooking power; for this type of approach what is 

generated from relating is more important than the ‘intrinsic qualities of different constituent 

parts’ (Munro, 2009, p. 125).   

 

There are ‘cross-fertilisations’ between ANT and assemblage theory that help us to 

acknowledge the ‘affective dimension of socio-material relations;’ they are attentive to the 

agentic capacities of nonhuman beings, are relational, focused on emergence, and have a 

‘topological view of space,’ that makes distance ‘a function of the intensity of a relation’ 

(Muller and Schurr, p. 217).  These approaches can work well together due to the 

consideration paid to the ‘distributed, bodily capacities of humans and nonhumans alike,’ 

(Ibid, p. 226).  Both approaches are concerned with ‘the spatial dimensions of power,’ and 
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ordering, explaining power, politics and space through approaches that ‘decentre reified 

totalities’ (Muller, p. 28)  Power is located in the processes of deterritorialization or 

translation, relations between beings and things are creative and productive simultaneously in 

that translating involves ‘replication or imitation and differentiation,’ which leads to the 

‘possibility of invention,’ (Barry, 2012 p. 3).   

 

Rather, ‘power is traced,’ and can be manifested through ‘action at a distance,’ and this 

method of tracing and piecing together how power flows throughout the assemblage makes 

challenging oversimplistic conceptualizations of wildlife security more productive, through 

this way of thinking it is ‘the relationality of materials that holds things in their place’ 

(Munro, 2009 pp. 131-132)   I found that the assemblage is ‘crisscrossed with multiple types 

of processes’ that I defined through logics of power, and differentials of these logics in the 

form of violence, surveillance and care; all of which have different outcomes for interspecies 

encounters; in order to determine what exactly wildlife security is, it is necessary to learn 

how exactly the assemblage functions and what it is made up of (Nail, 2017 p. 34).  Wildlife 

security is an emergent formation from the many relations and encounters that take place as a 

consequence of this intersection between two major fields, the dominant logics of power do 

not stabilise all of these heterogeneous relations, rather they allowed me to make sense of 

them and their meaning for wildlife security at large. I located power in the assemblage 

through considering the nature of conflicting interspecies relations, the dominant logics of 

power; colonialism, racism, gender, speciesism; pre-existed the assemblage and influenced 

how the constitutive elements; namely humans and wildlife; come together and relate to each 

other.  However, as these relations are shot through with differentials of these logics of 

power, the logics are strengthened and as they are reproduced and reassembled through 

interspecies encounters across time and space as the assemblage of wildlife security expands. 

Power is present through the modifications that take place as a consequence of those logics, 

meaning that the focus of analysis are the ways of relating that bring us to the encounter.  

 

For the purpose of this thesis, the wildlife of wildlife security accounts for all beings and 

things we know to be wild, this understanding is inclusive of nonhuman animals, but extends 

to include biological processes inside and outside the body, it also is extended to account for 

ecosystems, and plants, and those uncontrollable things that cannot be domesticated 

(Lorimer, 2015). This idea draws on Jamie Lorimers disruption of conventional 

understandings of wildlife that confine it only to wilderness, to places that we consider wild, 
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uninhabited by human beings.  For Lorimer (2015, p. 7) wildlife is ‘risky, endearing, 

charismatic and unknown,’ it ‘persists in our post-Natural world,’ and is constituted by 

‘ecologies of becoming,’ rather than fixed beings. Conservation has become interdisciplinary 

in nature, no longer bound to protected areas and limited to the natural sciences; it has made 

inroads to politics, security and technology. I interpret wildlife security as an assemblage of 

beings and things, human and nonhuman full of hybrids and complexity, that is borderless, 

from animals, reserves, hunters, rhinos, rangers, lions, guns, permits, data, elephants, 

microchips, markets, laws, money, bakkies, dogs, mobile phones, drones, horns, tusks, paws, 

to name but a few.1 By focusing on connection this approach advances Lorimer’s (2015, p. 

10) ‘multinatural epistemology,’ that acknowledges how there are multiple ways to be 

affected by our surroundings, and by which knowledge practices that constitute conservation 

are understood as experimental, open ended trials, ‘where multiple futures are possible and 

there is no clear division between lab and field.’ 

 

Conservation is commonly understood as an ethic concerning resource use, that informs the 

allocation and protection of natural resources. It is a management tool for human beings to 

sustainably use natural resources, but as natural resources have become highly profitable, 

conservation has evolved as a political and security issue. I argue the limitations of 

conservation practice exist not only in unequal access and distribution of natural resources, 

but in the colonization of the natural world and perceived ownership of nature and nonhuman 

beings which has led to unethical practices.   At present earth is overpopulated with human 

beings, wildlife habitats are as a result, no longer wild, but instead are managed, contained 

and controlled. Human-Wildlife conflict has emerged as nonhuman animals and human 

beings are forced to live in close, dangerous proximity.  Such conflict is not only territorial, 

but is also ideological. Nature, as it has been understood in Western environmental thought 

and politics; is a timeless, pure, subject of objective science that can be defended by rational 

environmental management; but there are in fact multiple natures, and multiple forms of 

natural knowledge not limited to science nor to humans, which inform ‘a myriad of 

discordant ways of living with the world’(Lorimer, 2015, p. 2).  The dominant voices of 

environmental security create obstacles for non-human claims on politics; therefore, a new 

 
1 The word ‘bakkie’ is a South African colloquialism refers to a pickup style vehicle that is frequently driven by 
rangers and farmers in the South African Bushveld. Another term for this would be pick-up truck.  
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ontology of security is in demand that creates a sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of 

security, which is what this chapter seeks to contribute.  

 

In practice there are measures and legislation in place to protect species of flora and fauna 

from endangerment and extinction, however much of these frameworks remain focused on 

human security, which is a catalyst for action as it writes nature into policy in such a way that 

highlights interdependency, but in many cases,  it does not change how we think about 

nature, and how it is instrumentally used. For example, the Department of Environmental 

Affairs in South Africa are responsible for the permit system that monitors rhino ownership, 

and permits for trophy hunting including for rhinoceros’ species. Arguments that trophy 

hunting benefits conservation are highly controversial, many activist groups would debate 

that income generated from hunting lines the pocket of the outfitter rather than being invested 

back into conservation. Furthermore, CITES as outlined in the introductory chapter, also 

monitors the global trade in endangered flora and fauna and despite marketing in such a way 

that advocates for the wellbeing of endangered species controversy surrounds decisions made 

by the convention, such as the decision not to upgrade the African Lion to Appendix I at 

CoP17 in September of 2016 in Johannesburg South Africa (cites.org: What is CITES? n.d.). 

 

Ecuador is the first country to recognise the rights of nature in its constitution, developing 

policy that can effectively only protect nature as property and resource, to policy that 

recognises nature, or Pachamama, as having the right to exist, persist, maintain and 

regenerate its vital cycles (Rights of Nature Articles in Ecuador’s Constitution: Title II 

Fundamental Rights.’ n.d). In this constitution of rights, it mentions the promotion of respect 

towards all elements that form an ecosystem, and that ‘Nature has the right to restoration,’ 

but it also enforces the point that the state will take appropriate measures to prevent the 

extinction of species, the destruction of ecosystems, and the permanent alteration of natural 

cycles. The language used frames nature and all that it encompasses as a legal entity but also 

as a political agent. Furthermore, The Great Ape Project argues for the extension of the 

‘community of equals,’ to include humans, chimps, gorillas and orang-utans, granting them 

the ‘right to life, protection, individual liberty and the right to freedom from torture,’ (GAP: 

Protecao aos grandes primatas, n.d).   

 

Writing nature into politics goes beyond policy making and deeper into questioning how 

human beings are conditioned to think about nature posing a direct challenge to 
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environmental chauvinism. The difficulty of writing wildlife into the constitution of rights in 

South Africa in this way is predominantly down to the international dimensions of the 

poaching crisis through complex global trafficking networks, and the reluctance of the South 

African government to place bans on exporting hunting trophies and to ban canned hunting 

practices and upgrade certain endangered species to protected status, namely the African 

Lion.  Rhinoceros horn is reportedly stockpiled in vaults across the country, with reports that 

it has been feeding the black market for many years. Several interviewees instilled in me the 

perspective that corruption and collusion was rife, security personnel and anti-poaching 

rangers had been caught red handed in some instances either acting as paid informants for 

poachers, taking back handers to facilitate poaching, or pulling the trigger themselves. These 

encounters led me to reflect on the persistence of violence within this assemblage, how it was 

normalized in certain aspects of conservation practice, and how it continuously shaped and 

defined particular interspecies encounters.  

 

Relationships between human beings and nature have for a long time been patriarchal, 

characterized by domination and control; growing from the understanding of nature as 

resource is the increasing militarization of protected areas.2 Overall, literature focusing on 

green militarization highlights important ontological issues within the nexus of security and 

politics; for example the arms race that is taking place in South Africa between private 

security personnel, game rangers and poaching syndicates for the protection of wildlife, 

particularly rhinoceros species. There are reports of individual rhinoceros under 24-hour 

armed guard; during field work I witnessed helicopter surveillance, armed patrols, unarmed 

patrols, canine units and extensive surveillance technology assembling to catch and deter 

wildlife poachers.  On a global scale, wildlife poaching and trafficking has been 

acknowledged famously by Hilary Clinton as a threat to national security, in addition to 

speculation that the illicit trade in wildlife products namely elephant ivory is funding 

terrorism in North Africa facilitated by collusion at the highest levels with officials operating 

outside the jurisdiction to launder profits (South and Wyatt, 2011, p. 539).  Studies 

comparing this trade to illegal drug trafficking noted how these local shadow economies feed 

global criminal economies (South and Wyatt, 2011, p. 540).  Mapping out the wildlife 

security network, it is clear to see that efforts on the ground are dedicated to reactive 

 
2 By conservation area I refer collectively to national parks, game reserves or basically any site designated for 
the purpose of nature conservation more widely. This refers to sites that house both flora and fauna.  
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measures, with proactive measures using technology being developed for the purpose of 

wildlife security. On learning about this shift in approach, I began thinking about how 

security practices are evolving for the purpose of wildlife security, and became interested in 

the less violent, novel surveillance methods deployed to enhance wildlife protection and 

prevent attacks before they occurred.  I reflected on the links between surveillance and the 

governance of conservation space, and the different security demands that emerge when the 

security issue in question is inherently interspecies.  

 

Conservation is also a form of governance, it is concerned with how human beings manage 

nature for their instrumental use as a resource; but is criticized as failing to be proactive to 

biodiversity loss, as the rate of poaching continues to increase, strategies on the whole remain 

reactive, and aggressive perpetuating and perhaps normalizing a culture of violence within 

conservation practice. The trafficking, theft and poaching of wildlife has forced South 

African conservation into the political spotlight, and resultantly, the protection of 

conservation areas has become militarized on a global scale, in line with conventional armed 

security measures. In the case of South Africa, violent measures are deemed short-term but 

necessary considering the calibre of poaching syndicates, which is fundamentally problematic 

as successful conservation is driven by long term strategies focusing on mutual benefits for 

both human and non-human beings, at the core are important inter-species relations and this 

framework seeks to draw these out, and bring them to the forefront of a political analysis.  

 

From field work and wider reading on inter-species relationships, it is evident that humans 

have a tendency to anthropomorphise non-human animals, which facilitates understanding 

through comparison and creating familiarity, but I argue that it has a tendency to make nature 

a novelty.  I learned from experiences on ecotourism facilities that wildlife was undeniably a 

feature of a luxury package holiday, or a photo opportunity on a novelty day trip, but what 

emerged from these encounters was a realisation that wildlife is commodified at every stage 

of life, both alive and dead. The need for tourists to touch, cuddle, and hold infant wildlife 

species was something that was particularly fascinating to me, drawn to the exoticism, and 

perhaps the thrill of the danger, this encounter led me to pursue questions on the legitimacy 

of certain conservation practices, the extent of said commodification and what was at stake in 

terms of the loss of the wildness or wildlife, and how exploring ideas of care in the context of 

interspecies security troubles the authenticity of certain seemingly harmless, caring 

conservation practices.  
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Interdisciplinary efforts between the natural and social sciences are making inroads to this 

development which will be discussed throughout this chapter.  However, the challenges faced 

demand a hybrid approach, combining existing knowledge from distinct fields in both the 

natural and social sciences, but also a non-dualistic approach that can be applied to a political 

context.3 Developing a conceptual framework that creates a sensibility for the non-human 

within the nexus of security could facilitate a move away from violent short term measures 

commonly deployed in response to poaching incidents, but moreover may encourage an 

acceptance that nature and more widely, the non-human can be taken seriously within 

international relations. Following the diagnosis of the Anthropocene, human beings are 

coming to terms with how they are ‘entangled in and responsible for a powerful, unstable, 

unpredictable planetary system’ (Lorimer, 2015). In recent years, due to the interdisciplinary 

nature of issues concerning the natural environment hybridised ideas that view the world not 

as distinctively social or natural, but as fluctuating and nonlinear have emerged to challenge 

anthropocentric world views (Lorimer, 2015). Approaches rooted in deep ecology draw on 

complexity in that all creatures and processes are connected, which creates complex webs of 

relations. Complexity theory offers insight to the inner workings of fluctuating, self-

regulating, complex systems that consist of humans and non-humans; however, this thesis is 

not so much concerned with how such systems can self-regulate, but instead how non-human 

components are organised alongside human beings.  

 

Approaching conservation through assemblage thinking leads to important re-

conceptualizations of materiality and its role in making the international.  It allows me to 

pursue questions concerned with how and why posthuman and post-anthropocentric 

approaches guided by Actor-Network theory as a loose methodological orientation, could 

form the basis of a conceptual theoretical framework that could be used to understand and 

interpret issues concerning the non-human within the nexus of security. This seems 

deceptively simple, but security and politics are historically conditioned to prioritize issues 

directly linked to human security over what are understood as green, ecological issues. 

Drawing on Posthuman, post-anthropocentric ideas, I encountered useful approaches that 

 
3 I refer to the term ‘non-dualistic,’ throughout the chapter as simply overlooking strict distinctions between 
natural and social worlds, but moreover that phenomena understood as pertinent to either can be 
simultaneously part of both, and neither entirely restricted or bound to be understood as strictly part of one or 
the other.  
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speak to wildlife security and that focus on inter-species relations. This is an important aspect 

of the framework as it not only encourages interdisciplinary engagement, but also challenges 

the human-animal divide that makes the implementation of posthuman approaches difficult.  

The question is, how can we practically engage non-human animals, and more widely, 

material objects, processes, data; things that are not currently considered to be part of 

political reality; into a framework by which we can navigate political and security issues with 

inter-species dimensions? But moreover, why would we want to do so? Are human beings 

and animals connected in such a way that would merit such a drastic shift in our 

understanding of politics? What aspects of their realities are important for political analysis? 

Are they important at all?   

 

The introduction explored why I chose to study the existing South African poaching crisis 

where, as in many cases of wildlife crime and poaching, different human relationships with 

nature have been oversimplified or overlooked resulting in short term measures to highly 

complex interspecies issues. In order to engage these approaches with my subject matter, I 

engaged with Actor-Network Theory (ANT) which guided my ethnographic study by 

drawing on its ‘follow the trail’ philosophy that facilitates exploration of a particular issue by 

following actants throughout a network rather than prescribing to universal laws, knowledge 

is instead discoverable through relationality and in this case interspecies encounters.  ANT 

very much guided my research methodology, and through a relational ontology it became 

clear that the way interspecies encounters assembled together constituted the essence of 

wildlife security.  The idea of setting out relations and locating power through relationality 

led me to consider the assemblage as an over-arching structural and theoretical approach to 

explaining wildlife security in posthuman terms and how it holds together.  

 

Firstly, I shall outline important critiques of Anthropocentrism discussed in various 

International relations literature. Following this I will outline the importance of the material 

turn in International Relations and the contribution of the thesis to this particular movement 

in politics. I intend to do this through discussion of important ideas and approaches from 

Posthuman, post-anthropocentric disciplines; but also to explore how relevant literature in 

International Relations has engaged with the non-human, I will draw on ideas rooted in New 

Materialist politics particularly Jane Bennetts work on ‘Vibrant Matter,’ to explore the extent 

by which things exhibit power, agency or influence and should not be systematically 

overlooked as part of our daily political realities. This is particularly important for chapter 4 
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which looks at the surveillance assemblage that has formed within that partners technology, 

space, permits, data, wildlife and human beings to disrupt and deter any further increases in 

wildlife poaching.  

 

I will discuss the importance of inter-species relations and shall outline their significance 

within the nexus of wildlife security, paying particular attention to Donna Haraway’s work on 

the Chthulucene, her analysis of interspecies relations in the ‘Companion Species Manifesto,’ 

and her work on the hybridisation of bodies and things emerging from the ‘Cyborg 

Manifesto.’ I will then address the methodological importance of Actor-Network Theory 

which I chose as a loose methodology for ethnographic study in interpreting and 

understanding inter-species relationships. Through this orientation I will explain how this 

approach assisted in determining three core differentials of power that emerged from analysis 

of the field work data collected; these are violence, surveillance and care.  At the core of this 

thesis is the intent to create a sensibility for nonhuman animals within the nexus of security, 

and as I discussed in the literature review, I hope to contribute to efforts within International 

Relations that are working to write nonhuman nature into political theories and approaches 

with greater conviction.  In the section to follow I shall outline my critiques of and concerns 

with anthropocentric approaches to this type of interspecies research, and shall outline the 

existing debates, approaches and research on this subject matter that I have find effective and 

useful in developing a novel conceptual framework.  This is discussed as a material turn 

within international relations, whereby posthuman and interspecies approaches are being 

utilised for the purpose of political analysis, and shall be discussed in the following section.  

 

II) The Material Turn in International Relations 

 

International relations literature generally assumes politics to be an ‘exclusively human 

activity’ (Youatt, 2014, p. 207).  Debates are emerging within the field that attempt to rethink 

this assumption questioning the way that anthropocentrism structures how we think about and 

understand international relations and politics in theory and practice.  A material turn has 

emerged within the discipline which decentres human beings, and moves towards an 

interspecies politics where the non-human is not systematically exiled to resource conflict 

literature, and analysis does not stop at the boundary of the human (Youatt, 2014, pp. 207-

209). Key features of this movement focus on progression away from ideas that understand 
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matter as passive and inanimate, to approaches that are non-dualistic, and that refuse the 

definitive nature of binary oppositions, subject-object, human and nonhuman (Grusin, 2015, 

p. vii). The ‘Non-Human Turn,’ is a series of essays published following a conference on how 

considering the non-human may provide progressive ways of thinking about the humanities 

and social sciences; the reason being that most problems faced in this day and age involve 

non-humans, using the example of the Anthropocene where the human is dominant, but 

understood as a climatological or geological force (Grusin, 2015, p. vii). This turn responds 

to centuries of historically situated discourses that continually reproduce the human as 

separate from the matter that constitutes them; Western economic, social and political 

formations have been constituted by structures of social inequality, namely class, gender, 

race, but these have also been ‘cross-cut by prevailing ideas about nature and the separation 

of the human from it’ (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 645).  

 

The nonhuman turn does not advocate for non-anthropocentric approaches, but instead a 

‘more-than human,’ approach that draws on a wide and rather complicated spectrum where 

ideas about the ontological impact of considering the non-human and the limitations and 

obstacles faced in inviting other beings and things into the political sphere are not uniform 

and consistent with each other.  Dramatic shifts in how we approach the study of politics and 

what it is made of demands an acceptance of the expansion of relational encounters that we 

consider political, it also demands dissolving of the nature culture boundaries that map those 

relations and questioning existing ideas of embodiment and our imposed limitations of 

political subjectivity. For the purpose of this thesis I will not be exploring each crevice of the 

material nor the nonhuman turn, as I think it to be a project much too large in terms of the 

need to redefine disciplinary boundaries and fundamental meanings, but I will draw on 

important debates emerging from the movements that focus on the political dimensions of 

interspecies relations, and will weave these ideas and approaches throughout this analysis.  

 

Firstly, it is important to outline what exactly anthropocentrism means for the purpose of this 

study. Anthropocentrism is widely criticized as problematic as it understands human beings 

as the only loci of fundamental value; (Norton, 1984, p. 132) understanding that ‘every 

instance of value originates in a contribution to human values and that all elements of nature 

can, at most, have value instrumental to the satisfaction of human interests.’ (Norton, 1984, p. 

133).  Some scholars consider it to be human chauvinism, or speciesism if we focus on the 

prioritization of human security in situations of environmental degradation; but consensus 
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exists in that the human is the most important point of reference. However, in terms of 

reconfiguring anthropocentric approaches to environmental politics, it is difficult to eliminate 

every element of anthropocentrism from ethical approaches; therefore, ethics on an 

interspecies level is unavoidably part of this analysis but it is not the defining factor 

(Hayward, 1997). In essence, Anthropocentrism exerts structural power over international 

relations, so in order to challenge anthropocentric world views and consider the nonhuman; 

approaches to politics need to draw on knowledge from slightly outside the discipline that can 

meet demands for a more eco-centric approach and greater appreciation for the limitations of 

nature.  

 

As it stands, politics remains species exclusive, and as conservation becomes ever more 

political and less localized, the butterfly effect of local conservation issues, its profitability, 

the involvement of international organisations, the stakeholders, the increased surveillance, 

the violence, is globally impactful on an interspecies level. Despite its anthropocentrism, in 

the past, conservation particularly in Africa has been guilty of dehumanizing local tribal 

people, not only through land grabbing and forced resettlement to make way for protected 

areas, but through erasure of the tribal cultural practices that have a profound respect and 

spiritual connection to nature. The boundaries were built, the fences that would both contain 

and rationalize the wild. Grassroots, ethics of care is replaced by Western Christian ideals of 

stewardship, centred on the mastery and instrumental use of nature. Interspecies relations 

consider issues beyond simply what exists between human beings and animals by questioning 

of what it means to be exclusively human; and such exclusiveness is often challenged from 

within nature itself. (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013).  

 

Throughout this thesis, what links together intersecting layers of interspecies and interhuman 

encounters is not only that they constitute the wildlife security assemblage, but in the process 

of doing, many dehumanizing encounters take place and what is emergent are colonial, 

racialized subjects, issues of gender and the body whereby women and the female are 

objectified and made subordinate through dominant anthropocentric, and imperial 

perspectives; the humanized figure is white, western and male and the rest women, nature and 

indigenous peoples; dehumanized others.  A wildlife before people approach appeared to be a 

common criticism on the part of indigenous people which reveals a highly racialized 

conservation space that continues to translate colonial subjects across time and space, they 

just appear in different, and sometime quite discreet ways.  One important element that I 
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sought to carry throughout the thesis was avoiding anthropomorphism of wildlife which is 

damaging in its reinforcing of species hierarchies and of othering those who do not share 

western views on how interspecies relations should be.  

 

From the literature review in the previous chapter, I have highlighted problematic 

connections between environmental security and nature through resource conflict literature. 

Green Militarization is exemplary of how such treatment and attitudes towards nature having 

informed conservation practice, has resulted in violence and excessive commodification as 

conservation strategy; from field work I gathered that if they pay, they stay.  From a security 

standpoint poaching has perpetuated violent responses through urgency, and the subsequent 

implementation of short term sometimes lethal security measures which has within 

conservation, proliferated the colonial fortress model. Therefore, I posit that by exploring and 

challenging the issue of militarized wildlife conservation; what currently exists as an 

environmental security network can be expanded and reconfigured to account for the 

nonhuman elements that are disruptive, co-constitutive and impactful.  To nurture and 

develop the nexus of wildlife security I draw on post-anthropocentric approaches, that are 

inclusive of and responsive to the heterogeneity and complexity of interspecies security 

issues, in this case, wildlife poaching and trafficking which is a threat to peace, stability and 

ecosystem health.  

 

The analysis will be focusing on the connections and relationships between people, animals, 

processes and things in order to explore how security might be theorized from a posthuman 

standpoint.4 In order to get to this point I engaged with Posthuman and New Materialist 

literature linked to International Relations, and approaches rooted in ecofeminism that have 

facilitated my establishment of links between security and ideas of an ethics of care which is 

addressed in chapter 5. Ecofeminism differs from mainstream feminist discourse in that it 

argues that domination of women and nature in Westernized knowledge structures is 

conceptually linked to processes of inferiorization and subjugation that mutually reinforce the 

 
4 It is important to note that Posthuman and Post-anthropocentric are not interchangeable terms. The material 
turns and what has also been described as the non-human turn encompass a wide range of interdisciplinary 
ideas and approaches that are difficult to pinpoint to one particular discipline. A book review of ‘The non-
human turn,’ uses a dinner party metaphor to highlight that inviting scholars from these disciplines into the 
field does not mean they are consistent and in agreement with one another. They have dinner parties within 
dinner parties as there is a lack of consensus as to a definition that is solid and consistent.  
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other.5 Ecofeminism, where oppositional politics emerge in response to the oppression of 

dehumanized others, critiques parallel oppressions of both nature and women. Haraway’s 

approach to nature in a political sense takes a postmodern feminist stance through her concept 

of the cyborg, which destabilizes nature culture dualisms in order to explore ‘women and 

nature as agents in a mutual struggle’ (Alaimo, 1994, p. 133). Drawing on this, it is clear to 

see the political impact of nature cast as a feminist subject, as some feminist approaches have 

a tendency to recast both women and nature as victims of domination, and oppression, ‘as the 

Other to a male subject’ (Alaimo, 1994, p. 140). Fortress model conservation represents the 

colonized wild, from this perspective it can be seen as symbolic of the nature culture divide, 

where wildness is contained, tamed, socialized, commoditized within a highly securitized 

boundary; the dehumanized other, the dominated, and the displaced are separated on either 

side by heavily militarised security. This shall be unpacked much further in the following 

chapter which looks at violence and the multitude of ways it is persistent throughout the 

assemblage.  

 

Strands within ecofeminism argue that understanding the subjugation of nature solely in 

terms of patriarchy, class, gender or race is overly simplistic, in reality it occurs as an 

outcome of the interplay between numerous dualisms. Power, in this context, is in fact multi-

directional and is constantly in flux, it is taken and then renegotiated amongst actants; 

therefore, ANT will assist in moving analysis beyond this simplicity. Ecofeminism is not 

centred upon simply reversing power relations to make all livings beings equal, but an 

‘elimination of the master,’ in the form of the cultural hierarchies that allow this treatment to 

persist (Ethics’ Podcast series on Ecofeminism). Western rational approaches viewed women 

and nature as connected, nature was not rational, it was unthinking, and feminist perspectives 

argue that such attitudes view women in the same way.  Drawing on these principles of 

ecofeminism, I shall challenge the militarization and heavy commercialization of wildlife in 

the form of interactive ecotourism and trophy hunting to advocate for an ethics of care 

approach to securitized conservation that draws on ideas of stewardship; not in a biblical 

sense, but rather places emphasis on an indigenous, spiritual and holistic environmental 

management approach commanded by profound respect for nature and a recognition of 

interdependence and embeddedness. These approaches highlight the detrimental impact of 

environmental chauvinism in conservation in which components of South African 

 
5 Lecture on Ecofeminism: Podcast  
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conservation are currently embroiled. Exploration of the wildlife security network will 

demonstrate how animals are currently at the service of cultural domination under the guise 

of interactive ecotourism and trophy hunting.  

 

Furthermore, Ecofeminism can assist in reasserting the connection between women and 

nature in a political sense, but for the nexus of wildlife security an ethics of care through 

stewardship and a rewilding or return to practices that are underpinned by historically 

situated interspecies relations speak to ecofeminist ideas of mutual struggle between women 

and nature where they are seen as agents rather than passive, it is an ‘activist alliance,’ that 

undermines narratives of domination into which these ‘others,’ are written (Alaimo, 1994, p. 

150).  I will draw on my experience meeting with the all-female black mamba Anti-Poaching 

Unit and my patrol with them where we discussed their backgrounds and relationship with 

nature, and how they mentioned the unequal opportunities for black African women as 

opposed to men in their communities.  Meeting the Mambas led me to reflect on the links 

between women, nature and patriarchal oppression exposed through ecofeminist perspectives, 

and led me to pursue questions concerning the notion of gendered approaches to 

conservation. The linkage between conservation and the feminine is discussed further in 

Chapter 5 which looks at the emergence of care within wider security studies and the 

relevance of this to the virtuous and morally justified violence consistent with militarized 

conservation.  

 

I will draw on the experiences of women and animals within the wildlife security nexus in 

chapter 5, the oppression of female lionesses through the canned hunting industry and the 

species hierarchies that emerge from hunting practices, their devaluation as a lesser trophy for 

hunters, and the black mamba project that challenges oppressive and exclusive patriarchal 

political structures in South Africa over black African women, through the provision of anti-

poaching job roles for women in poverty. The mambas are symbolic of the mutual struggle of 

women and nature against social structures of domination. These women were unarmed, and 

poaching numbers in their patrol zones had consequently fallen after the introduction of the 

project, which problematizes arguments that advocate for the proliferation of heavily 

militarized security practice. Drawing on personal experiences I will explore security as an 

ethics of care, and drawing on ecofeminist politics, will demonstrate how ecotourism and 

hunting that operates under the guise of conservation in fact create a security dilemma for the 
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field itself due to fractured relationships with nature through intense and continual cycles of 

commodification, and dehumanization of the animal other.  

 

An ethics of care approach does not seek to write securitized conservation into mother earth 

narratives that are often criticised as overly romantic, but to instead locate the politics that 

underpin interspecies relations, this can be done through drawing on Haraway’s cyborg in 

order to ‘subvert dualisms of domination,’ that have persisted in Western traditions, 

encouraging engagement beyond gender and nature, to blurring the human-animal boundary 

so as to avoid ‘playing into misogynist discourse,’ and the recasting of feminized 

articulations of nature, which is a problematic approach to understanding interspecies power 

relations as it oversimplifies their blatant complexity, limiting explanation and inquiry to 

hierarchies of patriarchy and domination (Alaimo, 1994, p. 141).  

 

Often the social problems that are linked to conservation practice in South Africa are 

explored through a postcolonial lens of inquiry, which addresses issues pertinent to racially 

discriminative practices such as displacement and land grabbing surrounding the 

establishment of protected areas, and post-apartheid politics where ownership of commercial 

conservation sites is predominantly white, and many local communities have little to no 

engagement with ecotourism which is large contributor to the country’s GDP, fomenting the 

culture of exclusion that has racially segregated conservation since the colonial era.  This 

framework argues for the use of post-anthropocentric approaches to explore the coined 

character of South African conservation, forcing analysis to move beyond overly simplistic 

world views that overlook important aspects of reality, in this case the indigenous knowledge 

of local African tribes who have lived sustainably alongside wildlife for centuries. Drawing 

on ‘The Big Conservation Lie,’ by Mbaria and Ogeada, which problematizes conservation as 

Western, white, aggressive and male, I draw on the alternative views presented in this book 

that provide the missing black African voice that challenges dominant conservation narratives 

advocating for indigenous knowledge to be taken seriously in conservation policy and 

practice. This approach speaks to historically situated interspecies relationships between 

black African people and wildlife,  

 

The book focuses on the story of Kenyan Wildlife conservation, Ogeada, then manager of the 

Kenyan Wildlife trust tells how he visited Kitiruna at the foothills of Kilimanjaro, home to 

charismatic wildlife and the ‘birth right of several thousand Maasai,’ and asked the camp 
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manager of Ker & Downey, an elite safari operator, that evolved from a hunting operator, 

offering luxury camping and photographic tours; why the school and market they were 

building was to be located behind Embarinkoi Hill; (Mbaria and Ogada, 2015, p. 5). 

 

‘I was taken aback when he flippantly told me that it was necessary to move the Maasai 

community behind the hill so that their manyattas wouldn’t sully tourists view of 

Kilimanjaro.’ (…..) ‘I realised I was part of a system that I had no respect for the very 

bedrock on which it stood. I was a qualified black face to put in place to smooth over fifty 

years of exploitation in two and to create a pleasant backdrop that would allow for the 

renewal of this insidious arrangement’…’The Dr prefix to my name, my knowledge of 

Kiswahili and my complexion were all props to make things appear honest.’  

(Mbaria and Ogada, 2015, p. 5). 

 

This framework does not overlook the patterns of social domination associated with wildlife 

conservation. Ogada and Mbaria (2015, p. 8) associate conservation with whiteness, but a 

particular character; namely European foreigners who gave up their comforts to protect 

animals driven by love, compassion and altruism; conversely, he observes how black people 

are featured on documentaries as ‘cargo men, props, victims or as hindrances to the 

conservation enterprise,’ as ‘people who need to be sensitized.’ What must be noted and what 

I drew from interviews with activists is that interspecies relationships differed between white 

and black people that I encountered in South Africa. This is an important factor when 

considering the political undertones of these relations as they would vary greatly between a 

white game ranger and a black farmer.  My research, particularly my experiences during field 

work, revealed to me the absence of black indigenous voices from the nexus of mainstream 

conservation, which are reinforced by the translation of colonial logics of power that I saw 

taking place. Critical race studies is a body of literature that touches upon some of these 

issues, however I don’t believe that it deals sufficiently with conservation, and more 

postcolonial research is necessary in order to adequately engage with racialized speciesism.  

 

As it focuses on relationships and connections between human and nonhuman phenomena, 

this thesis takes forward approaches that are sensitive to the stories of all beings, therefore 

approaches that shape the framework must also be sensitive to the historical specificity of 

nonhumans.  These stories are completely intertwined, and it is here with the understanding 

that humans and nonhumans have co-evolved and are co-constituted, that we can depart from 
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dualism. Donna Haraway has been central to engaging the nonhuman as her work encourages 

movement beyond anthropocentric oversimplifications of nature. The term Chthlucene is 

offered as a response to the Anthropocene and the Capitalocene; it is an epoch full of 

inheritances and becomings, and a seemingly endless spectrum of temporalities and 

materialities (Haraway, 2017).  However, Haraway’s understanding is that nature is an active 

historical agent, it is not something that exists ‘out there’ but instead is ‘made,’ or 

‘artifactural,’ a co-construction of human and non-human phenomena (Alaimo, 1994, p. 145). 

I draw on Haraway’s (2016, p. 7) notion of ‘tentacular thinking,’ in particular her chapter on 

what she defines as the ‘homely histories,’ of pigeons, where she challenges bounded 

individualism with ideas of sympoiesis or ‘making with.’ The pigeons are entwined in 

‘diverse people, geographies, other critters, technologies, and knowledges,’ and along with 

these ‘shape practices of living and dying in rich worldlings’ (Haraway, 2016, p. 10).  

 

The term naturecultures challenges the idea that nature and culture, human and non-human 

are irreconcilable terms. Haraway describes how fetishized science carries some of the blame 

for this assertion, in its exertion of control over nature, and perception of nature as our 

enemy, and in the belief that we must control our natural bodies ‘at all costs to enter the 

hallowed kingdom of the cultural body politic as defined by liberal theorists of political 

economy, instead of by ourselves’ (Haraway, 2013). From Haraway’s work on Cyborgs, I 

take forward the idea of hybridization, which posits that rather than being embedded in 

nature, we are nothing but hybrids, completely co-constituted with and by non-human 

phenomena.  I will refer to Haraway throughout as the hybrid nature of her ideas and 

approaches is useful for engaging interspecies relationships in political discussion and 

locating the politics surrounding them.  Other scholars exploring the material turn in 

international relations are Cudworth and Hobden (2013, p. 645); in ‘Posthuman International 

Relations,’ they discuss the concept of a ‘social ecologism,’ that take account of human ‘care 

for the biosphere,’ and the ‘complex inequalities that shape the securities of populations.’ and 

which draws on understandings of ‘systems as co-constituted and coevolving.’ This particular 

work understands ecosystems as complex, but also recognizes human and non-human 

systems as overlapping and co-constitutive. Complexity as articulated by Cudworth and 

Hobden (2013, p. 645) is a useful way by which to interpret international systems; this 

approach interprets the international system as open, and as ‘comprised of multiple actors and 

embedded in a range of social, human, non-human and inanimate systems,’ however they 
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highlight the issue of power in posthuman, or more-than-human worlds, which they critique 

as being overlooked.  

 

Arguments that the reality of world politics is more complex than previously thought 

identified a need to synthesize knowledge from a range of disciplines in an ontological shift 

from simple to complex system understandings of world politics (Harrison, 2012, p. 2) 

Simple systems are mechanically put together, each component has a specific role, and 

actions are coordinated, automobiles, clocks, computers; but I do not interpret living systems 

in the same way due to their diverse, decentralized nature. I found this to be useful for my 

study as the evolution of wildlife from resource to a potential political entity grants the units 

of analysis (what I will refer to as actants in a later section) greater freedom of choice and 

movement, non-human animals become agents in their own right when understood in this 

way. Moreover, as wildlife security assembles as a vast and diverse network, characterised by 

heterogeneous agents, decision making is not coordinated as it is not centralized in living 

systems, but decentralized, some agents exert behavioural discretion others have an impact on 

political life as they assemble with others (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 645) (I will 

discuss the idea of assemblages and their utility in engaging and progressing ideas of 

interspecies relations in international relations later in the chapter).  I draw several ideas from 

complexity theory; firstly it is useful for uncovering patterns of relationships in this case 

between human communities and the natural environment (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, 

p.110), as the degree of freedom increases for actants in a system, so does complexity, 

despite the focus on relationships between actants in this analysis, this network is more than 

the sum of its parts in that if one part of this interspecies system were to be removed or 

disassembled it would impact on the functionality of the system as a whole, but properties are 

also emergent and are created by interactions between units (Harrison, 2012, p. 4).  This can 

be taken forward through the idea of assemblages rooted in Actor-Network Theory that will 

be discussed later in the chapter.  

 

 I recognise that the porous nature of boundaries in a complex system speaks to posthuman 

ideas of overcoming dualistic nature culture boundaries, ‘interactions between systems can 

impact on the character of internal inter-relationships’ (Cudworth and Hobden, 2013, p. 647).  

Ecosystems and social systems can be understood as complex systems. In order to understand 

systems as co-constituted and which may be useful for exploring interspecies relations in this 

context; Cudworth and Hobden (2013, p. 650) refer to the idea of ‘panarchy’ rooted in 
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resilience studies, which refers to a living system, constituted by ‘internally dynamic and 

historically non-static structures,’ with the ability ‘to develop mutually reinforcing 

relationships.’ This concept is useful for considering systemic ideas of overlapping natural 

and social phenomena, and how ‘multiple connections are established by feedback 

mechanisms’(ibid.) between systems and levels; the authors highlight how ‘non-human 

animals make collective decisions and engage in individual decision making’ that have a 

cumulative effect on the wider system (ibid). These insights are useful, but for the purpose of 

this framework, I take forward ideas of how ecological and social systems may be locked 

together in a state of mutual insecurity, but one uncertainty I have with complexity theory is 

how exactly it engages with non-dualistic posthuman politics, and how a systemic approach 

would interpret wildlife security and all of its components.   

 

Cudworth and Hobden also explore warfare from a posthuman perspective through the idea 

that it is a more-than-human activity that implicates humans and non-human animals in 

conflict.  She draws on examples throughout history where animals have suffered as a result 

of war, becoming direct enemy targets, being abandoned in the field after service, but also 

draws attention to lack of attention given to interspecies relations within international 

relations. Using examples of how animals are implicated in warfare, she demonstrates how 

these relationships are inherently political, from forming partnerships with their human 

comrades in the form of sniffer dogs or horses that transported heavy artillery, to constituting 

part of a weapon assemblage, for example the use of dogs as drones to immolate under 

enemy tanks, or maggot bombs used by Japanese forces to spread disease throughout enemy 

troops (Cudworth and Hobden, 2015, p. 515).  

 

This draws on Haraway’s notion of inter species communities where we are ‘beings-in-

encounter,’ and applies it to situations of war, where ‘we meet and share across the species 

barrier, co-constituting one another,’ however it must be noted that co-constitution is not 

synonymous with equality (Cudworth and Hobden, 2015, p. 515). Youatt (2014, p. 208) 

addresses the intersection between the species boundary of politics and anthropocentrism and 

how it matters for humans and non-humans, as it constitutes and compounds ‘the species 

boundary of politics in ways that bear negatively on both human and non-human life.’ Post-

anthropocentric approaches do not overlook the unique capabilities of human beings, but 

reorient what these imply, for example ‘the language objection,’ as discussed by Youatt 

(2014, p.209) establishes human superiority over non-human beings in terms of linguistic 
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capacity, but he proposes that breaking this down would show how politics already operates 

as an interspecies practice. One issue with international Relations is that in order to be a 

political actor, language is almost a prerequisite, but counter arguments stress how the 

capacity for language does not extend to all human beings, such as unconscious or severely 

disabled individuals, but they still have political and moral standing. Other examples offered 

by Youatt (2014, p. 209) stress how ‘some humans may speak, but be rendered as neither 

fully human nor as fully political,’ whereas domestic pets have in some cases political and 

legal status.  Nature has not been tamed, humans are an earth changing force, but are 

‘entangled within and responsible for a powerful, unstable and unpredictable planetary 

system’ (Lorimer, 2015, p. 1).  My thesis will contribute to existing literature in its attempt to 

locate non-human animals and more widely material phenomena in international relations 

through recognition and analysis of interspecies assemblages and the political affects they 

produce. Furthermore, I hope that this research will be of assistance to those working within 

the nexus of what I have termed wildlife security, in that it will highlight the centrality of 

inter-species relationships to wildlife security analyses, encouraging interdisciplinary 

engagement and questioning of the legitimacy of fortress models as conservation strategy.   

 

Before moving forward, I should highlight that I am not advocating for completely unarmed 

wildlife security practice.  My visits to the rural bushveld alongside testimonies and 

discussions with security personnel who are risking their lives to combat poaching showed 

me that this is in no way safe or pragmatic. What I do argue though, is that militarization is 

not compatible with long-term conservation goals, peace or stability, and long-term solutions 

to defeating the problems that emerge from poaching and trafficking involves extensive 

analyses of inter-species relations, specifically relationships between black African 

communities and African wildlife that are characterised by conflict, respect and survival but 

are overlooked or oversimplified. In the sections to follow I shall engage with ideas and 

approaches that have been important to the development of this study and will outline their 

contribution to the structure and development of this thesis and the conceptual framework. 

The next section addresses Actor-Network theory and the linkage made between this way of 

thinking about politics and moreover, locating power, and how this is workable with 

assemblage thinking.  
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III) Actor-Network Theory 

 

In this section I shall discuss Actor Network Theory (ANT) and its utility in taking the thesis 

forward as a multispecies ethnography in alliance with assemblage thinking.  In a similar way 

to the assemblage, the actor-network works to reorient the significance of non-human beings 

and phenomena in International Relations (Alcadipani and Hassard, 2010, p. 419).  For ANT, 

the human is another component, rather than an imposed limit on our understandings of 

society; this understanding facilitates a move away from anthropocentrism, replacing this 

‘with a form of materialism,’ that focuses on ‘creative capacities of matter and energy,’ and 

‘the processes that instantiate them,’ which are inclusive of those emergent from social 

interactions (Acuto and Curtis, 2014, p. 2). This approach also moves beyond abstractions 

and universals concerning politics and the social, and considers relating as essentially 

heterogeneous, this in turn has the potential to address complexity as linking diverse and 

distinct actors helps to unpack complex socio-cultural processes between species, matter and 

energy that are overlooked through the use of abstract international relations theories (Acuto 

and Curtis, 2014, p. 2). Through this approach being does not precede becoming and relating 

and does not look for socially embedded meanings, it is the processes in between that lead to 

encounters that are significant to this way of thinking. The orientation towards non-human 

agency also speaks to Donna Haraway’s theorizing of interspecies relations through the 

cyborg in that things do not just exist ‘out there,’ but are assembled into being rather than 

‘being the product of human interpretation,’ (Alcadipiani and Hassard, 2010, p. 423).  

 

It is important to define some key ideas and terms attached to the theory and to discuss the 

ideas of Bruno Latour and Michel Callon and their approaches to research through the logic 

of ANT.  It is not a theory in the conventional sense, but rather an analytical toolkit that 

highlights the tensions between a centred actor and a decentred network; it considers relations 

between phenomena as being performative in nature and is concerned with process, where 

being does not come before relating (Law and Hassard, 1999, p. 3).  ANT studies ‘the 

assembling and stabilizing of diverse human and nonhuman entities within diffuse socio-

material systems,’ suggesting that things are formed and acquire attributes as a consequence 

of their relations with others, entities are therefore the outcome from heterogeneous entities 

being continually assembled together (Alcadipiani and Hassard, 2010, p. 419). This approach 

in its relational or flat ontology, is often criticized for its location of power and politics; Law 
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offers a firm counter argument, stating that epistemological relativism is not necessarily 

politically ignorant or neutral, he considers that the consequences of organizing effects ‘must 

be understood in terms of inclusions and exclusions that are created as well as their affects,’ 

politics for Law is therefore centred on ‘hierarchal distributions,’ he draws on colonialism as 

an example arguing that it is not a single system but a mode of domination ‘performed 

multifariously,’ through different sets of political relations (Alcadipiani and Hassard, 2010, p. 

423).  

Any modification that occurs through the translations of beings and things, I argue shows 

power at play.  A wildlife security assemblage sees both human and nonhuman assembled 

and reassembled at different points; they become modified through different relations as 

encounters are infused with the discussed logics of power; and it is the transformative power 

of the assemblage that makes it inherently political.  For example, the hunter, the poacher and 

the rhino are shaped by and exert power and agency in different ways as the assemblage 

expands.  The sociology of translation outlined by Michel Callon (1984) discusses the agentic 

capacity of a species of scallops that exhibit agency through a series of translations which 

occur through heterogeneous connections.6 The concept of translation resonates with 

deterritorialization discussed within assemblage thinking, whereby a translation is a 

modification  and therefore is ‘an exercise of power’ and when we think about the various 

agents or actants at play within the wildlife security assemblage, modification is a constant 

that keeps the assemblage in motion, meaning that identities are dependent on their ‘alliances 

within a shifting, heterogeneous and expansive relational field (Barry, 2012 p. 2).   

Considering non-human agency does not mean a totalizing power shift from human to 

animal, actants can instead be seen as the cause of network effects, translations will lead back 

to them meaning that power is not attributed to one actant, but is rather an outcome once 

‘translations are complete and the network is stabilised’ (Murdoch, 1997, p. 737). The 

scallops are an example of the ability of nonhuman entities to impact upon the associations 

that bind social actors together; they are not passive and can subvert and recast associations 

in new ways (Murdoch, 1997, p. 740).  I drew on this approach as it helped to locate the 

 
6 Callon, Michel ‘Some elements of a sociology of translation: domestication of the scallops and the fishermen 
of St Brieuc Bay.’ In this literature Callon refers to the idea of generalised symmetry whereby researchers must 
erase ‘all a priori distinctions between classes of actors,’ and instead follow heterogeneous connections. 
Applying this principle to the study of wildlife security could perhaps offer a viable alternative to human 
centrism, and may also be useful in reducing the ontological prejudice of social conditions, like postcolonial 
relations and their relationship with conservation.  
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power politics that underpin the life cycle of a commercial lion, and to examine the 

transformative, political transgression of the rhino and other formative figures like the hunter 

and poacher throughout the assemblage.  Through encounters that are shaped by colonialism, 

capitalism, racism and speciesism, the relations that mobilize and move these figures across 

time and space are of utmost importance to the process of relational ontology.  

 

Two important terms pertinent to the approach that must be defined going forward are the 

terms actant and assemblage; the latter which was discussed earlier in the chapter; which will 

be used throughout the thesis. An actant is ANT terminology for what is commonly 

understood in international relations as an actor; for the purpose of this analysis I will adopt 

the term in light of Latour’s definition. For Latour (1996, p. 373), an actant refers to anything 

‘that acts or to which activity is granted by others,’ which can be both human and nonhuman, 

it can be anything ‘granted it can be the source of an action,’ or ‘any entity that modifies 

another entity in a trial.’  Bennett (2009, p.viii) posits that the actant is ‘a source of action that 

can be human or nonhuman,’ it has efficacy, can do things like ‘make a difference, produce 

effects,’ and alter the course of a particular event.  An actant has the ability to modify a state 

of affairs by making a difference, within the nexus of security this has been limited to human 

actions, omitting things and animals from the realm of power and affect, ANT problematizes 

such approaches that limit understanding to humans being the primary actants in political 

analysis; for ANT, actants both human and nonhuman are instead interveners rather than a 

subject or an object, they have agentic capacity that is ‘distributed across a wider range of 

ontological types’ (Latour, 2005, p. 71).  I am not arguing that heterogeneous connections are 

apolitical, nor am I arguing that non-humans are explicitly political as individuals but rather 

that political agency exists in connections and the modifications that emerge from these 

encounters.  

Following the earlier discussion on the efficacy of assemblage thinking for developing 

wildlife security, the surveillant assemblage presented by Haggerty and Ericson (2000) is 

another concept that helped me to work through interspecies relations, but that specifically 

highlighted the disembodiment of live beings that occurs via technological alliances, and the 

connection to a virtual conservation space that transcended territorial notions of spatiality to 

add further complexity to the assemblage.  For Haggerty and Ericson, the body is of central 

importance, ‘the observed body is a hybrid,’ taken from its territorial setting, displaced and 

then reassembled in different settings through a ‘series of data flows’ (Haggerty and Ericson, 
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2000, pp. 605-622). The surveillant assemblage differs in that the discussed flows, become 

‘data doubles,’ and a ‘rhizomatic levelling’ of surveillance hierarchies takes place in terms of 

the extension of surveillance to new spaces (Ibid, pg. 606). This approach to assemblage 

thinking resonated with what was happening on game reserves in terms of emerging novel 

surveillance technologies and practices specifically for the purpose of proactive antipoaching; 

looking at the ways in which these operated and the data doubles produced, it became clear 

that surveillance was functioning at an interspecies level.   

Looking at surveillance within the nexus of wildlife security, developments in science and 

technology have combined data, machine, and organism in an effort to invent unique non-

violent ways by which to carry out proactive wildlife security on game reserves. The merging 

of technology and animal bodies for the purpose of wildlife conservation and more 

specifically surveillance to prevent and also to gather adequate evidence to prosecute 

poaching incidents is becoming more commonplace in the field. Such technologies that I 

encountered ranged from microchips, hidden cameras implanted in rhinoceros’ horn, toxic 

dye, and even the prospect of a centrally controlled heart rate monitor that would be 

implanted in the rhinoceros to detect any changes in the surrounding environment. These 

technologies worked in alliance with drones, CCTV, weapons, crime mapping computer 

software and mobile phone applications; furthermore, national databases have also been 

established to store important interspecies data; RhODIS (Rhino DNA Index System) stores 

data of DNA samples taken from rhinoceros across South Africa with the goal of deterring 

poachers and assisting in forensic prosecutions in matching rhino horns to poached carcasses, 

this could also be useful in investigating rhino horn trade routes on an international scale 

(Rhino DNA Index System: RhODIS http://rhodis.co.za/).  However, a more comprehensive 

discussion of these technologies shall take place in chapter 4which looks at the development 

of novel, and essentially interspecies security practices for the purpose of wildlife security.  

The extension of governance and forms of political subjectification into conservation space, 

and moreover the natural world has implications for how we interpret and enact interspecies 

relations.  The nature of interspecies encounters is an important point of analysis; in many 

instances I noticed that watching and touching formed a large part of the interaction between 

humans and wildlife, are experiences that are cross cut with speciesism.  Elements of 

voyeurism and manipulation in terms of the control these technologies facilitated over 

nonhuman animals for me, simultaneously reinforced species hierarchies and in some cases 
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brought humans and wildlife much closer together through virtual experiences.  I found that 

the many technologies developed for the purpose of wildlife security exceeded that of 

military technologies, and served a different purpose through the potential for interspecies 

data collection which troubled the species exclusive nature of security in this context.  

Through addressing surveillance within conservation space, it became clear that issues of 

governability and betterment surfaced through merging human, non-human and technological 

bodies.  One approach involved an animal being fitted with biologgers that ‘can detect a 

poaching event, establish its exact location, and relay data remotely to ground teams,’ this 

technology works as an assemblage with anti-poaching ground units who ‘have no way of 

knowing the exact time and location of poaching events,’ it may also address the issue of 

inaccessibility and the rapid location of carcasses, but is generally proactive in its objectives 

(O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, pp. 5-6). Sensors could be implemented that adhere to a three 

step alarm process; detection, location, followed by transmission or alert; real time 

transmission would involve either satellite uptake or ad hoc mobile phone networks to 

transmit the data to a main control site, the sensors are ‘event triggering’ and could be used to 

‘detect when an animal is shot or trapped,’ by acting as accelerometers or heart rate monitors 

(O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, pp. 5-6). 

 

The acceptance of nonhuman agency with assemblage thinking and ANT is a colossal task 

within the theorising of power and politics; as I worked through the formative interspecies 

encounters, I realised that shapely relations between beings and things made wildlife security 

possible.  The idea that material things are powerful became more evident as I focused on the 

linkages between modifications and wider logics of power, all of which were facilitated by 

materialities. The importance of what are described as things in New Materialism must be 

traced throughout the assemblage in order to think through the ‘relations between the 

molecular and international,’ (Barry, A, 2013, p. 8) and to ‘expand the domain of what we 

deem political.’ (Barry, A, 2013, p. 10). Expanding what constitutes a political act in such a 

way that inanimate objects and the tiniest life forms are taken into consideration requires 

recognition that the smallest linkages can be significant to the assemblage.  At present, the 

ways in which wildlife security issues are addressed do not offer species inclusive modes of 

analysis and do not have a sensibility for the potential of nonhuman agency; I found there 

was a need to engage with structures of interspecies relations beneath the surface which 

included things such as permits, legislation, weapons and many other wildlife security 

oriented objects (Acuto and Curtis, 2014). Wildlife security demonstrates an expanding 
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political realm and, in this way, highlighted a need for greater attention to the material and 

how it can shape the ways that politics plays out.  

 

In a practical sense, ANT left my options more open in terms of who and what was important 

and formative to wildlife security, I was not restricted to limited variables due to the nature of 

relational ontology which I must admit allowed for a more creative approach to the gathering 

of multispecies data. Conducting my multispecies ethnographic study was challenging in that 

many attempts to engage with security institutions or government bodies directly were met 

with a wall of silence in many cases, and other subject matter was nonhuman, nonverbal, and 

even inanimate. The transparency of private reserves to share information on existing anti-

poaching strategies was not matched by South African national Parks when I approached 

them to conduct interviews with local people working as game rangers and anti-poaching 

personnel.   

 

I had to take alternative routes to access the sources I needed, which required opening up the 

analysis to more than just anti-poaching rangers, to private security operators, hunters, 

breeders, activists, local people, academics, and engaging with wildlife in whatever way I 

could in order to overcome this obstacle. From my experiences I gathered that South African 

conservation is a highly politicized space, but it is unique in that it is shrouded by so many 

complex issues that cross species boundaries. I know that ANT does not have all the answers 

to establishing a sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of security, or towards the question 

of the nonhuman in international relations at large, but it did force me to question their 

significance.  In the next section I shall discuss relevant movements towards interspecies 

approaches to the study of politics that disturb and challenge the anthropocentrism that 

creates obstacles to thinking about interspecies relations in a political sense.  Furthermore, 

this leads to discussion on more nonhuman centred approaches and how these are becoming a 

more widely discussed aspect of interspecies study within the social sciences.   

 

 

IV) Interspecies Relations  

 

As it stands, politics is an intra-species activity, and green militarization is evidence that our 

relations to other species are to a certain extent political. Interspecies relations refer to 
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connections, acquaintances and relationships between humans, non-humans, and for the 

purpose of this thesis, I extend this to incorporate material things and processes. Often such 

relations conjure up images of companion animals, but looking at interspecies relations in this 

context, they span vast networks and are heterogeneous in nature. In order to get closer to 

nature, human beings have a tendency to anthropomorphize non-human animals, pushing 

non-human beings into familiar territory in order that we can simplify and decode them, a 

practice that is criticized, but which is arguably the easiest way for us to make them relatable, 

and to translate them into more digestible portions for humans to consume. Domination that 

humans exert over animals and nature is based on differences that are ‘God given,’ in other 

words our rational minds and our morality. Animals are living evidence of our evolutionary 

origins, and animal social behaviours have been researched and explored in order to better 

understand ourselves. Such examples are evidenced in primatology, where social customs 

between primates are paralleled to human social behaviours. For the purpose of this research 

I refer instead to wildlife, rather than animals, which accounts for the wild life that is 

symbolic of South African conservation, but also the ecosystem, the flora, and ecological, 

biological processes that make up wild life and the natural space that it inhabits. Non-human 

is an all-inclusive term that refers to both wildlife and to the material and technological 

processes that constitute this network, all that is part of reality that is not human.  

 

The subject matter of this thesis demanded that I look more closely at interspecies relations 

within the nexus of security.  This covers a lot of ground, companion animals, service 

animals, animals that are used in practices of animal assisted therapy, each of these 

relationships are drastically different in nature, shaped by culture, history and co-evolution. I 

draw on Haraway’s (2013) idea of the cyborg which is defined as a hybrid composed of 

organism and machine in order to theorize interspecies relations, which in the nexus of 

wildlife security involves the merging of animal organisms and technologies in addition to 

human-animal relationships. Relations between dog, technology, soldier and weapon formed 

a powerful interspecies relationship used in counter poaching efforts. Five Weimaraner and 

one German shepherd, accompanied by humans on foot, tracking technology, and weapons, 

assemble in coalition for the purpose of wildlife security.   

 

I visited a canine anti-poaching ranger who I interviewed on his anti-poaching strategies 

involving canines, he discussed his life story and relationship with nature and the private 

security industry as it increasingly became embroiled in the provision of wildlife security. 
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This experience made me reflect on the hybrid, interspecies nature of wildlife security, and 

the utility of unconventional approaches to security in an interspecies setting.  Canines 

possess a powerful olfactory system, in this context dogs are used to track wounded animals 

and rhino horn, and to apprehend suspects on bite commands. Dog and human assemblages 

remain the most durable system for detecting illegal drugs and explosives. Research 

conducted on the use of elephants as biodetectors hypothesised that the olfactory neuronal 

systems of elephants are more effective than canines. In policing and military contexts, the 

research posits that elephants can in fact be used to assist dogs in the technique known as 

remote explosive scent training (REST) for the detection of landmines and explosives; but 

also, their abilities can be applied to conservation in the detection of rhino horn, ivory, drugs, 

arms, bombs and wounded troops in the bush (Du Toit et al, no date). The potential for 

political affect is evidenced in this example in terms of nonhuman contribution to counter-

poaching and law enforcement, and through these examples of interspecies relations, the 

concepts of violence, surveillance and care are at play simultaneously.  

 

Haraway offers up companion speciesism as an alternative to posthumanism, in that we are 

permanently in existence within naturecultures. I draw on her understanding of interspecies 

relations as the smallest possible unit of analysis, and as characterized by heterogeneous 

association and coevolution (Bell, 2006, p. 93). On opening the ‘companion species 

manifesto,’ Haraway mentions Symbiogenesis referring to her relationship with her dog 

Cayenne; this is a term from evolutionary biology that relates to cooperation between species 

rather than competition in order to increase their chances of survival (Scoville, 

‘Symbiogenesis’ 2019). It is therefore a combination of cooperation and competition that 

drives evolution and influences natural selection. Haraway (2003, p. 12) highlights how 

cyborgs and companion species both bring the human and non-human together, however for 

Haraway dogs are ‘partners in the crime of human evolution,’ but they are also dogs, ‘not a 

projection, nor the realization of an intention, nor the telos of anything,’ in a ‘constitutive, 

historical, protean, relationship with human beings.’ One important term that can be drawn on 

is co-constitution, which in Haraway’s (2003, pp. 11-12) definition refers to none of the 

‘partners pre-existing the relating and the relating is never done once and for all,’ history of 

this particular interspecies relationship is evidence of companionship and coevolution as dogs 

and humans have been partners in both labour and love, hunting, guarding, law and order and 

on military duty, but also as comfort, company, and therapy.  Dogs and people are therefore, 

as Haraway suggests, bonded and brought together by their otherness. Considering historical 
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specificity is an inherent part of understanding interspecies relations, and this approach 

reiterates the importance of tracing connections from one species, or thing to the other in 

several directions.7 Another way by which to consider interspecies relations is through 

kinship; where lines of shared affinity matter over bloodlines, this is discussed by Shaviro 

(2015, p. 379) in terms of tribes or lineages.  

 

Haraway’s work challenges constructions of nature that are produced through particular 

dominant knowledge structures, namely race, colonialism, class and gender. The focus on 

boundaries between species and the need for their dissolution; is a focal aspect of inter-

species relations, and arguably a mode of analysis that recognises the exploitative nature of 

existing structures and how these attitudes towards nature and non-human animals are 

naturalized within them. Haraway (2016, p. 11) advocates of the importance of storytelling in 

interspecies relations, she develops a space in which these relations can flourish ‘the critters 

of all my stories inhabit an n-dimensional niche space called Terrapolis,’ where ‘multispecies 

worlding,’ can take place, it makes space for unexpected companions, and is rich in com-post 

but ‘occulated against posthumanism,’ and becoming with is the aim of the game.  The string 

figures, or ‘relays, passing patterns back and forth, giving and receiving, patterning,’ are an 

important approach outlined by Haraway for the conjugation of worlds ‘with partial 

connections and not universals and particulars,’ as we are historically preconditioned to do. 

The focus for Haraway (2016, p. 11) is companion species, and it is they who play string 

figure games, they are constituted through ‘worldly subject-object shaping entanglements,’ 

but companion species ‘do not precede the knotting.’  I take forward this idea of tentacular 

thinking and apply it to my research approach in that the relations between beings and things, 

the stories that underpin human-animal relationships within wildlife security precede and 

determine the conditions for the assemblages that form, which reifies Haraway’s point that 

interspecies relations are the smallest unit of analysis.  

 

Human treatment of animals is argued to be an indicator of other traits; this is evident in the 

attachment of children to pets for example. A study conducted by Hawkins and Williams 

 
7 In Shaviros article, she highlights Haraway’s discussion of feminist theory produced by women of colour as it 
continues to confound Western standpoints, Shaviro reiterates that in order for US Third World Feminist 
theory and criticism to be incorporated by feminism more widely, then the theory and politics in which it is 
rooted need to undergo a fundamental shift and to make a place for the different social subject. This can be 
applied to the task of critical security studies in its attempts to include the nonhuman within the nexus of 
security and politics.  
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(2017, p.2) explores how ‘early experiences of human caring relationships create internal 

working models of emotional attachment that later guide human relationships;’ pet 

attachment arguably shapes future behaviour towards animals in addition to shaping other 

behaviours; for example attachment to a pet dog they argue helps children to regulate 

emotions and explore their environments through provision of security and stability, pets can 

also act as an ‘attachment figure in the absence of a human attachment figure.’ (Hawkins et 

al, 2017, p. 2).  Pets, it could be argued are still serving a purpose for humans, they guard, 

hunt mice, herd sheep, in addition to the more recent idea of being objects of affection. The 

term companion animal emerges from this shift, owner in some cases recorded in the United 

States has been reviewed and changed to guardian; Herzog (2010) argues that this is 

problematic as this linguistic illusion overshadows the fact that we can rehome, sell, sterilize 

and even euthanize an animal as we tire of it. 

 

During field work I observed different relationships with and attitudes towards nature by 

those implicated in the conservation sector, this differed drastically depending on the 

individual, their upbringing, lifestyle, proximity to wild animals, and to a certain extent their 

personalities.  Exploring these diverse perspectives showed the overlaps between violence 

and care through cultural practices and beliefs instilled in groups of people that shaped and 

influenced how violence had become normalized as part of particular interspecies encounters. 

Overtime, these encounters evolved, as did the forms of violence and the practices that made 

them possible. Research also suggested a ‘North-South’ divide in attitudes towards nature, 

the North representing Western ideals of a preserved wilderness, and the South, more 

dependent on natural resources, advocating for more sustainable resource management 

approaches to wildlife conservation, as one interviewee who was an activist in black 

communities put it, ‘we don’t want to pet them on the head.’8 In South Africa, this divide was 

prevalent, wildlife is both romanticized and commercialized, but local black African culture 

disrupts this polarization as it tends to advocate for more holistic and undisruptive less 

industrialised farming practices, in addition to an historical spiritual connection many tribes 

have with local flora and fauna.  Issues of gender take issue with the North South division to 

conceptualizing and differentiating humanity, from which the feminisation of poverty for 

example, has emerged. Gendered approaches to security highlight vulnerabilities present in 

 
8 This comment was taken from a skype interview with an activist and conservationist who worked within local 
communities.  
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intra-human relationships; but undifferentiated models of patriarchy, and static 

understandings of security and vulnerability, and of gender relations ‘carries a risk of 

statism,’ of mainstreaming security and overlooking or oversimplifying issues of social 

difference; region, age, location, species, culture, which Cudworth and Hobden (2013, p. 

116) argue demands a complex systems approach. This criticism could also be extended to 

interspecies relations in terms of oversimplification, as static understandings of security 

inhibit the scope for interspecies relationships within the discipline; but also overlook the 

intricacies of co-dependency that characterize such relations. As Cudworth and Hobden 

argue, moving away from state centric analysis in international relations is also a move away 

from ‘the internalization of environmental policy,’ and ‘the assumption that economic growth 

can be compatible with ecological sustainability’ (2013, p. 116).  

 

For the purpose of this research I extend interspecies relations to all nonhuman ‘life forms’ 

even those that we consider inanimate as new life is made in the creation of conservation 

cyborgs, hybrid bodies of human, animal and technologies. By cyborg, I refer to Haraway’s 

understanding of the term which is rooted in cyborg debates within socialist feminism, that 

discuss the idea of oppositional politics, where understanding and reaction to what is defined 

within the discipline as globalizing forces is underwritten by resistance and opposition, this 

approach that operates under the umbrella of oppositional politics is an attempt to renegotiate 

power on behalf of the colonized classes, and outsiders (Sandoval, 2000, p. 374). The impact 

of cyborg culture can be observed though the embodiment of human and nonhuman fusions 

with technologies and data, for example social media profiles, the biometric data of asylum 

seekers, tracking devices on wild animals, microchips in rhino horn; all of these assemblages 

are reflective of the hybrid nature of cyborg culture, and are important in this instance as they 

force human agency to adopt new meanings (Sandoval, 2000, p. 375). Through the idea of 

assemblages, where hybrids are formed and interspecies relations are the starting point of 

analysis, different forms of agency emerge that are not exclusively human.  

 

The African Lion is vital to ecotourism in South Africa and continent wide, from birth lion 

cubs are often used for up close and personal photographic experiences where tourists can pet 

them and interact with them. In teenage years they can take part in ‘walk with lions’ 

experiences, where a guide escorts groups of tourists through a reserve with teenaged lions 

who are habituated to human beings through cub cuddling.  Following this, if not used for 

breeding many lions who are born into this life are sold to hunters as trophies, depending on 
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their appearance they are graded as to their value as a trophy. Controversial decisions not to 

upgrade and protect lions from this exploitation came as a shock to anti-hunting activists, 

who have brought to the surface the darker side of the hunting trade, canned hunting. This is 

where a lion, often relatively tame or habituated to human beings through wildlife tourism, 

and rumoured to be drugged from transportation, is released into a small enclosure where a 

hunting operator takes a client who can then kill the lion at close point range with their choice 

of weapons which include crossbows. Interspecies relations are central to the development of 

wildlife security as a discourse as the story of the lion, born free and paying her dues through 

tourism, reveals a cycle of both profitable and problematic human and animal relationships 

where wider ecological security is overlooked and overshadowed by dominant resource 

centred, ecologically damaging, profit driven conservation practice.  

 

Therefore, in order to explore wildlife security as a political issue, I have considered the 

interspecies relationships that shape this network, including the non-human more widely in 

terms of data, institutional processes, permits, technologies, and of course the range of human 

beings from different stakeholder groups to specific individuals who have impacted on 

conservation. This is a politics that focuses on affect rather than perceiving of political 

phenomena as embodied in a particular actant. Through exploration of interspecies 

relationships, I wanted to determine emergent properties that defined them, what emerged 

when I followed the trail, were relations of violence, surveillance and care. Each of these will 

shape the chapter structure of the thesis, with a chapter dedicated to each in order to explain 

how these relationships come together to inform securitized conservation. Each working 

concept speaks to wildlife security rather differently, but the analysis is focused on how these 

concepts intersect with the other to produce complex, hybrid ideas and phenomena that 

question existing ontologies of security, focusing on shared vulnerability and interspecies 

insecurity. Engaging the interspecies is one the largest tasks of this thesis, however in order 

to do this effectively in the context of security, I believe that approaches rooted in 

posthumanism can be helpful.  Posthumanism offers a window into how nonhuman nature 

can be discussed in the context of politics and I shall draw on this knowledge to strengthen 

my arguments in favour of a more consistent interspecies dimension to this type of study. In 

the next section I will discuss relevant inroads of Posthumanism within the nexus of 

International Relations, and will outline important emerging debates that speak to efforts to 

decentre the human being and explore the possibilities for analyses that take a non-dualistic 

approach.  
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V) Posthumanism 

 

Posthumanism offers useful approaches for this research as it challenges the dualism that 

limits how non-human beings are considered politically. Dualism is the idea that nature and 

culture are separate, but it also gives precedence to the idea that humans are in a relationship 

with the environment characterized by mutual threat. Some scholars argue for the boundary 

to be completely dissolved and for a single human/non-human collective to exist in its place, 

others argue that this ‘idea’ of a boundary is self-referent for human beings (Cudworth and 

Hobden, 2013, p. 118).  In this section I will outline how drawing on Posthuman approaches 

speaks to Haraway’s idea of the cyborg in that it moves beyond dualistic world views, and 

facilitates the exchange of knowledge across species boundaries, it problematizes human 

exclusivity and questions how we perceive of the embodied human, and what it means to be 

human.  Through this questioning, boundaries between the animal and human, and human 

and machine are continually being pushed, the human in this sense is no longer the centre of 

inquiry, there are in fact multiple, changing centres.  In order to give a comprehensive 

account as to the utility of these approaches to this analysis, it is important to define what 

becoming Posthuman means for human beings. 9 

 

If asked the question, what is a human being? There is often a pause and a moment of 

pondering; is it a mammal with highly developed cognitive functions, and with the ability for 

self-reflection that sets us apart from other species, or more simply just a man, woman or 

child, a coalition of living organisms?  What it means to be categorically human is not as 

straightforward as we think. In much of the literature that discusses species boundaries, the 

hybrid nature of living bodies is brought to light through the idea that we continually undergo 

processes of becoming. Posthumanism is therefore an extension of what we currently 

 
9 I think it is important to mention the confusion that often occurs between posthumanism and 
transhumanism. Both understand the human as a non-fixed and mutable condition, but their roots are 
different. Transhumanism is concerned with human evolution through biology and technology; human 
enhancement is central to this through medical breakthroughs and nanotechnology.  Posthumanism is post to 
the concept of what it means to be human, and ‘to the historical occurrence of humanism,’ based on social 
hierarchies of domination and human centric assumptions, including Speciesism. Posthumanism is post-
exclusivism, it contributes to a continually developing nexus that seeks to redefine the human condition. 
Ferrando, Francesca, ‘Posthumanism, Transhumanism, Antihumanism, Metahumanism and New Materialisms: 
Differences and Relations.’ Pp27-29.  
Wolfe however, understands transhumanism as intensified humanism which is a perspective I would be 
inclined to agree with. 
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understand as human, the post, takes us beyond this, and challenges the human exclusivity 

that commands damaging behaviours towards the natural environment.  

 

Posthumanism is not a distinctive theory, but rather an umbrella term10 for a set of ideas and 

approaches that reject dualistic humanism, it is a set of questions that confront us and a set of 

tools for dealing with them when we ‘can no longer rely on the human as an autonomous 

rational being’ (Pollock, 2011, p. 235). It rejects dualistic binaries, criticizes anthropocentric 

humanism and invites nonhuman beings and phenomena to ‘articulate the conditions for a 

posthuman epistemology concerned with non-human experience as a site of knowledge’ 

(Ferrando, 2012, p. 10). To move beyond humanism, is to look past ethical philosophies 

concerning ‘the dignity and worth of all people’ based on the ‘ability to determine right and 

wrong by appeal to universal human qualities,’ namely rationality (Wolfe, 2010, p. xi). The 

human being is an embodiment of the human/animal dichotomy, achieved by ‘repressing 

animal origins in nature; the biological and the evolutionary,’ but posthuman approaches are 

interested in the ‘prosthetic coevolution of the human animal,’ and its embeddedness in 

biological and technological processes (Wolfe, 2010, p. xv). The human is both historically 

specific, and socially constituted, some humans are considered to be more human than others, 

as we see in the dehumanization of marginalized groups, but the posthuman, is what comes 

with decentring specific ideas of the human, through ‘imbrication in technical, medical, 

informatics, and economic networks’ (Wolfe, 2010, p. xv). This, probes questioning of modes 

of human experience, rather than reject the human, it is recontextualised as a ‘prosthetic 

creature,’ co-constituted and coevolved with technology and materiality (Wolfe, 2010, p. xv).  

 

Despite not falling under the posthuman umbrella, this prosthetic creature speaks to 

Haraway’s concept of the cyborg. Ferrando uses the Chimera from Greek mythology; a fire 

breathing hybrid female monster with a lion head, snake tail and a goat body to explain how 

the cyborg is not a new concept; Cerberus, the guardian to the gates of hades, is commonly 

depicted as a dog hybrid with three heads and a snake tail, both have a negative connotation 

in mythology, but the hybrids or cyborgs that this thesis is concerned with are not 

Frankenstein-esque monsters, but temporary assemblages that are part of processes of 

 
10 It is also worth noting that Posthuman and Posthumanist are ‘interrelated but not synonyms,’ According to 
Ferando, Posthuman applies to the broader field of studies and Posthumanist refers to shifts in the humanistic 
paradigm; ‘A Posthuman text shall imply a posthumanist perspective.’ Ferrando, Francesca. ‘Towards a 
Posthumanist Methodology: A Statement.’ Pp9-10. 
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becoming, these formations are political and offer a way by which to explore issues in 

international relations in a way that understands the human and nonhuman as bound together. 

In order for critical security to develop a sensibility towards nonhuman nature that speaks to 

the complexity involved in understanding this vast interspecies network, theorizations of 

what constitutes the political must be adapted to challenge the limited scope for study that 

anthropocentric world views impose.  This draws on what Cudworth and Hobden (2013, pp. 

644-645) articulate as a critical posthumanism which understands ‘our human condition as 

embedded in and constituted with, relations and practices with other species.’ Their approach 

speaks to ecofeminist ideas about interspecies power relations; their critical posthumanism 

does not overlook intra-human exclusion and exploitation, but considers the category 

‘human’ as a ‘social construct linked to formations of power,’ that set it apart from other 

species but that also constitute forms of intra-human domination (Cudworth and Hobden, 

2013, p. 645). 

 

Reflecting on literature that engages with the militarization of conservation practice, the 

political nature of interspecies relationships is not explored. Through the working concepts 

that shape the chapter structure of the thesis, the aim is not to explain issues pertinent to 

wildlife security through excavating embedded social norms and behaviours pertinent to each 

concept, but rather to challenge species exclusive politics through these concepts that emerge 

as human and nonhuman phenomena assemble together, which in turn gives credence to ideas 

of the nonhuman as an important part of a security nexus. The framework is focused on how 

this holds together within the field of conservation; wildlife security is a posthuman nexus, 

and therefore what we understand as wildlife conservation must also become posthuman to a 

certain extent in order to challenge issues of speciesism and exploitation that are prevalent in 

the field.  Trophy hunting for example operates under the guise of conservation, but is profit 

driven and centred on the instrumental use of wild animals for their own salvation. This is 

one example of many commercial conservation practices that shall be discussed throughout 

the thesis.   

 

I believe that a posthuman approach to wildlife conservation problematizes these practices 

and forces deeper exploration into their legitimacy beyond their speculated profitability; ‘If 

they pay, they stay,’ is not the tagline of a posthuman conservation.  Dictionary definitions of 

conservation describe it as usage, improvement and protection of the environment, another 

definition describes it as ‘active management of the biosphere to ensure the survival of the 
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maximum diversity of species and the maintenance of genetic variability within species’ 

(Biodiversitya-z.org ) From a Posthuman perspective, conservation is not merely an ethic of 

resource use, but an interspecies ethic based on principles of care and shared vulnerability 

which divert focus from human security, and resource focused conservation narratives. 

Fortress conservation models that are still in place may perpetuate a nature culture divide, as 

this division between parks and local people speaks to ideas centred on the dehumanization of 

the other that write marginalized beings into narratives of difference, domination and control; 

the white hero, the black poacher, the wild animal, the lion park, the uneducated herdsman, 

the game ranger, the township, the five star resort, born free, blood lions. In addition to the 

lively assemblage of living beings, there are materialities and inanimate things that add to the 

liveliness of the assemblage. In the next section I shall discuss the relevance of non-human 

agency and how ideas rooted in New Materialist politics help to engage nonhuman 

phenomena in political discussion. I will focus mainly on the use of diverse surveillance 

technology that is utilised as part of counter poaching strategies; and the impact of permits, 

data and technology on the security of wildlife.  

 

VI) New Materialism  

 

New Materialism developed out of feminist literature and falls under the umbrella of 

posthumanism, approaches pertinent to the discipline compliment displacement of the 

centrality of human agency and the power of human language, and have invited consideration 

of the effectiveness of the material world by scholars from a wide range of disciplines to 

explore histories, materiality, technologies, and connections between these, that have existed 

across space and time (Lecture Binghamton University 2014: ‘Material and visual worlds 

presents professor Jane Bennett). Within this nexus, approaches to politics observe non-

human life and inanimate objects as having the ability to affect and disrupt politics as part of 

an assemblage. Considering nonhuman life or more specific to this discipline, matter, as part 

of politics requires a deeper engagement with power and materiality, therefore arguments 

within this nexus posit that things exert power or agency through a disruptive capacity, and 

that politics can in fact mobilize around an object.  Developing the nexus of wildlife security 

requires exploration of ideas and approaches that consider all the political ‘stuff’ together; by 

drawing on New Materialism consideration can be extended into the realm of matter, 

materiality and technology. The idea that an inanimate object can exert power underpins such 
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approaches, but it is a factor that is commonly overlooked in everyday political life.  

Thinking about the material turn in International Relations, a sensibility to this kind of 

phenomena demands greater consideration of complexity and ‘the nature of matter and the 

matter of nature,’ which disturbs the focus on agency and causation that shape how we 

approach ethics and politics (Coole and Frost, 2010, p. 6).  New Materialism adds to the 

objective of this framework which is to develop a way by which to understand the politics 

underpinning interspecies relations, which draws on ecological, technological and social 

knowledge.  

 

In ‘New Materialism: The fragility of Things’ William Connolly (2013) outlines how 

accepting matter as powerful, means understanding nonhuman phenomena as an energy-

matter complex, from this understanding, non-life can exert influence, perceptual power and 

become a political actant as part of an assemblage.  Furthermore, Connolly’s perception of 

the human subject as a formation, speaks to posthuman ideas of situated relationalities and 

processes of becoming, rather than anthropocentric understandings that perceive it as a 

grounded entity. Exploring wildlife security as underpinned by complex, political interspecies 

relations can be assisted through New Materialist approaches, particularly when exploring the 

impact of materiality and technology as they relate to securitized conservation assemblages. 

This framework draws on ideas within new materialism that advocate for a more distributive 

notion of agency, and to question what happens when boundaries between life and matter, are 

overlooked through the understanding that humans, like everything else, are immersed in 

matter. Coole and Frost describe human existence as momentary, and dependent on a myriad 

of things from micro-organisms to mega fauna, processes within bodies and all material and 

natural things that make up our lived environments; but they make reference to the influence 

of socio-economic structures ‘that produce and reproduce the conditions of everyday life.’ 

(Coole and Frost, 2010, p. 1).  In acknowledgement of this, these socio-economic structures 

are arguably embedded in and emergent from the socio-ecological assemblages of the 

metabolic relations between humans and nonhumans.  

 

In response to New Materialist ideas of matter as active rather than passive, or dead, I draw 

on Jane Bennett’s concept of ‘vibrant matter,’ which considers the idea of a vitality running 

through human and non-human matter. Objects are instead identified as things that exert 

thing power, and agentic capacities dispersed. This approach understands things as having 

agentic capacity in that they can have an impact or effect on humans and non-humans as part 
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of an assemblage. An entity as per Whitehead is the ‘Latin equivalent for thing,’ unless there 

is an arbitrary distinction drawn between the words for what he defines as technical purposes. 

(Whitehead, 1957, p.6). Halewood (2012, p.431) discusses Marx’s notion of the commodity, 

which in his analysis is treated like a thing, constituted by associations but still able to 

operate on an individual level; it is the complexity and the networked qualities of the 

commodity that make it political.  

 

Engaging with new Materialist questions whether seeing matter as vibrant would change our 

moral, ethical or practical considerations of it, but it is a developing ontology that seeks to 

challenge the humanism criticized by post-anthropocentrism. This is useful for this study in 

its capacity for distributive agency, as wildlife, ecological processes, data and technology and 

the things that are pertinent to the wildlife security network, guns, drones, jeeps, tranquilizers, 

can become an active part of exploring the domain of interspecies relations on a political 

level. Things are part of processes of becoming; human and nonhuman life is therefore 

intertwined with material elements that act on it. Panpsychism asserts that all things have a 

mind or mind-like quality, and what is understood as the mind is not only a human construct, 

but is in fact universally distributed to other entities; Shaviro (2015, p.19) for example argues 

that ‘even rocks have minds,’ and that mind is a fundamental property of what we understand 

as matter, but entities do not think in the same way. This approach is useful as it outlines how 

communication is not bound by human language, and ‘mentality is not contingent upon the 

ability to speak’ (2015, p.19).  

 

Matter is divisible into parts, and each entity is manifested as a multiplicity of entities. 

(Whitehead, 1957). Whitehead (1957) states that a halt needs to be called in the dissociation 

of matter, and the material entities obtained within the line of acceptance established. 11 In 

this sense, materiality as politically powerful has been criticised as a naïve prospect. New 

Materialist approaches, like those in posthumanism do not seek to completely overlook 

human beings, but rather demand that we rethink the ways that politics assembles, and one 

way to do this is by engaging with matter. It does not advocate for homogenous thought 

processes, but is instead pluralistic drawing on the knowledge of a wide range of disciplines 

 
11 Whitehead, Alfred North ‘The concept of nature,’ In ‘A Key to Whitehead’s Process and Reality,’ the idea of 
an ‘actual entity’ or ‘actual occasions,’ are discussed as organisms that grow, mature and perish; Process and 
Reality is ‘concerned with describing the characteristics of and the interrelationships between, actual entities.’  
Actual entities are understood as the final things of which the world is made up, and there is no need to dig 
deeper to find anything more real. 
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specifically science, technology and politics. Understanding matter as vibrant, and as exerting 

thing power, can be evidenced in biotechnological developments and cyborg life forms in 

terms of the effects and reactions produced when machine and organism assemble together. 

Bionic limbs have facilitated the social development and wellbeing of disabled human and 

nonhuman beings, where individuals who are categorically disabled, equipped with bionic 

limbs have been able to not only compete in Paralympic games, but to compete with able 

bodied athletes. This rise of ‘cyber athletes,’ could change the face of sport 

(https://edition.cnn.com/2014/10/02/tech/innovation/prosthetics-mecha-

athletes/index.html).12  

 

Pembient are a technology company specialising in the biofabrication of rhino horn and are 

developing 3d printed rhinoceros’ horn with the end goal of flooding the market with 

synthetic horns (Pembient: Biofabricated horn, n, d). This approach is innovative but it is 

diametrically opposed to the work of non-governmental conservation organisations that are in 

pursuit of demand reduction rather than the legalisation of the rhino horn trade, which is 

currently a highly controversial international debate. This consequential institutional 

opposition is exemplary of how nonhuman phenomena can become an impactful component 

of an interspecies assemblage, but also of how interspecies issues have the potential to impact 

on political stability in the attempt to manipulate a specific market in order to save an 

endangered species. 

 

Connolly advocates for a planetary politics that extends consideration into the biosphere, 

which sparks ethical concerns, but it begs the question of the political agency of nonhuman 

actants. I take forward Connolly’s (2013, p. 401) idea as it acknowledges the unique position 

of human beings in our capacity to understand our place in the cosmos, and our impact on the 

natural world. Referring to an ‘ethics of cultivation,’ which makes situational judgements in 

an attempt to ‘enact care in a world in which surprising changes periodically emerge,’ 

Connolly (Ibid) posits that care is not derivative from a higher power but energy flows, the 

 
12 The Ottobock Genium 3 is an advanced prosthetic leg co-developed with the US military and fitted with a 
microprocessor that adjusts to accommodate the users stride pattern, from jogging, running to climbing stairs. 
Other athletes have received a power assisted ankle system to move faster and use less energy. These 
advancements have allowed athletes with prosthetics to even in some cases out-perform able bodied athletes. 
One example in this article by CNN is given of a German amputee long jumper, Markus Rehm who won the 
German National Championships on carbon fibre blades, and was then dismissed controversially from the 
squad as the athletics federation stated his blades gave him an unfair advantage, posing the question is 
technology enabling or enhancing in this case?  
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energy for care must therefore be ‘invested into the ethos of institutional complexes,’ to take 

seriously the politics of nonhuman life. Despite this, the notion of stewardship that emerges 

from planetary politics speaks to ideas of security as an ethics of care that emerges from the 

nexus of wildlife security through conservation projects that seek to strengthen the 

relationships between women, children and nature to prevent the social decay that poaching 

perpetuates in local communities.  

 

Ideas of stewardship also speak to non-violent anti-poaching methods that are being deployed 

to reduce the need for heavily armed ground patrols, through the use of innovative 

technologies and community engagement. Stewardship will be extended into the nexus of 

critical security using wildlife security as an example of interspecies insecurity and 

vulnerability, where ideas of protection and militarization within the nexus of conservation 

intersect with a concern for the wellbeing of all species.  Security intersecting with 

stewardship extends care as an ethics to be considered throughout the wildlife security 

network on the ground, and at institutional level through SANparks, and organisations such 

as CITES, TRAFFIC, and the IUCN, which conflate wildlife security to a politicized issue 

through important published data that outlines the critically endangered status of relevant 

wildlife species, poaching statistics, legislative progress; and underpin the politicized nature 

with an ethics of care that intersects with and challenges short term militarized approaches.  

 

Having determined care and violence as emergent from the wildlife security assemblage, this 

is reflective of the fluctuating nature of a complex system, where violence and care can 

assemble simultaneously at different points of the network. Pertinent to care and violence are 

assemblages of different materialities or things, veterinary equipment for example used to 

provide care for poached rhinoceros, has agentic capacity different to a semi-automatic 

weapon carried by anti-poaching personnel, but both through assemblages with people and 

wildlife, underpin the political nature of this nexus, it is the specificity of matter that is 

important to new materialist politics. One elaboration on vibrant matter that I take forward is 

the acceptance that things can produce political effects as part of an assemblage, and within 

the assemblage, power is generative through disruptions and productive connections; this 

would take into account the ways in which interspecies boundaries are negotiated and 

stabilised.  
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Technology, namely for the purpose of surveillance within the nexus of conservation is used 

widely as an anti-poaching strategy in South Africa. Throughout my research I frequently 

engaged with various anti-poaching methods that merge organism and machine , 

essentially producing a conservation cyborg, and a subsequent virtual data body of a 

nonhuman animal. This extension of governance via technological advancement developed 

specifically for the purpose of wildlife security raises issues of the political subjectification of 

wildlife, therefore engaging with new materialist approaches to politics, I was able to draw 

out how technology exhibited agentic capacity at a political level through interspecies 

assemblages. By engaging technologies in political discussion there is an argument that can 

be built on that the material world should not merely be reduced to subjectivity. New 

materialism also acknowledges the otherness of the nonhuman without trying to homogenize 

differences in order to make things match up or partner together more cohesively. 

 

This framework considers technology, processes and things as important components of an 

interspecies, political analysis firstly because they constitute the issues we face on a daily 

basis; as they exist both within, and around us. The role of permits for example, that will be 

discussed in Chapter 4 on Surveillance, is focal to the ease by which hunting outlets can offer 

endangered species as trophies to overseas hunters, a permit is a document but it is also 

stored data, it is frustration, restriction, power, and ownership; accessible by members of the 

public who each have different intentions and feelings for the animal to be hunted. Hunting 

permits are linked to international trade watchdogs, in this case CITES, and recently the 

controversy surrounding Donald Trump’s decision to legalize the import of dead elephant and 

lion carcasses back to the United States on a case to case basis, overturned the Obama 

administrations firm outlawing of this activity as clandestine. Lawsuits ensued from hunting 

advocates to allow imports of elephant trophies in their words, to ensure money is promoting 

species conservation; the president previously publicly condemned trophy hunting as invalid 

conservation practice.13 By considering the relationships between groups and individuals with 

wildlife I was interested in how it translated throughout this network, the embodied 

rhinoceros, elephant, lion in the reserve is disseminated either through hunting, databases, 

virtually on social media forums, through images, or even dehorning. The example of the 

 
13 Tweet from Donald Trump ‘Big-game trophy decision will be announced next week but will be very hard 
pressed to change my mind that this horror show in any way helps conservation of Elephants or any other 
animal.’12:57am November 20th 2017.  
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Trump administration is evidence of such a translation where wildlife becomes currency 

through the sale of body parts and by-products online.  

 

Rhinoceros horn consists of a keratin compound similar to human finger nails; however, it is 

a powerful actant at the core of the poaching crisis.  Ultimately the rhinoceros is poached for 

his or her horn; they are darted and dehorned for their protection, and so that they can remain 

profitable commodities and tourist attractions.14  Outside of captivity, the horn is used to 

defend territory, protect, and maternally to guide her calves from other rhino and predators;  

horns are used to forage, dig for water and break branches; bulls also use horns in territorial 

disputes or for dominance over others, therefore dehorning a rhinoceros which may be 

interpreted as care, may undermine their natural abilities and give further incentive to 

commodify the rhino. (www.savetherhino.org/rhino_info/issues_for_debate/de-horning). The 

horn is connected to each node of the wildlife security network; the hunting outlets who sell 

the rhino to be shot by American tourists, the game ranger who is risking their life to defend 

the body it is attached to, the poacher whose livelihood has become dependent on it, the 

Chinese business man who consumes it; this is to name but a few connections.  In the next 

section I will outline how Actor-Network theory facilitated the development of an orientation 

rather than a rigid methodology by which to navigate the wildlife security network.  
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3 

Violence 

The previous chapter provided the conceptual architecture for the thesis and outlined the 

limitations of conventional approaches to conservation, moving forward I now want to 

mobilize my critical approach, focused on assemblage thinking to analyze the first logic of 

power: violence. This chapter engages with different modes and practices of violence that are 

emergent from and constitutive of the wildlife security assemblage. This chapter shall 

demonstrate how violence is assembled across conservation space, and how differentials of 

violence that my research drew out, were cross cut by wider logics of power attached to 

wildlife security practices. Studying relations of violence showed how the wildlife security 

assemblage works to discipline the actants that constitute it, violence and how it holds 

together can be interpreted as a relational system, and this chapter works through and 

differentiates between the different types that can be evidenced within the assemblage. 

Through engaging with empirical data gathered from experiences and encounters during 

fieldwork in South Africa, this chapter sets up what will be the central argument running 

through this thesis; that wildlife security is not limited to militarized conservation 

approaches, but rather is a shifting assemblage of modes of action. I argue that practices of 

violence within the wildlife security assemblage, constitute and work through distinctions 

that are spatial, racial, legal and interspecies; all of which shape wildlife security in particular 

ways.  

Drawing on empirical evidence I shall illustrate this through engaging with displacement, 

enclosure and the formation of reserves, and fortress model conservation that has worked to 

legitimize violence as an inherent characteristic of conservation across space and time. 

Furthermore, I will tell these stories through the string figures of the ecowarrior, the poacher 

and the hunter. However, these figures do not wish to simplify this intersection between 

conservation and security by merely conjoining disparate things, but rather they represent the 

inseparability and entangled nature of indigenous and western conservation histories and 

ideals. Moreover, closer analysis of these figures reveals that their stories overlap, but they 

are constituted and shaped by very different sets of interspecies relations that differentiate 

them from each other. Through engaging with an array of violent practices taking place 
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across conservation space, it became evident that legitimization of these practices, such as 

hunting or poaching for example, were underpinned by cultural drivers and justifications. 

Working through this chapter, a distinction is made between violent practices as both 

virtuous, and as illegitimate. This is important as a moral hierarchy of violence is produced in 

which the act of killing is valorized; such as through acts of hunting and the domination it 

exerts over nature; however, the act of killing wildlife for food and profit is not.  

The idea of virtuous violence, understands that violence is legitimized morally through a 

perpetrator’s belief that a particular violent action is just and right; moreover violence grows 

from the relationship between perpetrator and victim, where the perpetrator wishes to use 

violence to regulate or manipulate the relationship to make it right according to their 

‘implementations of universal moral principles’ (Fiske and Rai, 2014, p. xxii) Galtung (1990) 

addresses violence against nature through discussion on cultural violence, where aspects of 

culture legitimize and justify forms of violence.  Through discussion on cultural violence he 

addresses violence against nature, which can be categorized as direct violence; the burning, 

slashing, cutting down of trees which can be drawn on to understand poaching attacks; and 

then structural violence, which he argues, does not intend to destroy nature but does so in the 

form of pollution and depletion associated with modern industry, nature is transformed 

through industrial activity, which intersects with ‘world-encompassing commercialization 

that makes the consequences non-visible to perpetrators (Galtung, 1990, p. 294). In the South 

African context, cultural violence refers to violence that is legitimised through cultural 

practices, such as hunting, and the practices surrounding cub cuddling and interactive 

tourism.  

The other side of virtuous violence is not necessarily unvirtuous violence.  Looking at the 

reasoning, ethics, morals and historical situatedness that contextualize particular violent 

relations, I could determine drivers that legitimized these as an inherent, accepted part of 

conservation practice.  Violence in its many forms is inevitably linked to the wider logics of 

power that cross cut the assemblage, and violence is one of several differential relations of 

power flowing from these; this understanding strengthened and explained these motivations 

as part of a wider relational system where human morality and culture were important factors 

in determining hierarchies of violence, making some appear less cruel, and others more 

necessary than others. Understanding the processes that led to a violent encounter are key in 

deciphering this ethical hierarchy of violence.  Take hunting and cub cuddling for example, 

the processes that lead to these encounters, for hunting perhaps growing up hunting for meat, 
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or spending time with a parent in the bushveld, and cub cuddling perhaps inspired by a love 

for animals and a desire to care, touch and offer affection to wildlife.  

I heard many different stories, and many responses touched upon morality and a belief that 

the violent act an individual was carrying out, was morally justifiable; therefore, I wanted to 

understand the relations and experiences that led to violent encounters. In terms of a 

hierarchy of violence, some may argue that physical violence is essentially worse than 

psychological or emotional violence as the consequences are arguably more tangible; 

however, this was not evident through the dominant attitudes of the individuals partaking in 

hunting, antipoaching and ecotourism.  The theory of virtuous violence posits that in order to 

regulate a particular relationship, the perpetrator believes they are ‘morally required to hurt or 

kill another’ (Fiske and Rai, 2014, p. 2).  Speaking with individuals at various points of the 

assemblage, there was a sense of committing violence for a greater good often dictated to by 

long withstanding cultural values, traditions and attitudes to wildlife; that greater good was 

often an ideal very much shaped and influenced by colonial attitudes to conservation 

practices.  

 Drawing out the ways in which the poacher and hunter are culturally created, then 

distinguished, clear overlaps emerge between the two; justification for violence is linked to 

specific cultural values in terms of how indigenous African people, and those who hold 

western ideals of conservation, view wildlife. Considering the impact of culturally influenced 

modes of violence and how these are at times antagonistic, is formative in shaping the 

assemblage. This concept is useful when explaining the distinctions and overlaps between the 

poacher and the hunter, aspects of cultural violence arguably work to legitimize violent 

practices through particular cultural values, this intersects with legal dimensions of the 

assemblage and works to distinguish hunter from poacher. Furthermore, I propose that from a 

posthuman perspective where humanity is a category, it is clear to see that particular groups 

of human beings in this case, are often dehumanized and some non-human animals that are 

valuable, elevated to a status of moral, social and economic priority.  This idea of 

dehumanization as violent treatment speaks to wider issues of racism and speciesism that 

shape how violence emerges throughout the assemblage. Therefore, the intent of this chapter 

is to explore and set out the different kinds of violence, whilst differentiating between them 

and showing their attachments to wider logics of power.  Violence in this case is a relational 

system and again the processes that lead to an encounter are fundamental to understanding 
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and contextualizing practices that are physically, psychologically and emotionally violent, 

both interhuman and interspecies.  

I) Conservation Space: The spatio-temporality of the assemblage 

Within conservation space, different modes of violence emerge; this refers to poaching 

practices, both commercial and subsistence, to hunting practices, and the ways that 

interhuman violence is frequently entangled with interspecies violence through the exclusion 

of local communities from conservation ownership, forms of negligent ecotourism, and the 

illicit global trade in animal products and by-products.  Limited understandings of security 

concerning non-human beings that posthuman research agendas and critical security studies 

have begun to challenge, are partly responsible for the line in the sand being drawn at 

reactive militarized counter-poaching strategies as the core strategy to combating poaching 

style attacks. The chapter tells a condensed version of the history of park establishment, in 

order to set out how violent relations have become constitutive of conservation space. This 

builds up to the story of militarised conservation, and how fortress conservation models 

remain an inherent part of wildlife security at present. Further sections will engage with what 

is emergent from violent relations that constitute conservation space; the poacher, the hunter 

and the ecowarrior. These hybrid figures are woven within the fabric of conservation space 

and each tell important stories that work to emphasise violence as an inherent part of wildlife 

security. In telling the story of park establishment, spatial dimensions and boundaries become 

important components; though displacement, exclusion and containment, fences have worked 

to establish both physical and political barriers, making these actions possible.  

Setting out this assemblage in a logical manner is a daunting task given the complexity of 

interspecies, and inter-human relations that have existed throughout history within 

conservation space in South Africa. However, I feel that in order to fully understand such 

intersections, engagement with the story of the establishment of conservation space is 

necessary, particularly for the purpose of understanding the persistence of violent relations 

across space and time.  Engaging with this history draws out themes of displacement, 

containment, and exclusion that have worked to shape and legitimize modes and relations of 

violence within South African conservation space. Telling the story of park establishment in 

this region also demonstrates how fortress conservation models came to be understood as 

legitimate conservation approaches. Space is an important factor throughout this analysis, 

particularly how humans and wildlife occupy and are translated throughout conservation 
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space. The dynamics of space are complex; in the context of wildlife security, park 

boundaries demarcate protected conservation space, but they also work to forcefully contain 

wildlife and over time have successfully segregated communities, contributing to the 

formation of violent relations. Spatial dynamics can be considered in light of physical 

demarcations and their impact such as fence boundaries, but through engaging with the 

concept of translation and understanding this particular space as an assemblage, the notion of 

territorial space is challenged.  

Conservation space, in which wildlife security takes place cannot physically be ‘fenced off’ 

or demarcated from one point to another, this incorporates the territorial, but also the virtual 

and the nonhuman, and all that through relation and translation works to expand this space 

infinitely.  Fences are symbolic within the nexus of wildlife security and have remained 

symbolic over space and time as a bastion of exclusion where local communities are 

concerned, and are a vital cog in the machinery of enclosure and private property protection, 

and land demarcation throughout conservation space. They construct imaginary realities 

where inside the boundaries, idyllic nature is protected, and beyond them those who are 

profiled as people who cannot appreciate nature or may degrade the natural environment are 

excluded from engaging with wildlife altogether.   

Ideas of non-Euclidean space that have been applied to the characterization of cities, 

contribute to the understanding of conservation space as a heterogeneous assemblage that is 

expansive beyond park boundaries. Euclidean space refers to understandings of space that are 

static, point to point measurements; an immobile container in which actions and relations take 

place, separated from other contained space by distance and time (Graham and Healey, pp. 

627-628) Conservation space is heterogeneous and non-linear, which speaks to non-

Euclidean understandings of spatial dynamics through which space is not a unitary 

phenomenon with a single space-time, rather there exist ‘many different notions, experiences 

and representations of space-time,’ that ‘continually collide and resonate within individual 

places’ (Graham and Healey, pp. 627-628). This encompasses a much more relational 

understanding of space and subsequent spatial dynamics. Through this approach that 

deconstructs ideas of space as contained units, there is an opening for understandings that 

recognise how space is inhabited and shaped by intersecting socio-technical networks. Such 

approaches do not ultimately solve the complexity of an interspecies nexus, but seek to 

explain why and how it is complex. Upon setting out briefly the story of park establishment, 

the sections to follow shall focus on the poacher, the hunter and the ecowarrior, string figures, 
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and assemblages that are emergent from and constitutive of conservation space. Although 

they frequently overlap at different points of the assemblage, understanding how these 

entities came to be, involves some unravelling and entangling; I argue that on doing so, what 

distinguishes each from the other, are very different sets of interspecies relations, and 

practices of interhuman and interspecies violence that frequently overlap and blur the 

boundaries that separate these entities. In the next section I shall work through a brief history 

of park establishment in South Africa, focusing on processes of displacement and 

containment that have worked to translate humans and wildlife throughout the assemblage 

and concretize violent relations between people and species.  

 

II)  Violence and Park Establishment 

Territory that constitutes physical conservation space, has often been wrought with conflict 

over ownership of land and resources, in South Africa conservation space has expanded and 

changed through intersections with the colonial and apartheid regimes. Throughout history, 

periods of Dutch and British colonial territorial expansion have taken place in South Africa 

emanating from the first settlers of the Dutch East India Company. Afrikaner settlers crossed 

the Vaal river in Limpopo in the nineteenth century, challenging native land owners and 

farmers for their land, either through force, or buying them off; as a result, these black 

communities relocated, and the access they had to this land was mostly as laborers for the 

settler farmers. The long running colonial history of conservation space, saw indigenous 

people ‘denied recognition as effective ecological agents who were able to manage their 

natural resources sustainably’ (Mkono, pp. 689) and through the fencing off and 

compartmentalizing of African wilderness, ‘nature was appropriated,’ transforming ‘native 

hunters into poachers, trespassers and criminals’ (ibid, pp. 692).  

Under the Apartheid regime; that was implemented in 1948 until the early 1990’s; remaining 

black landowners were forced to leave. Biodiversity conservation and land dispossession 

from local communities are linked through land seizure practices that have taken place since 

the first Dutch colonial settlers in 1692 through periods of colonial expansion, therefore 

despite recent media focus on land reform, it is not a new phenomenon. The 1913 Native 

Land Act made dispossession more systematic; this has been described as segregationist and 

racist legislation, however it has been argued that the intent of the Act was to rather change 

the terms that governed the way in which Africans could occupy white-owned land, and also 
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to extend areas designated to rural black Africans (Beinart and Delius, 2014, p. 668). It is 

helpful to refer to the three distinguishable categories of violence set out by Neumann (2001) 

in the implementation of state conservation; ‘displacement, increased vulnerability to natural 

hazards and person to person violence;’ all of which point to the limitations of local access to 

livelihoods due to loss of community access to land and natural resources with no alternative 

resources provided by government departments, and as rural communities were often 

reluctant to relocate this often resulted in violence or harassment by state agents meaning that 

to a certain extent state violence in some cases was carried out in the name of conservation 

(Detraz, 2009, pp. 363).  

Prior to the Act, there is evidence to suggest that rural African communities experienced 

greater economic opportunity and generated wealth from the land, which in a sense links the 

intensification of poverty experienced by black African communities to the dispossession of 

land (Modise and Mtsheselwa, 2013). Conservation space became part of this equation post 

1913 when the country was divided up on the basis of race and ethnicity; land that housed 

valuable biodiversity resources experienced removals of people for the purpose of expanding 

nature reserves and protected areas. Ellis (1994) highlights that game reserves and parks were 

historically taken coercively from black South Africans to allow for their development and 

control by the white ruling elite; which is also demonstrative of an early linkage between 

conservation and military personnel. 

There are several documented cases, one of the most prominent being the Makuleke land 

claim, which saw 2000 people removed from Pafuri, an area of the Kruger Park that 

contained 75 per cent of the park’s biodiversity; redistribution of this land to communities 

through land reform, could have negative impacts on biodiversity that has thrived in the area. 

(Fabricus and De Wet, 2002, p. 150). Before dispossession, indigenous communities utilised 

natural capital for sustenance, their livelihoods were often built upon using biodiversity 

resources, and it is documented that they had extensive ecological knowledge due to living in 

close proximity to nature; the distance created between communities and their livelihoods is 

argued to have been a catalyst in the intensification of poverty in rural black communities 

(Fabricus and De Wet, 2002, p. 151). To paint a picture of rural townships, although they 

look arguably colourful and vibrant against the desert like background of rural South Africa, 

housing in townships consists of corrugated iron, plastic or perhaps a cardboard roof; the 

lowest socio-economic sector of the Black African population that normally reside here, have 

no protected water sources, no toilet or sanitation facilities, and the main energy source is 
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wood that is collected locally (Carter and May, 1998, p. 4). Adjacent or close to rural 

communities, are game reserves within which luxury lodges and camps are situated, foreign 

tourists come to holiday and partake in ecotourist activities behind fences.  

Access to resources post removal were controlled or restricted, in addition to dispossession 

this led to alienation, and the perception that conservation is linked to social injustice, as a 

consequence, poaching intensified and locals reportedly took part in the practice of ukujola, 

which means ‘taking by stealth and cunning what is rightfully yours’ (Fabricus and De Wet, 

2002, p. 154). The relationship between people and parks during apartheid was set against a 

backdrop of oppression in which groups of human beings were dehumanized and excluded, 

dispossession took place in many forms throughout the country, but particularly of land and 

access to resources. National Parks or Game Reserves were often associated, both historically 

and more recently, with the recreational and leisurely pursuits of wealthy white people; 

during apartheid access to other races was restricted, meaning that parks are long associated 

with colonialism and white privilege.  

The Makuleke case of land reform was successful in that the community were granted land 

rights, however this was under the condition that they utilise the area for ecotourism so as not 

to undermine ongoing conservation efforts; a Deed of Grant presides over this agreement to 

ensure that no permanent habitation, mining or farming takes place, meaning that the 

Makuleke do not reside in the park, rather, they co-manage it (Ramutsindela, 2002). In 

establishing the Great Limpopo Transfrontier Park (GLTP), approximately 2,500 residents 

were reportedly ‘encouraged to relocate,’ in order to make way for wildlife and to make the 

park more attractive to potential investors (Munthali, 2007, p. 53). Furthermore, this example 

demonstrates how intersections between communities, parks and conservation are complex, 

and ownership and governance of land in many cases remains racialized. Through the legacy 

of racialized conflict, it is clear to see how wildlife and conservation space became embroiled 

in wider socio-political instability, furthermore, these examples also build on the politics of 

exclusion surrounding conservation space. Factors consistent with traditional security issues, 

such as porous borders between Kruger Park and Mozambique exemplify interplay between 

sovereignty of the nation state, natural heritage and militarized methods of conservation. The 

retention of state control in relation to opening borders, is a matter of concern due to freer 

movement of people, which may include criminal elements, but states may not be so willing 
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to submit to an over-arching authority on law enforcement concerning conservation practice, 

as is evident in the case of the trade in illegal wildlife products. 

Consider the establishment of Mala Reserve, by William Campbell, a sugar cane plantation 

owner who in 1927 became the Natal Representative on the National parks Board of 

Trustees, who purchased numerous small farms adjacent to the Kruger National park which 

he developed into Mala Mala nature reserve in search of an ‘unspoiled slice of the Transvaal 

bushveld’ (Darian-Smith, 2005, p. 42). Violence and wilderness are symbolically linked, 

where imagery of unspoiled nature, exotic beings and peacefulness coincide with the 

structure and rigidness of lifestyles emergent from capitalist cultures. Evidence in the 

Campbell case suggests that these conflicts or ‘class, race and gender asymmetries’ 

exaggerated and to a certain extent exploited particular cultural values and allegiances 

through the creation of ‘appropriate ethnic subjects,’ in order to populate the game reserve or 

what could be described more abstractly as an imaginary space ‘as though with actors on a 

stage’ (Darian-Smith, 2005, p. 46). This speaks to wider themes of dehumanization and 

exploitation suggesting that violence as it manifests within the nexus of wildlife security is 

most certainly interspecies, but also goes beyond militarized notions of what constitutes 

violence into modes of cultural violence, including the misappropriation of indigenous 

cultures.  

Land dispossession restricted the movement of black communities, which is demonstrative of 

the themes of displacement and containment surrounding the establishment of the 

conservation sector. Rural violence has come full cycle; recently the Ramaphosa government 

announced that land reform would take place, without much clarity in terms of compensation. 

Calls for the return of dispossessed land were made by radical political groups like the 

Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) who were accused of spreading racial hatred through the 

singing of songs containing violent content.  Some argue that a form of genocide is taking 

place in rural South Africa against white farmers, landowners and their families. During my 

own meetings and interviews with game rangers who were living in isolated rural locations, 

these claims were strengthened slightly through the evident fear of what they deemed 

targeted attacks from local gangs. When visiting a game ranger who lived on private land, 

surrounding residents were highly vigilant and kept in contact via walkie talkie radios to 

protect their families and property. This appeared to be 24 hours, and on leaving the property, 

I observed a security patrol vehicle checking fence boundaries.  
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Other documentary film makers have explored the Afrikaner territory of Orania, an 

Afrikaner-only town that speaks only Afrikaans and where criteria for residence involves 

being entirely Afrikaans. Black people are not documented as living here, and reports imply 

that residents feel like a people displaced by South Africa in post-apartheid society, 

describing certain practices and attitudes in one article as reverse racism (Fihlani, Pumza, 

‘Inside South Africa’s whites only-town of Orania.’). One documentary film series ‘The Dark 

Tourist’ hosted by journalist David Farrier, captured rehearsals of home invasions in this 

region, whereby security drills that would be executed in the case of invasion were regularly 

carried out in order to prepare for worst case scenarios in which white communities might be 

invaded and violently attacked by black gangs. Speaking with game rangers who lived 

rurally, several of them expressed similar concerns, expressing feelings of fear and 

uncertainty as a now vulnerable minority. What is evident, is that rural life in South Africa is 

characterised by cycles of violence and continuous social inequality that set against a 

backdrop of political instability and uncertainty, is highly complex and volatile.  The forcible 

movement and displacement of groups of human beings and animals raise interesting 

questions of value and protection. Displacement led to exclusion and cultural imposition, 

which has impacted on the interspecies relations between wildlife and local people. 

Interspecies relations based on community, spirituality and a shared vulnerability, were 

replaced by capitalist, western approaches to conservation that perceive of nature in a way 

that not only shaped the national economy but that is productive of a luxury wildlife economy 

that at domestic level for a long time has been racially exclusive. 

The story of dispossession and park establishment tells how racial and spatial distinctions are 

enacted through violence, and are at the same time constitutive of violence. The foundations 

of South African conservation remain colonial, and when we think this through in terms of 

assemblage theory, colonial conservation arguably has rhizomatic qualities, where all 

processes of becoming across space and time, all of these multispecies stories, become 

entangled.  Some components and actants do not carry and are physically temporal, but 

fragments of their being, their actions and perspectives hold across space and time through 

the assemblage. The poacher is an assemblage that has intensified as it is translated across 

space and time, as it intersects with increasingly complex political phenomena, rooted in 

colonial exclusion and underpinned by race relations pertinent to both colonialism and the 

Apartheid regime.  
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South African conservation models often reflect a Western approach towards conserving 

nature that views the natural world as anarchic and in need of structure and control; which in 

a modern context, has facilitated the exploitation and abuse of nature for material use by 

human beings through neoliberal conservation agendas that in this case are often centred 

around profitable ecotourism. Exclusion and displacement enter the equation as a 

consequence of the colonial backdrop to wildlife conservation. Furthermore, critiques of the 

fortress model emphasise how local communities are ‘cast as the enemies of nature,’ and 

were rarely included or informed about conservation activities that affected their homes and 

livelihoods; wildlife management policies can take an animals before people approach by 

outsiders, which for rural communities constituted an ‘unjust imposition of priorities’ 

(Siurana, 2006, p. 74) The control of land and of nonhuman animals and nature here is 

intimately linked with the forcible control of one set of humans; white; over another; black.  

Furthermore, the presence of violence exists not only in the form of aggression and physical 

violence between human beings, but also through an array of interspecies relations that 

generate different modes of violence and disturbance to peaceful community relations 

between species. Long withstanding conflicts between people and wildlife in adjacent 

communities namely lions and elephants over territory and food have contributed to poaching 

and illegal killing of the species who are viewed as pests and a threat to local livelihoods.  

The history of conservation and park establishment in Africa, due to weighty colonial ties, 

would suggest that securitization may be perceived as an extension of control mechanisms by 

both the state and private reserve owners; which historically promotes a culture of exclusion 

towards local people, and inclusion of non-human beings as property and commodities that 

contribute to capitalist advancement through various modes of ecotourism. Questions that 

emerge from criticisms of neoliberal conservation agendas such as extensive and to a certain 

extent invasive ecotourism, debate whether the commodification of nature in creating a value 

for live wild animals focuses on the security of capitalist advancement rather than the security 

of protected areas.   

The forcible movement and displacement of groups of human beings and animals raise 

interesting questions of value and protection. Recently Rhinoceros species were translocated 

and resettled in ‘safe house’ game reserves, captive breeding facilities, or sanctuaries 

throughout South Africa and overseas in order to safeguard the species from extinction. It is 

important to note that a report produced for the IUCN for CoP15 noted that South African 

exports to China of 61 between 2006 and 2007 did not match Chinese import records of 117 
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revealing discrepancies and potential weakness in existing legal frameworks for live exports 

(Milliken et al, 2009). Displacement led to exclusion and cultural imposition, which has 

impacted on the interspecies relations between wildlife and local people. Interspecies 

relations based on community, spirituality and a shared vulnerability, were replaced by 

capitalist, western approaches to conservation that perceive of nature in a way that not only 

shaped the national economy but that is productive of a luxury wildlife economy that at 

domestic level for a long time has been racially exclusive. The commodification of wildlife 

through neoliberal conservation agendas that are arguably built on colonial foundations, 

could be potentially linked to the willingness to poach due to the severance of local 

community relations with native wildlife due to limited access to wildlife ownership, illegal 

means such as bushmeat and traditional medicine markets may arguably be a cultural 

backlash and an effort to access exclusive, profitable wildlife markets. 

Colonialism and racism emerge throughout the assemblage, but they are particularly 

prevalent when thinking through notions of ownership, and how wildlife should be valued. I 

argue that conservation is undeniably racialized; born from colonial foundations, many 

modern practices are neo-colonial in their realisation.  Trophy hunting for example, it could 

be argued is a translation of imperial hunting of the past through which wealthy elites come 

to Africa to take an imperial souvenir by means of violence which expresses the persistence 

of ‘postcolonial imbalances of power and wealth’ (Mkono, p. 696).  Trophy and canned 

hunting I posit, are neo-colonial forms of domination over dehumanized others, as in the 

present day, many local communities are economically excluded from wildlife ownership and 

consumptive tourism.  The moral authority over the legacy of wildlife is undeniably western, 

white and male, which is visible through the act of trophy hunting whereby the body of the 

slaughtered animal is brutalized and transformed into an imperial souvenir; and taking 

ownership through such a brutal, violent act ‘acts as a synecdoche of the colonized 

landscape’ (Millar, pp. 15)  

Although this section focuses on human displacement through colonial administrations; from 

a posthuman perspective it could be argued that wildlife has also undergone translations of 

displacement and containment across time and space. Historically, the instrumental use of 

wildlife was predominantly for the purpose of entertaining imperial hunting parties, meaning 

that since the establishment of conservation space, humans and wildlife have been entangled 

in relations of violence. Despite the containment of wildlife for the purpose of establishing 

game reserves for ecotourism and conservation, violence is present in the form of hunting and 
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poaching, which both take place throughout conservation space, but also through the forceful 

removal and containment of wildlife from the wild to captivity. In Chapter 5, which shall 

focus on care, I shall engage in greater detail with the intersection between care and violence 

that emerges through modes and practices of ecotourism. Wildlife; particularly infant 

animals; are semi-domesticated, and utilised for close encounter experiences with tourists 

often in the form of cuddling, photographic opportunities, or walking experiences; however, I 

shall engage with these practices in greater detail in Chapter 5. There is most definitely an 

important link between space and violence that crosses species boundaries; engaging with 

interspecies violence expands understandings of violence in the context of wildlife security 

beyond the parameters of fortress model conservation.   

This section engaged with the issue of land and resource dispossession that has shaped the 

conservation landscape and park-community relations across time and space.  What becomes 

evident is that land, but moreover ownership of land, has been an important catalyst for 

conflict and instability. Understanding the legacy of land in South Africa is crucial to 

understanding the relationship between parks and people, and the violent relationships that 

have emerged as a consequence of shifts in access and ownership. The sections to follow will 

focus on green militarization and poaching, which it has been established, was initially a 

consequence of restricted access to natural resources, however this dynamic has changed over 

time through the involvement of organised criminal syndicates in the poaching of rhino.  

From this fragmented relationship, emerged the idea that building a fortress around 

conservation space, would work to both preserve, and conserve wildlife and wilderness; over 

time, ethnic and racial boundaries that separate and exclude black African people from the 

conservation sector, have been strengthened by displacement, dispossession and fences.  

Displacement and containment assemble as interspecies acts in this context, wildlife 

contained and protected, and groups of human beings forcibly removed and segregated. In 

this case, the establishment of conservation space intersects with modes of violence in the 

form of racism and speciesism. In the section to follow I shall consider the impact of this 

relationship on park-people relations through the emergence of green militarization amidst 

intensified poaching attacks over the last decade. This section sets out how violent relations 

between people and parks are connected to the colonial and apartheid eras of South African 

history; which draws out the themes of displacement and containment pertinent to the 

conservation sector that have shaped relations of violence, from which poaching has 

emerged. The governance of vast and difficult terrain in this context often intersects with 
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militarization, however what is unique about the poaching crisis is that in light of vast social 

inequality experienced by local communities, endangered species like the rhinoceros are 

protected by armed guards, high-tech surveillance technologies, and protects to protect this 

species and wildlife in general, generate global support and sympathy.  

II) Militarized Conservation 

Many countries in the global South are home to biodiversity hotspots.  South Africa falls into 

this category, areas of pristine wilderness in the region have since the 19th century been 

fenced off to prevent what is often described as destructive use by surrounding communities. 

Fortress model conservation, or what has also been described as ‘fences and fines’ or 

‘coercive conservation,’ advocates for the protection or preservation of wilderness and 

wildlife though prohibiting human settlement and consumptive usage of natural resources 

within parks;  this model was designed to keep settlements out and to preserve valuable 

wildlife, essentially creating a fortress within which biodiversity could thrive, uninhibited by 

human beings (Siurana, 2009, pp. 73-74). Through the establishment of fortress conservation, 

indigenous hunters and pastoralists were outlawed as poachers, through this model it could be 

argued that the removal of consumptive rights ‘cast as the enemies of nature’ the local 

communities who had lived sustainably alongside wildlife for centuries (Siurana, 2009, p. 

74).   

This led to local resistance in the form of poaching and theft, in response to unjust 

segregation between people and resources, and the argued prioritization of animals over 

people.  Modern game reserves in South Africa arguably take the shape of a fortress model; 

they are demarcated by tall fences, signposts and checkpoints, often visible from the road and 

close to local community settlements. I visited several game reserves, SANparks and 

privately owned, both as a tourist, and for the purpose of meeting with security and 

conservation personnel. It must be noted that during apartheid, areas designated to displaced 

and segregate black African communities were referred to as ‘land reserves;’ later called 

Bantusans; and those places fenced off to house valuable wildlife resources, called game 

reserves; what is interesting is the dehumanization associated with the designation of this 

term, communities and wildlife were both violently displaced and contained within reserves, 

within which very different violent relations emerge and assemble.  

Drawing on the discussion of space, reserves were visibly contained by fences, sometimes 

electric, barbed wire, and checkpoints through which one must drive, pay a toll and undergo 
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inspection, and in some cases fill in documentation before entering. Despite being contained 

within a ‘fortress’ parks constitute only one portion of conservation space, which through 

assemblage thinking one can see transcends these fences. Working through this thesis, 

building on the wildlife security assemblage and the argument that as an interspecies security 

issue, militarization is an overly simplistic model, conservation space does not end at the 

fence boundary of a park. This section shall set out what militarization looks like in the 

modern game reserve, or protected area, although for the purposes of antipoaching, 

militarization has been critiqued as a short-term measure, drawing out in particular novel 

interspecies approaches that work to shape a posthuman approach to conservation. This 

previous section sets out why violent relations potentially emerged between parks and people, 

a conflict within which wildlife has become entangled. Militarized conservation that is 

associated with antipoaching efforts in the region, is attributed to fortress model This section 

shall set out what exactly militarization consists of in this context, however the interspecies 

nature of this security issue and the need to address legacy issues relating to park-people 

relations means that militarization assembles as a short terms measure.  

In general, most responses to poaching threats by reserves and protected areas that have 

experienced poaching attacks by syndicates are often militarized in nature, meaning that 

military and quasi-military approaches, techniques and strategies have been deployed for 

anti-poaching.  The use of these approaches for the protection of wildlife, is often referred to 

as Green Militarization, or in some instances militarized conservation practice. The term 

‘green militarization,’ is defined by Elizabeth Lunstrum (2014, p. 816) as ‘the use of military 

and paramilitary personnel, training, technologies and partnerships in the pursuit of 

conservation efforts.’ Lunstrum’s definition considers the increasing use of green 

militarization in this context through the way in which it intersects with the spatial dimension 

of the poaching crisis, in that spatial dimensions and topography may legitimize these 

approaches. The implementation of militarized practices is arguably evidence that states have 

been willing to contribute to international conservation interests; legal environmental 

agreements put in place in each context, assume that states shall carry out this task 

legitimately and have a proven capacity to manage resources within their territorial 

boundaries (Peluso, 1993). However, as Peluso (1993, p. 201) highlights, ‘a state may use 

violence to exercise control, appropriating the language of conservation to legitimate both its 

claims and its enforcement methods.’ This speaks to the story of park establishment and the 
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exclusion of local communities from conservation ownership, the history suggests linkages 

between state policies, national security interests, and conservation space.  

Drawing out spatial dimensions in this context led me to consider displacement and 

containment; in light of the history of dispossession of native land, it could be argued that 

these actions intersect with the racism and speciesism that constitute relations within the 

wildlife security assemblage, where the level of protection intersects with cultural values. 

What emerges is a complex narrative through which wildlife are contained, but mostly 

protected, and preserved; and black African communities, displaced, unprotected and it could 

be argued dehumanized. This speaks to the argument that in this context, species boundaries 

are blurred, and the category of humanity problematised. Furthermore, it is worth noting that 

for the purpose of this chapter, I shall consider militarization as it relates to antipoaching as 

this is more relevant to the current practices of wildlife security.  

In South Africa, violence through militarized conservation has become an arguably necessary 

short term, reactive measure to counter the immediate threat of poachers in the region. 

Interviews with security personnel evidenced that these measures were in place due to the 

urgency of the critically endangered rhino species, and a lack of alternative security and 

protection strategies. It appeared that whilst long-term solutions were linked to co-existence 

and the betterment of park-community relations, the conservation sector is intertwined in a 

cycle of violence, making it difficult to completely disarm and demilitarize protected areas. 

First-hand experience of staying at bush camps allowed me to experience the vulnerability 

faced by rangers amidst the vastness, and the darkness of reserves at night time when 

poaching attacks normally occur.  

It became clear that solutions to the poaching crisis have in many cases been oversimplified 

through further intensifying militarization, and by further containing wildlife, without much 

engagement with how parks, communities and wildlife can coexist more peacefully.  

Historical evidence suggests that violence and conservation have been for a long time 

entangled through the displacement and enclosure of humans and wildlife, but also through 

reports of military involvement in the trafficking of wildlife products that occurred during the 

Mozambican civil war, a move that was considered to be a mode of destabilization of black-

ruled independent countries during apartheid by the South African government, pointing to a 

longer history and entanglement of military political violence with wildlife. To unpack 

militarization further, physical violence through militarized practices, has become 
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constitutive of wildlife security through the extension of conventional human security 

strategies into the protection of non-human animal populations.  

It has been reported that elements of the South African military were involved in trafficking 

and poaching, which arguably disrupts the idea that militarization is short term strategic move 

to solve the problem of poaching. Rather, this gestures towards a longer entanglement of 

military political violence and wildlife. I have referenced some accounts that buttress these 

claims, however an in-depth engagement with the timeline of this intersection is not in 

keeping with the purpose of this chapter. I refer to a published interview with Colonel Jan 

Breytenbach who had spent time in the SADF, conducted by Ros Reeves, which details how 

he believed there to be a certain level of complicity between minorities in the South African 

Defence Force (SADF) and the poaching and trafficking of elephant ivory amongst other 

clandestine natural products, however the interview details are fragmented, producing an 

unclear account as to the extent of involvement of the SADF, reflecting on the profound 

respect for the bushveld and wildlife on behalf of the soldiers that grew up in this 

environment (Reeve and Ellis, 1995). Other accounts detail how documented imports at 

consumer end in Hong Kong, China and Japan frequently did not tally up with exports 

documented as leaving South Africa, which also suggested a certain level of complicity at 

levels of governance or authority (Rademeyer, 2012, p 58). One example of  complicity with 

poachers was noted in the post-Apartheid report by the Kumleben Commission that detailed 

direct involvement of the South African Defence Force (SADF) in the poaching and 

trafficking of wildlife stating that the force had used ‘ivory, rhino horn, hardwoods and drugs 

to fund its wars and destabilisation campaigns,’ in Namibia, Angola and Mozambique 

(Haenlaen and Smith, 2017, p. 29).  

 

The following example demonstrates how poaching intersects with militarization and speaks 

to arguments that attempt to debunk racial stereotypes assigned to wildlife poachers, a term 

normally associated with local black African men. During an interview with a game ranger he 

stated that: 

 “I have arrested two of my Sergeants…the guy who is beneath me who I trust the 

most, I’ve arrested two of them for poaching, my right-hand man…. the guy I trust the 

most, a poacher, getting paid more than all the other field rangers, and working for the 

dark side.”15 

 
15 Quote was extracted from an interview with a game ranger in November 2016.  
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This type of account showed how particular actors transgressed the dominant logics of power 

within the assemblage; in this case where antipoaching personnel or wildlife security 

professionals simultaneously became poachers of the wildlife they were employed to protect.  

This disrupts the authority of militarization, but also the racialized stereotype of the poacher, 

and is one example of how fortress conservation breaks down as it is translated and its 

limitations stretched.  Consequentially, I do not believe that this approach can withstand the 

rapidly changing dynamics of the poaching crisis, given the need for innovative, interspecies 

ways of thinking.  The above is an example of an actant at cross purposes, furthermore it 

shows the importance of relationality for making sense of disruptive encounters that disturb 

the flow of power; in this case militarization and poaching overlap, and disturb the linear 

transgression of fortress conservation as the most valid form of wildlife security.   

 

In general, militarization in an environmental security context, is often wed to a particular 

form of resource consumption and subsequent resource conflict. Over time, it has become 

clear that the most prominent forms of political violence in the wildlife security assemblage 

are often articulated as the militarization of conservation. I maintain throughout this thesis 

that this understanding is predominantly linked to the marriage of interspecies security issues 

with resource conflict, which overlooks the intricacies of interspecies relations that often 

shape and constitute modes of cultural violence, or violence that is legitimised through 

particular cultural attitudes and beliefs. Interviews with security personnel and other 

empirical research showed that this approach is often seen as a short-term measure that is 

reactive, as does the language of urgency used. Yet the historical material shows that this is a 

shift in the assemblage of existing relations of the military and wildlife within wider forms of 

political violence. Violence as a consequence of militarized conservation, is perceived as a 

temporary yet necessary response to the imminence of the poaching threat; however, in most 

instances militarized modes of antipoaching are considered reactive rather than proactive, a 

pattern that technological partnerships and developments in surveillance for the purpose of 

wildlife security are attempting to change. However, I shall consider this point further in 

Chapter 4 which shall focus on the role of surveillance in shaping wildlife security.  

The extent to which private game reserves and vast state-owned protected areas are 

militarized depends on the resources available and the nature of the poaching threat in the 

area. Most reserves had on site antipoaching task units or utilised the services of private 
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antipoaching security companies who brought with them military and security expertise, in 

some cases canine units, and were armed with weapons and other technologies. Personnel are 

often a mix of game rangers and security professionals specially trained in wildlife and 

conservation law enforcement; they carry out the duties of a tour guide, a biodiversity 

manager, whilst playing an active role in various aspects of conservation law enforcement, 

such as investigating crimes and crime scene forensics, pursuing and arresting offenders, 

namely poaching suspects, and also preparing cases for court and testifying at trials (Warchol 

and Kapla, 2012, p. 83).   

Due to the volatile nature of this security issue, access to knowledge of precise operations and 

strategies is obviously restricted, but patterns can be established in terms of the types of 

militarized security strategies employed.  Most reserves both state-run and private, exercised 

security patrols along fences looking for holes, functioning electric fences and potential 

access points; patrolling through hotspots to look for anything suspect particularly evidence 

of any poacher camps, used bullet cartridges and snares. Militarization combined armed and 

unarmed patrols and checkpoints, often with canine antipoaching teams, and security 

surveillance and technology.  All reserves that were visited either outsourced antipoaching 

duties to private security companies or private companies specifically operating within the 

antipoaching nexus, or had otherwise trained and developed their own antipoaching unit. The 

way in which a reserve is militarized, can be understood through assemblage thinking. 

Entities such as the game ranger, or the dog, that are translated throughout, and enmeshed 

within the assemblage, undergo modifications that it could be argued changes the nature or 

description of said entities. For example, a dog becomes part of a military canine unit, and a 

game ranger becomes an ecowarrior; this speaks to the hybrid nature of wildlife security as 

an interspecies security issue as two nexuses come together, so do the entities that constitute 

the assemblage.  

These connections and modifications are important to highlight as understanding how these 

changes come to be, offers insight as to how the assemblage functions. Understanding dogs 

as part of a canine squad I argue is not reductive, but rather through assemblage thinking, it is 

possible to follow how a dog became constitutive of the ecowarrior assemblage, one that is 

militarized, through unique natural abilities that make wildlife security possible in this 

instance. Wildlife security is becoming ever more posthuman through unique, novel, 

partnerships between humans, animals and technologies for the betterment of security. 

Exploring militarization, I picked up on the use of language to reframe and rename living 
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entities; wildlife is not wild, but contained, it is also referred to as game when treated as stock 

or hunted rather than as animals; humans and dogs become units as they are translated 

throughout the assemblage.  This is reflective of blurred species boundaries, but it also risks 

becoming generic terminology with the potential to be reductive, therefore the process of 

becoming must not be overlooked when using assemblage thinking. Game is protected by 

units, but there are important assemblages that constitute these terms.  

One example of an antipoaching unit is ProTrack; who normally operate in small groups. 

Operations can last from between four to sixteen days, and in many cases, units will sleep out 

in the bushveld ‘performing random ambushes and observation posts;’ according to the 

company webpage, they work using GPS technology, making their way through the property, 

patrolling for snares, suspicious activity, poacher camps, infiltration routes, and carcasses 

(https://protrackapu.co.za/anti-poaching-patrols/). Snares can help the unit set up an ambush 

as the poacher comes back for the trapped animal, the role extends to law enforcement 

through assisting with road blocks and search and arrest procedures. Like most antipoaching 

units, teams are versatile, and trained in game capture, and often assisted with other wildlife 

management incidents such as problem or wounded animals.  

There are parallels in the training and recruitment of wildlife security personnel and soldiers, 

where in the case of Protrack, discipline, diligence with firearms and the extensive training in 

skills such as night drills, physical fitness, threat analysis, all of which aim to instil a military 

discipline through rank systems, and strict rules and regulations in addition to comradery and 

trust amongst recruits who live together during training. According to their website, modules 

are a mix of law enforcement, and biodiversity management in addition to military skills and 

discipline. In a similar manner to national armies, Protrack recruits take part in a passing out 

parade, suggesting a parallel to the honour and pride of a soldier passing out from training. 

All private security companies must be PSIRA (Private Security Industry Regulatory 

Authority) accredited, but also compliant and competent with firearms and in possession of 

the necessary regulations and certificates, all recruits should therefore gain the appropriate 

accreditation throughout the training process with the company.  

Through engaging with the use of dogs for antipoaching purposes, it is evident that within 

this assemblage, there are practices of security that can be interpreted as interspecies, where 

the natural abilities of different humans and nonhuman animals render security possible. 

Novel, interspecies approaches to wildlife security have been trialled in a variety of ways. For 
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example, APOPO is a Belgian NGO based in Tanzania, developing detection rats technology; 

which they call HeroRats; the rats have been used to demilitarize land in Mozambique, 

Zimbabwe and various parts of Asia, through training African Giant Pouched rats to detect 

landmines; these rats can also detect tuberculosis and are currently being trained for detection 

as a counter measure against the illicit trade in wildlife products, making them part of the 

wider wildlife security assemblage.  

This rat is reportedly easily trained, resistant to tropical disease, is of calm nature and has a 

life span of eight years. Rats are part of what they define as the ‘mine action tool box,’ an 

assemblage of surveys, metal detectors, machines and rats (APOPO: ‘Detecting Landmines & 

Tuberculosis’ n, d). The use of rats reportedly speeds up the process of clearing the land, as 

human only efforts would take considerably longer. On the question of animal welfare, the 

company responded that rats were too light to set off landmines and that they had not lost a 

single rat in this manner. Of course, the rat works alongside a handler, sometimes two 

depending on which method is used; some might argue that an animal being trained in this 

manner can still be attributed to anthropocentric treatment or moreover, the rat may be 

interpreted as a resource. What is interesting about this particular interspecies assemblage, is 

that the rats were used for the purpose of demilitarization, as deminers deactivated the 

landmines that the rats identified. In the case of dogs and wildlife security, they are part of 

militarized conservation assemblage.  

One interviewee was part of a canine antipoaching unit; the team consisted of humans, dogs 

and various security tracking technologies, and was frequently deployed for the purpose of 

carrying out antipoaching patrols and operations.  The dogs were also utilised for biodiversity 

management in terms of scenting out wounded or dead animals, tracking scents such as rhino 

horn or bushmeat to find poacher camps or access points, and for apprehending suspects. This 

ranger started with 3 dogs and 2 rangers, and now has around 20 dogs on the canine squad, 

covering approximately 100,000 hectares of rhino populated territory. These dogs were also 

part of a training academy through which dog handlers learned important skills required in 

order to be part of a canine team. Visiting this facility, it was evident that interdependence 

existed between human and dog, off duty many of the dogs lived with the handler, who had a 

close bond with them, and was able to discuss their individual roles and personalities, while 

conducting the interview they lay down beside our feet.  
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Some dogs were described as trackers, and some more capable of apprehending suspects, 

skills were apparently defined by breed. According to Protracks website information, 

poachers also reportedly work with canines, this is a discreet poaching method that is difficult 

to police, infiltrating parks by the full moon, poachers are reported to use two sticks to give 

orders to the dogs (Protrack: ‘General Poaching,’ n.d). In a climate of intensifying poaching 

trends, antipoaching offers employment for local people, or those with security qualifications 

or military experience.  One particularly interesting find from the discussion with this 

individual showed how he had approached the poaching challenge in the area by meeting and 

talking with poachers, who carried out attacks out of desperation and unemployment. In some 

instances, he described how he offered them employment as an incentive to cease poaching 

activity.  

The cooperative interspecies dimension to this form of security is evident; despite the explicit 

animal-handler relationship, there is a very different dynamic that emerges in the context of 

service animals. The ranger and his dogs were not simply an assemblage of different things, 

dogs and humans, but rather they operated within a pack dynamic, where each breed and 

individual dog had his role to play; tracking dogs who could patrol twenty metres away from 

their handler, and dogs to apprehend suspects in this case poachers. The handler then steps in 

to make arrests and to play a role in facilitating important translations using surveillance 

technologies and producing important data that contributes to wildlife security, and that de-

territorializes conservation space. The abilities of nonhuman animals for tracking and picking 

up the scent of threatening phenomenon has been used in police investigations for a long 

time, these skills are increasingly being used in novel ways for the betterment of security in 

many different contexts. What is particularly interesting in this case is that animals have 

become implicated in the security and protection of other animals and as the ranger put it:  

“the most uncorruptible of all our security officials, these guys…and they are 

regarded, once qualified, and trained and qualified, are regarded as a field ranger. 

They have equal rights. They work the same amount of hours, and they are a field 

ranger… and they are uncorruptible. You cannot corrupt these guys” (Ranger A, 

Interview November 2016).  

Furthermore, engaging with the idea of the interspecies assemblage as a pack, troubles the 

instrumental use of animals in this particular context. K9, it could be argued is an interspecies 

assemblage that consists of more than simply canine animals, but is rather an assemblage of 
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human handlers, technologies, data, vehicles and of course dogs. Drawing on approaches 

rooted in assemblage thinking, the species hierarchy is problematized as the focus is on how 

species coexist, and in this context, co-function, co-depend, and make security possible. Two 

different categories of dogs; conservation dogs and patrol dogs; the conservation dog refers to 

the Weimaraner breed, are a 300-year-old German breed originally bred for hunting wild 

animals, mostly larger game species like bear but they have a special defence ability, to 

protect and defend their owner through biting and apprehending threats.  

They track injured and wounded animals, the handler noted that game rangers will not 

interfere with wounded animal, or with natural death unless the cause of demise was by 

human hands. These dogs can detect contraband, through their ability to detect residual 

animal scent on a human being, such as if you stood by a rhino carcass, touched horn, bush 

meat, or ivory. The German and Belgian shepherd, were bred to protect homes and flocks of 

sheep against humans and wild animals. Genetically they are programmed to apprehend 

humans. The handler noted that patrol dogs that spend their lives in kennels, and that provide 

only instrumental use for handlers, compared to those who live as a pack with the handler and 

family are two different dogs. They are calm, relaxed, but he stated that with “two words, he 

is going to bite you on command.” He said that living as a pack with the dogs, impacted the 

behaviour and character of the animal (Ranger A, Interview November 2016).  

In sum, the most prominent forms of political violence in the wildlife security assemblage are 

often articulated as the militarisation of wildlife conservation. Interviews, meetings, 

observations and ethnographic field work conducted in South Africa; in addition to the 

language of crisis and urgency underpinning narratives and accounts of the poaching crisis; 

indicated that this is a short-term measure. However, historical evidence suggests that this is 

in fact a shift in the nature of the assemblage of existing relations of the military and wildlife 

within wider modes of political violence. This research does not take an anti-militarization 

standpoint, but rather views this aspect of wildlife security as an assemblage of historical and 

social processes that have become intensified over space and time, that assemble and emerge 

as militarization. At this stage of the crisis it is not possible to completely disarm 

conservation sites, coupled with the increasing urgency to preserve Rhinoceros populations, 

wildlife conservation, or rather militarized conservation is locked in a complex protection 

paradigm from which at present it is difficult, impractical and unsafe to transgress from. 

Militarization provides a limited amount of short-term protection to some endangered 

wildlife species, game reserve staff and tourists, but unpacking how militarization intersects 
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with other modes of violence highlights how violence as an emergent property of wildlife 

security is not limited only to militarism or those war narratives into which biodiversity 

conservation has been written.  

 

The most important question lies in how violence is constituted through interspecies, 

interhuman relations, and how this in fact reshapes our understanding of militarization as a 

mode of violence in this context. In terms of whether or not militarization is a legitimate 

strategy for the purpose of wildlife security; the general consensus from within academic 

literature on the subject of militarized anti-poaching, and from security personnel working in 

this field is that these approaches are short-term, but arguably necessary at present, to buy 

time for conservationists and governments to develop alternative approaches, and perhaps for 

the suppression of consumer demand for these particular illicit animal products. One 

published interview with retired General and head of security at Kruger Park, Johan Jooste; 

stated that this type of antipoaching was ‘buying time for other measures further along the 

supply chain to make an impact;’ he also reinforced the point that antipoaching units are 

paramilitary, and ranger roles have been adapted to carry out law enforcement tasks 

(Hubschule, 2017, p. 63).  

 

It is clear that in this context, militarization and conservation are so historically enmeshed 

and institutionalised that it is difficult to decouple and separate them, particularly in the short-

term.  At this stage of the crisis it is not possible to completely disarm conservation sites, 

coupled with the increasing urgency to preserve Rhinoceros populations, wildlife 

conservation, or rather militarized conservation is locked in a complex protection paradigm 

from which at present it is difficult, impractical and unsafe to transgress from. During field 

work, time spent on rural reserves offered evidence as to how vulnerable antipoaching 

personnel can be as they patrol within vast protected areas, experiencing this vulnerability 

first hand, one can understand the necessity of carrying firearms for self-defence.  To a 

certain extent this thesis takes an anti-militarization approach, in that it recognises wildlife 

security goals as much longer term, which in itself is entangled with many other facets of 

wildlife security and governance.  

 

The spatial dimension of the poaching crisis influences the way in which it is policed and 

patrolled; the covert, mobile nature of antipoaching personnel, is a product of the historically 

violent relations between communities, parks, and wildlife that have held across time and 
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space.  The previous sections have discussed many differentials of violence emergent from 

the dominant power formations that influence the trajectory of the assemblage; namely 

racism and colonialism; two logics of power that are deeply connected to the nexus of 

conservation and its associated practices such as the fortress model.  The overlap between 

conflicting actants is not only antagonistic towards the authority of this particular model, but 

this also blurs the lines of morality concerning violence for the purpose of saving wildlife as 

this intersects with and is disrupted by other differentials of violence such as poaching. This 

interpretation disrupts the authority of militarization which in turn disturbs how power flows 

throughout the assemblage, and troubles the static and stereotypical notion of identities 

concerning the poacher in this context by disturbing the hero and villain narrative attached to 

colonial logics of power entangled in dominant interpretations of conservation.   

 

Fortress conservation breaks down through the defiance of poachers and ranger identities that 

transcend the logical flow of the assemblage, as encounters diversify and expand beyond the 

boundaries of game reserve fences.  The overlaps between poacher and protector in terms of 

the drivers underpinning violence are disobedient to the dominant ways of thinking about 

militarized conservation.  Through assemblage thinking and my relational ontology I began 

to understand how wildlife security has been oversimplified through militarization; across 

species and spaces, violence had been reinforced as an accepted fixture of wildlife 

conservation and in turn had worked to dehumanize both local communities and wildlife in 

the process.  The idea of virtuous violence is useful in terms of making sense of complex 

entanglements between violence and care as the assemblage pulses and flows. Moreover, this 

does work in terms of highlighting the posthuman nature of developments for the purpose of 

wildlife security as actants and elements come together. The following section explains the 

idea of the ecowarrior, which works to contrast the dominant, anthropocentric ways 

militarization is framed.  

 

IV) Ecowarrior  

I have established that cultural values and histories influence the morality underpinning 

particular violent acts in the name of wildlife conservation, and on exploring more deeply 

those individuals involved in antipoaching, I determined that the intersection between 

violence and care was productive of a complex entity that emerges as an embodiment of these 

merging differentials of power. The idea that violence is legitimized for the purpose of 
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conservation connects the concept of virtuous violence to wildlife security, whereby practices 

such as militarized conservation and hunting are considered legitimate contributors to the 

conservation and also the salvation of wildlife.  There is a loose hierarchy of morally 

acceptable forms of violence that emerges here; one that is greatly influenced by the 

historical situatedness of conservation space and the logics of power that cross cut it.  

Dominant understandings of conservation and wildlife dictate that militarized conservation 

emerges as the most righteous form of interspecies violence and poaching as the most violent 

and abhorrent.  Hierarchies of violence are connected to species hierarchies not only by the 

dominant logics of power that pulse through each, but through the processes that produce and 

reinforce forms of dehumanized others, in this context wildlife and indigenous communities. 

I am in no way suggesting that poaching is acceptable, nor am I arguing that militarization is 

unnecessary, rather I believe that the concept of virtuous violence draws out the stories 

behind both of these extremes, and the drivers that underpin them.  This idea of a hierarchy of 

violence and one of species draws out different ethical and moral values concerning wildlife, 

and for me this was embodied through the presence of ecowarriors throughout the 

assemblage.   

I interpreted this entity as hybrid, and as a tangible entanglement of the violence-care 

complex that occurs throughout the assemblage, and exists predominantly from a western 

perspective.  Dominant interpretations of what exactly an ecowarrior is in this context have 

deeper attachment to the fortress model through quasi-military figures that mesh narratives of 

war with those of conservation.  Therefore, for me, the ecowarrior has strong colonial 

connections; however, in this context most had caring intentions, but these were frequently 

enacted through modes of physical and verbal violence legitimized by the argued salvation of 

vulnerable wildlife. I argue that this disturbs the purity of care, and draws out misconceptions 

concerning the use of violence to achieve conservation goals further producing a them and us 

attitude that vilifies indigenous interspecies relations.  

During fieldwork ecowarriors were prevalent figures within the antipoaching nexus; often 

they emerged in the form of a game ranger that has evolved to undertake the task of 

antipoaching or individuals with a security background beyond conservation.  One game 

ranger actually described himself as an ecowarrior, arguing that there is a war to save 

biodiversity; he claimed “I am now still a game ranger, but actually more a soldier;” which 

reflects the war narrative into which antipoaching tasks have been contextualized (Interview 
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Ranger A, November 2016).  Individuals commonly transition into the antipoaching and 

wildlife security nexus from previous careers in policing, the military or the private security 

sector. Often this merger happens in partnership with an NGO, wildlife protection initiatives 

by foreign activists and conservationists, and community outreach programmes on game 

reserves that are developed to include local people in conservation and wildlife economies.  

 

The security personnel, or game rangers adapted to such roles bring together very different 

skill sets for the security and protection of both human and nonhuman beings.  I met several 

individuals that had been employed for the purpose of antipoaching, some began their career 

in security roles, particularly in the military, policing or the private security sector. Others 

were game rangers or field guides who have evolved to more soldier like protection and 

wildlife security roles.  In some circumstances foreign mercenaries have also been deployed 

and drafted to assist with antipoaching efforts, which adds an international, inter-state 

dimension to the assemblage, and at the same time is reflective of the war narrative into 

which the poaching crisis has been written.  The concept of an ecowarrior originates from 

certain attitudes and perspectives concerning wildlife within western environmental activism.  

The ecowarrior of South African wildlife security embodies environmental stewardship, 

militarization, and culturally influenced interspecies relations, all of which I found to be 

interwoven through the unique multispecies stories of why certain humans are willing to take 

up arms to protect wildlife.  Again, there are actants that defy this profile such as the Black 

Mamba all female anti-poaching unit, who disrupt the masculinity of the ecowarrior but are 

still attached to the patriarchal structure of colonial fortress models. I shall discuss this further 

in chapter 5.  

 

There is however an interesting intersection between care and violence, which I believe was 

embodied through the various kinds of ecowarrior that I encountered. The ecowarrior gives 

rise to the idea of a war taking place to save wildlife; an environment that needs to be saved 

by heroic individuals that think about nature in a particular way.  I posit that the 

righteousness that emerges from this approach as a form of environmental stewardship, 

exemplifies virtuous violence in motion.  During one interview, an individual described 

himself as an ecowarrior, which sparked my interest in the term. This interviewee framed the 

poaching crisis as a war, emphasising how “we are under extreme threat,” and describing 

how “I am a conservationist, I am an environmentalist and I’m a person of the earth; my life 

is here to try and save what we can, for as long as I live in this body,” It became clear that his 
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life was dedicated to wildlife security, as he stated several times that human greed and money 

were the problem, he stated that he is “rich but not wealthy” (Ranger A, Interview November 

2016). This individual was a white South African, who could speak more than one local black 

African language, and discussed how he was in discussions with a group of local bush meat 

poachers who told him that if they could gain employment, they would stop poaching. The 

ranger managed to secure funding to train them as environmental monitors which enabled 

them to earn more than they would from poaching and trading bush meat. It might be 

possible to extend this interpretation of the ecowarrior beyond simply those who embody a 

merger between soldier and game ranger, although this interpretation is linked more closely 

to antipoaching in the context of South Africa.  

 

Wider literature discusses a similar kind of individual in light of radical environmentalism, 

within which examples of eco-tage and ecoterrorism emerge through animal activist groups 

such as Sea Shepherd, who have engaged in whale wars with Japanese whaling vessels, 

which has involved violent actions towards the involved Japanese ships. Ecoterrorism it 

could be argued, seeks to stop environmentally damaging acts, and involves spreading 

messages about the environment, ‘through the use of violence or threats of violence’ (Hoek, 

2010, p. 179) Arguably, there are some parallels between the use of violence in more 

extreme, lethal conservation policies particularly in states such as Botswana and Kenya 

where shoot to kill policies against poachers have been legitimised.  Such approaches play 

into the hands of species hierarchies, and create rifts between local people and wildlife due to 

the emergent wildlife over people hierarchy.  

 

 Ecowarriors appeared to be conservation assets both in terms of their personal experiences 

and knowledge, and the bushveld experience they provided for tourists who sought authentic 

African experiences when visiting South Africa. At 19 years old the ranger encountered 

poachers for the first time while they were hunting illegally on game reserve. He noted that 

from a young age that his path was in environmental protection, he “ate slept and drank game 

ranger life.” (Ranger A, Interview 2016). Field guides often start work in the ecotourism 

sector, have qualifications in conservation and related subjects and are tasked with guiding 

visitors on reserves on guided tours to see wildlife, but the contrast with this figure and that 

of a game ranger who is responsible for a section or area in terms of ecological and security 

management. In light of the poaching crisis, the game ranger has evolved and merged with 

the security official, in South Africa this can be military, policing, or private security 
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personnel. Firearm competency is an important element, as one must have acquired at least 

grade C from PSIRA in order to be in possession of a firearm.  

 

From meetings and visits it was evident that game rangers believed that they could not patrol 

unarmed, one interviewee stated that unarmed patrols are ineffective, and that security 

personnel would not risk intercepting poachers without a firearm. The success of rangers in 

an antipoaching situation depends on their security experience and knowledge, on the one 

hand to be capable of carrying out successful security operations, but in this context, one 

must have competency in terms of navigating and understanding the dynamics of the wildlife 

and ecosystems that inhabit conservation space. It could be argued that these figures, are an 

embodiment of environmental enforcement, which is shaped by a complex and distinctive 

dynamic to anthropocentric militarization; the need to have a relationship and understanding 

with wildlife and the bushveld environment speaks to a wider necessity within this nexus to 

acknowledge the importance of interspecies relations and how these are affected by cultural 

violence.  

 

The frequency of the ecowarrior figure throughout the assemblage revealed a pattern in the 

type of individual that embodied this hybrid entity.  Many of the actants involved in 

antipoaching and living on reserves appeared to be charismatic, and in some cases rather 

eccentric, told fascinating stories of life with wildlife living in the wilderness of the bushveld.  

For me their storytelling added to the romanticism of the bushveld experience, however on 

reflection, most of these stories were told by white male conservationists and game rangers, 

which falls back on the wider logics of colonialism and racism which disrupted the 

eccentricity of such accounts. The violence that is inherent to the role of antipoaching, and 

practices like hunting disrupts the idealism of this seemingly symbiotic meeting of man and 

untamed nature, scratching the surface of this makes the logics of power visible particularly 

through the hierarchies between cultures of people and species of wildlife that are produced 

through relevant colonial histories.  

 

V) Gender dynamics and the ecowarrior  

 

Dominant conservation narratives tell stories of white bushveld heroes. These narratives often 

draw out very different culturally influenced interspecies relations, and omit the realities of 
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colonial violence that shaped the spatiality of the conservation nexus. In 1975, Colonel Jan 

Breytenbach, founder of the Buffalo Battalion, ‘the first outfit in which white South African 

soldiers and black Angolans fought side by side,’ was deemed eccentric, an oddity, and a 

contrast between a ruthless soldier and conservationist who ‘hand-reared three lions and a 

leopard while the war raged’ (Rademeyer, 2012, p. 51).  From experiences and meetings with 

individuals involved in wildlife security and conservation, each person that I encountered had 

a unique relationship with wildlife and nature, some built on relations of care, but others told 

stories of deep entanglements with hunting and the utilization of wildlife as a resource and 

livelihood. Drawn to the exoticness of wildlife, what can be defined as the semi-

domestication of wild animals often occurred with Europeans who lived in the bushveld; Elsa 

the lioness was raised by the Adamson’s and became a household name; Elsa was more than 

just a character, rather an individual that embodied both differentials of colonization and care 

simultaneously (Beinart, 2007, p. 283).  

 

The white male hero narrative that historically shaped the modern concept of the ecowarrior 

has been critiqued as only one side of a racially and culturally divided conservation story. 

Through the white hero narrative, charismatic nonhuman animals have been the focus of 

preservation and conservation efforts, criticisms of this dominant perspective argue that 

‘black Africans are portrayed as people who needs to be sensitized,’ in order for them to love 

animals (Mbaria, Ogada, 2016, p. 8) The white ecowarrior is associated with altruism, 

stewardship, and as a resilient being that has overcome the hardship of the bushveld, for the 

salvation of wilderness and wildlife, and to tame the wild. Some of these individuals appear 

mythic, and are lionized through creative stories; criticisms of these ecowarriors, that have 

been eternalized in literature and film, some indigenous authors challenge what they refer to 

as hero worship, particularly criticizing Elsa’s human foster parent as someone who hunted 

and killed animals for fun, traded in ivory, and romanticised wildlife (Mbaria and Ogada, 

2016, p. 12). It could be argued that this narrative creates a greater distance between the 

natural and social through the advocation of relations of mastery over nature, through 

displacement, containment, domestication and the taming of wildlife. Perhaps this can be 

interpreted as a form of colonial expansion into the nonhuman sphere, however critiques of 

how conservation is cross cut by racism, have considered the ‘comradeship that communities 

living in wildlife-dominated areas had with the animals,’ and how through the development 

of what has become segregated conservation space, has severed interspecies relations of 

indigenous cultures with wildlife (Mbaria and Ogada, 2016, p. 16). 
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Exclusion is proliferated through ownership of wildlife and wildlife economies which 

contributes to continued cultures of violence within this nexus, ownership appeared to be 

racially exclusive in most cases, apart from state run national parks. Some indigenous African 

writers have heavily criticized the conservation nexus and its protagonists, Mordecai Ogada, 

once manager of the Kenyan wildlife trust, describes himself as ‘a qualified black face put in 

place to smooth over fifty years of exploitation,’ when discussing a case in which a wealthy 

reserve paid meagre rent to local farmers and where wealthy tourists complained that local 

settlements blocked their photographic view (Ibid, 2016, p. 5). This story of Kenyan 

conservation employees emphasises how African conservation at large is underpinned by 

hero narratives, in which the ecowarrior is an ‘altruistic white person who perseveres in a 

situation as he works among animals,’ a notion that they argue continues to define the whole 

wildlife conservation nexus (Ibid, 2016, p. 9). These characters are connected to militarized 

conservation perhaps arguably through the idea of heroes and heroines fighting a just war to 

save endangered species. It could be argued that indigenous human communities and wildlife 

and the way they are portrayed and treated, in some way are an assemblage of the colonial 

gaze that has shaped fortress model conservation. Perceptions of indigenous cultures were 

shaped by European male colonialists and imperial hunters, who saw African communities 

and wildlife as part of an anarchic, wild and uncontrolled environment.  

Gendered approaches to antipoaching and wildlife security have emerged in the form of all 

female antipoaching units and environmental monitors, which it could be argued disrupts the 

white male hero that is commonly associated with fortress conservation and the figure of the 

ecowarrior. During field work I visited the reserve within which the Black Mambas were 

operative. They are an all-female unit established for the purpose of antipoaching, 

undertaking tasks that range from crime scene forensics, intelligence gathering, law 

enforcement, education initiatives in local communities and conservation management. Based 

in a reserve in the Greater Kruger Area of South Africa the unit consists of local black 

African women, those I met were shangaan speaking, who patrol as unarmed environmental 

monitors. I stayed at the bush camp at the reserve, a no-frills campsite with no electricity or 

running water.  

Although the mambas are unarmed, they are part of a wider security structure within which 

there are armed antipoaching units, the mambas carry out tasks of what the warden describes 

as environmental monitors, during my visit I patrolled fence boundaries with the women, 
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which offered an insight into their daily life. They picked up litter, checked for tracks and 

suspicious items or activity, they checked fences for damage, and points of entry.  This 

project has been rewarded as it has successfully bridged the gap between local women and 

conservation space in this particular area.  The women are also involved in education 

initiatives, undertaking community outreach and education programmes, which arguably 

contributes to female empowerment and the socio-economic inclusion of black African 

women in the nexus of conservation. However, it could be argued that this project does not 

truly break the mould, as ultimately the Mambas are part of a wider structure that remains 

militarized, therefore it does not challenge or overthrow those politically charged categories, 

interspecies relations and the legacy of wildlife ownership, that are influenced by racism and 

speciesism.  

 In the chapter on care I will elaborate further on the issue of gender and wildlife security as it 

has emerged as a legitimate counter-poaching strategy that has in the case of the mambas 

been successful in terms of a reduction in poaching.  However, for the purpose of analysing 

the ways in which violence emerges from this assemblage, the fact that these women are 

unarmed is important as the warden noted how poaching has fallen in this particular section; 

this problematizes the idea that reactive, aggressive military tactics are the only resolution. 

The Black Mambas can be compared to Akashinga in Zimbabwe, women who are armed for 

the purpose of antipoaching, trained by special forces personnel, and are also vegan, which is 

an arguably more aggressive and extremist approach to gendered conservation.  This 

strengthens the argument that there is an affinity between women and nature, but the nature 

of these units, troubles the peacefulness and maternal notions of care associated with 

conservation and stewardship. The contrast between militarization and veganism draws on 

the use of extreme measures and the urgency associated with the poaching crisis, which it 

could be argued are utilised to garner more public support for militarized antipoaching 

efforts. Furthermore, the canine unit mentioned above could also be defined as a sort of 

ecowarrior unit in that the assemblage of skills between human and canine are utilised and 

put to work for the purpose of both wildlife security, conservation management, and more 

specifically antipoaching.   

The ecowarrior draws out discussion on the interface between violence and care as the focus 

on the stories charismatic individuals links the emergence of this individual with park 

establishment, the domestication of the wild, and ideas of environmental stewardship that 

glorify some forms of violence over others. This is important for drawing out cultural 
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violence, as the white hero, the conservationist who advocates for western ideals of pristine 

wilderness, has played a role in the vilification of local communities and arguably the 

emergence of the poacher. The white hero narrative buttresses justifications for militarized 

conservation approaches, and concretizes the racial and cultural hierarchies that are present 

within and that shape conservation space. When conservation and security merge and meet, 

the assemblage that comes together as a result of interspecies, and interdisciplinary 

interactions is productive of new, novel beings, assembling specifically for the purpose of 

carrying out roles and activities pertinent to wildlife security.  In the later chapter on care, I 

shall address how security as care emerges from this merger as ecowarriors are tasked with 

modes of environmental stewardship. Wildlife security efforts have had to adapt to the 

increasing complexity of the poaching crisis, drawing in individuals from outside of 

conservation and security, from fields such as technology, academia, surveillance, and modes 

of activism, all of which assemble together for the purpose of wildlife security. Moving 

forward, I shall engage with the string figures of the hunter and the poacher, focusing on how 

they are constative of and constituted by relations of violence.  

   

VI) Poaching  

The figure of the poacher is a product of the displacement, containment and racism, and a by-

product of exclusion from conservation space on the part of local communities. Despite this 

exclusion, the poacher has played a significant role in shaping conservation space, 

particularly in terms of the establishment of the fortress model. In previous sections, it has 

been established that historically, white settlers in South Africa ‘through a complex process 

of colonialism and land dispossession’ appropriated 90% of land through what became law 

through the notorious Natives Land Act of 1913 forcing indigenous people onto reserves in 

which many people transitioned forcibly from livelihoods as successful farmers to low paid 

wage labourers (Ntsebeza and Hall, 2007, p. 108). Taking forward the idea of the 

assemblage, the poacher is symbolic of localized struggle, desperation, starvation and 

reflective of historical conflict, of the scars of colonial racism, and poverty. It could also be 

argued that poachers push communities further into poverty through decimated valuable 

wildlife that is vital to the ecotourism sector in which many locals have found employment 

(Duffy and Humphreys, 2016, p. 22).   
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To understand the layers concerning entities like the poacher and hunter, the concept of the 

string figure helps to demonstrate the global circulations of the assemblage. Poachers and 

hunters are not localized entities, rather they extent the concept of the string figure through 

showing the global strings that bring different meanings and interpretations of the poacher 

and hunter together.  The string figure, is attentive to the idea of global circulating 

populations which draws out the drivers underpinning poaching, moving away from 

localized, racialized interpretations.  In the case of pseudo hunting, the distinction between 

hunter and poacher is blurred, and the legal architecture of relevant circulations plays a role 

in doing so.  The circulation from local to global can be evidenced in the way the poacher is 

translated from local communities to the far East and reassembled through the networks of 

Thai and Vietnamese syndicates that globalize this entity and connect the local and global 

dimensions of the assemblage.  This helps to answer the question as to where the assemblage 

begins and ends, and how far the strings actually go, and foregrounds the understanding that 

the poacher is a layered entity.  

There are two types of poaching that I shall engage with; commercial and bush meat or 

subsistence poaching; although these may overlap, the way in which the animal by-products 

are translated throughout the assemblage can be differentiated. It has been established in 

previous sections that through displacement, local communities had restricted access to the 

natural resources of game reserves that they once depended on for subsistence. In many 

instances throughout this assemblage, the rhizomatic nature of key elements such as the 

hunter and the poacher cause the legal and illegal to become blurred and overlapping. I argue 

in the following sections that the poacher and the hunter are entangled, and are shaped by 

relations of inter-human violence, but differentiated through very different types of 

interspecies relations that are cross cut by cultural violence. Poaching is the most frequently 

discussed mode of violence associated with wildlife security, and is understood generally as 

‘the hunting of any animal not permitted by the state or private owner,’ however this is not a 

neutral definition but one shaped by colonial history (Haenlaen and Smith, 2017, p. 27).  

Bush meat poaching, also referred to as subsistence hunting, is often localised for the supply 

of protein sources to communities and referred to as ‘hunting for the pot,’ where the target is 

commonly small game caught by traps and snares (Haenlaen and Smith, 2017, p. 27). 

However, these attacks can be indiscriminate, where snares are set, and then visited several 

days later, meaning that larger animals may also become tangled in the snare. Whilst visiting 

game reserves regular patrols were conducted to look out for and cut down snares that these 
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opportunistic poachers had left for animals. A snare is a wire noose trap that tightens around 

the limbs of an animal that steps on it, causing injuries that are fatal in many instances. 

Historically this form of poaching is linked to the subsistence needs of local communities for 

bushmeat, and can also be described as a form of subsistence hunting. The idea of subsistence 

in this context problematizes the legal and illegal distinctions between the figure of the hunter 

and poacher. This type of hunting when pitted against that of trophy hunting, draws out how 

racism has played a role in severing indigenous interspecies relations, and furthermore how 

violent practices in this case hunting, are cross cut by issues of racism.  

The second kind of poaching; which I refer to as commercial poaching; is more recently 

associated with the poaching of rhinoceros species, this form of poaching is much more 

organised than the former, and is often linked to external, global black markets for 

endangered wildlife species in Asia that associate these animal by-products with having 

special medicinal capacities. Although subsistence is arguably linked to both forms of 

poaching, this form has been linked to foreign criminal syndicates, and has resulted in 

overlaps with the hunting industry that has facilitated the delivery of rhino horns to the black 

market. One ranger on a private reserve recalled how weaknesses in the judicial system, and a 

lack of adequate punishment for poaching crimes, saw one individual arrested on multiple 

occasions for poaching in the same area. Commercial poaching makes for an interesting 

assemblage, where animal body parts become implicated in external, and global black 

markets, as both luxury goods, and objects of criminality.  Foreign nationals have intercepted 

males that fit the above description, in taverns, and local communities, seeking out criminal 

elements that would be drawn to poaching.  

To draw again on spatial dimensions, interviewees discussed how this in fact linked rural 

game reserves to cities through criminality and syndicate networks. This form of poaching, 

namely of rhinoceros, has been framed as a national security threat due to the nature of 

trafficking networks, and the highly organised nature of syndicates that have taken up arms to 

destabilize the security of conservation space. Through one dimensional understandings of 

the poacher, the war to save biodiversity is not only legitimised, but also valorised. 

Understanding how a poaching attack is orchestrated, and how it draws in other elements of 

the wildlife security assemblage is a useful in terms of setting out how violence is made 

possible in this context. A rhino poaching attack may begin through poachers being recruited 

by criminal elements or even syndicates that enter local communities. Lucrative offers are 

made to entice the individuals to take part. Oftentimes, the poacher at this level is an 
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unemployed black African male, that may perhaps have contacts within a particular reserve, 

other times they are opportunists. They normally enter parks at rural fence boundaries in 

small guerrilla style groups, consisting for example of a shooter, a tracker and an axeman 

who cuts off the rhinoceros’ horn.  

Poaching attacks normally involve a web of connections that span from the rhinoceros, the 

local poachers, the middlemen and the syndicate, alongside other individuals or organizations 

that normally operate within the law. Reports of low wage security personnel being complicit 

with poaching activity was commonplace from interviews with antipoaching personnel, 

which was an issue raised consistently during field work. The brutality of this type of attack 

cannot be legitimized through subsistence arguments, but what it draws out is a very sinister 

form of wildlife commodification that implicates endangered species. The horns are then 

smuggled out of the park, an exchange is made and the poachers are paid, this is of course a 

simplified version of events as many other logistical factors come into play. The target for 

commercial poachers is normally species that yield high financial value like rhinoceros and 

elephant, these poachers have access to more sophisticated technologies including high power 

firearms and GPS systems, helicopters and specialist surveillance technology such as night 

vision goggles (Haenlaen and Smith, 2017, p. 27). A hierarchy emerges from both modes of 

violence, as the capabilities as a result of their closeness to syndicates, and the intent of 

commercial poachers go far beyond merely acquiring food for one’s family, or to be sold 

locally.  

 

To return to the poacher as an assemblage, it could be argued that this stereotype although 

true to a certain extent, is also misleading.  Meetings with security personnel offered evidence 

that the focus on often racial stereotypes may detract attention from those who are actually 

responsible within the wider international syndicate network. One meeting with Interviewee 

C showed how they had documented intelligence and evidence from an historical case dating 

back to around 2011, they showed how poaching implicated an array of characters that were 

not limited to poor local black African males. Furthermore, interviews and meetings with 

security personnel offered consensus that people poached rhino for financial gain, that local 

poachers were disposable, particularly those who worked on behalf of larger criminal 

syndicates, and that they were often linked to or in contact with reserve staff or employees 

who accepted bribes.  
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Arguments that material deprivation is the sole driver for poaching are over simplistic, and 

are part of linear understandings of the relations between communities and conservation. 

However, considering the poacher as an assemblage, the way in which this entity is shaped 

and influenced by Asian consumer demand, troubles this understanding, instead this asks 

wider questions concerning poverty, and how it is linked to material deprivation, but also to 

the pursuit of status, ‘the ability to shape one’s own future and to lead a dignified life’ (Duffy 

and Humphreys, 2016, p. 26) Whether subsistence hunting or bushmeat poaching, the 

framing of poaching in terms of material deprivation is arguably reductive in that it resigns 

poverty to an entirely economic definition but addressing the complexity of the poaching 

crisis requires engagement with other aspects of the phenomenon such as concerns about 

status, and ‘the ability to shape ones future, and to lead a dignified life’ (Haenlaen and Smith, 

2017, p. 26). Poaching rhinoceros or any animal for profit, as opposed to poaching for 

subsistence, or ‘hunger-driven poaching’ reveal very different sets of interspecies relations 

between animal and human (Lemieux, 2014, p. 19). 

The reference to status and prestige speaks to contemporary interpretations of the rhino horn 

poacher in South Africa, and the desire for material wealth particularly among young males 

in rural communities, a by-product of capitalism and globalisation in post-colonial South 

Africa.  It is not uncommon for poaching gangs to post pictures on social media that refer 

indirectly to their inclination towards violent behaviour as they are depicted with firearms; 

several rangers I interviewed referred to the lack of fear of prosecution and weakness of the 

judicial system in sentencing poachers which is explanatory of a boastful social media 

presence reported by security personnel.  One interviewee noted with frustration how one 

poaching suspect had been arrested and released within the same area on several different 

occasions, and another recalled how a poaching attack took place during a staff meeting, 

which suggested an element of internal complicity Although these images are not a form of 

physical violence, they encapsulate the violent act of poaching, and translate it to virtual 

conservation space, violence and violent acts are translatable through imagery and data 

associated with poaching attacks and in this manner, violence transcends the physical. In 

terms of understanding more clearly the way in which violence is constituted these examples 

challenge simplistic views and understandings of modern poaching and trafficking practices, 

such as militarization.  

Antipoaching is not only concerned with law enforcement and militarization; field work 

evidenced that poaching is much more a people problem than an ecological problem, that 
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brings to light persistent racial exclusion within the nexus of conservation. Competing values 

and interspecies relations arguably play a role, as conservation models jump between 

neoliberal and fortress, which are both products of colonialism, shaped by white, western 

conservation ideals, therefore it is difficult to set out or begin to imagine what an indigenous 

African conservation approach might look like. It could also be argued that the poacher also 

intersects with the ecowarrior through very different sets of interspecies relations that draw in 

humans, violence and wildlife.  From field work, it was clear that both indigenous and 

western conservation values were racialized to a certain extent through the way in which 

animals were utilized instrumentally as economic resources. The overlap between hunting 

and poaching highlights this distinction quite effectively; trophy hunting; a predominantly 

white, western, past time, is legal, it is framed as a sport, and also advocated as a legitimate 

conservation measure in many cases. The issue of surplus is an important determining factor 

in this equation, which speaks to wider arguments throughout this research that engage with 

the relationship between hunting, categories and legitimised violence. To be considered a 

surplus animal acts as a justification for hunting and subsequently interspecies violence.  

It is worth noting that the issue of protected conservation space also becomes a factor, as 

militarized wildlife security personnel are deployed to keep out poachers, which in some 

cases where local people are employed, are their neighbours from local communities, 

therefore in a sense these individuals bridge gaps between communities and parks, but also 

paradoxically form part of the fortress model that excluded indigenous cultures from wildlife 

economies. A ‘Parks need Peoples’ report argues that tribal communities are often evicted 

with little to no compensation as they are considered to be ‘non-state societies,’ and 

governments do not acknowledge ‘customary or informal rights of tribal peoples,’ meaning 

that they have no legal redress for evictions; the report also outlines how there remains a 

culture of prejudice against ‘the hunting and gathering lifestyles and nomadic pastoralism’ 

(Parks need peoples: ‘Why evictions of tribal communities from protected areas spell disaster 

for both people and nature,’ n.d) Drawing on displacement, there is no mutually beneficial 

relationship when local communities are excluded from park land, as it generates resentment, 

and may have destabilizing effects on the wider socio-political environment. For example, 

poachers may be able to infiltrate local communities and garner support with greater ease 

which is in turn productive of a culture of social decay.  
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It could be argued that the poacher assembles within a cycle of violence; intersecting with 

antipoaching personnel, human-animal conflict, and violence within local communities. 

Poachers are killed by security personnel during shoot outs, or in a more recent case of note 

on Sibuya game reserve in South Africa, three poachers were killed and eaten by a pride of 

lions, their remains and weapons, a high powered rifle with a silencer, a long axe, and wire 

cutters were left behind (BBC News “Lions eat ‘rhino poachers’ on South African game 

reserve,” 5th July 2018). The threat is not only human, but also non-human in the form of 

wildlife particularly predators who in this case were reportedly released onto the reserve to 

deter poachers from roaming within park boundaries. To abstract the term further, it could be 

argued that the poacher, as an entity, a ‘unit’ or a ‘hero’, is also an assemblage of intersecting 

socio-economic relations that are cross cut with contextual historical factors emerging from 

racism and speciesism that are reinforced by translations of displacement and containment of 

wildlife and people across time and space. This is evident through the aforementioned modes 

of exclusion, and how historically, interspecies relations are cross cut by culturally influenced 

modes of speciesism and racism, which become much clearer through exploring the overlap 

between poaching and hunting, which shall be the focus of the following section. 

V) Trophy Hunting  

In this section, I shall discuss two practices of hunting; trophy and pseudo hunting, drawing 

out in particular the spatial and legal dimensions of these practices, and how they overlap 

with practices of poaching. Hunting shall also be discussed in Chapter 5, where I shall engage 

with the phenomenon of canned hunting, which I argue premises violence upon care and care 

upon violence. During field work, perhaps due to the controversies surrounding the hunting 

community in terms of how hunting benefits conservation, I did not gain access to interview 

trophy hunters. I met several individuals who partook in hunting, one of which was a 

professional hunter. This individual, a white, English speaking male, stated that he hunted 

mainly for the purpose of acquiring food for his family, in place of buying mass produced 

meat from industrial farming. Trophy hunting has been defined as ‘the practical application 

of incentive-driven conservation,’ and ‘a specialized form of tourism through sustainable 

wildlife conservation’ (Dam, 2005, p.1) Historically defined as a sport, trophy hunting is a 

recreational pastime and part of luxury ecotourism in South Africa. For the first colonial 

administrators in Africa, hunting in this manner came from ‘a class biased,’ society and was 

an activity exclusively for aristocrats and social elites (Steinhart, 2006, p. 20). The practice 
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involves the selection and purchase of a wild animal, commonly through hunting outlet 

websites that advertise ‘game’ or directly through land owners depending on the species. 

Trophy hunting is most associated with American or European white, wealthy males and 

more recently females, normally middle class who can afford to pay astronomical amounts of 

between $50-$100,000 for a single trophy. Safari Club International, founded in 1972 in the 

United States, have thousands of hunters on their register throughout the 170 chapters 

globally, in their mission statement they outline their purpose as ‘protecting the freedom to 

hunt and promoting wildlife conservation worldwide,’ and claim to have spent $140 million 

on protecting this right to hunt through ‘policy advocacy, litigation, and education for federal 

and state legislators,’ whilst also building partnerships with ‘like-minded’ organizations 

(https://www.safariclub.org/who-we-are/missions-involvement).  

 

Through their ability to lobby and make changes to policies and legislation, with one of the 

strongest and most impactful claims being that they promote ‘ethical’ hunting practices and 

promote conservation.  Despite the controversy surrounding hunting as a conservation tool, 

SCI hold members accountable for criminal activity such as violation of game laws, and in 

the case that such violations are taken to court, and punishments include loss of hunting 

privileges for five years, a prison sentence of 30 days or more, or a fine of at least $5000, will 

‘result in automatic expulsion from SCI’ (https://www.safariclub.org/docs/default-

source/bylaws-and-policies/sci-bylaws-as-amended-august-25-2018.pdf?sfvrsn=2) Importing 

firearms to bring from their country of residence to South Africa requires a hunter to have a 

CSB form 4457 signed and sealed, referencing the serial number of the firearms, in addition 

to standard visa documents including return flights, copies of passport, and a letter of 

invitation from a hunting outfitter stating the weapon, duration of stay, intention to hunt, and 

the location. As per their website, The Professional hunters association of South Africa 

(PHASA) can apply on the behalf of international hunting tourists for their firearms 

importation, meaning that travellers must report to the SA firearms office at OR Tambo 

Airport on arrival, accompanied by a ‘Go 2 Safari Concierge’ to get clearance; furthermore, 

200 rounds of ammunition are permitted per shotgun and a cap of four firearms or shotguns 

per applicant (https://phasa.co.za/pre-issued-permits/). Permits to hunt are obtained by the 

hunting outfitter on the basis of a quota system determined by wildlife authorities and the 

South African government, who grant quotas individually to hunting concessions or blocks 

(http://trophyhuntingsafaris.co.za/south-africa-hunting-permits-licenses/). For non-South 
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African hunters, in order to hunt, these individuals must be accompanied by a South African 

professional hunter.  

Personal skills and experience in hunting are considered crucial criteria for obtaining a 

permit. Furthermore, the extent by which a species is endangered impacts on how 

straightforward it is to acquire a hunting permit, like in the case of the Black Rhinoceros, 

where a low quota is released (perhaps one or two bulls) annually, and hunts are sold at high 

prices. Permits for endangered species are CITES controlled, in South Africa trophy hunts for 

rhinoceros only require an export permit, whereas in Namibia both import and export permits 

are required for rhino trophies (http://safaribwana.com/ANIMALS/animpages/rhino.htm). 

Hunters are scored on the trophy, which is then recorded in Safari Club record books, often in 

the case of an elephant or rhinoceros, the weight of the horn or tusks is influential to the 

score, whereas with lions the SCI score is determined by skull size, with the mane also being 

a determining factor in the category of the trophy.  Often is the case on hunting websites, 

where hunting operators offer hunting tips on rifle calibre, location and the type of trophy to 

look out for, and often narrate the experience using the language of adrenaline, adventure and 

thrill seekers:  

…often the Lion passing so close to you, you can hear them breathe…’ 16  

 

In comparison to what have been described as charismatic megafauna species, such as 

rhinoceros and elephant, other more densely populated species such as the Springbok and 

Impala antelope species, do not have such a detailed write up on hunting websites, they are 

cheaper to hunt, and there are little to no restrictions on hunting in terms of CITES.  There is 

an intersection between the issue of dehumanization and the categorization of some lives as 

‘lesser’ than others in terms of the prestige, value and the status associated with hunting 

‘better’ animals. This also speaks to the suggestion of hierarchies of violence, where the 

categorization of animals arguably legitimizes the level of violence that it can be inflicted 

with, particularly in the case of canned hunting.  

 

Hunting and socialization amongst males are common across several hunting cultures; for 

instance, in the case of young men as a ‘central aspect in the definition of self and a motif in 

the folklore and traditions,’ of many cultures, which links hunting practices to the pursuit of 

 
16 http://safaribwana.com/ANIMALS/animpages/lion.htm 
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identity (Steinhart, 2006, p. 20). Websites of hunting outlets commonly offer different 

hunting tourist packages, and one that I frequently encountered was a father and son package. 

priced often in US dollars, this hunting package reached in excess of $10,000. On an 

interspecies level the conservation argument for hunting is often associated with balancing a 

surplus, particularly in the reduction of human-wildlife conflict, which emerges as common 

justification in the case of hunting quotas for predators, namely lions in the case of Southern 

Africa.  

 

Predation as violent practice is an interspecies mode of violence that takes place throughout 

conservation space; on the one hand, there exists human-animal conflict where conflict over 

territory and space between humans and animals occurs, and sometimes results in loss of life 

on the part of both. Linked to predation is the concept of ‘overkill;’ which refers generally to 

doing something in excess, but in the context of hunting, it describes the ‘compulsion that 

drives many people to take far more than they need whenever they have the opportunity,’ but 

despite this it is a ‘natural behavioural trait found in all predators’ (Clarke, 2017, p.1). Tales 

of expeditions during the colonial era, where white Europeans hunters came to South Africa 

for ‘Sport hunting,’ describe how they killed frivolously, and often destructively as if on ‘a 

military mission,’ as nineteenth century accounts suggest (Clarke, 2017, p.13). Predators are 

valued very differently between communities and hunters, indigenous rural people often 

perceive of lions for example as vermin, however, they are valued as a trophy for ‘sport’ 

hunters.  Although controls in the form of permits govern and manage hunting quotas, the 

overkill, and the consistent overlaps between the hunter and the poacher blurs the boundary 

between legal and illegal in this context.  Pseudo hunting being an important example of this. 

 

The spatial dimensions arguably intersect with how ethical a hunt is considered to be; trophy 

hunting is associated with a fair chase, and ethical hunting does not necessarily guarantee a 

kill, rather this depends on the skill of a hunter. The intricacies of pseudo hunting are not 

widely known, however in the case of canned hunting this takes place in a small enclosure 

from which an animal cannot escape and is a cheaper option associated with amateurs 

meaning that hunts have the potential to cause greater suffering. The hunt is in the can, 

meaning guaranteed. The social class of the hunter and category of the ‘trophy’ animal 

overlap, prices for lion can reach upwards of $100,000, but in line with the capitalist 

advancement and profitability that is constitutive of many facets of ecotourism, ‘budget 

hunts’ and safaris are available, namely in the form of canned hunting or hunting lions from a 
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lower category.  It could be argued that as a product, a lion bred impurely for a canned hunt 

undergoes less ethical treatment, experiences more violence due to a lack of ethics, and a 

lower calibre of hunter wishing to partake in cheaper canned hunting activities, meaning that 

perhaps animals experience increased pain and suffering in captivity and during the hunt. 

Making nonhuman animals part of a package holiday in which they are killed for pleasure is 

another example of interspecies violence inherent to this nexus, ecotourism and hunting 

intersect and are productive of legitimate violence.  

 

Where we see ex-military and service men seek out opportunities in anti-poaching job roles, 

The Professional Hunting Association of South Africa (PHASA) offers the credentials of 

professional hunter to experienced hunters and marksmen to be the ‘second shot’ for hunting 

clients who do not make a clean kill, whether or not this is recorded when documenting the 

hunt, I am uncertain. Hunting intersects not only with violence but with colonial ideals of a 

dominant conqueror mastering the savagery and wildness of African nature. This second shot 

disrupts the masculinity of the trophy hunter, and shows how care is also shot through with 

violence in that the purpose of the second shot is so that the animal does not suffer. Today, 

hunting has a particular format, where the photograph to be posted on social media outlets is 

equally as important as the kill itself. Many of these photographs have triggered violent 

activism from animal rights groups on a global scale, and following the death of Cecil the 

lion, trade bans were established in the United States to prohibit the importation of lion 

trophies as a deterrent to hunters and a conservation effort.  

 

The link between social media and hunting is interesting, as the photograph post kill for 

social media pages has become one of the most important elements of the hunting experience, 

and is reflective of a modern twist on the mastery and domination that has always been 

central to hunting practices. These images also problematize gender differences in terms of 

hunter stereotypes, not only because it plays on the masculinity of the hunter, but it has 

uncovered an emergent huntress culture within the nexus of trophy hunting, meaning that the 

idea of hunting as a male pastime is no longer completely valid as such individuals trouble 

the stereotype of linking, women, care and conservation which also disrupts hyper 

masculinities of the ‘heroic hunt.’ 

 

In the later chapter on care I will engage with the idea of hunting as an impure mode of care, 

but in keeping with the theme of violence, the hunting industry standards must be addressed 
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as these are a codification of the social aspects that make the hunt ‘ethical’ by industry 

standards, but this codification also makes virtuous, heroic violence possible. This speaks to 

the wider white hero narrative that is deeply rooted in western conservation philosophies. 

Cecil, a collared lion who was part of a research project but was lured and killed by a dentist 

from Minnesota, Walter Palmer in 2015 for $50,000, suffered a painful death whereby he was 

baited, and then shot with a crossbow. The death of this lion shows the violent effects of this 

codification, as Cecil was forced to endure a painful death to maintain the ‘purity’ of the kill. 

According to Andrew Loveridge, the researcher on The Lion Project in Hwange National 

Park in Zimbabwe of which Cecil was a research subject, Palmer lured and then shot Cecil 

with a crossbow, a wound that was not initially fatal; in order to bow hunt a lion, it must by 

Safari club standards die from the crossbow wound, and therefore putting Cecil out of his 

misery was not an option (Loveridge, 2018, p. 205). Although this took place in Zimbabwe, 

this story reinforces reports from two interviewees; one professional hunter and the K9 ranger 

who had undertaken the duties of a professional hunter at different points of his career; 

concerning the unethical behaviour of foreign trophy hunters during hunts in South Africa.  

 

One game reserve listed the animals available to be hunted, and the appropriate weapon for 

hunting them on their website.17 Bow and crossbow hunting is also legal in South Africa, 

with one hunting website stating that if you opt to bow hunt, this ‘puts you in the league of 

brave men who went before us’ (https://www.huntinafrica.com/usefulinfo/rifle-bow/). There 

is little to suggest a major difference in ethics in terms of weapon choice between rifles 

crossbows and bows, however an animal is less likely to escape and survive from a rifle 

wound than that of a bow, with a bow, follow up shots are less likely, furthermore some 

argue that bow hunting is much more primitive and primal than rifle hunting due to the 

challenge involved in getting close to the target. There is a spatial dimension to this 

relationship between hunter and animal, which is a formative part of the hunt. Bow hunting 

requires that the hunter get closer to an animal as the shot range is shorter, which requires 

more skill than rifle hunting also in terms of shot placement.  The outcome of this encounter 

is violence and death, but it also speaks to imperial ideas about being closer to nature and the 

impurities that this closeness brings to light.  The idea that some forms of hunting are more 

primitive, implies an element of fair chase and skill, which speaks to wider discussions on the 

 
17 Please see website for lists of weapon and calibre in relation to species 
http://huntinginafricasafaris.com/hunting-south-africa/rifle-hunting-south-africa/best-caliber-for-hunting-big-
game-in-africa/ 
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persistent white hero narratives of mastery over anarchic, violent nature, which is emergent 

from the first colonial hunters, carried across space and time this connection with 

patriarchalism and masculinity can be drawn with the modern trophy hunter.  

 

The impact of trophy hunting on lion species goes beyond interpretations of hunting as 

simply an act of cruelty as some conservationists argue that hunting lions can cause social 

disruption within lion prides due to the slaughter of important pride members, which can 

impact pride dynamics where young males come under threat, and cubs are put at risk of 

infanticide from external males following the death of the pride alpha. In order that trophy 

hunting does not impact negatively on existing populations, extensive, careful management is 

required, such as ensuring that males who are the most commonly selected trophy of choice, 

are restricted to those who have raised their first ‘cohort of dependent offspring’ (Packer, et 

al, 2009).  The case of Cecil outlines the wider assemblage of what was globally described as 

an unethical, cruel hunt. From a hunting blind, 300 metres from a decaying elephant carcass, 

Palmer mortally wounded Cecil, and accompanying professional hunter Bronkhorst stated 

that they ‘could hear the lion struggling to breathe,’ and were waiting for him to die, waiting 

persisted for ten to twelve hours, before Bronkhorst advised Palmer to ‘finish the lion off.’  

There was no quota for a lion to be shot on Antoinette farm where Cecil was killed, therefore 

Loveridge suggests quota swapping took place, a common ‘administrative sleight of hand,’ in 

the hunting industry. There was no TR2 form, the form in which the intricacies of the hunt 

are detailed, nor quota documentation with which to cross reference implying several 

illegalities surrounding the hunt (Loveridge, 2018, pp. 207-208).  

 

The quota and permit systems intersect between the local permit system, and safari club 

standards. Quotas for hunting endangered species are determined by the Department of 

Environmental Affairs, and are based on scientific knowledge of sustainable, well managed 

populations in a particular area. The quota and permit system intersect as quotas determine 

accessibility to hunt a particular species, again rendering some animals more killable than 

others. The precise details of how the hunt was organised is information that I do not have 

access to, however placing this within the wider context of hunting; where quotas, permits, 

legislation, firearms and other elements assemble; there is a large assemblage that forms to 

make hunting, which is a form of violence, possible. There are overlaps between poaching 

and hunting, where the legal and illegal boundaries placed upon hunting shape what is 

considered to be ethical treatment, but simultaneously, legitimize violence. Overall, mastery, 
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domination and heroism are central to the masculinities surrounding the figure of the trophy 

hunter, which intersects with the ecowarrior through the way in which they are both 

translated across conservation space.  In the section to follow, I shall consider the pseudo 

hunter, a figure that embodies the overlap between hunter and poacher, and that demonstrates 

how legal and illegal are blurred in this context. 

 

VII) Pseudo Hunting  

 

The blurring of the legal and illegal is evidenced through the way in which particular 

practices of hunting and poaching overlap. When the line between legal and illegal is blurred, 

poaching networks become much more resilient, therefore it is important to explore and 

untangle how they are held together. A pseudo hunt occurs when a permit for the hunting of 

rhinoceros, is obtained legally, but the individuals that purchase the permits; whom are 

mostly from Asia; do not shoot the animal, instead the professional hunter or owner will 

make the kill. The hunt is staged in an attempt to manipulate loopholes in the quota and 

permits systems, that do not permit the export of rhino horn, but do permit the export of 

taxidermized rhinoceros heads, which are mostly microchipped. However, this allows 

criminals to ‘legally’ export rhino horn out of South Africa. One of the most documented 

cases of pseudo hunting is that of Chumlong Lemthomthai, a Vietnamese national central to 

organising pseudo hunts, and the trafficking of rhino horn.  This individual reportedly hired 

Thai prostitutes to pose as hunters, in order to acquire multiple permits, the women would 

more than likely not make the kill but their details would be used for the permit, and the 

trophy mounted and exported to their homes (Ayling, 2013). Between 2003 and 2010 

approximately 329 rhinoceros were killed by Vietnamese nationals which would yield 659 

horns, meaning that between 2-3 tonnes of horn were legally exported to Vietnam during this 

period (Rademeyer, 2012, p. 103). In 2009, TRAFFIC reported severe inconsistencies in 

terms of the amount of horn exported from South Africa, 268, where the amount hunted 

would have yielded 406, suggesting that a portion of these hunts took place without CITES 

documents but also ludicrous details taken from provincial permitting office reports such as  

species that do not exist, and lion horns, speaks to wider debates on criminality and collusion 

at various levels of governance (Rademeyer, 2012, p. 104). Officials from the appropriate 

governing body from each region, are supposed to attend rhino hunts to prevent this practice, 

however it still takes place.  
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Information provided by one interviewee showed how a poaching attack was coordinated; 

including how the poaching attack would take place.  In this example the poachers did not 

have their own firearms, perhaps suggesting that they had borrowed a firearm from another 

involved party, but also suggesting that the weapon may be legally owned and licensed.  Out 

of this case emerged a criminal network known as ‘The Groenewald Gang,’ within which the 

Groenewald brothers, who owned a large game reserve containing rhino species, conspired 

with others involved in the wildlife conservation sector such as veterinarians, safari operators, 

professional hunters amongst other involved parties and individuals in order to buy and 

dehorn rhinos ‘covertly’ (Lemieux, 2014, p. 22). This particular case is evidence of the 

overlap between hunting and poaching, where rhinos could be hunted for additional fees, and 

in some cases in ‘green hunts’ where the animal is darted and sedated for a photograph, shot 

with a tranquilizer gun, turning an object of interspecies care into one of interspecies 

violence.  

 

The brothers also stand accused of dehorning, killing and burying the rhinoceros on their 

farm ‘to reduce upkeep costs and increase profit margins,’ but their case articulates what is 

referred to more widely as pseudo conservation, where again the legal and illegal become 

blurred through collusion and the manipulation of permit systems (Lemieux, 2014, p. 22). 

There is pseudo conservation, and there is pseudo hunting, practices that trouble the 

definitions of poaching and the stereotypes of the figure of the poacher. Hunting intersects 

frequently with poaching through pseudo hunting, whereby permits to hunt rhino were 

acquired legally by predominantly Asian clients, who would then sell the horns on the black 

market. Permits for rhinoceros hunts can be obtained legally, and reports of hunts have noted 

how many hunters are not fire arm competent and require a professional hunter to make the 

kill on their behalf which is of course illegal.  

 

What is noteworthy in the Groenewald case, was the concealed involvement of 29 

predominantly white vets, game farmers, helicopter pilots, game-capture specialists and 

professional hunters, only two of the accused white offenders received prison sentences, one 

being 8 years in jail and a fine of R1 million (Rademeyer, 2012, p. 147). Exploring how 

poaching and hunting overlap troubles the legal and illegal distinctions between the two, and 

problematizes how the poacher is stereotyped and racially profiled. Considering the origins of 

hunting and poaching this distinction also has a spatial dimension with those who were 
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displaced from protected areas, namely local communities, pitted against those who became 

enclosed or who facilitated or governed modes of enclosure on protected areas.  It could be 

argued that from the various modes of displacement induced by the colonial establishment of 

game reserves, poachers were a by-product, and from the origins of protected areas; which 

were productive of enclosures of wildlife for hunting and tourism, and for a long time were 

racially exclusive; the trophy hunter emerged and was written into hero narratives and 

preservationist fortress conservation models in which violence and conservation became 

wedded together.   

 

Trophy hunting is significant as a system in which many practices and logics assemble that 

essentially render some animals as killable and others not, and that labels some humans as 

sportsmen and others as poachers. Again, through the logics of power that cross cut wildlife 

security, hierarchies are produced, which in this case often associate hunting with being an 

acceptable form of interspecies violence.  In this section I shall explore the dimensions of 

both trophy and canned hunting and how they intersect with the other formative modes of 

violence that constitute this assemblage.  When I refer to hunting in this case, I refer 

predominantly to trophy hunting, where a permit and quota system managed at regional and 

governmental level, facilitate the hunting of an animal of choice. The analysis of pseudo 

hunting in the previous section demonstrates the importance of the permit system, where the 

legal and illegal have overlapped, and how this is in a sense central to making the distinction 

between poaching and hunting, but also becomes a tool that simultaneously facilitates 

poaching and supports conservation.   

 

VIII) Conclusion  

This chapter demonstrates how violence is very much a relational system that runs through 

the wildlife security assemblage and moving forward to look at surveillance and care in the 

chapters to follow, I will show how violence is constitutive of the assemblage as a whole.  By 

working through the intersections between killing and conservation, it is clear to see how 

violence infiltrates conservation practice on several levels which challenges presumptions 

about conservation that assume certain practices to be solely caring in nature.  Opening up 

such practices to scrutiny draws out violent relations and interactions that are watered down 

or overlooked and absorbed by the history of violence attached to wildlife conservation, and 

moreover those that are legitimized through wildlife conservation and dependent economies.   
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Violence is a dominant logic of power that constitutes wildlife security at present, and one 

that evidently instils and strengthens what could be deemed lesser forms of violence, such as 

cuddling, capturing, and even forms of cultural exclusion.  This shows that even those 

relations we deem to be non-violent are antagonistic and violent in a less obvious and explicit 

manner, violence therefore in the context of the interspecies encounter must engage with 

other practices that cross species boundaries, moving beyond the boundaries of militarized 

conservation that has dominated the literature on wildlife security in the recent past. Through 

exploring dominant relations of violence that emerge across species, spaces and histories; it 

becomes evident that a loose hierarchy of violence is present whereby some forms are 

deemed more morally acceptable than others, however it must be noted that what is deemed 

acceptable is acceptable through the lens of dominant western conservation perspectives.   

Looking beyond these, it can be argued that there is a gap in terms of an engagement within 

conservation practice with indigenous cultural knowledge and practices.  Both interhuman 

and interspecies relations that are violent stimulate practices of displacement and containment 

that influence the spatiality of conservation space. Through telling the story of park 

establishment, one can begin to see through the way in which conservation space was 

demarcated and sectioned off across time and space as reserves, some for local communities, 

and some for wildlife; and how the displacement of people and wildlife in this context has 

played a role in the establishment and persistence of violent relations.  Displacement, 

containment and exclusion explain how relations of violence are constituted, and following 

these patterns in relation to the history of park establishment, this allows one to map out how 

violence is translated across time and space. These themes run throughout the structure of this 

chapter, which has demonstrated the connection between space and violence within the nexus 

of wildlife security.  

Understanding the story of park establishment, and how fortress model conservation was 

established, draws out the ways in which the conservation sector is cross cut historically, by 

issues of racism and speciesism. People are displaced and animals are contained, exclusion and 

segregation are emergent from this, which, historically has worked to severe interspecies 

relations between indigenous communities and wildlife. Telling this story sets out why 

interspecies relations are important in this context in terms of understanding how and why 

violence is emergent. Drawing out different interspecies relations, in this case between 

indigenous black African communities and those that hold European, western conservation 

values, speaks to wider issues of racism that are deeply entangled in wider South African 
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society. Violence underpinning modes of displacement and exclusion has in many cases 

ruptured the relationship between communities and the conservation sector.  Furthermore, 

displacement and enclosure within the context of wildlife conservation in the region, shape 

what some describe as the modernization of indigenous or primitive space, creating a crisis of 

value which in this case is concerned with how different cultural groups of human beings, value 

and treat nonhuman animals (Darian-Smith, 2005, pp. 37-38). 

 It is important to understand the workings of militarized conservation in order to think 

beyond this approach and its shortfalls; therefore by distinguishing the various hierarchies of 

violence that emerge from militarized thinking, this research begins to challenge the status 

quo of accepted conservation practice and begins to unravel the true nature of the intentions 

that drive what I understand to be unethical approaches to wildlife conservation.  The legacy 

of injustice and persecution attached to the region manifests through the way in which 

security and protection are afforded to some beings, and not to others.  By addressing the 

distinctions between wildlife security personnel and other conventional militaries, the hybrid 

nature of these individuals reveals deeper attachments to the militarized conservation 

landscape, which has made it easier to subject those excluded from this to processes of 

othering.  I pick up on a recognition of the short-term nature of this approach, and 

furthermore on tangible movements towards nonviolent, pre-emptive approaches to wildlife 

security. The militarization of antipoaching personnel, it could be argued is functional and 

provides responsive action to a dynamic, interspecies security threat. However, reactive 

responses may work to proliferate violence; but my interviews show that the increase in novel 

surveillance and monitoring technologies, is pushing for a shift to proactive antipoaching to 

reduce the need for reactive measures. This, however, is something I shall address in Chapter 

4.  

The concept of the string figure is a useful way by which to interpret and explain how the 

hunter and poacher overlap within the nexus of wildlife security. This entanglement engages 

the stories of how both figures have been translated throughout conservation space, and as 

two distinct, yet overlapping assemblages, this approach problematizes oversimplifications of 

the poaching crisis and wildlife security.  By looking more deeply at the history of 

conservation space, it is clear that the poacher is locked into a cycle of violence that is both 

interhuman and interspecies in nature. It must be stated that I am not sympathizing with 

poachers in my criticism of racial profiling, but I argue that highlighting this makes clearer 

how violence within the nexus of wildlife security goes beyond militarization against 
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poaching threats.  Cultural violence in this context has legitimized practices of interspecies 

violence through the way in which hunting is defended as a conservation tool, and how 

poaching is legitimized against a backdrop of poverty and a culture of exclusion. In essence, 

cultural violence intersects with interspecies violence, but through engaging with violence 

from a cultural perspective, it becomes much clearer how understanding animals as a 

resource solely for instrumental use, justifies violence against them for human needs.  

By discussing the concept of virtuous violence, it is clear to see hierarchies of acceptable 

violence emerge, some deemed more or less unethical than others, all of which are relevant to 

pre-existing cultural perceptions.  Those who carried out certain violent practices were 

convinced of their legitimacy despite the evident consequences of violence, they believe that 

they are acting genuinely for the betterment of their lives in terms of the poacher and income 

earned, or for the betterment of wildlife in the case of hunting and militarized conservation. 

Without connecting the stories and histories to the act, it is difficult to challenge the dominant 

colonial narratives to disrupt the logics of power through the inclusion of indigenous 

perspectives.  Virtuous violence connects the morality that has normalized certain violent 

practices, to wider logics of power through a hierarchy of violence that emerges as these 

relations mesh together.  In general poaching is considered a less morally acceptable form of 

violence, and hunting and militarized conservation in contrast are deemed more acceptable 

given the dominant cultural history of wildlife conservation.  Despite the virtue attached to 

dominant hero narratives, I am drawn to the overlap between the trophy hunter and the 

poacher, which quite explicitly shows the importance of colonial histories and of 

understanding the historical processes that have evolved conservation to become a 

predominantly white, western undertaking.  This overlap sets out quite a racialised, hierarchal 

distinction between acceptable forms of wildlife and interspecies encounter which Speciesism 

is prevalent through the practices that afford some species and individuals within a species, 

greater protection than others. Those that prove to be a more valuable or profitable resource, 

are afforded greater protection, and like a valuable commodity, worth correlates with 

scarcity. This shows how channels of commodification relevant to wildlife is antagonistic, as 

violence lurks beneath the surface of wildlife economies in some shape or form. The resultant 

speciesism correlates with how South African wildlife and conservation space are governed 

and monitored as there are practices created for monitoring and species preservation, that 

have benevolent outcomes for wildlife in particular, rendering some more killable than 

others.  Here, we begin to see the connections between violence and care. In the following 
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chapter I shall explore and explain the functionality of surveillance practices for the purpose 

of wildlife security through engaging with proactive surveillance practices developed to 

reduce the reliance on reactive militarized conservation.  These proactive methods have seen 

the development of novel surveillance technologies, some of which are merged with animal 

bodies; however, these practices ask important questions surrounding interspecies politics 

and moreover the logics of power connected to watching and being watched.  
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4 

Surveillance 

 

In light of the increasing complexity of the poaching crisis, measures to monitor and protect 

conservation space have become increasingly more creative and novel. In the previous 

chapter, I explored relational systems of violence by working through militarization and 

fortress models, colonial violence, to intersections between poaching and hunting and the 

hierarchies of violence emergent through the concept of virtuous violence that tie these 

relations together.  It is evident that conservation spaces; including wildlife; are subject to 

differential modes of power.  This chapter explores surveillance, a form of power that in the 

assemblage of wildlife security renders nonhuman animals more governable but also more 

killable depending on how the practice is exercised and translated throughout the assemblage.  

Through exploring diverse, novel surveillance practices I wish to show how rendering 

wildlife more governable through surveillance can save lives, however, due to the nature of 

governance concerning conservation space, surveillance in this way, still works to mobilize 

unevenly distributed relations of power which can be benevolent in making wildlife more 

exposed, vulnerable and killable making it a lesser form of violence.  

 Being exposed to the array of ways that surveillance practices are assembled for the purpose 

of wildlife security, I realized that I was not simply writing about the separate surveillance of 

people, animals and conservation space.  The idea of interspecies surveillance asks questions 

about the nature and effects of power and governance concerning wildlife security; but 

working through relevant surveillance practices revealed other less explicit relations of power 

that exposed surveillance as something that is not solely protective or benign. Surveillance 

and subsequent practices of monitoring act as forms of governance and monitoring over 

conservation space, and are comprised of the ways humans and wildlife watch and are being 

watched within this space.  Although, as these become benevolent through the enabling of 

harmful acts, they categorize and partition conservation space in order to enable violence in 

different ways that shall be explored in this chapter, proving that the watching of wildlife and 

those that have been othered throughout the assemblage, is not always a neutral or benign act.  
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This chapter also draws out how partnerships between security, surveillance and conservation 

practices have evolved to become more proactive, with the purpose of reducing the loss of 

human and animal lives by predicting and preventing poaching attacks before they happen 

rather than reacting while they are taking place, or when it is too late.  This has led to the 

development of novel surveillance technologies that utilize both machine, human and wildlife 

in the watching, monitoring, collecting and collating of interspecies data. Just as violence was 

discussed as virtuous in the previous chapter, surveillance adds to this through the idea that it 

too can be benevolent, and not solely protective over those being watched and monitored. 

The central argument within this chapter is that some forms and practices of surveillance 

render some animals and humans more governable, or more killable than others which 

highlights particular logics of power at work between watching and being watched on an 

interspecies level.  Considering how surveillance is functional on an interspecies level, and 

how this changes the interspecies encounter is another task for this chapter, like other 

predominantly human focused practices, the meaning of surveillance must be reimagined to 

accommodate the interspecies.  In essence, I argue that some of the practices developed for 

the purpose of wildlife security that shall be explored in this chapter, clarify what interspecies 

surveillance looks like.  

In general, surveillance can be understood as the ‘Collection and processing of personal data, 

whether identifiable or not, for the purposes of influencing or managing those whose data has 

been garnered’ (Ball, 2004, p. 574).  Surveillance takes many forms within the nexus of 

wildlife security that assemble as both panoptic and synoptic; where panoptic refers to 

surveillance that is hierarchal, and centralized, where few authorities watch the general 

population through medium like CCTV in public places where technology is not always 

visible but its presence remains, and synoptic in comparison is more horizontal in nature, 

referring to dispersed sets of practices in which the many watch the few, in this case through 

social media, data collection and monitoring by non-profit groups and organizations. Much 

literature on surveillance speaks to ideas of the panoptic and synoptic, but this distinction is 

not the focus of the analysis, but rather how species distinctions are transformed through 

surveillance practices.  Haggerty and Ericsson discuss the assemblage as ‘heterogeneous 

objects brought together and working as an entity,’ which also speaks to ideas rooted in ANT 

that explore issues of surveillance by drawing on a post- Foucauldian understanding of power 

that in general understand society as that which ‘results from the complex iterations between 
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human, inhuman and nonhuman,’ rather than explicitly being a pre-condition (Wood, 2007, 

p. 256). 

 

I) Surveillant Assemblage 

 

The concept of the surveillant assemblage through which heterogeneous elements are 

displaced, transformed and reassembled; speaks to the sociology of translation; referring to 

Michel Callon’s scallop experiment where scallops are not only understood as exhibiting 

agency, but are translated from local to global. Furthermore, the concept of free association 

discussed by Callon (2007, p. 18) is this particular study facilitates analysis of an assemblage 

or network in which identities fluctuate, and in which relations at times are unpredictable, 

prescribing no fixed identities on intervening entities and hence establishing an approach to 

interspecies study that is sensitive to impermanence and fluctuation. What I take from 

Callon’s sociology of translation is how the functionality of the assemblage relies on 

processes of translation or transformation in order to generate an intelligible understanding of 

an assemblage where there appear to be many not only heterogeneous but fragmented parts.  

Biopolitics serve an analytical purpose in terms of addressing practices of biopolitical 

governance of nature that are operative within the assemblage. In the Foucauldian definition, 

biopower is concerned with particular modes of governance and subjectification, and the 

transformation of how we understand power mechanisms, more specifically how power has 

positive capacities such as for the betterment of human lives.  Foucault addresses how power 

is dispersed, it is not something someone does or does not possess, ‘power pulses and 

reverberates through all areas of life,’ meaning that it is not over-arching or external, instead 

it is concerned with the ‘expansion and efficiency of life’ (Cisney, 2015, pp. 11-14).  

 

However, for the purpose of understanding changes to the interspecies encounter ideas 

emergent from work on biopolitical governance can be helpful for engaging the body as a site 

of power, in this case through the ways in which technology is merged with animal bodies for 

monitoring and the betterment of protection and security. The idea of the conservation 

cyborg, which constitutes the core argument of this chapter, draws on the idea of 

optimization, where the body is enhanced or modified for betterment, in this case for 

improved security and protection and improving the governability of ungoverned 

conservation spaces. The idea of governing particular spaces is important, as it speaks to the 
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ways in which specific human and animal populations are monitored and governed; but the 

principle of betterment and making life live through increasingly more complex interspecies 

relations emergent from the collapsing distinction between the human and animal, is 

challenged as manipulation of these practices can work conversely to render wildlife more 

killable rather than more secure as biopolitical governance would suggest. This idea will be 

drawn out in greater depth in the discussion to follow.  

 

Through engaging with the various modes and practices of surveillance that are emergent 

from and constitutive of the wildlife security nexus, I shall further develop the argument that 

wildlife security is constituted by the intersecting practices of violence, surveillance and care. 

Surveillance is an emergent property, and a medium through which conservation, but 

moreover violence and care in some instances, is made possible; however, this analysis is 

also concerned with the transformative capacities, as surveillance operates through the 

transformation of what or who is being watched. Drawing on Haggarty and Ericson’s (2000) 

Surveillant Assemblage; which considers how technologies and practices assemble and 

integrate into a larger functioning whole; and Haraway’s cyborg; an assemblage of flesh, 

technology and data; this chapter shall work through practices of surveillance that constitute 

the assemblage, paying particular attention to the hybrid entities emergent from translations 

of humans, wildlife and data.  

 

I shall follow the trail, starting with how surveillance happens on game reserves for 

monitoring and antipoaching purposes, progressing to the enrollment of the animal, and to 

permit systems. Following this, in keeping with the idea that conservation space is non-

Euclidean, and unbounded by the fences that demarcate game reserves, I shall demonstrate 

how surveillance and monitoring practices transcend the park boundary, and expand the 

domain of conservation space through the capture and dissemination of interspecies data.  In 

order to understand how surveillance holds together, this requires analysis of the extent by 

which interconnected beings and things active within this network, co-construct this 

surveillance domain (Ball, 2002, p. 586). Therefore, in order to understand how surveillance 

works it is necessary to map out and understand how these elements are bound together and 

become stable.   

 

Wildlife security, as a functional assemblage, presents a challenge to the distinction between 

panoptic and synoptic surveillance as both are active and assembled together within this 
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nexus. The way in which surveillance assembles challenges this distinction as both are 

present simultaneously, and because accountability for the wildlife crisis has become a 

subject of public interest, meaning that the observed bodies that are objects of surveillance 

are transformed, displaced and reassembled beyond onsite security operations rooms. What is 

interesting and unique to this context is the use of animal bodies as components of 

surveillance systems for the purpose of security, forensics and monitoring. Through permit 

systems, DNA sampling and the creation of what I shall discuss as conservation cyborgs for 

the purpose of monitoring particular animals and humans, it could be argued that surveillance 

becomes an extended mode of governance over non-human beings, in this case wildlife. Like 

violence and care, surveillance is an emergent property of wildlife security, but what emerges 

through the assembling of an array of surveillance technologies is effectively a conservation 

cyborg. In order to explore interspecies surveillance practices, I shall draw on Haggerty and 

Ericson’s surveillant assemblage, which focuses on transformations and connections that 

occur between heterogeneous elements, in this case humans, animals and things that 

constitute the assemblage. This approach allows us to consider the centrality of different 

modes of surveillance to the nexus of wildlife security and in doing so will highlight wider 

conceptual challenges that the poaching, trafficking and also hunting of wildlife, or 

collectively interspecies security issues, raise in terms of the limitations of our 

understandings of surveillance. 

 

Drawing on the surveillant assemblage, critiques of biopolitical governance of nonhuman 

animals, and ideas rooted in cyborg theory that are sensitive to complex relations born from 

collapsing binaries between human and nonhuman nature; I understand the issue of power as 

a product of the assemblage, rather than as emanating from a central resource or entity power 

is instead disseminated, and dispersed throughout the network as entities assemble together 

and disassemble, making the assemblage powerful through connection (Cisney et al 2015, p. 

248). Therefore, the nature of the interspecies encounter is important as any change and 

action within the assemblage is hinged on how this holds together. Power dynamics change, 

as relations between actants are diverse and varied, and I argue that understanding power as 

dispersed in this way, is much more in keeping with the task of analyzing this case study 

from a posthuman perspective. Violence, surveillance and care are also by-products of the 

assemblage, and the entanglements that constitute it, and therefore are not simply constructs 

or consequences of the actions of a single power source.  
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The sections to follow will explore empirical evidence gathered during field work and 

research to clarify how the surveillance practices constitutive of this assemblage connect 

APU’s operating on the ground to global wildlife protection frameworks. Practices of 

surveillance that monitor activity from an international and regional standpoint, such as 

CITES, TRAFFIC or INTERPOL is not disconnected from that of APUs and game wardens 

that are operative on game reserves, these surveillance practices assemble together, and are 

interdependent and mutually reinforcing.  Despite the virtual, and vastly networked character 

of the surveillant assemblage, there remains a focus on the body, in terms of the merging of 

machinic and the organic. Through the string figure of the conservation cyborg that I shall 

discuss later in the chapter, it becomes clear how the animal; moreover; the rhinoceros, is 

essentially enrolled in surveillance and wildlife security.  

 

The structure of this chapter shall firstly set out the spatial dimensions of surveillance; a 

theme that in the previous chapter I established, made possible practices of violence. I shall 

describe how surveillance is assembled on game reserves, but in line with the idea that 

conservation space transcends park boundaries through translations that are made possible 

through surveillance practices, I shall consider the ways in which wildlife and people within 

the wildlife security nexus are monitored and surveilled from reserve, and at regional and 

international levels. Following this, I shall engage with what I have described as the 

conservation cyborg, which is a useful way by which to trace through the translations 

concerning the surveillance of individual animals to whole species, and how the rhino and 

moreover the horn are translated to data that is vital to surveillance and monitoring.  

 

By engaging with novel technologies and practices that are developed solely for the purpose 

of antipoaching and wildlife security, there is an argument that markets are in fact written 

into the assemblage, both making wildlife security possible, but at the same time these are 

open to manipulation through practices such as dehorning, and novel technologies, and 

through the fraudulent use of permits. From these monitoring and surveillance practices, 

emerges a kind of species-specific surveillance in terms of the way in which the rhino 

becomes central to a surveillance network, however, it could also be argued, that these may 

constitute forms of interspecies governance, which assembles through the simultaneous 

collection of data pertinent to humans and wildlife.  Within the nexus of wildlife security, the 

surveillance of human and animal are entangled through the permit system, this speaks to the 

concept of virtuous violence discussed in chapter 3, whereby the conservation of the animal 
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as a species, and how it is protected, is made possible through virtuous killing, or in this 

context, hunting.  

 

During field work, much of the surveillance and monitoring technology utilized for the 

purpose of wildlife security was implemented specifically for the purpose of antipoaching.  In 

general, the recent surge in surveillance technologies on game reserves is evidence of a shift 

in how the poaching crisis is conceptualized and policed. In the previous chapter which 

considered how violence is constituted throughout the assemblage, I noted how interviewees 

working within the nexus of antipoaching, considered that militarization was a short-term, 

often reactive security response, in several instances they expressed how wildlife security in 

this context needed to be more proactive to be effective. Moves to make antipoaching more 

proactive have involved novel surveillance and monitoring technologies; reactive responses 

suggested that antipoaching personnel were reacting to a poaching attack, but the push for 

proactive security appeared to involve a greater reliance on novel practices of surveillance, 

the idea of proactive wildlife security involves an element of predictability drawing on data 

collected from both humans and wildlife within a particular hotspot for poaching attacks.  

 

Through surveillance technologies, conservation is reassembled in a ‘more than human 

world’ where the virtual, embodied, local and global are in a state of continual flux and where 

intersections between heterogeneous elements are productive of cyborg entities (Puig de la 

Bellasca, 2017, p. 1). Emergent from the crisis is the novel usage of surveillance technologies 

such as GPS, cameras, drones, and crime mapping software by reserve security personnel in 

what they described as an effort to make APU’s proactive rather than reactive to reduce 

violent altercations. National databases have been established specifically for the purpose of 

gathering rhinoceros DNA data, and global watchdogs such as TRAFFIC and CITES work to 

monitor the trade and movement of animal products and byproducts that are listed as 

endangered, including the issue of certain trophy hunting permits for endangered species.   

 

In general, technology and nature are increasingly becoming partners for the purpose of 

wildlife security and conservation. Sharks have gone live on twitter.18 Bees have been fitted 

 
18 In Western Australia, 338 sharks have been tagged with acoustic transmitters that monitor their location 
and movement.  When a tagged shark reaches half a mile from the beach, a computer alert is triggered which 
subsequently sends out a message on the Surf Life Saving Western Australia Twitter feed. This technology has 
been described as a step towards reducing human-wildlife conflict due to the high level of shark attacks taking 
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with microchips like vehicle e-tags.19 Nature is becoming increasingly networked; through 

technological innovation, data relating to climate conservation, animal behaviour and 

movements is becoming more abundant, available and even politicised beyond the 

conservation sector.  These technologies offer wider evidence of surveillance practices 

facilitating wildlife conservation in an array of different ways, in some cases to limit contact 

between human and animal, but also to increase monitoring and allow access to aspects of 

‘wild-life’ that we have never before seen.  Furthermore, technological partnerships make for 

more effective security strategies in many instances due to the vast, dense, challenging 

topography characteristic of game reserves. During field research, I took part in locating a 

wounded rhinoceros that had sustained an injury from fighting. This experience was 

particularly helpful in highlighting the utility of surveillance and tracking technologies within 

such a vast, difficult conservation space. In the back of an antipoaching truck, we; a team of 

vets, researchers, and rangers; drove for several hours in convoy to attempt to locate the 

injured animal.  

 

This particular outing consisted solely of an assemblage of manpower, binoculars and 

vehicles, as it was too windy to launch a helicopter search. Several hours passed without 

much success, until one vet who was searching on foot, spotted the rhinoceros lying down in 

an area concealed from the road. The ranger noted how in these cases, perhaps drones and 

tracking technologies would reduce the time spent searching, but that logistical factors such 

as weather and signal limit this potential.  Adding to the difficulty of the terrain, is the 

unpredictability of a living being; upon asking rangers their views on novel technologies, 

namely the chips, tags, and cameras attached to live animals, they often described how these 

were frequently broken, or detached, creating more work for security personnel. Some modes 

of surveillance work in partnership with antipoaching units, as wearable attachments, hand 

held gadgets, or software, but others are cyborg in nature, merging with and being implanted 

into animal bodies.  In the sections to follow I shall set out how surveillance assembles within 

conservation space, engaging firstly with the surveillant assemblage operative on game 

 
place in the region. https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2013/12/31/258670211/more-than-300-
sharks-in-australia-are-now-on-twitter 
19 CSIRO in Australia fitted honey bees with tiny radio frequency identification sensors that monitor their 
movement, including travel distance; also, due to the predictable nature of bee social structures, changes in 
behaviour will reflect changes in their environment by recording when an insect passes a checkpoint, data is 
collated and models produced to assess risks to the species. www.csiro.au/ec/Research/BF/Areas/Protecting-
Australia’s-agricultural-industries/Robot-technology/Swarm-sensing 
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reserves. I established in the previous chapter, how fence boundaries are symbolic as a 

demarcation of ownership and racial segregation, but that through translations and 

interconnections that are made possible through surveillance, data plays an important role in 

terms of expanding the limitations of conservation space beyond the parameters of park 

boundaries.  

 

 II)  A spatial analysis of technology and territory: Game Reserves  

 

In order to explain how surveillance holds together, I shall focus on who or what exactly 

gathers the information, how it works, and how the data is processed and used. Therefore, it 

makes sense to start on the ground, on sites designated for the purpose of conservation and to 

then work outwards to build on how practices on reserves are linked to wider practices of 

interspecies and individual species, surveillance and monitoring in order to explore the 

changing nature of conservation space.  During my time spent in South Africa, I visited ten 

different kinds of game reserve, not including separate tourist facilities of which I visited 

seven in total.  This distinguished any physical differences between large and small 

conservation space, what government and private reserves looked like and how they operated, 

and any clear differences in conservation philosophy between these.   

 

The observational differences were the frequently larger size and range of SANparks 

reserves, and the clear sign posting with branding throughout.  There appeared to be more 

visitors and tourist activity on SANparks reserves, and higher populations of Big 5 wildlife, 

as sightings of these in my experience were more frequent on these reserves.  Furthermore, in 

terms of the tourist experience, some private game reserves appeared to offer extremely 

luxurious, unique, experiences and accommodation that cost extortionate amounts per night.  

In terms of wildlife security, these visits were insightful as I could map out a loose 

surveillance infrastructure for private game reserves based on the empirical evidence 

gathered during visits. I must reinforce the fact that access to detailed security information is 

extremely difficult in light of the nature of wildlife security in South Africa at present, 

therefore data used to set out this assemblage originates from interviews, meetings and 

observations predominantly on private reserves as I could not gain this kind of access to 

SANparks beyond that of a tourist, or make contact with security personnel working on 

government reserves. Therefore, this information reflects this experience.  
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From field work and experiencing first-hand the vastness and denseness of game reserves, I 

began to see the utility of certain technologies in terms of pre-empting poaching attacks.  The 

ability to predict incursions and threats in terms of location and frequency would most 

definitely have a positive impact on response rates with the potential for stopping an attack 

before it happens.  The pre-emptive nature of this type of surveillance exercises a different 

type of logic concerning wildlife protection due to the collection and analysis of many 

different types of human and nonhuman data required to build a threat portfolio concerning 

poaching hotspots.  The pre-emptive nature of this type of surveillance was powerful in its 

potential for reducing the need for physical violence which disrupts and defies the trajectory 

of violent relations as they are translated across the assemblage; in this context pre-emptive 

surveillance is defiant and disruptive towards the dominant logics of power. I have suggested 

that some forms of surveillance are an extension of militarized conservation through making 

violent consequences more possible, however, pre-emptive surveillance works to reduce the 

need for violence and fatalities by working as an organizing force over the means of 

protection. However, what was interesting to me was the posthuman nature of pre-emptive 

surveillance technologies and practices through the unity of human and animal bodies as a 

functional surveillance technology.  

 

Developments in surveillance for the purpose of wildlife security work to create proactive 

engagement, which are ‘directed at curbing poaching incursions into protected areas’ rather 

than reactive responses to poaching incidents that lead to violence and poaching casualties 

both human and animal (Ferreira et al, 2012, p. 13). The data produced from surveillance 

technologies, is not only interspecies in nature, but it problematizes understandings of 

conservation space that are limited to the physical, territorial and geographical whereby 

conservation space is demarcated by fence boundaries of game reserves. Amoore discusses 

the concept of the border, and how this expands and transcends that of the physical 

boundaries between states, borders have become ‘deterritorialized’ and much more ‘virtual’ 

in nature, and are constituted by ‘data flows, artificial zones, and spaces of enclosure,’ as they 

are by traditional geographic boundaries (Amoore, 2008, p. 96).   

 

The emergence of software and applications for the purpose of wildlife security provides 

evidence that panoptic practices on game reserves assemble with synoptic approaches 

whereby security personnel and game reserve staff can contribute to and access internal 
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intelligence databases. In this way, it could be argued that surveillance and violence are 

linked, as in many cases, interviews concluded that the purpose of implementing more 

sophisticated surveillance technology was to avoid the need for violent reactive approaches to 

counter-poaching, and instead preempting and deterring potential poaching attacks. One head 

of security outlined how the shifting nature of antipoaching embodies a move from reliance 

on reactive, militarized approaches, that often react to a poaching attack rather than 

necessarily prevent it, meaning that the animal may be fatally wounded, but poachers may 

still be apprehended by APU’s. The move to proactive appeared to involve the ability to 

predict and preempt poaching attacks through extensive data capture on rhinoceros’ locations 

and movements and on suspicious activity and poaching intelligence, for the betterment of 

surveillance that works in the context of interspecies security. 

 

III) Cameras 

 

On game reserves, various surveillance practices are present and functional together. 

Commonly reserves have CCTV to monitor people, and variations of camera technologies, 

camera traps also monitor wildlife and human movements at particular hotspots. Discipline in 

the Foucauldian sense; as associated with panopticism; I argue is not entirely relevant to the 

interspecies encounter, but rather what practices do to the observed body both human and 

animal, and the impact of the transformative powers of surveillance on the interspecies 

encounter. Some private sites also conducted helicopter fly overs as part of their daily 

security routine. During a stay at a private reserve, a surveillance helicopter flew over in the 

evening to enhance aerial surveillance capabilities and to spot any suspicious activity. 

Oftentimes these approaches are partnered with technologies such as drones, crime mapping 

software; which will be discussed later in the chapter; shot detection applications, night 

vision, Global Positioning System Technology (GPS), mobile phones, walkie talkies, and 

human patrols tasked with intelligence gathering, data collection such as from camera traps, 

and armed or unarmed foot patrols. Other more synoptic surveillance practices are dispersed 

at different levels of the assemblage; for example, permit systems, social media, legislation, 

visas, accounts, legislation, and databases. These practices are exemplary of different modes 

of interspecies monitoring operative terrestrially, aerially and virtually. The distinction 

between panoptic and synoptic is not the focus of the analysis, but rather how species 

distinctions are transformed through surveillance practices.  This assemblage is evidence that 
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in this particular case, there is no solidly organized set of practices, but rather loose 

connections between panoptic, synoptic and what can be described as hybrid practices. In this 

section I shall work through these practices in an effort to demonstrate how reserves undergo 

surveillance and monitoring, predominantly for the purpose of antipoaching. 

 

Fence boundaries on game reserves were often surveilled at various points by CCTV 

cameras. Driving through different entry and exit gates to the park, which were manned by 

security personnel, there were often checks, which sometimes required that you pay a toll, or 

open the boot of the car for inspection. This happened on two occasions at the Kruger Park, 

where upon arrival, we were subject to a thorough check on entering the park which involved 

showing identification, filling in forms, and permitting a search of the interior of the vehicle. 

In partnership with camera surveillance, foot patrols on fence boundaries appeared to be 

common procedure capturing images of people; tourists, staff, rangers, and perhaps wildlife 

depending on where the camera is situated. Being a panoptic mode of surveillance, the 

presence of CCTV suggests monitoring and capture of movements within a particular space.   

 

Other camera technologies that are utilized on game reserve are camera traps, that are often 

made up of remotely triggered cameras, that are placed at hotspots for wildlife activity such 

as watering holes. On visiting one reserve, I noticed how camera trap data was collected and 

uploaded by staff not only to detect suspicious activity but for conservation management 

purposes.  This appeared to be time consuming, as the battery had to be replaced, and data 

uploaded to laptops for analysis on a regular basis; and although suspicious human activity 

may be detected sporadically, this form of surveillance is predominantly focused on the 

movements and activities of wildlife in a particular area of a reserve. The use of camera trap 

data is often linked to predictions on population density and abundance, in addition to 

monitoring movements in hotspots at various points of a reserve (Chapman and Balme, 2010, 

p. 115). This mode of surveillance is focused predominantly on capturing data and images 

pertinent to wildlife, but other forms of tactically placed cameras exist that are capable of 

capturing interspecies data.  

 

The concept of real time camera technology for the purpose of counter-poaching has been 

discussed and novel attempt to integrate this approach into the surveillance infrastructure 

have reportedly been trialled. Although the following examples did not take place in South 

Africa specifically, they speak to a wider shift in the way in which wildlife, and humans 
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undergo surveillance within conservation space which is an important development in terms 

of interspecies security.  One discussant with extensive experience of conservation in conflict 

zones; describes how for real-time technology to be effective, extensive infrastructure 

networks are necessary to ensure consistency and reliability in transmitting data. They 

offered examples of real time technology where a network of cameras was set up with their 

own power sources; ‘camouflaged and overt solar panels and battery system and 

communications link (VSAT internet connection),’ in order to transmit images in real time of 

both humans and wildlife in a particular hotspot. 

 

The camera takes pictures of the immediate surroundings at all times of the day and night 

using infrared technology, which helps to monitor and detect patterns of animal movements 

and behaviours but also captures images of people; researchers, rangers, tourists, or poachers. 

The other example discussed was the use of poachercams, a ‘Panthera NGO designed and 

manufactured next generation camera trap,’ which monitors humans and wildlife using ‘a 

complex algorithm, sorting captured images of humans and vehicles,’ to be sent in real time 

to security personnel.  Panthera have successfully deployed these devices in several areas, 

they permit real time intelligence transmission allowing for more effective, fast action from 

APU’s, for example they may pick up on poachers entering or leaving a park, and data 

collected can then be used in court to prosecute poachers.  

 

I discussed these technologies with interviewees who voiced concerns for the longevity of the 

product, as some were attached to animal bodies, one in particular inserted into a rhino horn, 

meaning that they may be easily damaged. Other concerns were in relation to signal, if 

technologies depended on wireless internet signal, in a rural environment such as the South 

African bushveld, this may be compromised. This is another example of real time 

interspecies security surveillance and monitoring, but it is evident that such technology is 

only effective when partnered with strong law enforcement legislation and the manpower of a 

well-equipped, well trained, mobile APU.  Although these examples are not specific to South 

Africa, they highlight how wildlife security at large is developing through advancements in 

technology that help antipoaching teams secure difficult, dangerous terrain where conflict is 

still rife in many cases. Evidence exists that these projects have been trialled in South Africa, 

but I shall discuss this in the section to follow that focuses on how the rhino body is enrolled 

in surveillance practice.  
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IV) Drones  

 

The most widely discussed type of camera technology for the purpose of wildlife security are 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV’s) or what are more commonly understood as drones. 

During my time in South Africa, the use of drones was gaining traction, however, several of 

the game rangers that I met with voiced concerns that battery life was not long enough, and 

that drones were not resilient enough to fly longer distances given the vastness of most parks. 

A drone system combines a ‘computer processor, geographic positioning system (GPS), data 

logger, pressure and temperature sensors, an airspeed sensor, triple-axis gyro and 

accelerometer’ (Koh et al, 2012, p. 122). It appeared that drones were facilitators, collecting 

detailed surveillance data, working to strengthen existing surveillance infrastructures on 

game reserves through providing an aerial view of conservation space. I spoke on a Skype 

call with a drone company operating in South Africa, who discussed the growing interest in 

conservation drones that would generate data and images in real time meaning that through 

artificial intelligence, antipoaching teams can predict where poachers are most likely to be.  

 

This individual stated that infrared technology was particularly useful during night flights, as 

those wandering through park terrain after hours that were not taking part in safari tours, 

probably have the intention to poach. One interesting example from this conversation was the 

use of noisier drones to deter elephants from crop raiding, meaning that the drone acted as a 

herder, like an airborne sheepdog, which offers another example as to how technological 

solutions make wildlife security at large, more effective. Concerns over human rights, 

privacy issues, and ownership of air space accompany the deployment of drones for 

antipoaching purposes, and I discovered that limitations had been imposed in terms of 

licensing, meaning that only licensed drone pilots could fly drones in this particular 

conservation airspace, which it was suggested may also require special permissions. Research 

published on remotely piloted aircraft utilised in the KwaZulu Natal region for the purpose of 

antipoaching, noted that the aircraft itself functions as part of a wider surveillant assemblage, 

flight data was captured by a built in video camera, and photographic camera, in addition to 

infrared camera technology; this aircraft was connected to a ground control station that 

contained the manpower and technology to collect and store data (Mulero-Pazmany et 

al,2014, p. 2). What is also interesting about this project is the description of two separate 

flights referred to as ‘Rhino detection flights;’ which linked aerial surveillance to rangers on 
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the ground in rhino hotspots; and the other ‘Poacher detection flights,’ which they noted 

involved the transmission of data in real time to the control station which was received by 

rangers on the ground (Mulero-Pazmany et al,2014, p. 3). 

 

Drones require several staff in South Africa for antipoaching purposes; a qualified pilot, and 

someone to man the ground monitoring station that captures the live feeds. There are 

arguments based on the potential invasion of privacy with drones that take pictures perhaps 

over private land, which arguably encroaches on human rights. The South African Civil 

Aviation Authority (SACAA) are reportedly responsible for enforcing regulations concerning 

drone usage; they raise privacy concerns, stating that drones for personal use may not be 

flown over SANparks, nor within 50 metres of private land or people without the land 

owner’s permission (uavcoach.com: drone laws in South Africa, n.d). Drones are evidently 

not a standalone solution to better surveillance, like all technologies, they require manpower 

for operation and synthesis of data collected, they are therefore only effective amidst a well-

established surveillance infrastructure.  In the past, drones have been utilised within the 

military, reportedly for target practice (Kakes et al, 2015). This speaks to the concept of green 

militarization, which discussed the securing of conservation space through the deployment of 

military and paramilitary technologies; in this context there is a clear relationship or 

connection between space and militarized approaches, drones and other technologies that 

allow monitoring of vast space, perhaps close the gap between difficult topography and 

effective antipoaching. Furthermore, the increasing interest of tech companies in the 

conservation of wildlife is also demonstrative of the intersection between wildlife security 

and market opportunities.  

 

In addition to drone technologies, other efforts to enhance predictability, and more effective 

deployment of antipoaching resources included crime mapping software applications that 

most reserves that I visited utilised in the past or currently operated as part of their 

surveillance infrastructure within the reserve. The Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool; 

SMART; a mobile phone like device carried by APU’s, generates a positive feedback loop of 

intelligence for proactive security strategy in terms of more effective planning for patrols.  

Data is collected by patrols both on wildlife presence; sounds, tracks, sightings, carcasses; 

and human interactions; poacher camps, shots heard, direct sightings; all of this data is 

collated, analysed and mapped out over time to create a picture of the current situation for 

more accurate, effective risk analysis.  This form of monitoring is not exactly in real time, but 
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as patrols upload data post patrol, it is quite close.  The discussant also noted the utility of this 

technology in determining how much effort; kilometres walked or driven sightings, arrests, 

seizures; is put into a patrol, and how this data is combined with that of wildlife movements, 

behaviours, and sightings, making it a monitoring tool for interspecies surveillance.  

Evidence of similar technology developing in South Africa became clear during field work 

where different variations of crime mapping software were utilised on several private 

reserves visited, for the purpose of enhancing proactive deployment of APU’s, but also to 

gather and map data on movements and sightings relating to humans and wildlife.  

 

During field work, I discovered that predictive crime mapping software, and mobile 

technologies were utilized as anti-poaching tools. Security personnel at one particular reserve 

utilized CMORE, a crime mapping software application through which APUs can upload 

patrol intelligence. Similar to SMART, CMORE is a crime mapping software application 

partnered with mobile technology, that collates predominantly geo-spatial data inputted by 

APU’s and game rangers to map poaching incidents that have taken place, any suspicious 

behaviour, sightings, vehicles, the location of carcasses, or rhino hotspots, entry points, 

anything that may positively impact the proactive capacity of a particular APU. CMORE is 

an example of mapping interspecies data for the betterment of security in an effort to make 

wildlife security and more specifically antipoaching, more proactive. CMORE seeks to 

uncover relationships between heterogeneous and seemingly disparate information, and is 

arguably a component of what Ceyhan refers to as silent surveillance, meaning that 

surveillance is characterized by ‘embedded, silent and hidden processes that make it difficult 

for individuals and societies to be aware.’ (Ceyhan, 2012, p. 43). In general, on game 

reserves, Geospatial Information Systems (GIS) have become useful analytical tools for the 

betterment of APU deployment. I encountered CMORE during a reserve visit, which requires 

that game rangers and APU’s upload information related to sightings, suspicious activity, 

poaching hotspots, entry points, and carcasses, onto the database upon returning from patrol 

in order to map hotspots of activity, and also for a more effective spatial analysis of 

conservation space through the detection of any patterns in incursions. This virtual mapping 

of conservation space can in some cases enhance the predictability of poaching attacks 

meaning that consequentially APUs can be more proactive through synthesizing social and 

physical characteristics of hotspots.  
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This software was also commonly partnered with mobile technology that facilitated close to 

real time recording of events in the field, that APUs and rangers could then send back to base, 

in this case to the warden. Disadvantages emerged from weak mobile reception, if signal 

dropped out this would make it difficult for real time recording, meaning that data may 

perhaps not be as precise if uploaded at a later stage. Analysis of data provided by the game 

warden at a reserve visited combined information on rhino densities (from sightings, spoor, 

tracks etc.) with that of patrol routes in order that security personnel could more effectively 

predict where incursions would take place, and deploy APUs more efficiently (Trueman, no 

date).20 On this particular reserve, unarmed environmental monitors were also present, 

coupled with armed response units and crime mapping technology, the ability to predict and 

rapidly respond to incursions would be enhanced through this surveillant assemblage. This 

particular research into the effectiveness of CMORE discussed the idea of crime 

displacement, where intensive security attention to one hotspot, may displace and disperse 

attacks to other parts of the reserve (ibid, no date). Crime mapping as part of anti-poaching 

strategy is part of the wider assemblage where images and data from various kinds of 

cameras, GPS, infrared, human patrols, and tagged wildlife, assemble together functionally as 

interspecies surveillance.  The example of real time technology here shows how data 

pertinent to both humans and nonhumans, is combined for the betterment of surveillance and 

to produce risk analytics that make deployment of antipoaching personnel much more 

effective, through the ability to better predict and preempt poaching attacks.  

 

Security personnel also play an important role in the surveillance infrastructure on game 

reserves. From the above examples of crime mapping software and real time technologies, all 

of this data must be collected and collated efficiently by trained staff. Honesty and 

trustworthiness are important characteristics in the role of a game ranger, and one which on 

private reserves is often put to the test during recruitment processes for security type roles. 

Ranger A described how he polygraph tested his staff before signing any contracts of 

employment, questions that were asked were predominantly on the subject of poaching, and 

whether or not an individual had previously been in contact with rhinoceros in any way. One 

 
20 This information was gathered during field work and documents provided by Ranger B, this included a 

research project that looked at the efficacy of this technology as an Anti-poaching tool. I spent several days 

learning about security operations on site. Trueman, Lisa ‘The Benefits of Crime Mapping and Mobile 

Technology as an Anti-Poaching Tool,’ is the research project upon which these findings were based in addition 

to information gathered whilst staying at the warden’s camp. This document was provided to me by Ranger B.  
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other reserve stated that they polygraph tested staff for similar reasons, which suggests that 

this is perhaps part of legitimizing the surveillance and security infrastructure of game 

reserves.   

 

The unit manager had also conducted surveillance in the form of detailed intelligence 

gathered from informants and documentation of suspicious activity he witnessed at reserves, 

to facilitate the arrest and prosecution process against individuals that have been involved in 

rhino poaching which highlights the multiplicity of data sets. The specific data collected is of 

a sensitive nature, but thematically, this documented any suspicious activity, and the general 

movements and logistics of individual poaching suspects. Examples from the report included 

sightings of getaway cars along fence boundaries at particular points, wider activity leading 

up to a poaching attack sometimes gathered from informers, information on weapons in a 

poacher’s possession when they were caught; basically a surveillance log of any activity that 

might build up a profile of a suspect, generate any kind of predictability in terms of patterns 

of behavior, and to help with wider surveillance efforts. Rangers were also connected via 

walkie talkie, late into the night whilst staying at the bush camp the walkie talkie remained 

active listening out for any threats to arise. What this information evidenced is that through 

the antipoaching unit, a wide range of surveillance practices assemble from technologies, to 

diverse intelligence gathering practices.  

 

The human element of the surveillant assemblage works to make surveillance possible 

through the collection, collation and dissemination of data that is gathered from the various 

technologies that are utilized in the field.  Mobile patrol units are deployed throughout the 

reserve in order to maintain a consistent human surveillance presence. I noted in the previous 

chapter that I patrolled with the black mamba women; this consisted of patrolling fence 

boundaries, reporting suspicious activity, and cutting down snares, this task extended to their 

local communities, where they were also involved in intelligence gathering. The definition of 

their role is an environmental monitor; therefore, they work in partnership with surveillance 

technologies to act as eyes and ears within reserve boundaries, but also within local 

communities. Antipoaching units it seems, have a very different presence as they are armed, 

and as I noted previously, the mambas are unarmed. The likelihood of violence or an 

altercation occurring between poachers and antipoaching personnel is arguably more likely 

for this reason. One lady from the black mambas noted how being unarmed she felt like 
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suspected poachers were less likely to shoot at them, and how the mambas were more a 

surveillance presence than a direct threat to the life of a poacher.  

 

V) K-9 Units 

 

The animal is commonly enrolled in surveillance in the form of K9 units, for the tracking and 

apprehension of poachers on game reserves. K9 units are mutually reinforcing modes of 

surveillance, where the abilities of human and nonhuman beings assemble for the purpose of 

wildlife security, and where interspecies abilities are impactful as a functional assemblage. 

There have been many reports of poacher-catching canine rangers, and although some of the 

stories are anecdotal, this speaks to a wider pattern in which the capacities of animals are being 

enrolled for the purpose of security and detection not only for antipoaching purposes, but also 

within efforts to curb the illegal wildlife trade at large. The HeroRat mentioned in Chapter 3 is 

one example, but during field work I met with an individual who had conducted research on 

the olfactory systems of elephants, that identified the problem of elephant translocation over 

border and spaces, namely Mozambique, where there remain areas riddled with landmines that 

they argue pose limitations to transfrontier conservation efforts (Du Toit et al., no date).  

This research considered that elephants be enrolled as biodetectors, proposing a detector 

elephant system that could be used for medicinal and non-medicinal purposes; to detect both 

cancer cells, and land mines.  Training involves Remote Explosive Scent Tracing (REST) 

methodology; which integrates ‘animal training, elephant scent trials, and volatile substance 

characterization utilizing biochemical technologies’ (Du Toit et al., no date, p. 2). This project 

focused on the roles of individuals within the elephant family unit, stating that matriarchs could 

be trained through ‘negative enforcement,’ where they would associate the scent of TNT with 

a small blast to startle them, with the hypothesis that they would learn to lead herds away from 

this scent as it would be associated with danger. Furthermore, elephants with bad temperaments 

would not be utilised, such as those who had witnessed poaching attacks, or experienced 

trauma; one other interspecies dimension to this project is that the abilities of the elephants 

would hopefully work in partnership with that of detection and conservation dogs (Du Toit et 

al., no date, p. 2). 

An interviewee involved with a canine APU outlined the surveillance and apprehensive 

capacities of interspecies security units, that consist of dogs, humans and technologies. It is 

common knowledge that the natural olfactory system of a dog is more sensitive than that of a 
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human being, but as noted in chapter 3, the breeds commonly employed within these units; 

the Weimaraner, German Shepherd, and Belgian Malinois; and each have particular skill sets 

that through training partnerships and companionship with humans enhanced by particular 

technologies, form a functional assemblage effective for antipoaching.  The Weimaraner 

possesses strong tracking abilities, and the German Shepherd and Belgian Malinois are 

effective for apprehending suspects. During nighttime patrols, dogs were particularly useful 

comrades when both human and nonhuman could not depend on sight, but rather scent and 

sound, helping APU’s to successfully scan the reserve for suspicious activity.  

 

These dogs are also trained for conservation management to scent out wounded or dead 

animals, their training and purpose is therefore hybrid as they are functional in the protection 

of both animals and humans. From an interview it was suggested that rhino body parts may 

also be used to train the dogs, further implicating the rhino body in novel ways within the 

assemblage, arguably this also enrolls the rhinoceros in its own security and protection. This 

section has demonstrated how surveillance holds together within the boundaries of a private 

game reserve; human, technological and interspecies elements work together in a functional 

surveillant assemblage for the purpose of wildlife security. In the section to follow, I shall 

consider how the animal is enrolled in surveillance and security through hybrid approaches 

that have produced what I define as conservation cyborgs, whereby rhinoceros are modified 

and enhanced for the purpose of bettering security and surveillance on game reserves.  

 

VI) Companion speciesism and the surveillant assemblage: The rhino as 

actant  

 

This chapter sets out how distinct conservation spaces are subject to differential modes of 

power, one of which is surveillance; which has, for the purpose of wildlife security become 

more interspecies in nature.  One of the most mobile actants within the assemblage, is the 

rhinoceros, which is translated, and reassembled at many different points, and as it moves, is 

laden with interspecies politics with every translation as rhinoceros’ bodies are broken down, 

watched, uploaded, downloaded or mounted for show.  I realised that conservation space was 

both physical and virtual; and the logics of power and the drivers behind watching and being 

watched in various wildlife security practices are important to distinguish.  Who or what is 

watching whom, is an important factor in the politics of surveillance, however this politics is 
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stretched and challenged when the act of surveillance is an interspecies endeavour, such as 

the protection of wildlife, and simultaneously watching out for poachers.   

 

Watching for the purpose of viewing and enjoying wildlife seemed to be the most neutral 

form, this also stretched to monitoring for conservation purposes; where the protection of a 

particular species or individual animals is the end goal involving monitoring and intensive 

data collation.  However, when the watcher does not wish to save the life of the animal, but 

rather to take it, practices of monitoring and surveillance take on an entirely different 

meaning, such as in the case of trophy hunting, and its connection to permit systems and 

hunting technologies.  Other forms of surveillance create an intersection between 

benevolence and protection, namely militarized forms for the purpose of antipoaching, 

however I gathered that the overall goal of predictive surveillance technologies was to reduce 

the likelihood of violence between rangers and poachers. There are many forms of watching 

that took place in the studied interspecies and interhuman encounters; tourists watch 

predominantly for leisure and the undoubted spectacle of encountering wildlife in a ‘wild’ 

environment.  Hunters and poachers watch wildlife in order to expose vulnerability to render 

them more killable, and antipoaching units watch wildlife and humans in order to assess and 

predict risk in order that they can take preventative measures. An important aspect of the 

politics underpinning these encounters is understanding how and why each of the 

aforementioned watch each other.  

 

Through the urgency of the poaching crisis, the rhinoceros offers quite an extreme example 

of interspecies surveillance as the rhino body is enrolled in surveillance in many different 

ways that engage the overarching logics of power through translations from physical to 

virtual conservation space. This section shows how the animal body can become enrolled in 

antipoaching efforts, which helps in the task of reimagining surveillance as an interspecies 

practice. Furthermore, through following the translations of the rhino body, the issue of data 

is important, as bodies are broken down into virtual, or data bodies that are eternalised in 

databases at regional level in this context. This section expands on what this means in terms 

of interspecies surveillance, and the way in which humans and wildlife are monitored and 

governed within conservation space. Contributing to the string figures of the ecowarrior, 

poacher and hunter; the conservation cyborg also emerged from the processes of becoming 

that take place within the assemblage.  The idea that the rhinoceros becomes a form of 

conservation cyborg is explicit through the ways in which technology, wildlife and human 
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beings become entangled for the purpose of realising wildlife security.  The conservation 

cyborg also plays a role in reconstituting ideas of wildness through its presence within virtual 

and physical conservation space, and speaks ideas of rewilding by arguably reducing the need 

for human encroachment in areas that are rich in biodiversity, through interspecies 

assemblages that utilise novel technologies.  Despite the evident utility of such an approach, 

there are logics of power at play that facilitate the modification of the individual animal for 

the purpose of his or her own security.  

 

During fieldwork, some individuals mentioned the use of real-time antipoaching technology 

that was attached or inserted into the body of the rhinoceros to enhance surveillance and 

therefore produce more overall proactive antipoaching practice. This was mentioned briefly 

above in terms of poachercams, but developments in real-time technology have merged 

animal body and surveillance technologies in an effort to enhance surveillance in vast and 

difficult terrain. However, the merger of animal bodies with technologies for the purpose of 

conservation, is not an overly new phenomenon. It must be noted that although media articles 

and a research publication exist regarding this technology, I did not experience this in action 

during field work first hand, but merely discussed how these technological developments 

were being trialled and considered, and what the shortfalls and benefits might perhaps be. 

Despite this, these examples are a reflection of the direction in which wildlife security 

surveillance is moving, and are demonstrative of the cyborg nature of interspecies security 

efforts.  

 

For conservation monitoring and management of wildlife, GPS tracking collars and tagging 

of animals for directly implicate the animal body as part of a surveillant assemblage that 

speaks more specifically to the management of ecosystems and nonhuman populations. It is 

also worth noting that the camera traps mentioned before, can also act as a mode of species-

specific surveillance, for monitoring specific populations, and also for monitoring particular 

behaviours of a certain species (WildlifeAct: ‘Monitoring and tracking technology,’ n.d). 

Interspecies surveillance was discussed briefly in the section above, but this section shall 

consider how the nature in which the animal body is enrolled for the purpose of wildlife 

security, is becoming much more cyborg in nature.  

 

I have mentioned previously that research and development projects on the poaching crisis 

are often tasked with producing proactive approaches to wildlife security, through which 
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APUs can preempt threats and assess risk more effectively. One research project that 

illustrates this is the use of real time anti-poaching technologies, that propose the use of 

biologgers to be implanted in the body of a rhinoceros. An important shortfall of existing 

technologies is that APUs do not commonly receive data in real time, therefore they often 

arrive on the scene after an attack has taken place, and the animal has been killed or fatally 

wounded. The proposed project in question, suggested that real time poaching alert systems 

would help close this gap, which would involve fitting rhinoceros with a biologger, a small 

electronic device that can detect poaching events, establish the exact location and relay data 

remotely to APUs on the ground which when partnered with effective legislation, will 

proposedly alter the risk dynamics of poaching (O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, p. 5). One 

similar project proposes antipoaching through sensor fusion which utilizes visual and infrared 

cameras, sensory technologies, and GPS; one project proposes that the sensor be attached to 

the rhino, and when they undergo stress, a sensor will send the location to a central 

surveillance point, a text message will be sent to game rangers automatically to alert them to 

the changing environment, and then images will be sent to the computer system to help 

identify what happened (Banzi, 2014, p. 106).This would also link individual animals to 

antipoaching teams on the ground, and is responsive to calls for more proactive practices.  

 

There is a sense of interdependence where human and animal are enrolled together for the 

purpose of wildlife security, which again reflects the co-constitutive nature of this 

assemblage, reinforcing the idea of becoming together that is pertinent to Haraway’s string 

figure.  Through this conservation cyborg, that is embodied through a rhinoceros that has 

been modified for the purpose of surveillance, conservationists and APU’s hope to enhance 

the effective and timely receival of important data. Therefore, increasing the likelihood of 

interception, hopefully before a rhino fatality. This research offered other examples in which 

black rhinoceros’ horns had been fitted with video cameras, but the prototype proposed here, 

were small implanted electronic tags that would transmit relevant information remotely to 

APUs on the ground through a three-step process of detection, transmission, and alert 

(O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, p. 5). Other NGO’s that have discussed this technology, for 

example Wildlife Act; state that if sensors were placed inside the rhinoceros’ horn, then it 

could potentially detect when a rhino horn is being detached from a rhinoceros body 

(WildlifeAct: ‘Monitoring and tracking technology, n.d).  
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For example, to determine an animals distress, a heart rate monitor or accelerometer could be 

used, this may then trigger a video camera or microphone in the horn, meaning that sensors 

might work together to decipher whether or not an incident requires APU assistance before 

sending an alert; once this is established, GPS data is transmitted to determine the exact 

location of the rhino followed by the communication of the event; ‘animal ID, trigger time, 

sensor readings, and GPS coordinate information’ (O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, p. 5). 

Despite the localised impact in terms of deployment, this assemblage is vast due to the 

implication of satellites and the dissemination of GPS data. Discussions during field work 

suggested that this was in development stages, although the extent to which it has been 

piloted is unknown. This research is not only an example of technological advancements in 

the field, but it is also an example of the cyborg nature of interspecies security whereby 

bodies of nonhuman animals are implicated in their own protection by becoming enrolled in 

surveillance, but also broken down into virtual bodies and disseminated throughout virtual 

conservation space for the purpose of effective interspecies security and governance.   

 

The tags must be multifunctional, and play an important role in terms of rapidly transmitting 

information to receivers before poachers can destroy or damage them; other issues raised 

concerned the lack of mobile phone coverage potentially requiring ‘dedicated infrastructure,’ 

and also the impact on wildlife in terms of how invasive the procedure is, and how often 

animals are handled or sedated (O’Donaghue and Rutz, 2016, p. 7). This leads back to the 

paradox between making wildlife more governable and killable through different kinds of 

surveillance and monitoring practices that work for and against conservation goals.  Through 

surveillance technologies that merge, attach or are implanted into rhinoceros’ bodies, 

dualistic understandings of wildlife as a resource are challenged as the rhino becomes a 

functional part of the wildlife security assemblage, with the potential to impact upon national 

security and stability through translations, challenging those anthropocentric, resource 

centered values that only understand the rhino as a resource.  

 

RAPID, (Real-time anti-poaching intelligence device) refers to a collar that is fitted to a 

rhinoceros that ‘broadcasts information on heartbeat and location 24/7 to a Protect control 

centre;’ Protect being the project that have developed this approach; and is exemplary of how 

sensor technologies can assemble to collate and transmit important security data from both 

rhinoceros and poacher (weareprotect: ‘Real-time anti-poaching intelligence device,’ 2015). 

This technology comes in the form of a collar that is worn by a rhinoceros 24/7 to broadcast 
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information on heartbeat and location. The heartbeat is tracked, which then triggers the 

camera in order to determine why changes in heart rate occurred (Ibid). This particular 

project like several technological developments within this nexus are financed by NGOs or 

technology companies, which is again reflective of the local and global scale apparent to this 

nexus. Furthermore, when we consider the importance of data in this case, an array of 

different biometric data from both human and nonhuman sources is extracted and 

disseminated throughout the network, assembling with other human and nonhuman actants, 

databases, artefacts and institutions. What is important to consider when we think about the 

impact of data is the networked properties of technology and microelectronics, the 

relationships or assemblages that consist of ‘storage, retrieval, connection, and transmission 

capacities,’ demonstrate how different components in a particular network can work towards 

a common goal (Lyons and Zureik,1996, p. 2).   

 

In ‘Cyborg Citizen,’ the idea of the cyborg is discussed as being productive of a form of 

participatory evolution meaning that humans modify themselves to live differently in terms of 

enhancement and betterment through artificial modes of evolution, which can be described as 

a conscious shaping of our own evolution (Gray, 2000, p. 11). In this case wildlife is 

modified and enhanced through mergers with technology for the purpose of data acquisition 

to assist with the security of both animal, human and conservation space. Through the 

concept of functional cyborgs, human and non-human enter alliances, the actant is not an 

individual agent, but an entity ‘whose existence is dependent on their network of alliances 

within a shifting, heterogeneous and expansive relational field’ (Barry, 2013, p. 2). 

Modifications to such an extent are arguably political, therefore it is arguable that nonhuman 

animals become cyborg to simultaneously make them more governable and easier to monitor, 

as they appear to become implicated as a component in their own protection. Technology is 

unavoidable for humans, and within the nexus of conservation it is becoming so for 

nonhuman animals. The examples in this section have engaged with the idea that animal 

bodies become enrolled in surveillance producing what I have defined as conservation 

cyborgs. However, surveillance practice and modes of monitoring in this context extend 

beyond solely animal-tech mergers, implicating wider practices at local and global ends of 

the assemblage.  

 

In general, the cyborg in politics creates a space ‘for disempowering master narratives,’ 

which is a productive approach through which to explore the political nature of interspecies 
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relations (Gray, 2000, p. 192). The idea of a cyborg epistemology is useful when considering 

the issue of interspecies relations within the nexus of security as it facilitates a move away 

from dualistic epistemologies concerning nature and is linked to ideas of permeable 

boundaries (Gray, 2000, p. 11). The modification of the rhinoceros for the purpose of 

improved surveillance and perhaps governance that I outlined in the examples above, is 

exemplary of how we conserve wildlife through ‘cyborg’ transformations. These modes of 

interspecies surveillance, that transform the animal to gather; in some cases; interspecies data, 

have resulted in an embodied cyborg, a modified animal that is a functional component of 

this assemblage. The conservation cyborg embodies the merger between animal and 

surveillance technology, troubling the idea that animals are passive in this context, because as 

a functional assemblage, the conservation cyborg draws out the argument that animals have a 

particular agentic capacity that becomes more evident when interspecies relations are the 

foundation of analyses in this context.  Wildlife security as an assemblage reflects the merger 

between nature conservation and security, and emergent from this assemblage is the 

conservation cyborg, an embodiment of the transformations and interspecies relations taking 

place as the assemblage is continually woven and unravelled.  

 

VII) Databases: the significance of virtual conservation space  

 

Databases are an important stage in the translations that make surveillance possible.  What 

was unique in terms of wildlife security was merging of many forms of human and wildlife 

data to enhance monitoring and further understanding of the potential threats and 

consequences of poaching attacks.  Throughout field work, I did not encounter any databases 

that were established to collect data specifically on poachers, although that does not mean to 

say that these do not exist in some shape or form. However, the collection of biometric data 

on poachers and suspects appeared to be commonplace, and reports that I gained access to, 

often noted the identity of poaching suspects, license plates, appearance, and in some 

instances had pictures of individuals who were poachers, or suspected of poaching (Lyon and 

Zureik, 1996, p. 3). Crime scene investigations of poaching attacks often collected forensic 

data, which is linked to the species-specific databases that work to trace the rhino horn to the 

individual rhino. The databases that were most commonly associated with novel treatments 

and technologies in terms of rhino antipoaching efforts, were species specific, but linked 
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individual species, to a wider practice of surveillance and monitoring that worked in 

conjunction with other security practices to enhance wildlife security at large.  

 

Databases are important as not only do they establish virtual conservation space that becomes 

inhabited by virtual bodies of wildlife; databases also connect the terrestrial modes of 

surveillance to the virtual. Species specific databases have been established regionally and 

globally for monitoring and security, such as The Elephant Trade Information System, (ETIS) 

and Rhino DNA Indexing System (RhODIS). Both examples, one national and the other 

international are exemplary of how law enforcement data has become an important tool for 

the monitoring and surveillance of specific species. Central to the information system ETIS; 

which is managed by TRAFFIC ; an NGO that work to reduce pressures on biodiversity of 

unsustainable trade; on behalf of CITES Parties; is the database on global seizures of elephant 

specimens since 1989, which is supported by ‘a series of subsidiary database components that 

asses law enforcement effort and efficiency, rates of reporting, domestic ivory markets and 

background economic variables,’ all of which are time-based and country-specific which are 

used to identify bias in the data that may impact the authenticity of analysis (CITES.org: ‘The 

elephant trade information system’ (ETIS) n.d). 

 

ETIS is part of the Monitoring the Illegal Killing of Elephants (MIKE) program, which was 

established by TRAFFIC to provide an information base to support decision making on 

management, protection and enforcement needs throughout elephant range states. MIKE is 

site-specific, and focused on national capacity building for long term conservation 

management rather than a specific anti-poaching strategy (CITES.org ‘Monitoring the illegal 

killing of elephants’ (MIKE) n.d). In addition to elephant mortalities and population numbers, 

MIKE collates other qualitative data such as changes in elephant behavior or distribution 

patterns which is another example of how ecological and security focused data are collated in 

order for wildlife security to function and be productive on an interspecies level. ETIS works 

to identify region specific trends in smuggling and mapping out frequently used routes, 

identifying poaching hotspots, profiling of traders and poachers, in general the merging of 

law enforcement data with such species-specific data seeks to be proactive in predicting 

attacks and for the purpose of more effective deployment of security and APUs. Here the 

database becomes an important mode of ordering in which the biometric data of nonhuman 

beings is collated and synthesized with forensic data pertinent to humans for the purpose of 

surveillance and security.  The way in which species-specific databases have been established 
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as part of this assemblage, reflects how enrolling the nonhuman in this manner, through the 

collection of species-specific biometrics, works to rearticulate species boundaries as human 

and nonhuman become enrolled together for the betterment of surveillance.    

 

During field work in South Africa, security personnel and those working within wildlife 

security noted that all legally owned rhino were registered on a national database. This 

referred to RhODIS, a national database developed by the veterinary genetics laboratory at 

the University in Pretoria that collects DNA samples for individual rhinoceros across South 

Africa with the purpose of establishing a database that contains the unique DNA of all 

rhinoceros to assist with forensic prosecutions and deterring poachers as it can match 

poached horns to rhino carcasses. As per the Biodiversity Act 10 of 2004, this is also 

inclusive of immobilized and poached rhinoceros, which must be sampled using RhODIS 

issued kits; the effectiveness of this technology was proven in 2010 when a Vietnamese 

poacher received a 10-year prison sentence when he was discovered at O R Tambo airport in 

possession of poached rhino horn (See RhODIS: Rhino DNA Index System, n.d). RhODIS is 

accompanied by eRhODIS, mobile application software that makes uploading data even more 

convenient and instantaneous. Data strengthens cooperation between various wildlife security 

institutions, in that those working to prosecute and convict poachers, can share data and 

intelligence. Beyond regional wildlife security, data on individual attacks helps to build up a 

map of the larger network that can contribute to identifying wider patterns of smuggling and 

poaching beyond South African borders. Databases play a role in this, particularly RhODIS, 

which connects the individual animal to the regional surveillance infrastructure through 

breaking down the physical body into a data, or virtual body, expanding the domain of 

conservation space.   

 

Databases are one way by which the security and protection of wildlife is reportedly 

enhanced through the collection and storage of biometric data that is pertinent to individual 

animals. In terms of regional efforts to protect rhino, from park space to virtual space, the 

rhino undergoes translations for the purpose of wildlife security; however due to the 

overlapping legal and illegal dimensions of this assemblage, data can often become 

manipulated and may in fact make violence possible, rather than solely strengthen protection 

and law enforcement efforts. Following the translations of the rhino throughout the 

assemblage is a useful way by which to understand how the animal becomes enrolled not 

only in its own security and protection, but in its own demise through channels of 
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manipulation, particularly in terms of data dissemination and manipulation of the rhino’s 

virtual body. Again, there is attention on the body of the animal, and the body of particular 

groups of humans, namely poachers, and how these are broken down and disseminated 

throughout the assemblage, making wildlife security, and surveillance possible, but also 

intersecting with practices of violence.  Classification, or the categorization of wildlife for the 

purpose of hunting, enrolls wildlife into a structure through which monetary value is assigned 

to a particular species, but also to individual based on desirable genetic traits, a move which 

is inherently political. The issue of classification, it has been argued is one that engages 

power,  in which differentiation on the basis of species, or an attractive physical quality in 

terms of value as a hunting trophy, reduces complexity for hunters who are essentially 

customers, whereby they can choose an animal to kill, and the weapon with which they wish 

to kill it, from what is often structured like a menu on hunting websites (Lyon and Zureik, 

1996)  

 

It has been established that within the assemblage, nonhuman entities are enrolled in 

surveillance at micro and macro level; on the ground through technologies embedded in their 

flesh, their horns, around their necks, but also through intelligence and data collected by 

various surveillance technologies, and human actants. By following horn from the rhino, to 

the various end points of the black market, the trophy, the database, the utility of Callons 

sociology of translation in analysing interspecies relations becomes increasingly more 

evident. On considering the array of ways in which surveillance assembles for the purpose of 

wildlife security, it becomes clear that as actants assemble together, they are modified, in this 

case for the purpose of security, surveillance and to a certain extent governance. Moreover, it 

has been established that through surveillance practices, particularly those on game reserves, 

the assemblage is productive of hybrids, meaning that the particular ways in which 

surveillance assembles, to a certain extent, reshape conventional understandings and practices 

of wildlife conservation through the production of novel entities that I referred to as 

conservation cyborgs, meaning that within the nexus of wildlife security, we conserve 

animals by turning them into cyborgs.  
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VIII) Permits: nonhuman actants and the mobilization of surveillance  

 

On exploring the wildlife security assemblage, and the various practices that contribute to 

conservation and security, what becomes evident as different types of assemblage form is that 

practices put in place for the security and protection of wildlife, at times render particular 

species not only more governable, but also to a certain extent, make them more vulnerable 

and killable. This is particularly the case where hunting is concerned. I engaged with hunting 

through the concept of cultural and virtuous violence in the previous chapter. In the following 

section, I shall engage take forward the focus on data, and engage with the permit system, 

that works to protect wildlife through sustainable utilization.  Permit systems capture data 

that highlight intentions, and oftentimes, in South Africa there is a blurring between the legal 

and illegal dimensions within which the permit creates overlaps through channels of 

manipulation, namely pseudo hunting. This section shall set out how the permit system 

functions in terms of hunting wildlife, linking the international and regional dimensions of 

the assemblage to the animal that has been selected as a hunting trophy.  

 

The convention for International Trade in Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna (CITES), 

is an international agreement between 183 Parties to monitor the trade in 35,000 specimens of 

wild animals and plants to ensure it does not threaten survival. States and regional economic 

integration organizations adhere to CITES voluntarily, they should then develop means by 

which to implement the convention as it does not replace national law, therefore CITES 

provides a framework that requires a state to adopt appropriate domestic legislation to ensure 

CITES is effectively implemented at national level (www.cites.org/eng/disc/what.php). 

Selected species such as Rhinoceros, are subjected to certain controls in terms of import, 

export, re-export and introduction to the sea. CITES is often criticized for increasing the 

complexity of conservation through legal trade rather than acting as a simple framework, and 

risks to wildlife are limited to trade, meaning that the threat portfolio analyzed is limited and 

may overlook other threats beyond trade or exacerbated by it.  

 

Animals and plants are categorized into three appendices related to the degree of protection 

required; Appendices I lists species on the brink of extinction, permitting trade only in 

‘exceptional circumstances,’ Appendix II lists species less threatened by extinction, but trade 

is subject to controls and a subsequent permit system, as is evidenced in South Africa in the 
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case of the rhino. This prevents trade and consumption pushing species populations into 

unhealthy thresholds.  (CITES.org ‘How CITES works’ n.d). Those species listed on 

Appendix III are normally protected in one country, and said party may require assistance 

from other member states to ensure survival. In South Africa, CITES permits for hunting or 

trade are issued by The Department of Environmental Affairs; The African Lion (Panthera 

Leo) is listed on appendix II, Rhinocerotidae are listed on appendix I, but South African and 

Swaziland populations (Ceratotherium simum simum) are listed on appendix II to allow for 

live trade, and movement of hunting trophies; populations of African elephant in South 

Africa are also listed on appendix II.21 These categories are important as they determine how 

much security and surveillance of a particular species is required, those critically engendered 

species on appendix I are afforded much more protection and attention than those on II and 

III which speaks to discussions on the value of wildlife and how this should be determined.  

 

CITES can only be effective in partnership with legitimate permit systems operated with 

integrity, where unlawful permits are circulated, protection cannot be effective and quotas for 

hunting for example may be inaccurate (Favre, 1989, pp. 147-148). In South Africa, permits 

for hunting can be acquired by game farm owners and are issued by provincial authorities 

which covers hunting within a particular space. These are often issued under a quota system; 

for example, in the case of white rhinoceros, only one permit is allowed per hunter per year. 

Again, the governance of conservation space is important, as interviews and information 

gathered form field work suggested that hunting quotas were put in place for particular 

species in particular areas by regional authorities. In addition to this quota system, permit 

systems or more specifically a license is required for any professional hunter in South Africa 

to hunt with non-resident foreign tourists. From evidence gathered, it appeared that 

professional hunters accompanied foreign tourists on hunts, meaning that a South African 

hunter was a fixed part of this assemblage, and would be present throughout. Professional 

hunters are accredited by The Professional Hunting Association of South Africa (PHASA) 

who are linked to powerful global hunting bodies like Safari Club International. Permit 

systems are an important component of this assemblage as a conservation tool, infusing the 

local and global in this context, but they play a role in weakening surveillance infrastructures 

as they are undermined and manipulated by criminal syndicates, particularly to exploit quota 

systems for rhino. In addition to the movement of animal trophies and body parts, firearms 

 
21 Full appendices on CITES website cites.org.  
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are also transported and also require permits which by exploring hunting outlet websites, I 

discovered can be organized by the hunting operator who ensures the correct permits for 

firearms transport or rental are in place for the arrival of hunting clients.  

 

The trophy hunting industry is monitored by The Professional Hunting Association of South 

Africa (PHASA), however TRAFFIC reports that less than one third of practicing hunters are 

registered members meaning that a substantial number do not record their performance. 

Membership is voluntary so despite PHASA establishing codes of ethical practice for trophy 

hunting, two thirds of hunters are not accountable as there is no form of national registration 

for hunters, and moreover, as the report suggests, membership can act as a smoke screen for 

illicit activities and malpractice. Safari Club International acts a global mode of surveillance 

for the hunting industry as it ‘has representation of from professional hunters, hunting 

outfitters, amateur hunters, wildlife professionals, game ranchers and businessmen on its 

board and executive committee,’ bringing together those with incentives to partake in trophy 

hunting, and intersecting with conservation in terms of developing sustainable utilization to 

enable conservation benefits (Milliken et al, 2012, pp. 34-35). Locally, hunting bodies are 

linked to taxidermy associations, and despite regulations in place, both assemble as part of 

the violent poaching chain as taxidermists can facilitate exportation of rhino trophies from 

illegal pseudo hunts. Surveillance and monitoring of wildlife for the purpose of trophy 

hunting is very much focused on the individual animal, as in order to obtain a permit and 

export a trophy, all identification, data, and documentation must link the horn back to an 

individual and a specific property or location.  

Different states operate different national legislation related to the import or export of 

endangered species, and permits must comply with each context, therefore in order for 

CITES to be effective as a conservation tool, appropriate conservation measures must be 

taken at national level, but often cultural or religious factors that differentiate interspecies 

relations from one country to the next, create an obstacle to transparency.  In addition to 

permits for the import and export of hunting trophies or live animals, (import permits must be 

obtained before export can be issued for appendix I, for appendix II an export permit only is 

sufficient) CITES certificates to authenticate captive breeding facilities are also required. For 

appendix I species, commercial trade is not to be used from ‘primarily commercial purposes,’ 

such as commercial captive breeding, circuses, professional trade or profitable research; 
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however, language used here is arguably interpretive.22 In 2009, a moratorium was placed on 

rhino horn sales  in South Africa, by the Department of Environmental Affairs, when 

discrepancies in the number of registered privately owned rhino horn emerged, suggesting 

that loose horns were being sold to Asian syndicates who would then sell on the black market 

(Milliken et al, 2012, p. 10).  

 

Rhinoceros species listed on CITES Appendix I prohibits commercial trade of their products 

and derivatives. Legislation was strengthened after 2003 to monitor trophy hunting of 

rhinoceros species in South Africa when an increase in ‘non-traditional’ hunters emerged 

with the incremental increase in poaching incidents. A TRAFFIC report denotes these as 

follows: 

 

‘rhino hunts are now restricted to one hunt per hunter in each 12-month period of time, 

government personnel must witness each hunting event, rhino horns cannot be exported as 

part of a hunter’s personal baggage, the hunter’s home country must demonstrate sufficient 

legislation to ensure the trophies remain “non-commercial personal effects”, each rhino horn 

trophy has to be micro-chipped and DNA samples taken for inclusion in the Rhino DNA 

Index System at the Veterinary Genetics Laboratory in Pretoria. Controls on taxidermists 

were also strengthened. On another related policy front, since 2011, all live rhino exports to 

ex situ locations are restricted to members of the World Association of Zoos and Aquaria, 

following concerns over recent exports to China which appeared to be part of an undisclosed 

commercial rhino farming venture for producing rhino horn medicines for the Chinese market 

in the future’ (Milliken et al, 2012). 

  

The presence of a government official is noteworthy; however, it could be argued that pseudo 

hunts, described in the previous chapter, invalidate the legitimacy of this form of 

surveillance. Furthermore, this example draws out the importance of the rhino body in terms 

of how it is enrolled in the surveillance of the species more widely, each individual rhino that 

is chipped constitutes this network. Permits can also play a role in undermining surveillance 

efforts. Discussion with Interviewee C evidenced how the hunting permit system was 

manipulated through unethical professional hunters who facilitated multiple lucrative hunts of 

rhinoceros on their property by legally obtaining CITES permits for Thai and Vietnamese 

 
22 CITES Secretariat – Permits and Certificates Presentation  
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clients. The practice of obtaining rhino horn in this way is called pseudo hunting, which is 

technically a form of legitimized poaching. The information gathered from this meeting was 

evidence that in order to counter internationally mobile syndicates within the context of 

interspecies security, surveillance needed to become much more covert and creative to 

dismantle complex and novel trafficking routes.  

 

I discussed this form of hunting in the previous chapter, but as a mode of monitoring and 

surveillance, it is important to emphasize the point that permits are open to manipulation, and 

therefore can make possible practices of violence. One other documented case was that of 

corrupt professional hunter Christiaan Van Wyk who along with two other south African 

nationals, reportedly shot a rhino at close range on behalf of a Vietnamese pseudo hunter 

without a valid permit, but through permission from the owner of the rhino (Milliken et al, 

2012, p. 54). Permits that enabled pseudo hunting have been issued by provincial 

conservation authorities legally, but are easily manipulated. The Whitehall papers are a 

special journal edition focused on the various dimensions and theoretical approaches to 

explaining the dynamics of the poaching crisis; posit that ‘networks specialising in wildlife 

trafficking commonly manipulate CITES paperwork, as a low-risk strategy’ (Wittig, 2016, p. 

85). This involves the submission of CITES forms for legal species to obscure trafficking in 

illegal ones, purchasing fraudulent paperwork from corrupt officials and laundering poached 

ivory using CITES mandated paperwork that certifies it as legally traded (Wittig, 2016, p. 

85). Flows of ivory and rhino horn can be legal and illegal, raw, worked and pseudo worked, 

and laws have been passed in the UK where ivory as a registered antique or even as part of an 

object can be acceptably traded, however, this loophole opens another channel for 

manipulation by smugglers (Barbier et al, 2013, p. 52).  

 

An overlap between the legal and illegal emerges through this particular permit system, and 

as previously established, pseudo hunting also troubles understandings and stereotypes of the 

poacher, as those prosecuted for facilitating pseudo hunts were in several cases white South 

African nationals who owned land and wildlife. Surveillance of this particular pseudo hunting 

syndicate uncovered evidence of human trafficking and money laundering, which arguably 

strengthened the case for prosecution. Engaging with pseudo hunting in relation to 

surveillance draws out the issue of collusion, which is discussed as something that has taken 

place throughout the conservation sector in South Africa. During field work, I learned of the 

work of forensics for justice, an investigation team involved in the case of an Asian rhino 
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poaching syndicate. This case was high profile, and has been extensively referred to since, in 

terms of highlighting the vastness of the criminal network involved in rhino poaching and 

horn smuggling.   

 

Information gathered showed how Thai males using English names, had communicated with 

implicated South African game owners regarding the purchase of lion bones, showing 

communication between the guilty parties putting in what read like an order for 50 

rhinoceros, stating ‘we shoot, we cut, we weigh, we pay’ (forensicsforjustice.org: Statement 

section 16, 2011). One extremely important point that this informant makes, is that in order to 

obtain a legal CITES permit, the rhinoceros that is shot and killed in a pseudo hunt is 

taxidermized, essentially modified, in order to transform it into a hunting trophy, whereby it 

can be handled legally; the informant noted how ‘the trophy,’ is a cover for getting the horn 

out of South Africa legally (Ibid). 

 

 This is an example of how translations of the animal body, work to blur the boundary 

between legal and illegal through particular modifications that intersect with permits. It was 

not clear how initial communication was established between the parties in pseudo hunts, but 

in many cases hunting operators market their wildlife product online to attract international 

clients. Exploring hunting websites, it became clear that in some instances direct contact with 

the game owner is required to organize a rhino hunt, but not all reserves house rhino species 

due to the security cost of protecting their ‘stock’ from poachers therefore rhino owners may 

be known throughout hunting networks.  Legal architecture such as permits and hunting 

legislation influences the encounters of many different figures as they circulate throughout 

the assemblage blurring distinctions between the hunter; a legally accepted entity; and the 

poacher, the illegal counterpart.  Returning again to the string figure, the global dimensions 

that constitute each help to debunk and problematize the overarching colonial, racialized 

preconceptions of what each figure looks like and how they behave.  Following the 

translations of animal bodies, and how these are reassembled, both alive and dead; the string 

figure is useful for setting out the spatial dimensions of hunting and poaching to show how 

they are stretched globally.  String figures are not physical embodiments; rather they are a 

conceptualization that helps to extent how poachers and hunters are translated and 

reassembled; moreover, through this approach it is clear to see why definitions of the poacher 

and hunter extend to both tourists, and to Thai and Vietnamese syndicates. These strings 

trouble understandings of wildlife security that separate the local and global; and that contain 
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the issue of poaching within the borders of South Africa; conservation space is essentially 

made up of both. 

 

Ambiguities and weaknesses in legal architecture mainly permit systems and documentation 

through collusion and falsification enact distinctions that impact the way in which wildlife 

security functions. This is evidenced through pseudo hunting but also how the animal is 

translated from game reserve to black market product through smuggling networks. The 

fraudulent use of documents facilitates the smuggling of live animals and animal byproducts 

through falsification of pre-entry documents, the provision of incorrect information on 

declaration forms, incorrect custom codes, and the inclusion of copied CITES stamps and 

seals on forged documents.  South and Wyatt argue that ‘paperwork can transform some 

visible commodities such as wildlife or plant species from illegal to legal status’ (South and 

Wyatt, 2011, p. 545). These examples add another dimension to the surveillant assemblage 

that has grown from wildlife security, and demonstrate the various ways in which the animal 

is enrolled not only in its own surveillance and protection, but also how it is enrolled in the 

assemblage through different translations that can also render it more killable and vulnerable. 

In a sense, this means that despite being attached to the legal dimension of the wildlife 

security assemblage, permits are an ambiguous form of monitoring through which weakness 

are frequently exploited.  

 

IX) Conclusion   

 

The process of unravelling surveillance offers evidence that nonhuman nature can be 

rendered more governable through particular sets of surveillance practices; although, I am 

aware that I engage with only a small number of practices as I do not have the space to 

discuss every component of the surveillance network in detail.  Therefore, those discussed 

reflect the interspecies nature of surveillance and monitoring, and make the blurring of 

species distinctions all the more evident through the way in which technologies have been 

specifically developed for the purpose of wildlife security and interspecies surveillance. I 

consider this to be a unique emergent form of surveillance and moreover, of interspecies 

governance that speaks to a wider shift in how environmental security issues that both 

implicate and affect humans and nonhuman nature are approached.  The crossing and 

merging of disciplines, is a recurrent feature of this research, and what becomes evident from 
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the way in which surveillance infrastructures are established for the purpose of wildlife 

security, is the hybridity of such interspecies forms of governance.   Consequentially, in order 

for conservation to be possible, in the context of wildlife security, this analysis shows that the 

animal undergoes modifications, and mergers with surveillance and monitoring technologies 

producing what I outline as a conservation cyborg. This, in turn, renders wildlife more 

governable, though the surveillance of both people and animals, and the way in which game 

reserves are contained and secured.  Studying surveillance in this context asks deeper 

questions on the politics that drive different forms of watching and monitoring of those 

distinguished as dehumanized others, and looking more deeply at these actions as they play 

out in this assemblage the links to violence and care become more explicit.  It could be 

argued that such forms of surveillance strengthen processes of othering, and therefore emerge 

as benevolent rather than as a practice working towards protection and care.  I recognize that 

enrolling the animal body, and novel modes of monitoring that in some instances collect data 

on humans and wildlife, is a step towards proactive, non-violent counter-poaching strategy. 

This is also evidence that green militarization is perhaps becoming an outdated concept, due 

to the limitations it imposes on how we interpret and understand the poaching crisis, and that 

moving towards a posthuman conservation, the nonhuman, in this case wildlife and 

technology, becomes implicated in security as part of a functional assemblage.   

 

The cyborg nature of the practices outlined, does several different things; firstly, these 

practices render wildlife more governable through infusing animal bodies with monitoring 

technologies which essentially changes the interspecies encounter. Simultaneously, human 

contact with wildlife can be reduced to limit the human presence arguably in an effort to re-

wild conservation space. Wildlife and conservation space, become more governable through 

the surveillance of both humans, animals and through the containment of game reserves. 

Secondly, the way in which interspecies data is collected and synthesized, shows how flesh is 

reduced to data, and how this asks questions of ordering and hierarchy, in that categories 

emerge from the way in which these practices assemble, that warrant some species and 

individuals more protection than others. At the crux of this chapter however, is the underlying 

benevolence attached to certain practices of surveillance present throughout the assemblage, 

which consequentially render some individuals more killable than others if we think about the 

example of hunting permits.  Understanding this connection between surveillance and 

violence is important for drawing out the impurities of persistent and long withstanding 

conservation approaches.   
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Through exploring the pseudo hunter, I determine that they become a destabilizing actant 

through manipulation of crucial data, and resultantly undermining the core surveillance 

infrastructures of wildlife security.  Engaging surveillance in this context made me question 

how much of conservation space is truly ‘wild’ as it can be argued that surveillance as a 

means of governance and essentially a form of monitoring and control, may result in 

movements towards more intensive domestication of important wild spaces.  The true impact 

of this is being discussed across disciplines, but in a climate where rewilding is often the end 

goal of the environmentally aware, perhaps decreasing the space between humans and nature 

any further may be more damaging than progressive. The concept of the cyborg is exemplary 

of the consequences of further encroachment on wild spaces, although such approaches may 

reduce the need for aggressive anti-poaching measures, the effects of these intensive, hybrid 

approaches to interspecies security reveal the direction in which human interaction with 

conservation space is moving.    A balance must be struck between domestication and 

rewilding if a posthuman framework is to be workable for the betterment of interspecies 

relations, or both must be configured to work in a way that is in keeping with non-dualistic 

approaches to conservation rather than an imposition, or an act of biopower through the 

extension of modes of human governance into the nonhuman sphere. 

 

 It must be noted that the ineffectiveness of surveillance is evidenced through the 

undermining capacity of collusion, where practices established for security and protection 

undermine their own logic through malleability and loopholes in the system.   In deciphering 

a more appropriate approach by which to explain the complexity of the poaching crisis, the 

sociology of translation plays an important role in engaging the nonhuman element, and in 

explaining the importance of connection between things that appear heterogeneous, but are in 

fact assembled and reassembled at different points. The rhino is an important example of 

seeing this approach in action, particularly how the body is broken down into data bodies and 

translated to virtual conservation space, stored on databases, and is constitutive of legislation 

or even placebo products. I believe that by understanding the workings of surveillance in this 

context, this outlines more clearly the concept of translations, showing how conservation is 

made possible through the ways in which the animal body is enrolled in surveillance 

practices, while being productive in many instances of hybrid entities. Through exploring 

how interspecies data is collected, synthesized and then translated, it is then possible to 

understand more clearly what renders an actant, artefact or data political in this context. The 
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common denominator is modification, in order to better conserve and govern, which occurs 

through the processes of translation that an animal will undergo as it moves through the 

assemblage, analysis of employed surveillance practices suggest that wildlife security and 

conservation are made possible through modifying the animal body.   

 

 Engaging with the enrollment of animal bodies and following how persecuted species like 

the rhino or lion are translated from local game reserves and broken down into constituent 

parts, both their physical body parts and data bodies, the conservation space is expanded to 

include the physical and digital sphere. This in turn, challenges existing notions of 

conservation space through expansion into other less tangible realms. The surveillant 

assemblage outlined in this chapter is not based on an organized, concrete set of practices, but 

rather loose connections between different practices at different levels, therefore to think 

conventionally about surveillance is not productive in this instance. Here the focus is on how 

heterogeneous sets of relationships function as a whole. The surveillant assemblage is not a 

fixed entity, nor does it promote ideas of fixed boundaries, therefore it is functional in its 

capacity to explain how the interspecies encounter is changed through the assembling of 

distinct and seemingly heterogeneous practices and technologies.  I found that much of the 

surveillance efforts worked to be preemptive through novel means of data collection and 

ongoing monitoring.  It seemed that where wildlife is implicated in surveillance through 

bodily modifications, these had to be discreet and were intensive in terms of operationalizing 

the project, although despite the innovation behind some of these inventions, I found that in 

many instances antipoaching units and wildlife were at the mercy of nature through the 

denseness and vastness of the parks; as the topography of conservation space itself made 

violence more possible. Also, issues such as wifi and connectivity were problematic in the 

bushveld, which disrupted communications, and other technological factors such as battery 

life, particularly of drones caused further disruption and were time consuming.   

 

Interpreting this assemblage as one that is ever changing and in flux, means understanding 

that different parts and elements can change at different speeds and on different scales, 

understanding that the way in which wildlife security as an interspecies nexus is governed, 

surveilled, and managed is not fixed across space and time. Working through what this means 

for wildlife security through assemblage thinking, the gaps between species become less vast 

as the surveillance practices employed infuse the local and global, offering novel ways by 

which to synthesize interspecies data. The production of interspecies knowledge through 
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conservation cyborg entities speaks to elements of posthuman theory that are sensitive to the 

presence of animals in the moral domain, and challenge ideas of anthropocentrism and 

objectivity that have been roadblocks for posthumanism (Castricano, 2008, p. 11). However, 

not every component is translated, surveillance utilizes this through sample gathering of 

unchangeable parts and characteristics such as blood type, and horn specimen, meaning that 

there are some aspects of the body that remain fixed across space and time. What changes, 

and what renders these impactful and political are the assemblages they constitute. The 

surveillance infrastructure of this assemblage gestures towards the question of power 

particularly in terms of interspecies relations, and it is evident that as surveillance practices 

assemble, ‘capture and create different versions of life,’ power becomes dispersed through 

particular sets of relations (Ball, 2005, p. 93). This factor highlights issues of data 

manipulation and representation by different actants, at different points, in that the diversity 

of surveillance technologies and practices results in distinct interpretations of data and 

intelligence and from this, different meanings emerge, such as in the case of poachers and 

data that drives racial profiling.  

 

ANT and the idea that we should follow a trail of actants to better explain and understand the 

nature of things; arguably takes steps forward in terms of addressing the question of the 

nonhuman in international relations, through expanding the domain of what we render 

political; understanding that through such relations things become political. Taking this idea 

forward, if the act of killing or hurting is made possible through linkages with certain 

surveillance practices, then it is clear that despite the attachment of surveillance to notions of 

protection and care, some practices can also be rather benevolent and harmful. This asks 

deeper questions concerning the nature of conservation, and again draws out the impurities in 

what some deem as ethical approaches to the conservation of wildlife.  The benevolence of 

surveillance practices also reveals the persistence of violence as the dominant logic of power 

that infiltrates many interactions between humans and wildlife, and groups subjected to 

violent processes of othering.  The politics driving particular acts of surveillance and 

monitoring tell us much about the nature and impact of the encounter, and therefore ANT is 

helpful in setting out the wider network that makes this possible. Despite the inherent 

violence and disruption of nature attached to particular approaches, it must also be noted that 

many of these extremely innovative approaches have brought us closer to nature for the 

betterment of our interspecies encounters, educating humans on hidden aspects of wild life to 

enhance how we capture important conservation management data.  
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These practices in terms of their enhancement of proactive rather than reactive approaches to 

anti-poaching I admit, do of course enhance wildlife protection to a certain extent, however I 

am interested in the politics underpinning the watching and monitoring of conservation space.  

Reducing the need to interact closely with wildlife may of course become part of rewilding a 

globalized, computerized world and evidently some of these technological approaches render 

this possible.  However, the link between proximity and increased vulnerability must not be 

overlooked as I shall discuss in the following chapter through discussion of accepted 

practices within ecotourism.  The following chapter addresses care as a significant logic of 

power that also constitutes the wildlife security assemblage, but shall focus on the ways that 

care and violence intersect through particular conservation practices.   
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5 

Care 

This chapter shall explore how relations of care emerge from and function within the 

assemblage by exploring practices that are arguably caring. In the previous chapters I 

explored how considering the various dimensions of the poaching crisis through posthuman 

thinking creates a greater sensibility for interspecies issues within the nexus of security.  

These chapters discussed violence and surveillance as differentials of power that shape 

wildlife security; moving forward, this chapter explores care as the third part of a wildlife 

security trilogy, but a differential of power nonetheless.  I argue that there is a politics of care 

pulsing through the assemblage that is shaped by the wider logics of power, and that 

intersects and overlaps with the other differentials. Practices considered to be caring are often 

argued to contribute to conservation; breeding, cuddling, walking with, and even forms of 

hunting.  Evidently some of these practices honor more ethical forms of interspecies 

relationality than others, as there is a distinction between cuddling and hunting as the 

hierarchy of violence discussed in chapter three tells us, but I argue that explicitly violent 

practices such as hunting, often legitimize violent actions for the supposed purpose of 

conservation.   

This forces an entanglement between care and violence, where culture and the moral standing 

of particular individuals; in this case hunters, conservationists and tourists; shapes the 

violence that occurs in encounters between wildlife and people.  The idea of virtuous 

violence connects to care through the hierarchy of morally acceptable forms of violent 

practice attached to the concept; this makes interspecies ethics antagonistic and conflicting, 

cutting across species, spaces and histories, making care a justification for violence in this 

context.  I realized that justifications for violence were often voiced as killing or harming for 

a greater good which was culturally and socially normalized. Care it appeared, emerged as 

synonymous with conservation and the betterment and security of a species or conservation 

space.  Turning to the overarching logics of power helped to draw out the impurities of caring 

relations surrounding wildlife security, therefore I felt it was necessary to look deeper into the 

meaning driving seemingly caring encounters to reveal the forms of power at play that 

legitimize violence in its many forms.   
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Harm, like care, can be a subjective matter, particularly for the purpose of wildlife security 

where harm and violence against human beings is legitimized through the urgent protection 

of endangered species, and harm against wildlife justified as they are killed arguably for 

conservation through hunting practices, or treated cruelly and commodified through negligent 

ecotourism.  In the name of conservation, practices that are violent in nature have been 

legitimized as practices of care through urgency, but the structures that sustain such ideas and 

approaches to care in this context, are often problematic in that they perpetuate patriarchal, 

and colonial understandings of the relationship between care and the environment.  

Furthermore, animal cruelty and unethical conservation practices are often legitimized 

through conservation values which are cross cut by racism and speciesism. Exploring ideas of 

harm and victimization that cross species boundaries inevitably raises issues of the cruelty 

and exploitation of animals, but this chapter will focus rather on engaging with an ethics of 

care that explains how care is constitutive of security on an interspecies level.  

In order to do this, I shall work through practices of care that are explanatory in terms of how 

security and care merge and meet for the purpose of wildlife security.  Firstly, I shall outline 

the definitions of care to be taken forward for the purpose of this analysis, which is concerned 

with both security and interspecies relations; drawing particularly on discussions rooted in 

critical security and feminist approaches to interpreting care. Following this, it is necessary to 

engage with wider ethics of care literature, and how care can be used to conceptualize 

security in this particular context, drawing on ideas of environmental stewardship, a feminist 

ethics of care, and care as impure in some instances, this can be synthesized with posthuman 

approaches to produce a unique way by which to view care as a more than human practice. I 

shall ground this in empirical evidence gathered predominantly from experiences and 

research carried out during field work in South Africa; namely the link between gender and 

care, and the idea that killing and cuddling wildlife becomes a form of care as a conservation 

tool.  

Conservation, it could be argued, is a mode of care.  In general, it is understood as a mode of 

biodiversity management, through which threats to nature and wildlife are countered, 

however, as a mode of management human beings are an inherent part of conservation 

practice as ‘caregivers,’ which takes many different forms in this context. The human is 

interpreted as an environmental steward and a caregiver, however as the sections to follow 

shall explore, this is not always based on an altruistic love and compassion for nature or 

wildlife more specifically, but also on human dependency on a thriving wildlife economy that 
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ultimately commodifies wildlife in a range of ways.  In light of the poaching crisis, and the 

growing commodification of wildlife for the purpose of ecotourism, conservation has become 

highly subjective and practices deemed profitable but unethical have emerged under the guise 

of conserving wildlife, the most controversial being the argument that trophy hunting is an 

important conservation tool for South Africa. Within the nexus of wildlife security, it 

becomes evident that care is not one dimensional and can have a pejorative impact on 

wildlife depending on how it is constituted at different points of the assemblage.  

Care is also connected to the establishment of conservation space. In the chapter on violence I 

discussed the history of how game reserves were established, focusing on the displacement of 

humans and wildlife. However, another perspective on the sectioning off of conservation 

space if we are to further consider the impact of such displacement on wildlife, is the 

construction of artificial wilderness for the purpose of housing wildlife, in order that animals 

can be viewed, cuddled and killed as part of leisurely tourism. When one thinks about 

wilderness, there is often an association with natural, untouched or pristine environments, 

connected to an absence of human presence or influence; but often, facilities in which 

wildlife are housed in captivity, in some instances argue that their enclosures simulate the 

natural environment or habitat of particular species, and likewise simulate the experience of 

wilderness for tourists, showing how wilderness becomes a strategy for conservation that is 

designed to provide a wilderness experience for humans (Lupp, 2011, p. 597). The desires of 

western tourists for authentic wilderness experiences and close up encounters with wildlife it 

could be argued is driven by colonial nostalgia; a process connected to ‘imperial nostalgia’ 

and the longing for a ‘return to empire’ due to the ‘erosion of old political hierarchies’ 

(Bissell, 2005, pp., 216-217)  Such nostalgia is connected to a loss of power, it ‘marks the 

distance between the then and now,’ and anchors colonialism to the past, however the 

longings and memories are attached to the wider logics of power that reproduce inequalities 

and social difference, keeping colonial relations alive within the assemblage (Bissell, 2005, 

p226.,)  .  

Navigating the assemblage, it became clear that managing and monitoring distance and 

proximity between humans, wildlife and technologies was central to understanding wildlife 

security. Again, spatial dimensions play a part in setting out ethicality, here violence and care 

become further entangled with the concept of conservation space. Historically, wilderness 

and wildlife have been associated with recreation, whereby ‘one went to the wilderness not as 

a producer but as a consumer,’ hiring guides ‘who could serve as romantic surrogates for the 
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rough riders and hunters’ (Cronon, 1996, p. 15). These practices of ecotourism that I shall 

discuss later in the chapter, intersect with care in that in many of these legitimize the killing, 

cuddling, and displacing of animals into captivity as contributing to the conservation of a 

particular species. During field work, I found that ecotourism facilities often 

anthropomorphized individual animals, giving them names and background stories, to 

establish an emotional relationship with the visiting tourists. This intersects with the leisurely 

tourist image of these establishments, within which wildlife becomes a novelty commodity to 

be interacted with as part of a holiday package. Care intersects frequently with violence 

throughout the assemblage, and these artificial spaces arguably legitimize violence through 

the three practices. Violence and care are entangled, as human contact is forced upon a wild, 

infant animal that has in many instances been forcibly taken from its mother; again, acts of 

displacement enact relations of violence.  

Considering care in a security context speaks to wider issues of racism and speciesism; an 

aspect that I shall discuss through examples of gendered antipoaching, and hunting practices 

which intersect with different forms of ecotourism, as they often take place within the same 

conservation space.  In the sections to follow I shall explore how emergent modes of care can 

also intersect with violence and surveillance to produce not only novel, hybrid approaches to 

wildlife security, and the care and protection of nonhuman animals.  They can also be 

productive of harm in terms of reproducing competitive, anthropocentric world views on 

wildlife conservation, in which commodifying, killing and altering nonhuman nature 

becomes validated as a conservation strategy underpinned by care and self-interest. This 

chapter draws on empirical research gathered during the field work period spent in South 

Africa to map out existing modes of care within the nexus of wildlife security, and how these 

intersect with violence, but also modes of surveillance and monitoring. In the following 

section, I shall clarify the definition of care that is most productive for the purpose of this 

analysis, highlighting the distinction between care that is essentially pure, and impure.  

 

I) Defining Care for Interspecies Analysis  

Within the wildlife security assemblage, care; like violence and surveillance; is a practice that 

assembles through translations and connections. Care is politically significant; it can involve 

taking responsibility for the wellbeing of others, in this case wildlife and local communities, 

caring for or about something or someone, and is actualized through material practices, but 
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care is also an integrated act which involves maintenance work of caring for something or 

someone; due to multiple modes of agency involved in acts of care, it becomes clear that a 

specific politics of care is about more than simply morality, but also ‘ethical and hands on 

agencies of practical and material consequence’ (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, p. 4). In order to 

define the nature of care for this analysis, it is important to note that I do not consider care or 

how we should care for nature as grounded in universal values as to what it means to care or 

be caring, and as this study focuses on interspecies relations, what are considered as caring 

relations from humans towards wildlife emerge as a focal point of analysis. The state of 

nature at present suggests that the conservation of wildlife requires a certain level of care in 

the form of management and human intervention to reduce the vulnerability of wildlife and 

local human communities, and to ensure the security and sustainable utilization of nonhuman 

nature often to meet human consumptive needs. However, exploring the various practices of 

care that are at play within the nexus of wildlife security, puts into perspective how relations 

of care are often abstracted from their social, political and economic contexts (Havinsky, 

2014, p.254). South Africa is unique in that many care practices associated with wildlife 

conservation assemble within the same conservation space; hunting and ecotourism for 

example may take place on the same reserve, while intensive antipoaching units are also 

active, one form of care works to keep animals alive, whilst other practices render them more 

killable and vulnerable.   

Care is often understood in the context of morality, and moral obligations that human beings 

have to care for nonhuman nature. However, as the analysis thus far has established, the 

assemblage is constituted by a wide range of different actants that are loosely connected to 

each other through complex sets of relations, and care, or who provides care, is an important 

element in how these relations are sustained. Fisher and Tronto define care as ‘everything 

that we do to maintain, continue and repair our world so that we may live in it as well as 

possible,’ also emphasizing that care must overcome boundaries and obstacles to politicized 

understandings of care, that restrict care and caring practices to the private sphere (Tronto 

and Fisher, 1990, p.40). Conservation brings together elements of care and interspecies 

security pertinent to human-wildlife relations, and as both merge and meet, different notions 

of environmental stewardship and protection are emergent, these can manifest in a positive, 

compassionate way, or they can be oppressive, or intrusive to the most vulnerable actants in 

the assemblage, in this case wildlife and local communities. Care in general can be 

understood as ‘the emotion involved in tending to the physical needs of other dependent 
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humans,’ emphasizing that without relationships of care life would cease to go on 

(Grouenhout, 2004, p. 3).  

II)  How does care shape wildlife security?  

When we think of more than human worlds, and assemblages of interdependence between 

species, it becomes clear that although ‘care is a human trouble,’ it is not a human only 

matter and therefore is a more than human endeavor (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, p.2). In the 

case of nonhuman animals, care often intersects with justice where animal rights’ obligate 

human beings to uphold certain levels of kind, ethical treatment and respect for nonhuman 

animals, in our more than human world, rights grant animals a certain amount of dignity 

which is emergent through caring relations.  Debates on animals right and justice are not the 

focus of this analysis, but from this I take forward the idea that care in its purest form 

recognizes the dignity of animals, and is constituted by kindness, altruism, compassion and 

ethical treatment that reflects these components. Context is key in deciphering how care is 

emergent in different ways, care ethics are normative in nature but as they intersect, assemble 

and differ contextually, they give new ‘meaning to human differences arising from gender, 

class, race, ethnicity, sexuality, ability and geographic location’ (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, 

p.2). Care adds another dimension to interspecies relations, implicating ‘different 

relationalities,’ between humans and wildlife; in order to unpack the ‘political significance of 

care,’ this calls for engagement with ‘how care is actualized’ through the array of interspecies 

relations that constitute the assemblage (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, p.3). Interspecies relations 

are contextually influenced, and they shape how care is constituted within the wildlife 

security nexus; care, but more generally how humans should relate to, protect or value 

wildlife, means different things to different people and cultures.  

The economics surrounding wildlife conservation demonstrate how animals can become 

implicated in their own security through their bodies, histories and behaviors that have a 

monetary value in ecotourism and hunting. Deckha discusses the ‘salience of speciesism,’ 

and the underlying power relations that continue to enable animal exploitation in many 

different forms, this refers to parallels in the oppression of animals and humans which speaks 

to the theme of dehumanization and how segregation and harm are often legitimized towards 

those who are or become dehumanized (Deckha, 2006, p. 3).  Deckha (2006, pp. 3-4) argues 

that oppression of nonhuman animals occurs through ‘tolerance dynamics,’ that are 

legitimized by human moral culture across time and space; these inform oppression on the 
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basis of natural biological difference, dualistic world views, and how animal oppression and 

human oppression are intimately linked, meaning that by undoing one, impacts the other. In 

the context of wildlife security, and practices for example that have commodified animals 

insofar as livelihoods depend on it, care can be viewed in some cases as impure, and 

susceptible to manipulation through power relations that subordinate wildlife and particular 

groups of dehumanized human beings, in turn this sheds light on what drives particular 

interspecies relations (Deckha, 2006).  

There is also the issue of ethicality and morality when thinking about caring relations 

between species, and what legitimizes something as care both on an emotional and physical 

level. The purpose of the discussion to follow is not completely concerned with how we 

should care, but how care assembles and how it is shaped and impacted by different 

interspecies relations.  Wildlife conservation is often associated with sustainability in terms 

of utilization and consumption, and the management of sustainable human relations with 

wildlife. It could be argued that in order for interspecies relations to be sustainable, this 

requires care in different forms, however care does not have to be moral in nature (Puig de la 

Bellasca, 2017, p. 75).  In this context, there emerge impurities that show how care is 

entangled with violence and surveillance, even when the relation between them exists in 

tension. Therefore, there are not two explicit categories of care in existence, but rather two 

different ways by which to interpret care; one, which I refer to as impure, interprets wildlife 

as a resource, and is engaged through captivity, commodification, captive breeding and 

hunting practices. The other, that I have referred to as pure, is concerned with practices that 

value the animal for what it is, and with interspecies relations that reflect this. However, there 

are overlaps between some of these practices.   

For example, some may argue that the distinction between hunting practices and interactive 

wildlife tourism is explicit, but through engaging care in a way that is not based entirely on 

morality or a singular interpretation of what constitutes caring relations and how humans 

should care, an open approach in line with actor network theory where we can follow the 

different relations that give meaning to care in different contexts, which helps to make sense 

of very complex entanglements. The impurities of care are revealed through violent and 

oppressive interspecies encounters, and are revealed consistently through those practices that 

understand wildlife as a resource, such as hunting and modes of interactive ecotourism. 

Trophy hunting practices on luxury tourist facilities and indigenous rites of passage that 

involve hunting particular animals both involve the act of killing an animal, but are 
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underpinned by very different kinds of interspecies relations.  However, some examples 

constitutive of the wildlife security nexus suggest that there are times when killing and care 

are mutually reinforcing.  

To fully understand care, are and how it constitutes wildlife security, requires a detailed 

empirical engagement, the discussion below that draws on field work findings explores 

different sets of interspecies relations that speak to very different practices of care and 

wildlife protection. In addition to playing a maintenance role, conservation could be 

described as a form of environmental stewardship, as the term understands that humans have 

a responsibility to protect and conserve the natural world that sustains us. The idea of 

planetary stewardship highlights care as a responsibility of human beings as impactful actants 

in the Anthropocene, some modes of stewardship have gone so far as to adopt ‘geo-

engineering solutions that purposefully manipulate parts of the Earth System to becoming 

active stewards of our own life support system’ (Steffan et al, 2011, p. 739). Stewardship 

implies a certain level of recognition of the interdependency between humans and wildlife, 

however it is arguably a term more in keeping with human security paradigms as it is 

grounded in an interpretation of conservation that perceives of wildlife as something humans 

care about out of necessity and obligation, not necessarily out of altruism. Despite 

acknowledgement of human-wildlife interdependencies, there may be an issue with the word 

‘stewardship’ as a loaded term for use in posthuman analysis due to the anthropocentric 

nature of conserving, preserving and protecting nature insofar as it sustains human life and 

meets human needs.  

The term itself implies an ethical dimension, but to partake in an act of care or caring about 

something is not always based on loving or having compassion, in this case for wildlife, but 

perhaps out of necessity or for the ‘greater good,’ in terms of maintaining balance in terms of 

healthy ecosystems, recognizing human existence is a web. Stewardship is also highly 

interpretive, as the term can arguably be adapted and applied to anyone within this nexus seen 

to be protecting or conserving nonhuman nature in different ways; ecowarriors and 

antipoaching units for example as outlined in the chapter on violence, are militarized and 

carry out acts of violence, but could be interpreted as stewards of the environment through 

carrying out the duty of protecting endangered species.  Defining stewardship as an 

environmental maintenance activity in the line of duty for human beings can also imply a 

paternalistic relationship where humans take ownership of nature. This speaks to ideas that 

interpret some conservation practices as an extension of human modes of governance into the 
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nonhuman sphere. Taking forward the idea of stewardship, I interpret this as a translation of 

care that occurs within conservation space, through interspecies encounters. Care in this 

context for nonhuman animals, is not merely about the stewardship of the environment, as 

this act can be interpreted as paternalistic.  

Captive lion or rhino breeders who argue that their approach to conservation is vital to the 

overall survival of a particular species could also be interpreted as stewards of the natural 

world as they are making a contribution to the prevention of species extinction. It may 

perhaps be more productive for the purpose of this analysis to understand the network of 

environmental stewards rather as caregivers, as stewardship is not only a term pertinent to 

anthropocentric ways of thinking about nature, but it carries with it loaded meaning in terms 

of patriarchal, colonial ways of thinking about wildlife, highlighting that there exists 

particular ‘entanglements between care and hegemonic regimes’ (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, 

p. 9).   

In the discussion to follow I shall explain how gendered antipoaching units, hunting 

practices, and ecotourism disrupt traditional understandings of care in its purest form, 

essentially disrupting the feminization of care as can be evidenced in the treatment of 

lionesses throughout the life cycle of a park cub. Meanings of care are translated and 

displaced throughout the assemblage, like the rhino, care becomes modified and displaced 

carrying fragments of care for the earth through stewardship and a recognition of some kind 

of kinship or interdependency between humans and wildlife, however the task of this chapter 

is not to dismantle or deconstruct and rebuild a new mode of care, but rather to ‘contribute 

further meaning to reality’ (Puig de la Bellasca, 2017, p. 9). This section has discussed how 

care is not solely a moral undertaking based on universal values, and that within the nexus of 

wildlife security, care is a part of relationality between species, which plays a role in 

sustaining and shaping human-wildlife relations.  In the following sections I shall engage 

with ethics of care theory, in particular the contribution to critical security studies that speaks 

to ideas rooted in posthumanism that consider interspecies dependencies and shared 

vulnerabilities. The following section shall consider feminist care ethics and how care in 

general is often a gendered concept, and arguably overlooked within the nexus of security. 
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III) Gender and Security  

It has been established that care is often gendered, but it is also important to emphasize how 

this has led to care being dismissed from security discourse as a valid lens of inquiry.  By 

drawing on care and feminism more widely such approaches when applied to an interspecies 

security are useful in their rejection of hierarchal dominative dualism which established the 

powerful, over the subordinate; which in this case refers to colonial over indigenous, humans 

over wildlife (Donovan and Adams, 2007, p. 2). A feminist ethics of care calls out the gender 

difference that is exacerbated through the perception of women as the embodiment of 

caregivers, but through an interspecies lens the concept of care demands a move beyond such 

an oversimplification when we think of interspecies relations and the role of humans as 

environmental stewards. Overall, feminist ethics of care take a more sensitive approach to the 

broadening of security beyond conventional military and state centric understandings, and 

wildlife security offers a valid case study in which components of care and security can be 

explored through engaging with interspecies relations.  

Recent debates within feminist literature focus not only on ethics of care politics, but extend 

this to incorporate an ethics of vulnerability. This strand of literature looks at the importance 

of vulnerability for moral theory and bioethics, and recognizes that human vulnerability is 

normatively significant and conceptually connected to harm, need, dependency, care and 

exploitation (Mackenzie et al, 2014, pp. 1-2). Care and vulnerability are inherently linked; 

debates on vulnerability are commonly human centred, focusing on how ‘human life is 

conditioned by vulnerability;’ we are emotionally and psychologically vulnerable to the 

actions of others, and socio-politically vulnerable to exploitation, violence and abuse 

(Mackenzie et al, 2014, p. 2).  One challenge faced by this thesis is how ethics of care and 

ethics of vulnerability; which currently focus primarily on human groups and individuals; 

could be extended to develop a sensibility for non-human animals within the context of 

security; posing the question; how can approaches and ideas rooted in ethics of care and 

ethics of vulnerability discourse assist in reconceptualising anthropocentric approaches 

within the nexus of security?  Butler speaks of embodied vulnerability to others as the body is 

social and interdependent; positing that vulnerability and dependency are intertwined; and 

embodiment reveals an ‘organic propensity to disease and sickness, that death and dying are 

inescapable and that aging bodies are subject to impairment and disability’ reinforcing that 

corporeal vulnerability is shared amongst all living beings (Mackenzie et al, 2014, p. 4). 

Approaches rooted in Posthumanism often recognise interspecies interdependency, therefore 
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it may be productive to use care as a connection or bridge between the realm of security and 

conservation.  

Many practices that constitute conservation in South Africa are considered to be caring or to 

be driven by caring intentions. The conservation nexus at large is constituted by very 

different methods of caring for nature and nonhuman animals, some of which are based on 

values of altruism and the preservation of nature; and at the other end of the spectrum, those 

that depend on wildlife for income, and recognise interspecies interdependency but only 

insofar as this has economic impact or is disruptive to livelihoods. An ethics of care could be 

drawn on to explore why animals are treated cruelly by human beings in the first place. This 

draws on Havinsky’s idea of intersectionality, which considers intersections of difference, 

such as in instances of speciesism, and their relationship to power, which essentially involves 

rethinking care ethics, moving forward from the feminization or racialization of care, and the 

idea that care theorists overlook ‘historically rooted ties and mutually constituting processes 

and patterns of a broader range of oppressions’ (Havinsky, 2014, pp. 252-253). This does not 

mean that care is impure on all accounts, but it places greater emphasis on understanding care 

in context.  

Through a feminist ethics of care, nonhuman animals can be engaged on an individual level, 

as beings with the capacity to communicate feelings, and humans, who have a duty and moral 

obligation to be environmentally responsible, modes of responsibility differ culturally, 

therefore these particularities must all be considered (Donovan and Adams, 2007, p. 27). 

Much of the work on interspecies relations looks at stewardship and care in light of animal 

rights, and animals as equal autonomous agents, but in the case of conservation, or wildlife 

security at large it is evident that given the political and violent nature of poaching, animals 

in many cases are often dependent on humans for their survival, focusing solely on the rights 

of animals it could be argued, undermines the interdependency between human and 

nonhuman (Donovan and Adams, 2007, p. 4). In the following section I shall explain what is 

meant by impure care, and what shapes and constitutes this within the nexus of wildlife 

security and what this implies in terms of the different sets of interspecies relations and 

values concerning nature within this nexus.  
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IV) Emerging gendered approaches to wildlife security 

In the previous sections I have established that care is often associated with gender, women 

and femininity, however, engaging more closely with relations of care, gender and violence, 

it is clear to see evidence of patriarchal power relations at play. In this section I shall engage 

with gendered approaches to wildlife security emergent in recent years. In order to address 

gendered, political categories as to the roles of caregivers, the racialization and speciesism 

associated with gendered care practices must be addressed. Although gendered approaches 

draw out the feminine, there is a fine line between simply engaging the feminine, and 

indirectly strengthening power structures that are gender oppressive. This suggests that the 

relationship between care, gender and conservation may not be entirely concerned with 

empowerment In South Africa, the emergence of a predominantly female anti-poaching unit 

in 2013 grabbed widespread media attention. The unit was given the name, ‘The Black 

Mambas,’ and was made up of local black African women recruited for the purpose of anti-

poaching and monitoring suspicious behavior within local communities. The project received 

accreditation from the United Nations in 2015 for the successful reduction in poaching 

throughout the reserve. Drawing on the example of the Black Mambas, this section outlines 

how gendered categories are shaped and translated into configurations of care, gender and 

violence within the wildlife security assemblage, in this case emerging s an all-female APU.   

Wider debates in environmental sectors have argued that where gendered approaches to the 

conservation of nature and policing environmental conflict are concerned, there is a link 

between ethical behavior, trustworthiness and women in policing type roles, although 

evidence for this is often anecdotal (Wagner, 2016, p. 5). It could be argued however, that 

corruption and how this affects the character of female community members, is entirely 

contextual, but also dependent on the individual rather than a generalization of gender 

specific behaviors and traits. Other arguments for this approach suggest that this may 

improve the quality of protection, as women from local communities may have a wealth of 

knowledge of local species, and the utilization of local natural resources which would make 

them an asset to conservation sectors (Agarwal, 2009, p. 2788). During field work I spent 

several days at the camp where the Black Mamba women were stationed.  From this camp I 

was able to see how crime mapping software functioned, and how the surveillance and 

monitoring of a vast conservation space was managed from a control center.  
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During my visit I had conversations with security personnel and with the Mambas. It became 

evident that the project recognized local community women as more trustworthy for 

antipoaching roles than local men. One morning I awoke at 5am, and conducted a fence 

patrol with the Black Mamba women; we walked for several hours along the fence boundary, 

checking for holes, damage, poacher camps, or any evidence of intrusion or suspicious 

activity. The Mambas also patrolled to check for snares throughout the reserve. Our 

discussion was very relaxed and conversational, whilst walking they told me they had 

responded to advertisements for the role, and felt very happy in their job. I asked one of the 

ladies if she enjoyed working in nature and she responded that she did, since she was a child. 

She talked about the type of men who poached in local communities, and mentioned that they 

are more easily corrupted than women as they drink in local taverns. Some of the Mambas 

had children, and also worked within local communities teaching school children about the 

importance of wildlife conservation. One of the women also noted how she had experienced 

negative comments from a white landowner who did not support the project. Interestingly, to 

draw out gender difference in local communities, one question that she asked me, was 

whether a man in my country could marry more than one woman, she informed me that some 

men in her community can take more than one wife. It was evident that for these women who 

perhaps come from lower earning socio-economic backgrounds, the opportunity to gain 

consistent employment in a sector from which black people were commonly excluded is 

empowering.  

The unit were described by the founder and game warden as environmental monitors, 

operating as an unarmed police force, acting as eyes and ears on the ground, and observing 

behaviors within local communities where poachers are active. Discussion with the warden 

evidenced that the Black Mamba training consisted of anti-poaching techniques and 

strategies, law enforcement, in addition to tasks of conservation management; interestingly 

despite not being armed with a weapon, mambas are also reportedly trained in hand to hand 

combat (Reuter and Bisschop, 2016, p. 14). The role of the Black Mambas combines 

intelligence gathering and a consistent security presence through patrolling fence boundaries 

and monitoring checkpoints, with local community engagement through intelligence 

gathering and leading education initiatives for school children to teach about the importance 

of nature conservation. The opportunity for employment particularly for women within the 

conservation sector allows access to local black African people into a sector from which they 

previously felt disconnected and excluded, offering employment and furthermore upward 
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social mobility by means of conservation and poaching prevention. However, patterns of 

ownership in terms of wildlife, or game, and conservation space, have not changed in light of 

these developments and remain racially exclusive in most cases.  

Through my observations and conversations with security personnel at the game reserve, 

what became evident was the link between women, security and trust; it appeared that women 

were considered more trust worthy, which arguably emanates from the interpretation of 

women as close to nature, maternal, nurturing caregivers less capable of being corrupted to 

take part in poaching than men. The increasing number of women in military and security job 

roles is not isolated to the nexus of wildlife security, but in this particular case there is an 

evident feminization of security strategy in the continued role of the female as an 

uncorruptible caregiver.  In general, militarized conservation is a predominantly male 

domain, and when women enter, they tend to fill positions of lower rank, this assumption 

speaks to wider arguments relating to gender difference and the greater propensity for women 

to make more ethical decisions in these roles, however this assumption is of course context 

dependent (Wagner, 2016, p. 6).  It is a generalization to assume that all women are 

trustworthy in these roles, as the figure of the poacher discussed in the violence chapter is 

constituted by predominantly male actants.   

Another example of an all-female APU is Akashinga (meaning brave ones) an all-female 

antipoaching unit operative in Zimbabwe. The unit was founded by Damien Mander, a well-

known public figure with a military background, who founded the International Antipoaching 

Foundation (IAPF), but unlike the Black Mambas, these women are armed and trained by 

special forces personnel. I asked the Mambas if they felt frightened without a firearm, and in 

response, one of the women stated that if they were armed, it would only give poachers an 

excuse to shoot at them, and therefore she felt safer without carrying a weapon. Whereas in 

the case of Akashinga, the women are armed and take on a more soldier-like militarized role, 

undergoing the same training as male rangers. Among the types of women recruited for 

Akashinga are ‘unemployed single mothers, abandoned wives, sex workers, survivors of 

sexual and physical abuse, wives of imprisoned poachers, widows and orphans,’ in light of 

the project goal to work with rather than against communities (Hubschule and Shearing, 

2018, p. 28).  

In terms of care, categorizations exist normally in the form of gender difference and are 

politically charged as forms of subjugation, in the past, women, slaves and those without 
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property were excluded from the category of personhood (Donovan and Adams, 2007, p. 5). 

The subjugation and oppression of women and animals in the context of South Africa is 

commonplace, which as Adams affirms, has patriarchal roots, and where gender differences 

prevail there is frequently an unequal distribution of power, therefore it could be argued that 

such oppression is interrelated. In the case of the Mambas, the exploitation of gender 

difference and the role that women can contribute to security which men cannot has complex 

effects on the assemblage at large, to a certain extent gendered approaches reinforce gender 

difference by creating gender exclusive units, perhaps highlighting particular qualities or 

capabilities inherent to one sex over another. In general, the relationship between women and 

nature to a certain extent has been reinforced and reproduced in order to both ‘create and 

sustain relations of unequal power’ (Robinson, 2011, p. 155). Conservation in South Africa is 

constituted by relations of oppression and domination that are born from patriarchal colonial 

conservation models, and the care practices emergent are shaped by this, such as 

militarization, and fortress model conservation, which explains the complexity that underpins 

gendered approaches in terms of the feminization of environmental responsibility, and 

unclear boundaries between pure and impure care.  

It must be noted, that the individual women of the Black Mambas that I engaged with were 

testament that this opportunity provided a level of economic independence, and access to 

what has been an exclusively white, westernized, male dominated conservation sector which 

perhaps takes steps towards opening up conservation sectors to being more closely engaged 

with local communities.  This section begins to engage with structures of domination and 

oppression pertinent to particular conservation practices. In general, from my own experience 

and considering this in light of the wider socio-political context, there is a dimension of care 

concerning the Black Mamba project, however in general I gathered that much of the positive 

traction was linked to the projects ability to empower and emancipate black women from 

difficult life circumstances. This suggests a relation of care between the conservation sector 

and local communities which is of course progressive, but as part of the antipoaching 

structure, the project operates within a domain that is racially exclusive, male dominated, and 

arguably enrolling women in roles as caring educators.  Gendered approaches to antipoaching 

disrupt the masculinity inherent to militarized conservation, and in the context of the mamba 

women, contribute to a growing movement in relevant security practices that are less violent.  

It could be argued that this is a movement towards decolonizing conservation space, however 

the patriarchal structures that govern existing security efforts undoubtedly still govern many 
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relations and encounters. Other novel alternatives to militarized conservation have emerged 

that aim to be proactive and preventative in terms of stopping poaching attacks.  These 

practices have gone as far as to cross species boundaries, implicating wildlife in the workings 

of security practice; one practice that seemed to be more widely utilized than others, was the 

dehorning of rhinoceros.  

 

V) Dehorning Rhinoceros  

During field work I visited Interviewee E, a rhino breeder, who had a vast amount of 

rhinoceros on their property which was a managed breeding facility. Whilst being given a 

tour of the vast farm, what was unique about the rhinoceros on this reserve was that many had 

been dehorned. The dehorning of rhinoceros is a practice that has been carried out on game 

reserves across the region, which involves immobilization of the animals and then carefully 

cutting off the horn with a chainsaw, following this the horn will be stockpiled and registered 

on the RhODIS database, which I outlined in the previous chapter. This is a counter-poaching 

effort practiced on several reserves throughout the country as a poaching deterrent to save 

rhinoceros from being killed for their horn. Dehorning is another example of how the animal 

body is enrolled in wildlife security, and it strengthens the idea that the assemblage can be 

explained and understood through the translations of the animal body throughout the 

assemblage.  

 

Furthermore, dehorning a rhinoceros can be interpreted as a mode of governance over 

wildlife, in which oppressive power relations work to modify the under the guise of 

conservation. Understanding the process of dehorning and how it is linked to RhODIS and 

rhino breeding facilities that require extensive monitoring, is helpful in reinforcing how 

surveillance intersects with care. The horn, is arguably an operative actant, and in the 

previous chapter, I engaged with the process of dying horn with indelible dye, and storing 

DNA information pertinent to each individual animal on a national database. Field work 

evidenced that dehorning undergoes a similar procedure, whereby horns must be recorded 

and stored. By cutting off the rhino horn, this can be interpreted as a modification of the 

animal, and an enrollment of the animal body in security practice. It is arguably an act of care 

in that is deters poachers from killing a dehorned animal, however in some instances infant 
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animals were slaughtered that had very small amounts of horn growth as even small amounts 

appear to be highly valuable. This idea of modifying the rhino speaks to the concept of the 

conservation cyborg in the previous chapter through intersections with modes of surveillance; 

the animal undergoes transformations, and its body merged with technologies, implicating the 

animal in its own protection.  

The issue of dehorning is linked to both captive breeding of rhinoceros, and the trade in rhino 

horn, and is a practice that reinforces the recurrent distinction between captive and wild 

animals throughout this nexus.  Dehorning shows another way in which the animal is 

modified, where the commercial and lively body are separated, and a distinction between care 

and commerce is enacted on the individual rhino body. In the wider context of care, 

discussion on further commodifying the rhinoceros through legal trade in horn, has been 

discussed as a valid conservation tool and a method of counter-poaching. Therefore, as an 

approach to conservation, trade can be loosely interpreted as a practice of care. Debates on 

whether or not to legalize the rhino horn trade remain polarized as the extent by which 

demand will be reduced post legalization is unknown, and market dynamics are often 

oversimplified as legalization may not result in a fluid, consistent reduction in value and 

demand from consumer markets.  

The goal of legalization is to either reduce or meet demand, however as in the case of CITES 

lifting the ban on ivory trade in 2008, there is a danger of the converse, which would be a 

dangerous spike in trade and poaching as it has been in place since 1977. Research into the 

potential conservation gains from a legalized trade estimated that profit for conservation 

could amount to approximately $717,000,000 per year through an adequately monitored legal 

trade in horn; statistics emergent from this study suggest that the most important variables 

affecting rhino poaching are the anti-poaching effort on the ground, and the GDP in far East 

Asia, but rhino populations and the monetary fine in place in a specific municipality each 

have an impact on poaching levels (Di Minin et al, 2015, pp. 545-550).  From 1977 until 

2009, the trade of rhino horn was legal in South Africa and under CITES rules, a moratorium 

on trade was put in place on 13th February 2009 at the height of the poaching crisis, 

prohibiting trade in all formats from taking place.  

In 2017, the moratorium on domestic trade was lifted, after challenges from trade advocates 

predominantly South African rhino breeders who successfully appealed the moratorium in 

2015. As per the domestic rhino horn auction page, the commercial international trade is 
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illegal, however non-commercial international exports are legal on the basis that they are 

exported as personal or household effects (https://rhinohornauction.com/web/page/legal/). 

Again, the boundary between legal and illegal are blurred, as this legislation is vulnerable to 

manipulation through technicalities such as the description of the trophy, which adds another 

dimension to the way in which a rhino is translated.  Media accounts following the lifting of 

the moratorium in 2017 reported that an online auction of rhino horn took place, in order that 

private breeders could sell their horn stocks legally, however interest was reportedly low and 

not many horns were sold. Rhino owners and breeders are focal to the function of a legal 

trade, as buyers and possessors of horn they can legally take two horns out of the country as 

personal effects, and evidence suggests they have been compliant with government 

departments and open to regulation and monitoring by the necessary department while the 

auction was live.  Things become complex and intense as horn crosses international borders, 

it becomes both clandestine, and a security risk due to the lack of international coherence on 

monitoring and regulation of trade and movement of horn products.  

Dehorning rhinoceros has become another arguably non-violent counter-poaching method 

that breeders and owners have practiced in addition to advocating for trade legalization. 

Interviewee E began breeding rhinoceros in 2011; in 2007, 3 of their own rhino were poached 

which encouraged the decision to dehorn them, in 2013 a rhino cow pregnant with a female 

calf was poached on the ranch reflective of the indiscriminate nature of poaching.23  In a 

document sent prior to the meeting, Interviewee E states that ‘I do not need rhino horn trade 

legalization, but the rhinos certainly do,’ arguing that through legalization of the trade, there 

will be an incentive to breed rhinoceros as reserves and private owners have little incentive at 

present due to the costs and security risks.  

Following the translations of the rhinoceros born on this facility, they undergo monitoring in 

terms of horn cycles, births, deaths; which are all recorded. Driving through the facility their 

passion for conserving rhino was evident, and understanding conservation as a management 

tool, captive breeding in this instance was successful in producing healthy rhinoceros’ 

populations that prop up declining ‘wild’ populations. This individual’s core argument is that 

a legitimate, legal trade in horn will incentivize private owners to breed rhinoceros, which 

will help increase species numbers, and through dehorning and a legal, heavily regulated 

 
23 Information obtained from documents sent personally from Interviewee E prior to a meeting at the facility. I 
did not ask or receive explicit permission to circulate these documents and therefore will keep the documents 
anonymous. However, some of the information is public, and has been written up in other media forums.  
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trade there will be no drive to kill rhinoceros to obtain horn, making the rhino worth more 

alive than dead and shifting how rhino are valued. In terms of furthering conservation efforts, 

the potential to increase species numbers and furthermore develop adequate rangelands and 

habitats to house rhinoceros’ species would expand the space designated for conservation of 

plants and animals. Both breeding and dehorning took place there which is arguably an 

enactment of care through commodification, although the horn trade remains clandestine. 

Areas of concern with regards to a rhino horn moratorium included the impact of resolutions 

on the livelihood of local people, and the dangers of corruption through loopholes and weak 

monitoring and governance. One proposal from Interviewee D is that local communities 

could breed rhinoceros, which would reduce the enticement to poach as local community 

livelihoods and rhino wellbeing would be potentially interlinked, a method based on 

community based natural resource management. Furthermore, the funds generated from legal 

trade would work to cover the extremely high security costs that are incurred through anti-

poaching from technology, to canines and dedicated units. On this particular facility, rhino 

horns are harvested by dehorning rhino every three to four years, the statistics are taken from 

a sample of the administrative records from harvesting and breeding, rhinoceros are 

numbered, color coded, categorized along with the weight of the horn they produce recorded, 

males producing on average one kilo per years and females 600g with a life expectancy of 

between 35 and 40 years.  

According to Milner-Gulland et al. (1992, p. 84) there is no sexual difference in horn mass, 

and the value of a rhino horn ‘at a particular age or point of regrowth, is the price per kilo 

multiplied by the horn mass.’  Unlike the case of captive bred lions, gender discrimination 

occurs on a lesser scale. However, Rachlow and Berger determine that male rhinoceros horn 

grows more rapidly in white rhino species, and also that as a rhinoceros ages, the rate of horn 

growth slows down, meaning that breeding must also be prioritized so that growth and 

harvesting can stabilize and become consistent (Rachlow and Berger, 1997, p. 89). The 

economic benefits accrued in terms of profit are dependent on the success of a legal trade in 

terms of regulation and security that ensures revenues are filtered back into wildlife 

conservation, furthermore, the impact on rhino mortalities from poaching and as a result of 

the dehorning process can be offset by the profitability of horn stockpiles, and the rate at 

which owners wish to get horn to market legally.    
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Prior to my meeting with Interviewee E, information exchanged showed that his idea for a 

large-scale captive breeding and horn harvesting facility was influenced by the model for 

vicuna conservation, a once endangered South American camelid that was saved from the 

brink of extinction through harvesting of the species highly valuable wool, trade in which 

was banned due to the critically endangered nature of the remaining populations. The luxury 

fashion brand Loro Piana partnered with the Peruvian government to develop a space in 

which the population could thrive and be protected from illegal hunting, once every two years 

the vicuna would be rounded up for shearing, the rest of the time they are wild. The transfer 

of practices between species makes for interesting comparison, but ultimately the common 

link is commodification that makes possible conservation and ultimately, care. The outcome 

of a completely legal trade remains unknown under continued international bans, the majority 

of arguments against legalization are built on ethical and moral grounds, positing that 

breeding rhinoceros for their horn, is parallel to modes of commercial farming which takes 

away from the intrinsic value of the species as wild, and natural, which carries with it the 

negative connotations of cruelty and mistreatment that are inflicted upon animals in industrial 

farming sectors. In sum, dehorning is evidence of another way in which conservation 

intersects with captivity and commodification; it is another useful example that shows how 

the animal body becomes enrolled in wildlife security, and is modified as part of care 

practice.  

 

VI) Killing and cuddling in conservation 

This section considers hunting as a mode of care in terms of how arguments in defense of 

trophy hunting claim that it is a necessary part of wildlife conservation in South Africa.  By 

engaging with particular hunting practices, I shall explain how care is used as a justification 

for killing animals.  However, it has been established that care and violence are intimately 

entangled throughout this assemblage, therefore this section considers how care in the form 

of harm, or the killing of wildlife, is made possible through the intersections between 

conservation and tourism, displacement and containment, for example in the case of canned 

hunting, and the commodification of animals. The empirical material shall work to 

foreground and explain how pure and impure modes of care are made possible through 

intersections between ecotourism and conservation. Caring practices emerge through 

ecotourism, where animals live in captivity, often under the guise of an animal sanctuary, 
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where they are not rescued from harm, but rather commodified as entertainment features for 

tourists. South Africa has one of the largest and most developed hunting industries in sub-

Saharan Africa, outlets are mostly privately owned, with kudu and lion species being the 

most popular trophy in the region (Lindsay et al, 2007, p. 458). There is a wider logic of 

spatiality that cuts across the interspecies encounter, and through exploring the nature of 

killing and cuddling in this context, this shall draw out how the intensity and proximity of the 

encounter impacts on the level of violence that emerges from it. Looking at the killing and 

cuddling of wildlife draws out notions of exoticism, violence, and spectacle as part of the 

interspecies relations between particular tourists and wildlife. Hunting and cuddling reveal 

much about the varying nature of violence, and how in an interspecies context violence often 

takes place in less obvious forms.  Setting out the variants of these practices, I shall explore 

the relationship between violence and proximity.  

Hunting is often described as a conservation management tool, but sport or leisure hunting 

and the drivers and intentions underpinning such practices are heavily criticized by other 

conservationists and activists as not living up to these claims in terms of financial 

contributions and genuine conservation benefits. Modern South African conservation often 

intersects with modes of ecotourism safari and photographic tours being the most common, 

but practices within ecotourism throughout the region are bringing human and wild animal 

closer together than ever before through close encounter opportunities where one can handle 

and pet a wild animal. From my experience, the most common interactive experience was 

with lion cubs, where tourists could spend time in a pen habituated by infant lion cubs, 

handling them, cuddling, and having photographs taken. Therefore, I argue that in many 

cases, captivity as it intersects with care, is productive of harmful practices of wildlife 

conservation that are legitimized through ecotourism and a contribution to the betterment of a 

species.   

The encounter involving cuddling between tourist and wildlife speaks to the idea of both the 

imperial souvenir, and colonial nostalgia attached to forced and oppressive encounters 

between western tourists and nonhuman nature.  Furthermore, this disrupts the wildness of 

wildlife in that it speaks to the colonial legacy of taming ‘wild’ others, and of the translations 

that take this encounter from conquest to modern commodification. The encounter is forced, 

and therefore oppressive in that it is unnatural and reportedly has a pejorative effect on the 

animals that endure cuddling through habituating them to humans. The displacement of 
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wildlife from a ‘wild’ setting to captivity also implies a certain amount of violence is 

involved given the history of how conservation space functions.   

In the previous chapter focused on surveillance, I engaged briefly with pseudo hunting, to 

show how hunting practices have been manipulated through weak legislation and loopholes 

in permit systems, blurring the boundary between legal and illegal hunting. In the previous 

chapters I also discussed how modes of hunting intersected with violence through the act of 

hunting for sport, and the practice of canned lion hunting where lions are bred to be killed in 

put and take hunts. The following section shall explore both hunting practices, setting out 

how care and violence are entangled through the ways in which hunting assembles within this 

nexus through engaging with wider literature on both hunting and care. Following this, I shall 

explore how care practices are emergent as tourism and conservation intersect, and how the 

killing and harmful treatment of wildlife is made possible in diverse ways such as practices of 

displacement, which I shall clarify through following the translations or life cycle of a lion 

born into the ecotourism industry, and the commodification of animals through this industry 

and through practices that are legitimized under the guise of conservation.  

VII) Trophy Hunting  

Trophy and leisure hunting have a long history in South Africa, and are emergent from the 

colonial history of wildlife conservation in which wildlife were hunted exclusively by royalty 

at their leisure. In Sub Saharan Africa approximately 1,394,000km of land is used for trophy 

hunting, which reportedly exceeds the area of land designated for national parks; in Southern 

Africa trophy hunting assembles alongside development and conservation policies, and is 

often supported by an array of donor agencies from local; to international organizations such 

as Safari Club International (SCI) (Lindsay et al, 2007, p. 454). PHASA’s website stated how 

their AGM was sponsored by local taxidermists, suppliers of hunting equipment, and other 

unrelated businesses, but also by SCI (See https://phasa.co.za/). The establishment of 

conservation areas, and protected zones were often pioneered by hunters in the last century, 

in order to prevent species extinction and to regulate hunting, meaning that conservation 

space was developed and is co-constituted with space designated for hunting. I established in 

Chapter 3, when considering the spatial dimensions of violence, that historically, hunting was 

a leisurely pastime reserved for the elite classes that visited South Africa.  This indicated that 

wildlife was contained, or held captive arguably to conserve them for the purpose of hunting.  
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To advocates, trophy hunting is described as a sport in which hunters from all over the world 

pay large sums of money to hunt an array of species to have a taxidermist mount or model the 

animal, to then transport it back home to mount as a trophy. Hunting and tourism gradually 

began to merge at the end of the twentieth century, where famers and professional hunters 

began hosting foreign tourists and acting as their guide on hunting safaris. Trophy hunting 

today is offered by hunting operators on African game reserves, hunts are marketed online or 

internationally at hunting conventions; and hunting outlets normally consist of professional 

hunters, trackers, field guides, drivers, skinners, and hunting camp staff, all of which 

constitute part of a modern, luxury hunting safari holiday (Lindsay et al, 2007, p. 455).  

Trophy hunting is legitimized and made powerful in the assemblage by systems of 

conservation management and hunting quotas such as those specified by CITES, that work to 

establish a clear boundary between those species that are killable and those that are warranted 

higher levels of protection. This form of hunting and how it is translated throughout the 

assemblage, is shot through with violence, surveillance and care. In the previous chapter, I 

discussed the role of permits in making hunting possible, and how this further legitimizes 

hunting, or violence against wildlife as a conservation tool; expanding on this, it also 

legitimizes hunting as a caring practice through systematizing the hunting process and 

through the way in which conservation space is often occupied by modes of hunting and 

ecotourism. To briefly outline the process of a hunt, normally an animal is selected through 

direct contact with an outlet that offers hunting, usually these clients are from overseas;  
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mostly from the United States or Europe; and the hunt is commonly assembled as part of a 

holiday package, where hunters from the global North, can experience authentic, African 

wilderness experiences, sometimes brining the entire family, and can obtain a legitimate 

trophy by Safari Club Standards. Price lists for animals were readily available on the websites 

of hunting outlets, however certain species such as rhinoceros, elephant and lion required 

direct contact with the proprietor, as special terms and prices had been put in place due to 

permit restrictions.  Hunters often pursued their kill on foot, adding to the authenticity of 

stalking prey, where the trophy hunter shadows a professional hunter who will guide them 

throughout the process. Discussion with one professional hunter evidenced that they often 

had to be the ‘second shot’ as the skills of some trophy hunters were not good enough to 

secure a quick, clean kill, evidence that ethical hunting is a difficult term to decipher. A kill 

can be made with a firearm or a crossbow, and from visits to stores that sell hunting 

equipment it became evident that the hunt could be purchased with many hi-tech add-ons, 

such as night vision goggles, and scope for rifles that could cover long distances, arguably 

making ‘the kill’ much easier.24  

The photographs on the previous pages are taken from published online newspaper articles 

that are critical of hunting, but that also have identified a trend in the increasing number of 

female huntresses that have gained traction on social media outlets. The pose where the 

 
24 Photo Link: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-6184413/Female-trophy-hunter-Olivia-Opre-
defends-controversial-hobby.html (top image with leopard) 
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/7286719/female-big-game-hunter-slammed-by-celebs/ (bottom left image) 
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2315304/Outrage-Republican-donor-allowed-bring-endangered-
black-rhino-horn-U-S-trophy-slaughtering-215-000-organized-hunt.html ( 
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huntress holds the leopard in her arms in a sort of embrace, whilst she strikes a pose, speaks 

to the wider trend of the post-hunt photograph, which appears to be a large part of 

legitimizing the hunt. The picture of a male and a hunted rhinoceros has a similar dynamic, as 

the man stands over the fallen animal. The post-kill photograph is an important process in the 

translations that constitute the hunt, taking an image of a kill documents the translation of the 

animal from living, to lifeless, and captures the moment to legitimize the hunt. The photo acts 

as a certification of domination, perhaps to validate the masculinity and victory of the hunter 

or huntress and brings to life the entanglement of violence and care.  The photograph is 

essentially part of the trophy, which through consultation with the wider logics of power, 

emerges as a kind of imperial or colonial souvenir of exotic Africa, which further proves that 

colonialism has established hierarchies within conservation space, and speciesism emerges as 

one of the strongest (Whittle, 2016, p. 15). The disrespectful and distasteful nature of post-

kill human behaviors, and the fact that most of these individuals were white, western males, 

is reflective of a ‘neocolonial distribution of power’ (Mkono, 2019, p. 700) 

There is a tourist culture of hunting within the assemblage, many argue that they are 

contributing to conservation efforts, and self-proclaim to be animal lovers and nature 

enthusiasts.  However, the spectacle of the encounter through cuddling and killing for me was 

an important factor in determining what the politics of care looks like; both involve aspects of 

spectacle and climax as the proximity between species closes, and both involve forms of 

violence.  Following circulations of tourists and the very different interactions with wildlife, 

this for me strengthened the idea that there is a politics of care that pulses through the 

assemblage, that is shaped by many different interpretations of interspecies ethics.  The 

spectacle of the kill, the cuddle, and even the ‘selfie’ with wildlife, for me is a display or 

spectacle that sets out explicitly both the species hierarchies born from colonial histories, but 

also the interspecies encounter closes the space between colonizer and colonized through 

forced interspecies encounters; furthermore, the focus on the authenticity through touch and 

cultural experience draws out the colonial nostalgia attached to this type of tourist encounter.   

Many hunters and huntresses post photographs posing with carcasses of wildlife on social 

media, only to be met with violent abuse, some even experiencing death threats from animal 

activists. The translation of the animal body from reserve to taxidermist to social media is 

evidence that for the most part, hunting enrolls animal bodies is ways that are shot through 

with violence. This also speaks to the idea of data doubles discussed in the previous chapter, 

where conservation space is expanded to the virtual, digital domain, and the animal body 
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becomes data, in this case an extremely impactful, controversial image that has the power to 

evoke violent responses.  It is worth mentioning that trophy hunters are often profiled as 

white, wealthy males, however there is a rising ‘huntress’ culture, as is evidenced through 

images on social media, which problematizes gender stereotypes of hunters, but reinforces 

the idea that  even though the hunter is female, this does not make the act any more caring, 

hunting still takes place within a patriarchal framework in which nature is dominated and 

mastered. This mastery is reinforced by the way in which the animal is translated from living 

being, to trophy; a process that reduces wildlife to measurements and aesthetic qualities, and 

that is reinforced by the assemblage of social capital that is associated with the trophy at the 

end of the hunt.  

 Throughout the process of a hunt, the animal body is broken down into its constitutive parts; 

the carcass, the trophy, or the part the hunter should choose to make into a trophy, skin, and 

as some hunters advised me, the flesh or excess meat that some stated they donated to local 

communities. By outlining how exactly the hunt and the animal are broken down, it becomes 

much clearer how hunting intersects with other parts of the wildlife security assemblage and 

how the way in which the animal body is enrolled in the hunting sector works to further 

commodify wildlife and to legitimize violence as an acceptable characteristic of conservation 

space. In many instances, trophy hunting and ecotourism take place within the same 

conservation space, and oftentimes are partnered and offered as a luxury holiday. Those who 

engage in hunting tourism are in many cases foreign nationals, who have travelled long 

distances to partake in hunting activities. Hunting outlet websites advertise packages that 

often intersect with luxurious experiences such as safari or dining experiences, and from 

discussions with hunters, they, for the most part claimed to love nature and the bushveld 

environment, meaning that the hunt for many is an experience that is constituted by more 

than just simply the kill.   

Due to the controversy and negative press surrounding the trophy hunting industry at present, 

access to interview hunters was difficult and I was let down several times. However, I did 

meet and speak with three individuals, one of whom was a professional hunter, the others 

recreational.  Two hunted primarily for meat and the other did not disclose their motivations. 

Through meeting these individuals and discussing their views on the conservation benefits of 

hunting, I discovered that many consider themselves to be ‘animal lovers;’ some argued that 

hunters were the most avid conservationists, and that animal activism did more damage than 

good not only in terms of damaging the image of the hunting fraternity, but in generating 
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public outrage and directing violent threats against hunters online and in the media. One 

individual who openly admitted to partaking in canned lion hunting, asked ‘would you rather 

I shot the wild lions? You aren’t a greenie, are you?’ 25 Arguments exist that posit trophy 

hunting can be of benefit to local economies, not only in the form of job creation on reserves, 

but through increased economic incentives for wildlife conservation, particularly in areas that 

are ‘unsuitable for wildlife-based land uses such as photographic tourism;’ and arguably 

where there are low off takes of wildlife in terms of quotas, if trophies are offered at high 

prices there potentially emerges greater incentives to conserve endangered species (Lindsey 

et al, 2007, p. 455). Examples of how hunting can help stabilize endangered species 

populations include the cape zebra, the southern white rhinoceros and the bontebok, both 

species that were reintroduced through financial incentives generated from hunting (Lindsey 

et al, 2007, Pg461).   

The argument that trophy hunting is a caring practice in that in brings conservation benefits, 

can be countered through the ways in which kills are categorized. It is argued by some 

researchers in the field of conservation that trophy hunting can have undesirable evolutionary 

consequences on species populations, which makes hunting unsustainable. In terms of 

categorization, one of the main issues is the selection process for hunting, where genetically 

strong males and females are selectively chosen as trophies due to favorable aesthetic 

characteristics such as a dark mane, or a sizeable horn, when the trait is heritable, in some 

cases an unexpected evolutionary response may occur (Coltman et al, 2003). Anthropogenic 

selection therefore creates greater vulnerability and potentially weaker gene pools, pushing 

‘traits away from their naturally selected optima,’ and questioning theories that define 

hunting as a mode of care beyond monetary gain (Coltman et al, 2003). One individual that I 

spoke with on the issue of captive lion breeding, informed me that canned hunting and the 

close and often careless breeding of the lions bred for the bullet, has resulted in damage to the 

lion gene pool.  

 Modes of surveillance such as species-specific quota systems, and limited permits for 

hunting intersect with the maintenance of ecological processes as a mode of care in that they 

work to ensure sustainable and legal utilization of wildlife as a resource. However, as 

established through the practice of pseudo hunting, these are vulnerable to manipulation. Care 

and surveillance intersect through hunting practices, and the categorization of wildlife that is 

 
25 Quote from discussion with anonymous individual on hunting practices.  
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emergent from the way in which hunting is monitored, has created hierarchies in terms of the 

aesthetic and monetary value of particular species, which works to legitimize structures of 

oppression and domination. It is difficult to draw conclusions on trophy hunting as a valid 

conservation tool, therefore the grounding of hunting as a caring practice in this respect 

remains inconclusive as there is insufficient evidence to demonstrate how exactly funds are 

redirected into the conservation of endangered species.  

Conclusions that can be drawn from field research speaking with professional hunters, are 

that if quotas are obeyed, hunting can generate funds from surplus species and maintain 

balance within a particular conservation space or ecosystem. However, as hunting intersects 

with ecotourism it becomes a leisure activity, and a novelty for foreign tourists, hunters 

become customers, and animals become products for sale. The term biodiversity surplus 

species refers to ‘a transient increase in the number of species following a forcing event’ 

(Jackson et al, 2010, p. 1). This occurs when there is an imbalance in an ecosystem, during 

field work some people that I spoke with who were hunters, who discussed the act of hunting 

species that there were ‘too many’ of, such as predators in a particular ecosystem, if 

herbivore populations became imbalanced. This was also referred to as offtakes, where 

individual animals must be removed, or hunted in accordance with the population of the 

species to maintain balance within an ecosystem. Killing and commodification intersect very 

clearly with conservation through this example.    

Ecotourism makes intersections with hunting as holiday packages are created around a kill, 

such as a lioness experience, challenging due to her reportedly aggressive nature, a father and 

son experience costing $12000, and even couples packages that incorporate hunting with spa 

treatments and romantic safaris. I also came across an all-female animal hunting package, 

where hunters up to the challenge could hunt a lioness, an African elephant cow and a cape 

buffalo cow, a triumvirate affectionately labelled the bitches of the bush veld by hunters. In 

the advertisement lionesses are described as temperamental, volatile, and hunting them is 

reportedly productive of the same adrenaline rush as a male lion hunt. Interestingly one outlet 

offered a hunting package for disabled people, which makes intersections between hunting 

and care all the more complex. The bitches of the bushveld are an example of how hunting 

takes place within a wider power structure of oppression and patriarchism, and as ecotourism 

intersects with hunting throughout the wildlife security assemblage, practices of conservation 

that emerge are shot through with violence and gender difference. The way in which hunting 

intersects with ecotourism speaks to the ambivalent nature of care practices, and in this case 
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gender difference crosses species boundaries and is commodified, rendering females of 

particular species more killable due to their protective, maternal nature.  

 

Looking at how trophy hunting is assembled, it is clear to see that it is cross cut by issues of 

both racism and speciesism.  I have discussed the missing black African voice within the 

conservation nexus in South Africa, and I argue that hunting is one practice that strengthens 

this gap; if local community members wish to hunt bushmeat, this is not legal, however if a 

trophy hunter pays a large sum, and donates meat, this is the legal option.  This was a claim 

made by several individuals that I spoke with during field work, although I did not witness 

this act of charity first hand. The idea of charity in this context, where a foreign hunter would 

donate meat as an act of altruism, engages care with charity through the breaking apart of the 

animal body, which demonstrates another entanglement of care and violence. The black 

poacher, white hunter stereotypes are emergent from the structures that continue to govern 

conservation, and that continue to vilify local communities. By engaging with indigenous 

interspecies relations, the hunt takes a completely different meaning, there is a mutual respect 

and understanding that survival is a priority, the animal is not commodified in the same way, 

perhaps from the low scale sale of bushmeat, but animals are often sacred and retain spiritual 

meaning in local African culture, and therefore valued in a very different way to that of 

western tourists, however hunting is a practice that crosses racial boundaries, but the values 

and practices pertinent to each hunting culture are inherently different.   

During the final year of research, I read a book called ‘Leopard Warrior’ written by a white 

South African named John Lockley, who is the first white Sangoma in South Africa.  The 

Sangoma can be described as a traditional healer, upholding practices, and beliefs that have 

spanned ‘time, culture, and languages,’ and ‘derives partly from pre-colonial African systems 

of belief’ (Thornton, 2009, p. 17).  The book describes his journey to becoming a recognized 

and accepted igqirha elikhulu, a senior sangoma in the Xhosa tradition, he describes the role 

as that of a ‘spiritual messenger,’ or ‘metaphysicians,’ who receives messages from ‘the spirit 

world through dreams, waking visions and divinations.’ (Lockley, 2017, p. xvii). He 

discusses the leopard as sacred in the sangoma tradition, valued as an important totem 

representing harmonious relations with nature, and embodying the wildness of nature; and 

describes his teachings as moving like a leopard between two different worlds; African and 

Western (Lockley, 2017, p. xvii). The cow or oxen is also interpreted as a source of spiritual 

and material wealth, the totem pole in the center of the kraal; ‘a circular structure made from 
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thorns or tree saplings,’ where the cows are kept; is a spiritual conductor, this is a sacred 

structure acting as a spiritual doorway. The sangoma culture and beliefs see ‘the spirit of 

nature in everything,’ and is highly ‘animistic,’ (Lockley, 2017, p. 69) and if birds move in a 

particular way, this can be interpreted as acknowledgement from ancestors (Lockley, 2017, 

p65).  

Throughout the story of the sangoma, he talks of how the leopard appears with other animals 

in his dreams and interprets these messages from the animals throughout his spiritual journey. 

There is a peacefulness and respect that emerges from this relationship, where animals as 

messengers are sacred and spiritually significant. However, the book also gives accounts of 

sacrifice, which inflicts pain on the animal, it could be argued that there is purity in this 

practice, as the sangoma recalls Roman, the sacrificial ox of his final initiation. He notes how 

the ox was tied to the totem pole: 

‘they held the ox with ropes and encouraged him to lie down, treating him with great respect 

and a firm but gentle hand… (…) …. Tata moved around Roman blessing his entire body 

with white isilawu that would help connect Roman with our ancestors…. (…) (Lockley, 

2017, pg. xvii) 

The narrative refers to cultural rites of passage and spiritual ceremonies that involved animal 

body parts, and the sacrifice of live animals, however these rituals did not involve killing 

animals for their monetary value, but rather their spiritual significance and meaning within 

Xhosa culture.  This speaks to a very different set of interspecies relations from the western 

conservation values that I have outlined, in the way that the animal is part of an indigenous 

spiritual journey of becoming.  Pitted against those animals who are products to be sold in 

hunts, there is perhaps a difference in terms of the dignity and respect afforded to the animal, 

whereby this Xhosa tradition intertwines a practice of violence with spirituality, a more 

virtuous violence in which the animal holds sacred value. This individual challenged racial 

stereotypes as an advocate and teacher of African healing culture, and had a profound 

appreciation for human connectedness with nonhuman nature, which for me, disrupted the 

persistent, colonial white male profiles that exist within conservation space.  The 

connectedness with nature disrupted the masculinity of this stereotype, however violence 

against nonhuman animals remained part of this story through the sacrificial ox which again 

draws out the impurities of caring relations.  With regards to the absence of the Black, 

African voice throughout conservation and pertinent debates and literature, critical race 
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studies do not sufficiently engage with conservation, therefore much more postcolonial 

research is necessary to better establish and draw out the silenced voices within the nexus of 

conservation.  In the following section, I shall engage with canned hunting and how this 

practice further commodifies wildlife, and speaks to the concept of categorization within the 

nexus of hunting, by creating a new kind of lion that is essentially bred for the bullet.  

VIII) Canned Hunting  

Canned hunting refers to a form of lion hunting in which a relatively tame lion, often bred in 

captivity, is placed in a hunt situation where there is no fair chase, no opportunity to escape 

as this takes place in a ‘pen’ and where there is evidence of habituation to humans. Chris 

Mercer; an activist and founder of Campaign Against Canned Hunting (CACH) who has 

lobbied against canned hunting advised me that there is no legal definition of canned hunting, 

and this ambiguity results in the manipulation of hunting permit systems.  Canned hunting 

differs from trophy hunting of ‘wild’ lions or those not bred at captive breeding facilities in 

that it occurs on a smaller scale, some define the hunting space as a pen, others simply a 

smaller area, ‘49.9 ± 8.4 km2 compared to 843 to 5933 km2, depending on the country,’ 

canned hunts are reportedly cheaper with prices of ‘US$20 000–40 000 compared to US$37 

000–76 000 [excluding the costs of shooting other species and government charges])’, hunts 

are also reportedly shorter; 3.3 compared to 14–21 days;  and hunting success rates higher at 

99.2% compared to 51.0–96.0% during trophy hunts, and moreover the trophy quality is 

higher; ‘skull length + breadth = 638.8 compared to 614–638 cm’ (Lindsey, 2012, p. 11). 

Those who considered themselves ‘ethical’ trophy hunters criticized canned hunting as 

abhorrent, and not an authentic hunt by industry standards as there is no skill or hardship 

endured in tracking the lion.  

This form of hunting arguably intersects with modes of poaching, as CACH reported that 

wild lion prides have been chased ‘to the point of exhaustion, shot the pride adult lions, and 

captured the cubs for sale to unscrupulous S.A lion farmers,’ who require a stream of cubs for 

ecotourism to offer cub cuddling, photos with lion cubs, walks with lions and other intensive 

interactive experiences. I visited one facility where both were offered, in addition to a horse 

back safari as a package deal. I interviewed the owner who claimed that his business 

motivation was underpinned by a conservation ethos, of providing genetically pure lions to 

reserves who needed lions for conservation management. Regardless of the validity of this 

claim, this experience was evidence of translation from cub that is cuddled, to teen lion that is 
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walked with, to game reserve to be viewed or hunted, where the owner admitted that he could 

not guarantee that his habituated lions would not end up at the end of a hunter’s rifle.  This is 

evidence that violence is to a certain extent inevitable, but moreover, that a lion born into this 

industry or displace to end up in this industry becomes an actant in a cycle of violence.  

Captive bred lions for purist trophy hunters are considered to be a lower quality, less 

authentic kill than lions that are considered wild, which draws attention again to the 

categorization of the kill, which it could be argued determines the ethical treatment granted to 

an individual animal based on its aesthetic, as canned hunting is effectively unregulated, and 

considered to be a budget hunt. Again, this reinforces how aspects of the assemblage render 

some animals more killable than others. ‘Blood Lions,’ is an investigative journalistic 

documentary that lifted the lid on the canned hunting industry in South Africa, and the lack of 

regulation and true conservation value afforded to the practice. In addition to this, it 

highlighted the intersection between interactive lion tourism and the hunting industry. 

Journalists followed the process from consumer end, to the final hunt where lions could be 

purchased online, and hunting outlets worked with clients to obtain the lion they wanted and 

to acquire permit legally. This research reinforces the cruelty involved in this practice, in 

terms of treating captive bred lions as bred for the bullet, reinforcing distinctions between the 

wild and the essentially tame, and how this cycle is violent from beginning to end in terms of 

the invasive, oppressive relations between human and animal. I spoke with one hunter who 

partakes in canned lion hunting, who argued that killing captive bred lions, was an act of 

conservation, as it spared the wild lion populations from being hunted. By looking at 

translations throughout the wider assemblage, it becomes clear that these categories are not so 

clear, wild and tame lions form part of the same assemblage, however some are rendered 

more killable than others and valued differently through different sets of interspecies relations 

and experiences.   

The categorization of the worth of lions and their value as trophies is productive of modes of 

speciesism in a similar manner to racism and how racial categorization of human beings often 

results in the reproduction of oppressive power structures that legitimize oppressive 

treatment.  The moral significance involved in breeding an animal in order that it be shot and 

killed for sport demands a rethinking of the ethics and morality that underpin wildlife 

conservation at large.  Through more intensively regulated quota systems or the reduction in 

the quota numbers for hunting wild lions, prices for wild lions may increase through 

increased demand, which may arguably strengthen incentives for lion conservation, but such 
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modes of care, if we interpret conservation as a mode of care that incorporates aspects of 

wildlife management, are cross cut by violence and speciesism; however statistics suggest 

that 80.7% of income generated from canned hunts, or captive bred hunts goes to the lion 

breeder and the rest to the hunting operator (Lindsey, 2012, p. 11).  

Animal activism and hunting practices are both constitutive of conflicting approaches to 

human care for nature, and much controversy emerged surrounding lion hunting practices 

after the CITES conference of the parties in 2016 in Johannesburg in which lions remained 

on appendix II. The South African government developed the ToPs regulation for threatened 

and protected species, which prevented put and take hunts by imposing a 24-month minimum 

wait to hunt an animal after it has been released, but despite this regulation and ethics within 

this sector remain loose (Lindsey, 2012, p. 12).  Research suggests that overall, canned 

hunting raises ethical issues and has tarnished the trophy hunting industry through 

international activist campaigns exposing the practice, arguments in favor are centered on the 

link between conservation and financial gain further perpetuating approaches to conservation 

that overlook ethics and cruelty against animals in favor of profitable modes of tourism that 

continually reproduce and interpret wildlife as a commodity. The final section of this chapter 

shall outline how a lion is bred for the bullet by following how the body of the lion moves 

throughout the assemblage.                                         

IX) Cuddling 

Cuddling is arguably a lesser form of violence, but nonetheless, it legitimizes unnatural 

interspecies encounters and, in some instances, links said encounters to the betterment of 

conservation through the generation of income that sustains human livelihoods that depend 

on wildlife and ecotourism. Watching wild animals perform or do unnatural, humanistic 

things, in addition to cuddling and petting them, reveals this encounter to be a form of 

spectacle and I began to realize that in the case of western tourists, there is an infatuation with 

touching wild animals and documenting it, or posting it to social media. Big cats make for 

popular tourist attractions; the tourist trend of the tiger temple in Thailand revealed the 

grubby side of interactive tourism which saw tigers at a Buddhist temple undergo training 

through compassionate and nonviolent Buddhist methods; however, accusations of trading, 

sedating and breeding emerged, in addition to claims of animal abuse which disrupted the 

peacefulness and proposed holistic nature of the experience (Cohen; 2013).   
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In South Africa there are many ecotourist facilities within which tourists can experience close 

proximity with wildlife. Many of these facilities offer cuddling experiences with infant wild 

cats, namely lion cubs which involves touching, cuddling, lifting, and in many cases posing 

for pictures with them.  In many cases cubs are handled from birth, and being placed into 

forced interactions with human beings as infants, one can only assume that a certain amount 

of habituation to this environment takes place as they grow up in different variants of 

captivity.  The concept of cuddling is particularly interesting as it is arguably  a lesser form of 

violence that functions under the guise of care in the way that humans engage with these 

cubs, there is an element of affection in anthropomorphic terms that takes place through these 

interactions, however, understanding that this is another channel of commodification draws 

out the violence inherent to such interactive experiences.  To return to an earlier point on the 

imperial souvenir, interactive wildlife experiences such as these are inherently colonial in the 

commodification, ownership and forced proximity to nonhuman nature.   

Where cuddling is concerned, the souvenir is the experience of exoticism, the photograph, the 

opportunity to feel the otherness of the ‘wild.’ Despite the sentiment attached to such 

encounters for many tourists, the inevitability of the artificial wilderness, of the displacement, 

domestication, and captivity of the lion cubs being cuddled, makes the act of cuddling 

wrought with impurities.  Unravelling what practices of hunting and cuddling tell us about 

the nature of wildlife security, it becomes evident that there is a relationship between human 

proximity to nature and violence throughout the assemblage, such violence is often masked or 

overlooked through what are deemed to be caring practices, however these practices are part 

of the complex entanglement between commodification and conservation.  Captivity is a 

Tops consequence of displacement, and through the various forms of ecotourism 

encountered, it is evident that the animal body undergoes a series of translations through its 

enrollment in very different modes of care.  In the following sections I shall outline this in 

greater detail by using the life cycle of a park cub to show not only how the lion is translated, 

but to demonstrate the clear intersections between care and violence.   

X) The life cycle of a park cub  

This section sets out the life cycle of a park cub in order to show the multiple ways that the 

life of a captive lion experiences different aspects of human care and moreover shows how 

these are cross cut with commodification, gender, and violence through particular forms of 

lion tourism. The section above shows how within the wildlife security assemblage, there are 
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nonhuman beings living to be cuddled and to be killed, therefore by going one step further to 

set out this lifecycle, the persistence of violence as the dominant logic of power can be 

clearly seen. I also feel that the anthropomorphism attached to such interactive human-

wildlife experiences is made much more explicit through setting out the processes of 

commodification and drawing out the human emotions are reasoning that drives these 

encounters. This section shall reinforce how the lion is enrolled in ecotourism by undergoing 

very different translations, and it could be argued that to enable care, lions in tourist facilities 

are made cuddly, and anthropomorphized to make them appealing with names and back 

stories.  I argue that by following the way in which the lion is translated throughout the 

assemblage draws out the deeper connections of wildlife economies to issues of gender and 

moreover violence. Therefore, this practice of network tracing shows the intricacies of the 

different modes of care and violence at play within the wildlife security assemblage.  

Lions are iconic symbols of wilderness, strength and courage and have an important place in 

African spiritual culture. Stories of lions are commonplace, vengeful man-eating lions and 

lionesses that prey on helpless villagers, to lions as comrades, domesticated like family cats, 

raised by humans.  In the film Born Free, Elsa the lioness is rescued by George and Virginia, 

raised at home to then be released into the violence of nature, where she must fight her way 

into a pride. Today in South Africa, lions are rarely born free, some are even bred for the 

bullet, to be killed in a canned hunt, or for their bones to feed the Asian Lion Bone trade as a 

substitute for tiger bone wine, which has earned them the name, blood lions. In order to show 

how violence and care are inherently linked and entangled within the nexus of wildlife 

security, I shall explore the life cycle of a park cub, a lion that is born in captivity and filtered 

through ecotourism to end up at the end of a hunter’s rifle, emergent from this life cycle is the 

intersection between ecotourism and speciesism in which animals are exploited for financial 

gain under the guise of conservation and the betterment and wellbeing of a particular species.  

At present there are around 8000 blood lions living on captive breeding facilities throughout 

South Africa (www.bloodlions.org/). The life cycle of a park cub often starts on a breeding  

facility, born to a mother who has been prostituted by the ecotourism industry to produce  

cubs for cuddling and photo opportunities.  When a cuddled lion becomes too old and too 

lion-like to be cuddled further, they are walked with on tourist facilities, where tourists can 

experience a walk through the bushveld with teenaged lions. They are touched, and have their 

tails held whilst tourists follow them through the bush. Often handlers carried a stick in case 

one became too rough and unsettled the tourists. Lionesses that are utilized in such a way, are 
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impregnated up to three times per year, exceeding their natural gestation period. This is 

reportedly between 105 and 111 days on average (Schmidt, et al, 1979, p. 267).  

 

In her lifetime a wild lioness would get pregnant on average every two years, however for 

those in captive bred facilities this happens once a year (https://sciencing.com/life-cycle-lion-

5166161.html) I also discussed this with lion breeders and anti-hunting activists who 

discussed similar time periods). Cubs are dependent on their mothers until they are 

approximately 16 months old, and learn how to hunt at around one year old (Lion Alert: 

‘Reproduction and offspring’ n.d). According to the Blood Lions investigation, this is so she 

can provide a stream of cubs for the tourist facilities that use them for cuddling.  The cubs do 

not experience a bond with their mother, and are torn away to be hand reared, missing the 

nourishment and comfort of their mother. Here the issue of gender difference is prevalent on 

an interspecies level, from a feminist ethics of care perspective, where essentially patriarchal, 

colonial hunting practices dominated by white, wealthy males, cross species boundaries 

through the subordination of lionesses as a lesser trophy, and even as a systematic cub 

producing cog for ecotourism facilities.   

 

Lionesses in captive bred facilities are repeatedly bred to feed the demand for human-lion 

tourist experiences, several of these facilities operate under the guise of a lion or wildlife 

sanctuary, they anthropomorphize lions and give them names and back stories in order that 

they spark an emotive connection with visiting tourists who wish to provide them affection 

through touch and petting.  On carrying out visits to tourist facilities, I witnessed a lioness in 

a lion tourism facility aggressively run towards the wire fence separating us, snarling as we 

got close to her food. One facility that I visited offered cub cuddling as part of a tour; as do 

many; at a point in the tour, tourists entered the pen within which there were a group of little  

lion cubs with a handler.  Tourists walked up and down the small pen, trying to grab one of 

the cubs to pick up to cuddle; most of them shifted the infant from side to side whilst it either  

struggled to get away, or stayed still, they would move its little paws, and draw its attention 

to the camera to try to fix it in a position that was presumably social media worthy. Other 

aspects of lion tourism include walking with lions, as a naïve tourist, I joined in on a lion 

walking tour, and observed the behaviour of the tourists. No children were present, and adults 

were trying to grab hold of the teenaged lion’s tail to hold onto it whilst they walked. They 

did not harm the lions, who appeared to be relatively disinterested in the tourists, but there 

was an evident desire to touch, cuddle, be close to the lions and also to take pictures of 
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themselves, with the animals.  The effects of this on lions cannot possibly be positive, in 

terms of the life cycle, this cuddling and touching is another step in the translations that 

commodify the lion.  

 

Arguments for such practices are often driven by economic incentives associated with the 

conservation of wildlife, where animals must pay rent and incur costs to ensure their 

flourishment and survival.  The idea of animals paying rent is more an attitude of those who 

value animals as a commodity and resource, driven by interspecies relations that reflect this, 

but many game owners that I met, justified ecotourism as they argued that this gave the 

animals value, whilst generating income for the owner. Furthermore, some conservationists 

argue that regular human-animal interactions in the case of lion cubs, through the array of 

tourist experiences in which they are implicated, habituates the lion cub to human beings by 

erasing any natural fear and in some cases as noted in Blood Lions, associating humans with 

the provision of food and therefore approaching them less cautiously.  This is a process of 

habituation to humans that happens from the early stages of a life cycle, how these 

interactions physically impact on the lion have been reported as severe prompting illness 

through intensive interactions that are frightening for small, human-dependent cubs. The ease 

with which a lion can be hunted in this case, reflects the consumerist, convenience driven 

nature of the practice, and moreover the consumerist, nature of wildlife conservation at 

present, canned hunts are cheap, fast and do not require the same level of government 

permissions as hunting other species such as rhino require, it is essentially a drive thru hunt.  

 

When these lions enter adulthood and become increasingly uncontrollable and dangerous, 

information from the International Campaign Against Canned Hunting (ICACH) suggests 

that lions then find themselves back at a breeding facility or a reserve with an affiliation with 

hunting.  Arguments by several of my interviewees posited that captive bred adult lions can 

be reintroduced to other lion populations, but arguments against this suggest that captive bred 

lions often do not thrive in the ‘wild’ or rather on a reserve with wild reared lions, who have 

been fending for themselves since birth.  Research suggests that the release of captive bred 

lions into the wild, is relatively unsuccessful; meaning that hand-reared lions may be 

introduced to a pride that were not hand-reared, and problems that arise from releasing lions 

from small captive bred populations could lead to the increased risk of inbreeding by  

selecting lions from small captive populations, the risk of disease spreading to ‘wild’ 

populations through translocations that are poorly managed, which invalidates the claim that 
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reintroducing captive lions to the wild is a valid conservation strategy, and proposes that 

‘securing existing lion habitat, and mitigating and mitigating anthropogenic killings of lion 

and their prey,’ would be more productive than captive breeding (Hunter, et al, 2013, p. 22). 

In order that these captive bred lions continue to generate revenue they are offered up to the 

canned hunting industry which as outlined before, involves a put and take method in which a 

lion is released into an enclosure from which it cannot escape, and is then shot by a hunter at 

close range. Often these lions are shot within a couple of days if not sooner, after their 

release, and are disorientated, sluggish and habituated to human beings as a result of their 

upbringing in the ecotourist sector.  

 

One interviewee who bred lions for ecotourism stated how lions bred for canned hunting 

commonly displayed noticeable, physical defects (Interviewee D, 2016). Attitudes towards 

captive bred lion hunting suggested that to some hunters within the trophy hunting fraternity, 

those bred for canned hunting were ‘sub-lion’ and bred to be of less worth by the trophy 

industry standards in order to feed the demand from foreign hunters for affordable hunting 

experiences, which again draws genetic distinctions where two types of lion assemble. 

Justifications from participants were predominantly centred on the point that less genetically 

pure, often inbred lions are bred to die in order that more genetically pure lions can thrive and 

their populations not be impacted negatively.  

 

This emphasises that there is a genetic distinction being drawn between those lions bred for 

the bullet, translated throughout the life cycle of a park cub, and those who are not born in a 

captive breeding facility. Selective breeding is also common on game reserves in both wild 

and captive bred lion populations, where traits that are considered valuable to trophy hunters 

are bred into fruition, in captive bred lions for example, research suggests that they grow 

larger than wild lions due to a constant supply of food, but also the opportunity to hunt rare 

white lions suggests manipulation of gene pools to attract hunting clients, and as reported by 

Lindsay et al (2012, p. 19). the danger of genetically manipulated lions is the risk of contact 

and breeding with wild populations. It could be argued that such manipulation and 

development of a lion with specific, marketable qualities speaks to the idea of modification to 

care and conserve, which is reinforced in the previous chapter through the concept of the 

conservation cyborg.  The term cyborg, it could be argued, does not solely refer to an 

embodied merger between human and animal, it could be argued that the conservation cyborg 
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is also a string figure that is shot through with all three registers; violence, surveillance and 

care, and through which the modified animal manifests throughout the assemblage.  

 

Lions are apex predators, and constitute ‘top down’ population regulation mechanism within 

ecosystems, keeping checks on the populations of large herbivore mammals; as predators 

lions often seek out the weak, sick or lame within a herd as prey, meaning that a loss of 

predators would increase the likelihood of disease, and the overpopulation of large herbivores 

(lionalert.org: ‘Ecological role of lions’ n.d). The life cycle of a park cub reinforces how both 

killing and caring become commodities for tourists. From a captive breeding facility, a lion 

cub is commonly moved on to a tourist facility, where photo opportunities and close 

interaction experiences such as cub cuddling and walk with lions’ experiences are offered. 

Cub cuddling, involves tourists entering a pen where lion cubs are present and paying for a 

brief interaction where they can pet, cuddle and take pictures with lion cubs. Often, foreign 

volunteers pay large sums of money to take part in the care of wild animals at a sanctuary, or 

to spend time in the bushveld conducting conservation management activities.  

 

One reserve in particular charged close to 500 Rand per night, accommodation was basic, and 

their chores were mostly camp maintenance. Volunteer schemes within the ecotourism sector 

exist to a certain extent to fund the facility, or run a sanctuary in some genuine cases, 

however reports of exploitation of foreign volunteers who have paid several thousand pounds 

to care for wild animals are commonplace. In ‘Blood Lions’ instances of volunteers helping 

to raise lion cubs, and paying large sums of money for the experience, were unaware of the 

fate of the cubs, in that they were bred for canned hunting.  Taking forward the idea that there 

is a dark side to interactive wildlife tourism, coupled with the violence that constitutes 

hunting tourism, this intersects with wider literature on dark tourism, that discusses the 

phenomenon of visiting sites of death, or those that represent suffering such as concentration 

camps, or battlefields, although ecotourism is a separate nexus, the link between violence and 

tourism is not only pertinent to ecotourism but is a wider phenomenon within this nexus 

(Stone, 2006, pp. 145-147).  It could be argued that neoliberal conservation agendas that 

focus on wildlife as a profitable resource are productive of a different, less pure form of care 

where the idea of a sanctuary or lion park associated with the preservation, wellbeing and 

protection of wildlife, assemble with modes of violence, through the forced unnatural 

handling and systematic tourist interactions between human and animal.  
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After a lion has been killed in a hunt, trophy or canned; the cycle does not end as recent 

reports suggest that in many cases the bones of captive bred lions are exported and utilized in 

Asia as a substitute for traditional tiger bone wine.  Hunting permits do not have to be issued 

in order that lion bones be exported, and as captive breeding is poorly regulated, bones from 

farmed lions often end up on the black market for Asian consumers often under the guise of 

tiger bone wine. The boundaries between illegal and legal are blurred in this instance, but in 

July 2018 legal export quotas for lion bone were established in South Africa, permitting 

1,500 lion skeletons to be exported annually (saiia.org.za: ‘South Africa’s role in the trade in 

lion bones a neglected story’).  The life cycle of a park cub commonly ends in violence 

through the death of the lion, the animal body is broken down and translated throughout the 

assemblage, constituting modes of violence, commodification, tourism and gender. The 

distinction between wildland captive is further reinforced through this analysis, as it is 

common knowledge that in China the desire is for wild animal byproducts as it is considered 

a more pure, potent source in comparison to captive bred animals. 

 

 Ideas of the body from a Posthuman perspective are both physical and virtual as animals and 

humans within this nexus are surveilled and cared for through use of their biometric data and 

physical bodies, which draws attention to the disruptive nature of animal body parts and by 

products through the way in which they assemble with humans and technologies.  Although 

there are many more intricacies and complexities to this assemblage, this section sought to 

highlight the multiple ways in which the lion body becomes enrolled in different practices of 

care that are constituted by commodification, violence, and gender, through following the 

lion body as it is translated and modified. Distinctions are made between the captive lion and 

the wild lion; one is modified, habituated to humans, devalued, less aesthetically pleasing by 

trophy hunting standards, and less valuable.  The killing of one, has been argued to spare the 

life of the other, creating a complex intersection between care, violence and conservation.  

XI) Conclusion  

  Moving analysis of the poaching crisis beyond the parameters of militarized conservation, 

draws out other less obvious relations of violence and exposes other differentials of power 

that both encourage the persistence of violence and make it possible through antagonistic 

interactions. Care operates as a differential of power in this context, and although some forms 

of care are evidently more virtuous than others in this context, the significance of this 

analysis is the deeper connection between care and violence. Notions of violent-care are 
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driven by the intimate relationship between conservation and commodification, a relationship 

that has legitimized killing and interactive ecotourism as a seemingly necessary or functional 

part of the conservation assemblage.  By outlining how the intersection between 

commodification and conservation plays out, the politics of care in this context become more 

explicit in its connection to deeper logics of violence. Drawing on the examples of hunting, 

ecotourism and dehorning, the remaking of the animal as a product draws out the market 

interventions that were discussed in the previous chapter.  Care in this context, highlights sets 

of conflictual interspecies relations; those that value wildlife for the meaningful experience of 

being close to something wild, other worldly, and untamed; and those who value the animal 

as a commodity, which is reflected in their treatment of it. Through the concepts of gender, 

hunting, cuddling, and ecotourism, the shifting assemblages of care that constitute the 

wildlife security assemblage become more evident.  

Drawing out a politics of care from the wildlife security assemblage delves deeper into the 

true nature of particular human-wildlife encounters, revealing some seemingly harmless 

practices as connected to deeper, more damaging logics of power.  Care and violence can also 

be mutually reinforcing, as is the case with hunting practices like trophy hunting, where 

modes of violence and care have become entangled and productive of a complex idea as to 

what constitutes ethical, or caring wildlife conservation. However, by addressing the politics 

of care and the aforementioned politics of watching and monitoring probes the logics of care 

and surveillance more deeply to reveal more explicitly their closer connections to violence, 

the most dominant recurring logic.  Care in general, is operational within a persistent 

patriarchal structure, meaning that the persistence of violence is supported by the 

infrastructure of this assemblage as it stands. However, there are disruptions and defiant 

actants to the dominant politics, such as those implicated in gendered approaches to care, or 

more indirectly the second shot which emasculates the hunter.  Voluntourists also exemplify 

such disruption to the persistence of violence, and add complexity to the politics of care as 

not all practices are unethical or inherently or intentionally violent.  The claims strengthened 

by engaging with care, is naturally the dominance and persistence of violence, even in an 

arguably caring space, and at large the persistence of patriarchal conservation practices that 

have evolved but remain unethical and exclusionary across time and space.  In terms of the 

interspecies encounter, we can see that care can be oppressive, and it can be utilized as a 

moral justification for unethical acts such as in the example of trophy hunting where 

individuals of a particular species are persecuted for the argued betterment of the species at 
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large.  There is a deep connection here with commodification and the global exploitation of 

wildlife and nonhuman animals at large that discussion on unethical ecotourism and hunting 

sheds light on.    

Links between the feminine and nature are not uncommon particularly within ecofeminist 

debates; and gendered approaches to conservation, or more specifically antipoaching, have 

been established and have been successful in South Africa and in Zimbabwe. Although my 

field work evidences that conservation to some extent was reaching out in a caring manner to 

local communities, and local women more specifically which arguably makes this link 

between nature and the feminine tangible. However, I believe that the wider structures of 

governance over conservation space, remain white, male, and inherently colonial. The 

persistence of this patriarchy is in alignment with the persistence of violence in through 

conservation space, although the disruptions to the masculinity and dominance of power are 

important and noteworthy when as this space is opening up to more interspecies and less 

violent approaches to security. Overall, there is little shift in how antipoaching is carried out, 

as the Mambas are part of a larger security infrastructure that still takes the shape of a fortress 

model, and despite being unarmed, they are part of a security structure in which armed 

response teams are operative. Engaging with gender and speciesism adds depth to wider 

arguments on the commodification of nature, whereby by individuals within a species are 

singled out to experience more hardship and violence than others for particular arguable 

conservation benefits.  

Trophy hunters emphasise that they are conservationists, and often list the benefits to 

communities through meat donations, employment, and bringing tourism to the region. Pro 

trophy hunting arguments posit that killing individual animals, contributes to the contribution 

of the entire species, however activists argue that these claims are over exaggerated. This 

analysis focuses on the translation of the animal up to and beyond the act of the hunt, in order 

to show the experiences and transformations of the animal, and the animal body, as it is 

enrolled in caring practices throughout the assemblage. By drawing out the entanglements of 

care and violence that manifest throughout the assemblage through practices of conservation, 

hunting and ecotourism, it is clear to see that for tourists, the killing and care of wildlife, are 

commodities. Through translations there are modifications, taking the example of the body of 

the lion or lioness, captive bred lions undergo translations in which they are inflicted with 

manifestations of impure care. The act of cuddling itself, and what seems like the harmless 

act of walking with a lion, contributes to the modification of a lion, and to this distinction 
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between the lion that is wild, and that which is captive. These translations remake the lion, 

and distinguish the wild lion as a rather different animal. Translation and modification show 

the differentials of power at work, and therefore the drivers behind each movement are vital 

in terms of making sense of the logics that shape the assemblage.  

Engaging with care shows the various ways in which speciesism infiltrates conservation 

space, particularly in the context of hunting where powerful forms of categorization take 

place, determining which individuals can be hunted and killed and at what cost. I believe that 

such approaches to species protection speaks to a wider politics of species extinction whereby 

much deeper questions concerning the rights and ethical treatment of nonhuman nature and 

all living creatures are at the heart of such progressive analyses.  The example of lion hunting 

shows how gender, speciesism, and violence overlap and how the political categorizations of 

protections afforded to individuals within certain species can work to the detriment of 

wildlife at large through the ways in which legitimate channels of commodification render 

them killable and valuable commercially.  Lions that are interpreted as wild, appeared to be 

treated as more pure lions, and are afforded more ethical treatment than those born in captive 

breeding facilities as a result. Again, there is a link between spatial dimensions and violence, 

in this case those that are captive, are lions that have been remade for a specific market, to 

feed a human bloodlust at a bargain price. What is most significant perhaps, is that the 

categorization is more like a hierarchy, where the life of a pure lion is worth more than a 

captive bred lion. The lion, it could be argued, is also a string figure, as both the wild and 

captive overlap and intersect throughout the assemblage.   

The life cycle of a park cub is an important tool for understanding the extent of 

commodification, and the lengths to which nonhuman animal bodies are stretched to prop up 

human ways of life, and to proliferate anthropocentric ways of thinking about nature.  This 

approach to understanding the powerful ramifications in relation to how animal bodies are 

broken down, speaks to the theme of the body that is interwoven through each of the resisters, 

as the animal is translated throughout these registers, it is modified. This in itself is an 

inherently political act, the modification of nature that leads to commodification and 

exploitation of entire species and ecosystems.  The idea of broken wildlife bodies 

disseminated throughout the assemblage makes a bond between care and conservation quite 

difficult to overcome the dominance and inevitability of violence. Both the rhinoceros and 

lion are widely disseminated, undergoing many translations both in physical and virtual 
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conservation space, and for me, following these translations makes understanding the 

relationships between the three dominant logics much clearer.  

Considering modes of interspecies security from an ethics of care perspective directs 

attention to overlooked animal movements and behaviors in terms of the impact on human 

endeavors and offers wider explanatory power in terms of disharmonious human and 

nonhuman relations, therefore security on an interspecies level should incorporate this ethical 

dimension due to the mutually reinforcing nature of interspecies relations.  In relation to 

wider security literature, care is often an excluded concept by definition and analytic framing, 

however by drawing out interspecies relations that are shaped by care practices, engaging 

care in this way reveals practices of care to be integral to the functionality of wildlife 

security.  In sum, care is not the pure alternative to violence, nor to the militarization of 

conservation.  By drawing on an ethics of care, posthuman ideas of interspecies 

interdependency work to create a sensibility for care within the nexus of security, as 

approaches emergent from posthuman disciplines recognise human vulnerability in terms of 

relations to nonhuman nature. This speaks to the idea of the vulnerability of the body, which 

is a factor that by drawing out shared vulnerabilities between species, blurs species 

boundaries and distinctions. In terms of wildlife security, care is not an antidote for the 

vacuum between anthropocentric and post-anthropocentric ways of thinking, but it does do 

some work in terms of drawing out vulnerability, stewardship and social responsibility that 

comes with an understanding of interdependency between species.   

Approaches rooted in posthumanism offer greater scope when addressing the issue of 

multiple meanings and voices; in this case it is useful for engaging with care and interspecies 

relations. Evidently, intersections between captivity and conservation make for a complex 

merger; one thing this analysis foregrounds is the theme of categorization, not only between 

human and nonhuman, but within a particular species, and the way in which categorization 

works to render some animals more killable than others. One conclusion that I draw is that 

distance between humans and wildlife was often a determinant in terms of ethical interspecies 

encounters, spatiality and violence are closely linked, which troubles the idea that petting and 

cuddling wildlife is in some way a legitimate practice. Care brings to the forefront what I 

deem to be overlooked aspects of wildlife security such as these seemingly harmless 

interspecies interactions, and in doing so shows how violence infiltrates the assemblage in 

many ways beyond militarized conservation. In sum, a politics of care is a significant point of 
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discussion for emerging politics of species extinction which I argue has potential for very 

important future research concerning the politics of the interspecies encounter.   
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6 

Conclusion 

In this thesis I have argued that wildlife security is an interspecies assemblage, shaped by 

dominant logics of power; colonialism, racism, gender and speciesism; that reinforce 

anthropocentric approaches to conservation and strengthen species hierarchies.  From these 

overarching logic, differentials of power emerge in this case through relations of violence, 

surveillance and care through which many different and often conflicting interspecies 

encounters take place.  Developing this understanding of wildlife security made it possible to 

venture into a posthuman understanding of security and politics, in addition to highlighting 

the problems with anthropocentric ways of thinking about issues that are both interspecies, 

and inherently political.  Through assemblage thinking, I was able to explore and explain 

security in a more than human way by thinking through different interspecies encounters and 

what this told me about the wider logics of power that influenced interactions between 

humans and wildlife.   

This research explored what a posthuman approach to the study of security might look like, 

and how it might be analyzed and interpreted offering up a novel framework for the study of 

issues that require a post-anthropocentric approach.  It becomes evident that the idea of 

security that is interspecies, or more-than-human in its consideration of nonhuman animals, 

disrupts what I identified in the literature review as the dominant understandings of wildlife 

as a resource, but also those narratives of militarized conservation and fortress model 

approaches that have shaped wildlife security historically. The concept of wildlife security as 

a flowing interspecies assemblage, produces a novel space through which security and 

conservation can coexist and where they co-function, however opening up the wider logics of 

power that govern this intersection. The explanatory power of the assemblage lies in 

relationality between humans and wildlife within this network; therefore, by following the 

trail during field work, the sociology of translation played a role in explaining and showing 

how animal bodies become political objects through the interactions and relationships formed 

with different types of people. This is where culture played an important role, due to its 

determining power where interspecies relations are concerned.  
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By engaging with how people and wildlife are translated, remade, disassembled, 

reassembled, at different points of the assemblage, there emerged a focus on the body, and 

how it was continually broken down and disseminated throughout the assemblage, 

particularly the body of the animal. I chose the distinctive stories of the African Lion and the 

Rhinoceros, and through following the ways in which the animal is translated throughout the 

assemblage, there is a strong focus on the body, and the breaking down of animal bodies, 

which those differentials of power make possible. Through empirical evidence and focusing 

on relationality and the blurring of species boundaries, I established further themes that held 

explanatory value in terms of how each of these registers are shaped and how they hold 

together across time and space; displacement, containment, racial relations, the body, and 

how it is broken down into parts, data; and the spatial dimensions that are cross cut by racism 

and speciesism.   

I) Conceptual Contributions  

What became evident is that wildlife security becomes an assemblage through translations 

and transgressions that humans and wildlife undergo. From the outset I noted the utility of 

approaches rooted in ANT, as this facilitated analysis based on following connections and 

relations between human and nonhuman that through an anthropocentric lens, would perhaps 

be considered disconnected and unrelated. This speaks to a very different approach to the 

study of politics, one in which the divide between nature and culture is dismantled, and 

replaced with more creative forms of political analysis that are receptive of the interspecies 

encounter as a political act.  I argue that this approach is much closer to a posthuman or more 

than human conservation agenda, as opposed to working with pre-established theoretical 

lenses that have reproduced and reinforced anthropocentric world views concerning 

nonhuman animals. Furthermore, ANT is open to the fact that empirical research can be 

theoretically generative (Barry, 2013, p. 5) Drawing on approaches rooted in ANT 

throughout this analysis, opened up pathways for some theoretical creativity in terms of 

explaining very different and complex relations between humans and wildlife that shaped 

how wildlife security holds together.  The significance of understanding wildlife security as 

an assemblage not only worked in harmony with ANT, but brought the interspecies encounter 

to the forefront of analysis, which drew out wider logics of power that shape the ways that 

species meet in this context, and the hierarchies between those considered human, and 

dehumanized others that are established and reinforced throughout the assemblage.   
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What was particularly useful in terms of developing and expanding the terrain both 

theoretically and empirically, was the concept of conservation space. One important finding 

was how the relationship between spatiality and the interspecies encounter, was often cross 

cut with violence; I found the proximity between humans and wildlife was laden with 

meaning, touching, cuddling, watching, killing; all of these encounters carried political 

significance that helped to identify the main issues with anthropocentrism. Through 

assemblage thinking and the sociology of translation, the understanding that conservation 

space exceeds the boundaries of a game reserve becomes evident through the ways that the 

string figures are stretched globally, and how conceptualizations of the poacher and hunter 

should not be localized to avoid racial profiling. In this assemblage space and time are not 

fixed, and what I define as conservation space is an assemblage of the territorial, the virtual 

and the in-between. Our existence is constituted by ‘linking incommensurable space-times,’ 

from which emerges a very different ‘landscape,’ that the assemblage works to map out; the 

assemblage offers a ‘mode of access;’ an orientation by which to explain how wildlife 

security holds together (Bingham and Thrift, 2000, p.291).  

Despite the capacity of fences and fines approaches to conservation for proliferating fortress 

models that shape how we perceive of conservation space; the global nature of the poaching 

crisis asks that this space be expanded, and assumes rather that there are no physical 

boundaries that limit how and where wildlife security assembles.  The string figure showed 

the global reach of wildlife security as a political issue, in terms of how far the assemblage 

stretched, and helped to connect local to global and to decolonize and deracialize 

stereotypical interpretations of the poacher and trophy hunter.  Spatiality and the translation 

and flow of human and nonhuman bodies constituted a large part of the functionality of the 

assemblage; spatiality frequently intersects with violence in relation to the observed human-

wildlife encounters, the closer the encounter, the more violent and unnatural.  Ethical 

conservation projects often do not permit touching or cuddling of wild animals, which helped 

to concretize this link. One important finding was not only shedding light on the grotesque 

and brutal nature of the encounter between hunter-tourist and wildlife post kill, but also the 

spectacle of cuddling and touching big cats and other wildlife, and how this connects 

interactive ecotourism to colonial nostalgia. One of the most important findings was the way 

that these encounters, under the guise of conservation, reinforce species hierarchies and how 

violence, in its many forms, some more physical and explicit than others, was often an 

accepted part of this process.  
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The structure of the thesis reflects the complexity of wildlife security and the difficulty of 

theorizing interspecies issues within the parameters of international relations. Understanding 

and explaining wildlife security and how it holds together across what I have defined as 

conservation space is not a task that can be undertaken through a linear analysis. The 

interspecies dimension of this research required some theoretical creativity in terms of 

developing ways by which to engage with wildlife to create a sensibility within the nexus of 

security. However, I feel that within the nexus of international relations, the issue of 

interspecies security and politics needs much more development theoretically. The 

approaches utilized are beneficial in terms of challenging dominant anthropocentrism, and 

drawing out the politics of the interspecies encounter, however wildlife security issues 

emerge all over the world, they pulse through different cultures, involving very different 

interspecies encounters to those that constitute the South African poaching crisis.  Therefore, 

understanding the politics of wildlife security is an ongoing project with many potential case 

studies, but one that makes an important development in establishing and furthering 

interspecies approaches to the study of international relations.   

Considering the development of novel surveillance technologies for the purpose of wildlife 

security drew attention to the power of interspecies data in expanding conservation space to 

the virtual domain, where animals essentially became data or virtual bodies. This showed the 

significance of the body, and embodiment and how these are manifested through each 

encounter; interspecies approaches to security revealed the distinct ways in which the animal 

body is enrolled in the assemblage, from wilderness and living free from human interaction, 

to the breaking down of the animal to a data or virtual body to improve the governability of 

conservation space. This also disrupted how surveillance is interpreted, as who and what is 

watching and for what reason is often complex to decipher given the layered and multifaceted 

nature of wildlife security, and the nature of the legal architecture through which this data is 

filtered.  Following the translations of the animal body not only shows how human 

encounters with nonhuman animals are laden with the influence of overarching logics of 

power that strengthen and reinforce anthropocentric world views and attitudes to nonhuman 

nature; namely colonialism, racism, gender and speciesism; but it also established the 

interspecies encounter as the focus of analysis, which connects to the wider spatial 

dimensions of the assemblage.  Proximity intersects with spectacle as distance is closed 

between humans and wildlife in various contexts; often the outcome for wildlife is violence, 

through forced human contact, like cuddling, or even killing.  
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The significance of the novel technological developments within this nexus was that the 

animal has essentially become enrolled in its own security and protection. Much of this way 

of thinking is influenced by Haraway’s cyborg and her concept of naturecultures through 

which she argues for approaches that recognize the co-constitution of humans and nature, 

rather than simply understanding humans as embedded in the natural world. I argue that both 

views are in keeping with the task of creating a sensibility for wildlife within the nexus of 

security, but the idea of co-constitution and hybridization that the cyborg engages is a much 

more productive approach by which to interpret and understand interspecies relations and the 

mutual impact on humans and wildlife. This is where Haraway’s tentacular thinking, and 

discussion on processes of becoming together is particularly helpful. 

Throughout the thesis I refer to the hunter and the poacher as string figures; which is a 

practice of ‘multispecies storytelling,’ through which the processes of becoming, the 

distinctions and the overlaps between each, are drawn out. Haraway’s (2013, pp. 2-4) string 

figures, play cat’s cradle with wildlife security; passing patterns and connections backwards 

and forwards across species, spaces and histories; this speaks to the concept of translations, 

and demonstrated the pull of colonialism, racism and speciesism that are ‘inescapably 

fabulated,’ throughout the assemblage. This approach suggests thinking about relationality 

through the strings or connections, that not only entangle the past and present, and our shared 

histories, but also work towards blurring species boundaries, and identifying the 

anthropocentric force of species hierarchies.  The blurring of species boundaries asks 

questions of the nature of conservation space; this made me more aware of the issue of 

categorization that formed a large part of the studied interspecies relations. The 

categorization of lions insofar as their value as a trophy, between the wild and captive, the 

poacher and the hunter all erect and strengthen species boundaries that legitimize practices of 

violence and reinforce processes of othering. Dehumanization brings together much of the 

critiques of anthropocentrism pertinent to the issue of poaching and wildlife security; as the 

logics of power work to establish species distinctions and hierarchies, the differentials of 

power enact the processes of othering that create and legitimize the establishment of 

dehumanized others in order to prop up dominant, anthropocentric ways of life.  

The conservation cyborg, is therefore much more complex than simply a hybrid, rigid merger 

of animal and technology. In Haraway’s (2013, p. 4) words, a cyborg is rather ‘the 

materialization of imploded (not hybridized) human beings-information machines-

multispecies organisms,’ and is a way through which we remake dualistic worlds, into an 
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assemblage of multispecies storytelling.  For me, interspecies relations formed the smallest 

unit of analysis when engaging with multispecies storytelling. This approach probed deeper 

questioning of the stories and translations of wildlife in this context; What constitutes a lion? 

Why and how has a lion become a political entity? How is a rhinoceros political through its 

assemblage with other entities and beings? I argue that through the process of translation that 

the animal undergoes, these questions, and those questions of nonhuman agency can be 

addressed. The rhino, or lion produces affect and change through translation.  

Furthermore, the concept of the string figure for me worked to decolonize preconceived ideas 

of the poacher and the hunter which are commonly racialised, localized, and culturally 

distinguishable. However, understanding these as string figures, it is clear to see overlaps 

between the two. Through following how the string figure of the hunter has been embodied 

and translated across time and space, it very clearly moves between the legal and illegal 

dimensions of the assemblage, as is evidenced in the example of the pseudo hunt. The 

decolonizing of preconceived ideas about who and what a poacher or hunter is and how they 

should be treated can be achieved through posthuman approaches in the deracializing of each 

of these entities. Following the strings of each as a string figure, troubled those long 

withstanding highly racialized and colonial stereotypes and also showed how each of these 

entities spanned continents and cultures, particularly in the implication of Asian syndicates 

and white males in the figure of the poacher.  The figure of the hunter is shot through with 

legal architecture that determines what makes killing wildlife ethical, but it also brought to 

the surface the absence of indigenous, black African voices in the conservation or moreover, 

the wildlife security narrative.  I noted that critical race studies do not do enough to recognise 

this absence with regards to conservation, meaning that knowledge production regarding 

wildlife security continues to be reproduced from a predominantly Western perspective. 

Following the translations of humans and wildlife, this probes the question of nonhuman 

agency, but also demonstrates the disruptive capacities of animals in this regard, the thesis 

was not concerned with proving whether or not animals have agency, but this becomes 

evident to a certain extent, through the way in which translations occur. In sum, the string 

figure allows for movement across time and space in order to make sense of the complexity 

of the wildlife security assemblage, a factor that has proven challenging throughout my 

research.  
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II) Substantive Contributions  

The structure of the thesis explored the three dominant logics of power within the wildlife 

security assemblage; violence, surveillance and care which reveal greater depth to the nature 

of wildlife security as it is presently known and studied.  My intention was to offer a more 

comprehensive and species inclusive way of studying this subject matter, and to encourage 

study beyond the parameters of militarized conservation. Breaking down these differentials of 

power into smaller constituent parts, which in this context I argue to be interspecies relations, 

interhuman relations, and processes of dehumanization, allowed me to approach the study of 

this subject matter in greater depth as an interspecies security issue.   On doing so, 

anthropocentric meanings attached to each of these differentials are challenged, and dominant 

understandings of the nature of violence within conservation space takes on a rather different, 

and much more multispecies meaning.   Each of these chapters has delved deeper into the 

nature of power and how it flows and is dispersed throughout a multispecies assemblage, this 

was an enormous task given the many variants of interspecies and interhuman relations that 

took place, however, those addressed were discussed as they have been formative and 

influential in shaping each logic.  

III) Violence 

In South Africa, violence is deeply entangled with the conservation of wildlife, and at times, 

is so deeply interwoven that practices that are violent or invasive in nature are legitimized by 

the very conservation structures that they exist within. It became evident that violence and the 

spatial dimensions of the assemblage are inherently linked, and oftentimes, space and the 

practices of displacement and containment that facilitate the translations of people and 

wildlife, legitimize practices of violence. Through engaging with the history of park 

establishment, land expropriation, community displacement and intersections with the 

Apartheid regime, it became clear that the legacy of racism is still very much entangled in the 

relationship between parks and people. Fortress conservation adds to the significance of 

spatiality, where an intersection between protection, containment, and ethics and 

displacement exists.  I believe this strengthens claims for racial exclusivity and cultural 

segregation, as a fortress is built around wildlife and ownership of conservation space is 

racialized and colonized. The violent relations that have shaped interhuman encounters in the 

context of conservation reveal a conflict between indigenous knowledge systems and western 

conservation. In many instances, violent behaviors towards wildlife and nonhuman nature at 
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large is evidence that human culture and ethics mesh together to determine the nature of 

interspecies encounters, and in this instance, violence played a large role in reinforcing 

species hierarchies.  

My research determined that militarization was an arguably necessary, short term measure 

However, my research concludes that in most cases, as a long-term strategy for conservation, 

militarized approaches are limited, they are partial, and they ignore the entangled histories 

and the wider assemblages that can be engaged through, the differentials of power; violence, 

surveillance and care.  The task of this thesis is not to draw conclusions on whether or not 

green militarization is effective as a conservation or antipoaching strategy but rather to 

develop wildlife security as an assemblage that can be utilized to navigate the complexity of 

other political, interspecies security issues.  

Empirical data gathered during field work and through interviews with security personnel, 

evidenced that developments within wildlife security practice are moving towards proactive 

security and surveillance practices for more effective antipoaching as opposed to reactive 

which involves APU’s reacting to a poaching attack, an event which is more likely to end in 

violence. Proactive approaches referred mostly to those that endorsed predictive technologies 

through the collation of interspecies and spatial data.  Engaging with surveillance in this 

context revealed a lot about the power dynamics involved in the interspecies encounter, but 

who and what is being watched and for what reason, strengthens the claims that many 

practices within wildlife security are forms of governance and tell us much about the nature 

of interspecies relations.  Many of these practices work in favor of protection and others are 

less obviously benevolent but whilst part of the wildlife security infrastructure is assumedly 

working towards the protection of wildlife and more widely the security of a particular 

species.  Therefore, some modes of surveillance arguably make violence possible.  

Through setting out the ways in which wildlife is commodified within the conservation 

sector, I demonstrated how this often involves the killing and cuddling of wild animals, 

though hunting and practices of ecotourism; killing and cuddling are processes that are 

inherently violent, but are commodified for the tourist. Chapter 3, discusses how hierarchies 

of violence emerge, this is particularly evident through the example of hunting; trophy 

canned and pseudo. Trophy hunting categorizes animals based on their aesthetic qualities, 

and purity, which determines their value; the kill during an expensive trophy hunt was in 

hunting terms rendered much more ethical due to the ‘fair chase’ system applied to ethical 
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hunts. The second shot, or the accompaniment by a professional hunter, disrupts the 

masculinity of the white hunting hero string figure, but also the rising huntress culture in 

which women are frequently photographed posing with the carcass of an animal, troubles the 

link between gender and conservation as symbolic of a pure manifestation of care, here 

masculinities and femininities are blurred through the string figure of the modern trophy 

hunter.  

Canned hunting is pitted against trophy hunting in terms of the contained space in which it 

takes place, which it appears determines the ethicality of a particular hunt; moreover, a 

canned hunt, is in the can, the lion cannot escape, meaning that the ‘fair chase’ system does 

not apply. Lions bred for canned hunting show how the lion is remade through translations 

from wild to captive bred; both are essentially lions, but the translations tell very different 

stories. Both are commodities, but arguments by some hunters suggested that captive bred 

lions had to die, and be made more killable and affordable, in order for wild lions to survive. 

Pseudo hunting in which permits are acquired legally, but through which the blurring of legal 

and illegal practice emerges, show the utility of translations in blurring this distinction.  

The rhino, for which a legal permit is obtained for it to be shot, is killed by its owner, and 

then its carcass photographed with Asian traffickers and prostitutes, for which its head is 

mounted as a trophy, to facilitate the legal export of horn. Through practices of hunting, I 

also engaged with the idea of cultural violence, and virtuous violence which explains how 

particular sets of interspecies relations often legitimize violent practices.  Indigenous cultures 

have for a long time depended on wildlife as a food source, and integrate wildlife into 

spiritual culture and ritual; white western conservation values often view wildlife as a 

resource, which at times requires conserving or preserving it. These concepts of violence are 

intertwined, and as aspects of each culture, that have been translated across conservation 

space and time, are deeply engrained, particular violent practices such as hunting, often 

intersect with tradition.   Through these concepts, it is clear to see that there is an overlap 

between hunter and poacher, and through the string figure, and the multispecies storytelling 

of how these figures are entangled together, violence can be much better understood.  

IV) Surveillance 

The surveillance chapter concluded that wildlife security is made possible through different 

modes and practices of surveillance and monitoring, and as aforementioned, surveillance 

operates through the transformation of what is being watched which in this case sparks 
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interesting discussion on the enrollment of the animal body. Through extensive engagement 

with practices of surveillance operative throughout conservation space, it became evident that 

proactive antipoaching was linked to predictability, and perhaps modes of anticipatory 

governance concerning the surveillance of conservation space, that is inhabited by an 

interspecies population. I followed the rhino body, and demonstrate that transformations not 

only enrolled the animal body in the process of surveillance and security, but also produced 

hybridized entities, or what I referred to as conservation cyborgs.  

The image of the conservation cyborg is built around a particular research project that 

proposed the use of heart rate monitors and other sensory technology that could potentially be 

inserted into rhino bodies to contribute to proactive security efforts through triggering alerts 

when the rhino becomes stressed, and the avoidance of rhino deaths through more effective 

deployment of APU’s. The conservation cyborg is also exemplary of how the animal is 

becoming enrolled in security and protection, which perhaps is also a move towards reducing 

the human presence on sites of conservation. However, the security at a distance concept, is 

not always viable due to logistics, signal; however, it is clear that these projects and ideas that 

are moving towards a posthuman conservation, are evolving constantly. In this context, it 

could be argued that technology may make possible the rewilding of African wilderness 

through creating a paradox in which humans are physically distanced from wildlife, but can 

get closer access to their daily movements and more intimate knowledge of the species.    

The conservation cyborg speaks to wider discussion on posthuman realities; more-than-

human, multispecies, the postnatural, and the idea of rewilding wildlife and nature; all terms 

that I have drawn on throughout to tell the story of the change that is taking place within the 

nexus of wildlife security. What is increasingly evident, is the mediated environment in the 

age of the Anthropocene, the artificial wilderness that is constructed, that intersects with 

commodification and conservation. However, Chapter 4 follows the translations of the rhino, 

and contributes further to the expansion of conservation space through following how the 

rhino body is broken down from physical, to constituent parts, and then to data, which 

translates the rhino from park to virtual conservation space. The corporeal body and the data 

body are important features of the assemblage, particularly as data sets render animals more 

killable, or grant them greater protection. The enrollment of the animal in practices of 

security and protection works to blur species boundaries and distinctions; it became evident 

that the assemblage was densely populated by functional interspecies assemblages, that were 
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underpinned by different sets of interspecies relations. The stories of these interspecies 

relations can be told through the string figure.  

Throughout this thesis I was engaged with how the rhinoceros and the lion were assembled 

and remade through many translations and connections. Following how the body of the 

animal as it is enrolled and broken down, was a focal aspect of blurring the species 

boundaries that have burdened wildlife security. I followed the broken bodies of the animals, 

and how they moved fluidly throughout the assemblage, in some instances, through the 

merging of animal bodies with surveillance technologies, the animal became a security 

hybrid, or what I define as a conservation cyborg.  Partnerships between technologies and 

animals, managed and analyzed by people, reduce the need for human presence in 

biodiversity hotspots unless a poaching threat arises. It could be interpreted that the 

conservation cyborg is an attempt at rewilding conservation space, which speaks to a more 

posthuman approach to conservation. I found that conservation and commodification were 

inseparable in the case of South Africa and based on my findings, and that conservation 

remains very much in conflict with human security, and the increasing demands of humans 

Engaging with translations shows that the assemblage is constantly in flux, and that it is not a 

static concept, the things that constitute the assemblage do not remain still, and are 

continually made and remade.  The concept of the assemblage established wildlife security as 

based on a loose set of connections, that link different practices at different levels. These 

linkages are made through following translations of wildlife and humans throughout, but the 

string figure shows how certain features have remained fixed over time and space. By 

following the translations of actants throughout the assemblage, the expansion of the political 

domain becomes evident in the disruptive capacities of the nonhuman to shape the 

assemblage; through relations things that are understood as excluded from political life, can 

become political. This disrupts anthropocentric, autonomous ideas within the nexus of 

conservation of domination and mastery, in that the animal through translations, and how it is 

modified and remade at different points, is disruptive of those anthropocentric ‘master 

narratives.’ Power is emergent from the relationality of the assemblage, and how things are 

connected, and by drawing on ANT I was able to follow and make sense of this in the context 

of wildlife security. In chapter 4, I outlined how surveillance practices throughout the wildlife 

security assemblage have become much more interspecies in nature, which suggests that 

perhaps the surveillance of conservation space, and the collection of data sets that are 

pertinent to both humans and nonhumans, speaks to a move towards an interspecies approach 
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to the governance and monitoring of conservation space.  This is turn speaks to the growth of 

a posthuman conservation, through which novel partnerships with technologies work to 

facilitate the rewilding of conservation space.  

V) Care  

The third register that I argue shapes this assemblage is that of care, which in this context is 

shot through with modes and practices of violence and surveillance. It would appear that 

conservation and care are somewhat entangled through the idea of humans as stewards of the 

environment, where there are arguably obligations or responsibilities for us to protect nature 

and nonhuman animals. Analysis of the conservation space is quick to inform us that at 

present, due to neoliberal conservation agendas in which wildlife is heavily commodified, the 

animal becomes a product or a resource to be consumed, and utilized to meet human needs, 

and is also being protected at a price and for profit. Drawing out these needs reveals different 

levels of subsistence; where indigenous communities are concerned; this commonly involves 

utilizing wildlife for meat and food sources. However, western conservation models in 

keeping with the way in which we value animals in the global North have worked to outlaw 

subsistence hunting as damaging, but conversely to allow animals to be hunted as trophies. 

Furthermore, the way in which animals are valued, is cross cut by issues of racism and 

speciesism that again speaks to the histories of park establishment and the culture of 

exclusion and displacement that has legitimized violence across time and space.    

There is a profound connection between our mistreatment of humans and the mistreatment of 

non-human animals. Engaging with posthumanism led me to the interpretation of humanity 

as a category, but the humane treatment and care afforded to those within this category is not 

provided on the basis of a universal ethic of care granted to all living beings. In the context of 

wildlife security, I discussed how practices of care assemble as pure or impure; defining care 

that is pure as based on altruism, and relations between humans and wildlife that are based on 

compassionate stewardship. However, care also emerges in impure ways, and in a similar 

manner to the way in which violence is legitimized, practices of care exist that are shaped by 

cruelty and exploitation, which are in keeping with the perception that wildlife is a resource 

utilised to meet human consumptive demands and needs, however these may differ culturally. 

In essence, under the guise of conservation, care practices that are cruel and violent are 

legitimised through meeting economic needs, which speaks to wider neoliberal conservation 

models that concretize the interpretation of wildlife as solely an economic resource.  
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Field work undertaken in South Africa evidenced that many practices within the ecotourism 

sector operated falsely under the guise of conservation, whether consciously or not. This was 

particularly evident in the case of ‘big cats’ particularly lion species which I used as an 

example at several points throughout the thesis. The lion is arguably an important string 

figure throughout. The life cycle of a park cub offers a clear example of how the animal 

becomes enrolled in the assemblage, and how the lion in this case intersects with and is 

modified by practices of violence, surveillance and care. From birth cubs are removed from 

their mother, they are hand reared by humans and then sent to ecotourism facilities to endure 

cuddling and what I outlined as invasive tourist encounters involving touching, holding and 

photographing. I visited these facilities and noticed how the cubs often tried to evade contact 

with people by hiding under logs in their pen. Some were very small babies, and were very 

evidently terrified at being handled. 

 Again, the spatial dimension comes into play, as humans are drawn to close encounters with 

wild animals, which is mostly rooted in a fascination emergent from westernized 

conservation approaches and subsequent ecotourism structures, with getting up close and 

personal with wild animals.  Where care and violence intersect with the interspecies, I found 

that very different justifications and understandings for both, were shaped by the interspecies 

relations underpinning them. For example, the distinction made between the sangoma 

sacrifice and the canned hunt; one is a spiritual ritual that arguably shows the animal respect, 

and utilises ever part of the animal for food, clothing and healing. Whereas the other, is 

driven by bloodlust, and a relationship with wildlife that treats animals as disposable, based 

on domination, and cruelty. However, both sets of interspecies relations speak to the concept 

of virtuous violence, whereby each person believes that their actions are right and just. A 

spiritual journey; saving the wild lions by shooting the ‘lesser’ lion.   

Several facilities were described as sanctuaries which tend to be associated with charitable 

intentions, but wildlife is deeply entangled with neoliberal conservation agendas meaning that 

they must pay rent to give their lives value. Cubs that grew up were often walked with, and 

then many ‘donated’ to parks and reserves in need of lion populations. However, lions that 

have not lived the life of a wild lion were normally habituated to human beings through 

ecotourism, they are physically and mentally conditioned by a cycle of impure care and 

violence to depend on humans for all their needs and hence become a product that can 

contribute financial value at each stage of their life cycle. These lions have been named 

‘Blood Lions,’ as the unravelling of the canned hunting industry in South Africa; that I have 
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discussed at several points of this thesis; evidenced how lions were bred in captivity, 

habituated to people through ecotourism and then sold to be shot in a canned hunt.  

The distinction between wild and captive speaks to the spatial dimensions of wildlife security 

that I argued in Chapter 3, legitimize violence. Conservation space is cross cut by 

displacement and containment, and the wild and captive lions are an enactment of this 

particular translation. This assemblage made lions extremely killable, and canned hunting, the 

bargain hunt, makes the kill cheap and quick in terms of duration. The choice of animals to 

kill is often presented like a menu to eager hunters, showing not only the influence of market 

interventions on hunting practice, but placing a monetary and ethical value upon the 

distinction between wild and captive bred lions. Canned hunting intersects with ecotourism 

through the translations that the lion undergoes to eventually face the hunter. In a canned 

hunt, the spatial dimensions have often been the defining point in terms of what constitutes an 

ethical hunt, the practice takes place within an enclosure, with the most important factor 

being that the lion cannot escape, and the hunt is ‘in the can’ meaning that a kill is 

guaranteed.  

Hunting is one practice that connects all three registers across the terrain of conservation 

space; trophy hunting draws out the inherently colonial nature of violence and how this 

speaks to the history of game reserve establishment, based on enclosure and expulsion of 

indigenous peoples, furthermore it reveals hidden power relations that work to vilify 

indigenous hunting practices, speaking to the white hero narrative of western males across 

time and space that have tamed wild Africa, which in itself involved both interhuman and 

interspecies violence. Canned hunting further uncovers the spatial dimensions of violence, 

meaning that the space in which a hunt takes place is linked to how ethical said hunt is by 

hunting body standards. These spatial dimensions speak also to park establishment in terms 

of the containment, and in some cases taming, of wildlife, and the displacement of different 

groups of people and animals, namely local communities who were historically evicted from 

newly developed conservation space, displaced and disconnected from ancestral homelands. 

It could be argued that racially, dehumanizing practices linked to the expulsion of indigenous 

people, and the taming and dilution of indigenous cultures, are a consequence of the white, 

western standards that were constitute of conservation models ta the time. Exploring how 

humans and wildlife are translated across space and time is made possible through following 

translations, starting in this case with the relations between different groups of humans and 
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animals; how they value and relate to wildlife culturally; and working outwards from these 

relations.   

Many human encounters with nonhuman nature involve some sort of invasiveness, 

imposition oppression and violence.  In this context, conservation and the killing and 

cuddling of animals are intimately entangled, and shot through with violence. Critiques 

throughout the thesis, that animals are protected and valued solely as a resource, can be 

drawn out through the translations of the lion and the rhinoceros. What became evident was 

the parallel between wildlife and stock, or product; which was evidence not only of the 

proliferation of neoliberal conservation agendas, but also how this equated animals as 

commodities. This speaks to the wider issue of categorization, that appeared to legitimize 

certain practices of violence, and particularly the distinction between the wild and the tame 

that is drawn out through the distinction made by hunters.  Categorization links to the concept 

of dehumanization, which I discussed in relation to humanity, which is a category to which 

those who are assembled within it, are afforded certain rights. I argue that in the context of 

this assemblage, dehumanization is not a process that is exclusively human, as this practice 

has intersected with displacement and containment of both human and nonhuman 

communities. This in turn, has legitimized cruel, and violent treatment in an array of different 

ways.  

Activists that I engaged with stressed the slippery definitions of canned hunting, and that 

despite the government claiming that it is illegal, the way in which canned hunting is defined 

is interpretive and therefore takes place within the parameters of the law. Engaging with the 

extent of the collusion pertinent to the wildlife security assemblage is difficult to prove as I 

did not have direct access to such information and did not witness or experience hunting in 

any form, only through discussions with hunters did I acquire primary data on the subject. 

Hunting raises questions on the nature of interspecies ethics within conservation policies and 

concerning the legal architecture that sets such ethics in place.  I feel like the comparison 

between different types of hunting within this research made overlaps and distinctions in 

terms of hunting practices much more explicit, but also highlighted how intricately violence 

is woven into the fibres of the interspecies encounter. My research also troubled the narrative 

of protection that is used to defend and legitimize long established, accepted hunting 

traditions. Drawing out the benevolence in the architecture of protection also reinforces the 

understanding that there are logics of power at work that continue to reproduce the colonial 

elements of conservation.    
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IX) Future Research 

The vastness and complexity of the wildlife security was at times overwhelming, and I 

believe that at certain points, the structure of the thesis reflected this. I feel that this research 

has opened up the possibility for a more posthuman kind of conservation, one that 

understands and interprets conservation space as a more-than-human assemblage. I feel that 

much more scholarly engagement is needed in terms of opening up the prospect of an 

interspecies security in which issues that implicate humans and wildlife together, can be 

addressed and explored coherently.  In terms of international relations, I believe that much 

more engagement with the interspecies is required in order to create a sensibility for wildlife 

and issues such as species extinction, which I have argued throughout, is a security issue. One 

thing that I believe is missing from the nexus of wildlife security is the black African voice. I 

encountered one detailed narrative of the conservation sector in the ‘Big Conservation Lie,’ 

which was openly critical of the racism and speciesism that critiqued the persistent colonial 

agenda of African conservation. However, I did not find much more literature that dealt with 

these issues in such great depth.   

Future research on wildlife security, and moreover   interspecies security, needs to engage 

more deeply with indigenous, and silenced voices in order to address the gap for this valuable 

knowledge throughout modern conservation narratives.  Part of dismantling anthropocentrism 

in this context requires addressing the issues of dehumanization and othering that are 

reproduced across species and spaces through the dominance and persistence of colonial 

conservation. In order to come to terms with and address oppressive relations between 

species and people that anthropocentric approaches have worked to normalize, the 

uncomfortable admittance that conservation can take a wildlife before people approach must 

be recognized and appropriately addressed.  An interesting approach might be to explore how 

wildlife security could incorporate more indigenous interspecies values into practice, which 

could potentially address critiques of conservation as racially and culturally exclusive.  

However, at present, wildlife security at large remains understood in militarized terms. The 

recognition that militarized conservation is a short-term approach means that more work must 

be done to discover what long-term solutions might be.  Within international relations and 

critical security, I feel that much more could be done to explore the idea of decolonizing and 

deracializing conservation space.  Wildlife security is not only a subject matter restricted to 

the region of South Africa, and I believe that much more work could be done in terms of 

exploring other case studies globally to enrich and deepen the concept of the wildlife security 
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assemblage.  Other potential might also be to explore how posthuman approaches to 

conservation might be reflected within policy changes, and what a posthuman conservation 

might look like.    Posthuman wildlife security recognizes not only our corporeal 

vulnerabilities in the face of environmental degradation or species extinction more 

specifically, but how we are constituted by nature, and part of a delicate web that is in danger 

of unravelling.  Through multispecies stories, the lions voice can be heard, and his story told.  
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